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CONDITIONS OF SALE - Public Auction
THE PLACING OF A BID SHALL CONSTITUTE ACCEPTANCE OF THESE CONDITIONS OF SALE BETWEEN BIDDER AND DANIEL F. KELLEHER AUCTIONS, LLC (“KELLEHER”)
BIDDING
EXHIBITION AND INSPECTION OF LOTS; QUALITY AND AUTHENTICITY
1. Unless announced otherwise by the auctioneer, all bids are per lot, as numbered in the printed
7. (a) See viewing schedule for on-premises viewing and please note that we are a certified State of
Catalogue. Kelleher, as agent for the consignor or vendor, shall regulate the bidding and shall deterCT, COVID-19 compliant business. As the guidance and rules change, please refer to the CT.GOV
mine the manner in which the bidding shall be conducted. Kelleher reserves the right to withdraw
or CDC.GOV websites. Ample opportunity is given for on premises inspection prior to the aucany lot prior to sale (without liability to any potential purchaser or agent), to re-offer any withdrawn
tion date, by appointment only, and upon written request and at Kellehers’ discretion. Live video
lot, to divide a lot or to group two or more lots belonging to the same consignor or vendor, and to
viewing is also available, please contact our offices to arrange same, at least one week prior to the
refuse any bid believed not made in good faith. Estimates of sales prices contained in the printed
sale date.
Catalogue reflect the best judgment of Kelleher and are not minimum or upset prices.
(b) Each lot is sold as genuine and correctly described, based on individual description as modified
2. (a) Bids shall be made in the steps set forth on the bidding page for increments. (b) The highest
by any specific notations in this Catalogue or as announced at the time of sale.
bid acknowledged by the auctioneer shall prevail. Should a dispute arise between bidders (including
(c) Quality. Any lot which a purchaser considers to be incorrectly described and was not examined
a dispute between a floor or internet bidder and the auctioneer acting on behalf of a mail bidder,
by the bidder or his agent prior to the sale, may be returned to Kelleher within two weeks of its
consignor or vendor, the auctioneer alone shall determine who the successful bidder is and whether
receipt by such purchaser (“Returning Purchaser”), provided, however, that the same is received by
to reoffer the lot in dispute. Should a dispute arise after the sale, the auctioneer’s sale records shall
Kelleher within four weeks of the date of the auction and in its original packaging; however, Kellebe conclusive. On all lots sold, a commission of 20% * on the hammer price is payable by the buyer
her may, in its discretion, refuse acceptance of such returned lot. If an opinion of a mutually acto the auctioneer together with any sales and use tax or customs duties. (c) Lots may be re-opened
ceptable authority is desired (Extension), the period of time within which a lot must be received by
as necessary to accommodate connectivity issues or incorrect bids.
Kelleher will be extended in accordance with Condition of Sale 7(g). In the event that a dispute can3. (a) The auctioneer reserves the right to bid on behalf of clients (and consignors or vendors) but
not be resolved by reference to a mutually acceptable authority, and Kelleher thereupon undertakes
shall not be liable for errors and omissions in executing instructions to bid, however received, and
to re-offer the lot with a description identical to the description disputed, the Returning Purchaser
whether such errors or omissions be those of the bidder or agent or those of the auctioneer.
shall be liable for the deficiency, if any, between the proceeds of the sale to the Returning Purchaser
(b) Lots are offered subject to a reserve price. The auctioneer will implement such reserve price by
and the proceeds of a sale to a subsequent purchaser, as well as for all costs and expenses of the
bidding on behalf of the consignor/ vendor. (c) It may also be assumed that all consignors have been
re-sale, including commission, and all incidental damages. Any lot, the description of which is
advanced monies against the sale of their consigned material and Kelleher therefore has a security
disputed, must be returned intact and in the original packaging and in the condition received (uninterest in the consigned material over and above the normal auction commission.
altered) by the purchaser. The following lots are not returnable except at the discretion of Kelleher:
(d) Purchases made by a consignor or vendor or his agent on his own lots shall be considered as a
(i) lots from purchasers who attended the exhibition of the lots; (ii) lots examined by postal viewers;
sale subject to commissions and sales tax as applicable.
(iii) lots on account of their appearance, if they are illustrated in this Catalogue or online; (iv) lots
(e) Agents are responsible for the payment of the purchase price for all purchases made on behalf of
described as having repairs, defects or faults for any reason. (v) lots containing more than ten (10)
their clients, unless other arrangements with the auctioneer have been confirmed in writing prior
items. (d) Authenticity. Any lot which is declared other than genuine by a mutually recognized
to the auction.
authority is returnable, provided such lot is received by Kelleher within four weeks of the date of the
PAYMENT FOR PURCHASES
auction. Proof that a mutually acceptable authority declines to express an opinion is not grounds
4. (a) Payment for lots, including those on which opinions are desired (Extensions), shall be as
for the return of a lot. (e) Expenses incurred by a purchaser in the submission and the return of a
follows:
lot under Conditions of Sale 7 is not subject to refund. (f) Numerical grading is subjective and is
(b) Floor Bidders. Payment of the purchase price, or such part there of as Kelleher shall require,
based upon the condition of each issue. Lots may not be returned if a third party grades a stamp
shall be made by the purchaser in cash, bank or certified check, credit card, PayPal or in such other
at lower than our grade. (g) Lots with existing certificates from the Philatelic Foundation (PF) or
manner as Kelleher may determine. The name and address of the purchaser of each lot shall be
Professional Stamp Experts (PSE), British Philatelic Association (BPA), Royal Philatelic Society
given to the auctioneer immediately following the sale of such lot.
(London) (RPSL) and Australia (RPSA), Vincent Graves Greene Foundation (VGG) or any other
(c) Mail/Internet/FAX/Website Bidders. A successful mail bidder will be notified of lots purchased.
expertizing authority as recognized by the International Association of Philatelic Experts (AIEP),
Before Kelleher will send such lots, payment in full must be received by Kelleher within three (3)
for items within their specialty and dated within the last seven (7) years from the date of sale, will be
business days of receipt of the aforesaid notification by the mail bidder. However, a purchaser
offered and sold on an “as-is” basis and as so stated on the certificate. Such lots may not be returned
known to Kelleher at its option may have purchases delivered or forwarded for immediate payment
for any reason, including but not limited to a contrary verbal or written opinion or certificate.
(by a dollar draft, ACH or wire transfer from a U.S. bank in the case of overseas purchasers). Mailed
SALES TAX/CUSTOMS DUTIES
delivery will be to the address on the bid sheet and proof by Kelleher of receipt of a sending at the
8. Unless presentation of satisfactory proof that it is exempted by law, a purchaser shall pay to
advised address shall constitute delivery. This includes disputes for payments made via PayPal and/
Kelleher the compensating Sales and/or use taxes of any State claiming jurisdiction, which is being
or credit card. Buyer acknowledges that he/she waives their right to file a dispute in such cases with
collected, reported and remitted to said State, based upon the Supreme Court Wayfair legislation
PayPal or their Credit Card Company. All charges for handling, delivery and insurance obtained
enacted June, 2018. Buyers outside the U.S. are responsible for all customs duties. A purchaser shall
by Kelleher on behalf of the purchaser shall be added to the purchase price; a minimum charge of
indemnify Kelleher and hold it harmless of and from any claims of any jurisdiction for sales taxes
$20.00 will be made for same.
relating to the purchase of articles at the auction, whenever the same may arise.
(d) Prompt Payment Discount - Successful bidders whose payment is received within 15 calendar
APPLICABLE LAW, JURISDICTION, ETC.
days from the date of the auction, shall be entitled to a 2% prompt payment discount of the hammer
9. All matters arising out of this auction shall be governed by the laws of the State of Connecticut
price of each lot, regardless of the method of payment.
without giving effect to the choice of law principles thereof.
5. Title shall not pass to the purchaser until full payment has been received by Kelleher as agents
ARBITRATION
for the consignor or vendor.
10. Any controversy or claim arising out of or relating to this auction shall be settled by arbitration
6. (a) Purchasers agree to pay for lots as specified in Condition of Sale 4 (or as the same may
in the City of New York, State of New York in accordance with the Rules of the American Arbitrabe modified by Condition of Sale 8), and no credit is extended; a late payment charge of 2% per
tion Association and judgment upon the award rendered by the Arbitrator or Arbitrators may be
month or fraction thereof shall be added if payment is not made in accordance with the aforesaid
entered in any Court having jurisdiction.
conditions.
JURISDICTION AND VENUE OF ACTIONS
(b) In the event that a bidder shall fail to comply with these Conditions of Sale (“Non-Complying
11. The purchaser at this auction (a) consents and submits to the jurisdiction of the Courts of the
Bidder”), then, as to any lot with respect to which such failure to comply occurs, Kelleher, may, in
State of Connecticut and of the Courts of the United States for a judicial district within the territoriits sole discretion, re-offer such lot during the same auction or at an auction at a later time, or by
al limits of the State of Connecticut for all matters arising out of this auction sale, including, without
private treaty sale at such time as Kelleher Auctions, in its sole discretion, deems appropriate and
limitation, any action or proceeding instituted for the enforcement of any right, remedy, obligation
the Non-Complying Bidder shall be liable for the deficiency, if any, between the hammer price and
and liability arising under or by reason thereof; and (b) consents and submits to the venue of such
the net proceeds of a sale to a subsequent purchaser, whether at auction or by private treaty, as well
action or proceeding in the City of Danbury, County of Fairfield, State of Connecticut (or such juas for all costs and expenses of both sales, including all other charges due thereunder, including
dicial district of a Court of the United States as shall include the same, and (c) further consents that
commissions with respect to both sales, whether payable to Kelleher or to a third party and all
service of process in any action relating thereto may be effected by registered mail, return receipt
incidental damages. It shall be in Kellehers’ sole discretion to determine whether to re-offer the lot
requested address to the purchase at the address given to the auctioneer at the time of the sale.
theretofore hammered-down to a Non-Complying Bidder at the same auction, or by private treaty
BIDDING STEPS
in due course, or at a subsequent auction conducted by Kelleher. In no event shall any surplus aris12. Bidding Steps (Increments) are as published; bids made out of increment will be reduced to
ing from the sale of a re-offered lot be payable to a Non-Complying Bidder.
the next increment. Example: $603 bid will be reduced to $600, etc. “Split” or “Slice” bids are not
(c) A defaulting purchaser shall be deemed to have granted Kelleher a security interest in property
accepted.
in Kellehers’ possession owned by such purchaser. Kelleher shall have all of the rights afforded a
BIDS BY TELEPHONE
purchase money secured party under the Connecticut Uniform Commercial Code (UCC) with
(a) Must be confirmed in writing unless waived by the auctioneer. (b) Any errors are the responrespect to such property and may apply against such obligations all monies held or received by it
sibility of the bidder. (c) No bids accepted less than 1 hour before the commencement of the sale.
for the account of, or due from Kelleher to such purchaser. Kelleher is authorized to file a Financing
BIDS BY FAX OR EMAIL
Statement in order to perfect its rights as a secured party.
Bids must be received at least 1 hour before sale commences — be sure to use
(d) If Kelleher takes any legal steps to secure payment of a delinquent account, the defaulting purFAX: (203) 297-6059 or EMAIL: bids@kelleherauctions.com
chaser shall be liable for all legal and other expenses incurred by Kelleher to secure such payment,
PHONE BIDDING DURING THE SALE
including but not limited to a reasonable allowance for attorneys’ fees. For purposes of this paraPhone bidding space is limited and available on a first-come, first served basis. The importance of
graph, the term legal steps shall be deemed to include any and all consultation by Kelleher with its
reserving early cannot be overstated!
attorneys with respect to all matters arising out of a delinquent account.
Please call us at (203) 830-2500 to reserve your phone bidding space
(e) Unless otherwise acceptable to Kelleher, payment is to be made only in the form of cash, bank
STAMP AUCTION NETWORK (SAN)
check or certified check, personal check (which must clear prior to delivery of lots), credit card
Live internet bidding. To bid, you must be registered and be approved by both
(AMEX, Visa, MasterCard and Discover), PayPal or a bank ACH or wire transfer. Payments made
Stamp Auction Network and Kelleher. Please contact us for further instructions or go to
by credit card are accepted as a courtesy without surcharge.
www.stampauctionnetwork.com and find the Kelleher link.
WIRING INSTRUCTIONS:
Please contact us for our wiring instructions.
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Bidding shall proceed in accordance with the following schedule:

Up to $200: increase by $10
							
Over $200 to $500: increase by $25
Over $500 to $1,000: increase by $50
Over $1,000 to $3,000: increase by $100
Over $3,000 to $7,500: increase by $250

Over $7,500 to $15,000: increase by $500
Over $15,000 to $30,000: increase by $1,000
Over $30,000 to $70,000: increase by $2,500
Over $70,000 to $130,000: increase by $5,000
Over $130,000: at discretion of auctioneer.

Symbols Used

HH
Mint Never Hinged								*
Cover							NYFM New York Foreign Mail
H
Mint with Gum										m
Used							TC			Trial Color Proof
		(H)			Unused, No Gum/Regummed				S			Specimen					SL			Straight Line
		R				Reprint													E			Essay							MS			Manuscript
		P				Proof														
Piece		
		o.g.			Original gum											h 		 Block 										

Table from the Scott Specialized Catalogue of United States Stamps & Covers, ©2020 Amos Media

Grading and Condition
Superb			
Extraordinary item in the finest condition
Extremely Fine (XF)
A stamp or cover of outstanding and exceptional quality.
Very Fine (VF)		
Scott Catalog’s standard. Stamps will present a nice, balanced apperance. Covers appear new or show only
			minimal wear.
Fine-Very Fine (F-VF)
Stamp and/or covers are sound. Stamps are fully margined but noticeably off-center. Covers show normal
			travel wear
Fine (F)			
Sound in all aspects. Perforated stamps will have the perforations clear of the design; imperforate stamps
			
will not be cut into to any significant degree. Covers how extensive wear.
Very Good (VG)		
Stamps with imperfect centering, stamps or covers with poor general appearance.
Covers
Minor imperfections are normal for 19th-century envelopes that have been postally transmitted. These include, but are not limited to,
nicks, edge or flap tears, or slight reductions; folded letters will often have at least one file fold. Further, covers may have an ordinary stamp
with a minor defect. Acceptable forms of conservation include light cleaning and edge mending. These conditions, even if not described,
are not grounds for return.
Catalog Values
Unless otherwise noted, the currently available (2021 edition) Scott Catalogue values are quoted in U.S. dollars and rounded to the nearest
dollar. Other catalogues are often used for foreign countries or specialized areas as required.
Collection Lots
Please note that all collection lots are sold on an “as-is” basis and therefore not returnable for any reason. Every attempt has been made to
provide an accurate description, and extensive imaging is available on our website. Most collection lots will contain stamps and/or covers
with varying imperfections or faults. We strongly suggest that all lots of interest be viewed in advance of the sale.
Please note that late payment for purchases may, at Daniel F. Kelleher’s option, be considered just cause to revoke all return privileges.

Live Bidding - at Home From Your Computer!
Participate comfortably in Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions from your home or office - Live on the Internet.
You hear the auctioneer, you see the current lots, you can bid in real time; it is fast, easy and comfortable.

What do I need to do to be able to bid in this sale LIVE at StampAuctionNetwork?

For clients already registered with both Kelleher and SAN
Log into StampAuctionNetwork http://stampauctionnetwork.com/LoginNew.cfm

I am a Current SAN client but not registered with Kelleher
Update your registration page after logging in at: http://stampauctionnetwork.com/Edit ureg.cfm, select Kelleher from the choices 		
underlined and press the Update Registration button to submit. This will send your request to the Kelleher Team for approval.

I am Currently a Kelleher Client but am NOT registered with Stamp Auction Network
You will have received an invitation to join Kelleher at SAN with a temporary username and password.
Follow the instructions or contact Kelleher.

I am a new client to Kelleher and SAN
Go to: www.kelleherauctions.com and select
“AUCTIONS” from the main menu.

Under “MEMBERSHIP” select “REGISTER”
complete the form (red highlighted areas mandatory) agree to the terms of sale and submit registration. A Kelleher team member will review and
approve or ask for additional information.

Kelleher Auctions Powered by

PLEASE NOTE:

Bidder approval in advance of the sale is required

Auctions

Kelleher

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions, LLC

BIOGRAPHY
“Johann Strauss Collection”
Johann Strauss
Born in Kempton, Germany in 1890, Strauss came
to America on the USS President Lincoln in 1912. He
lived with cousin Karl Moos in Chicago and worked
as a food checker at the world-famous Como Inn.
Johann never married, as his love affair was with
postage stamps. He was an ardent collector and
trader. His holdings of Germany and Related Areas
are extensive and have remained intact (still in the
trunks in which they were shipped to him from Europe, imaged below) and are presented to you in this
sale listings, plus our previous sales of his outstanding Airmail material.
We only hope that you can enjoy this material as
much as he loved philately!
“After he came to America, he sent for his stamps, which were shipped in seven
steamer trunks, which are pictured below.”
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Session 1: Friday, August 6, 2021 - EPHEMERA
- UNITED STATES: General Collections


EPHEMERA
United States
2001 		
Hollywood Artist Signed Caricatures 1946-1947. 57 different Caricatures that seem to be T.V. spot introduction
related, with many famous names: James Cagney, Joan Caulfield, Anne Baxter, James Mason, Henry Fonda, Margaret Sheridan,
Jack Benny, Clark Gable, Spencer Tracy, Alan Ladd, Angela Lansbury, Walter Pidgeon, Eddie Cantor, Raymond Burr, Jeffrey
Lynn, Danny Kaye, Keenan Wynn, Rex Harrison, William Bendix, Lou Costello, Jane Wyman, William Powell, Ginger Rogers,
Agnes Moorehead and many more, many of these names will be familiar to anyone who occasionally watches Classic Movies or has binge watched any top 100 lists of movies of all time. Shipping charges apply - weight 12 lbs. (photo on web site)
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2002 		
Numerous, Motion Picture 8x10 Stills From a Golden Age. Several hundred black and white photographs primarily from the 1930-60s; apparently mostly from archives at Fox Films, Dell Publishing, the Peter Bitlisian Collection, and others;
Westerns, Romance, Comedy, Action and Musicals to name a few; some are annotated on the reverse or have typed slips of paper
attached; a few negatives (or contact positives) are included; a large number of photographic reproductions of lobby cards are present; lots of Paramount and Warner Brothers publicity shots; tremendously interesting; tracing impression and slight corner wear on
some. Shipping charges apply - weight 27.6 lbs. (photo on web site)���������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $300 - 400

Worldwide
2003 )
Worldwide, Crash images of downed zeppelins, 1908-1925. 40+ tragic photographic and printed postcards of airships destroyed after hitting obstructions, encountering weather, or downed by enemy action in combat; two cards depicting L-1 as
it crashed into the North Sea off Helgoland in 1913; Greek card depicting LZ-85 after shot down at Thessalonika; LZ-7 following
crash into Teutoberger Forest in 1910, the card was posted 4 days later with message content about the accident; complete set of six
cards showing destruction of LZ-4 near Stuttgart in 1908; stunning image of LZ-5 wrapped around the Hotel Berg after high winds
tore the ship from hands of the ground crew in 1910; skeletal remains of L-2 after spilled hydrogen sucked into the forward engine
car exploded resulting in a 2,000 foot fall for the 28 people onboard in 1913; a zeppelin sinking in the Thames Estuary in 1916;
a French airship forced down by the Germans in 1916; LZ-5 under repairs near Stuttgart after hitting a pear tree; LZ-77 brought
down in flames by motorized artillery at Revigny, France Feb 1916; two cards documenting the demise of L-39 detroyed by French
forces at Compiegne after the Navy Zeppelin lost power after returning for a raid on England; another LZ-5 crash card showing it
draped over a hill close to a hotel, good content in the message; early “photoshopped” image of L-2 falling after fire broke out from
the forward engine; superstructure remains of LZ-77, one of the first Zeppelins to experiment with the “Spy Basket”; seven cards
from a series showing the wreckage of the USS Shenandoah destroyed near Ava, Ohio; a 3” x 5” photograph (reduced at bottom)
showing the wreck of the Shenandoah; lastly a photograph of a photograph showing an aviator on top of the destroyed gondola,
note on the reverse reads, “Baby Blimp crash - Butler (PA) airport 1941. I removed this piece myself.” Include is an irregular 3”
x 6” aluminized piece of fabric; extraordinarily hard to duplicate collection illustrating the downside of airships, Fine. Shipping
charges apply - weight 1.2 lbs. (photo on web site)�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

UNITED STATES
General Collections

2004 H/m
Reprint and Reproduction Collection, 1840s-1950s. In Scott Specialty albums of various cover and stamp reproductions or forgeries, some of which are classically produced, some of which have been produced recently with the aid of inkjet
printers and modern printing techniques, a few of these reprints are quite desirable with several interesting supplementary items,
such as a few covers signed by postmaster who produced the provisional stamp or various show souvenirs that honor the original
stamp, within this collection, you will find: 1X1 three cover reproductions, 2XU1 two cover reproductions, one in blue, 3X1-3X2
two well done cover reproductions, plus a cover signed by J.M. Buchanan (although we suspect it is a different J.M. Buchanan
as the signature doesn’t match) and 14 more cover reproductions of both denominations, 3 reproductions on piece, 6 label reproductions and group of five 1946 souvenir cards from Baltimore Philatelic Society, 3UX1 one cut square reproduction, 3UX4 two
cut square reproductions, 4X1 two cover reproductions, stampless cover from Boscawen, NH free frank signed by PM, 5X1 four
cover reproductions, 6X1 two cover reproductions and one free stampless cover from Lockport, NY signed by H.W. Scovell PM,
7X1 two cover reproductions, 8XU1 three cover reproductions and 8XU1 reproduction of 1923 E.A. Mitchell reprint, 8XU1R red
and 8XU3R dull blue, in original Carroll Alton Means booklets, very rare as only 130 were printed in each color, Scott describes
and values these scarce booklets at approximately $250 each, with 1938 red and blue souvenir pages along with FDC, 9X1 three
forgeries, each with FALSH in printing at lower corners, 9X1 two cover reproductions and one reproduction on piece, 10X1, 10X1
two reprints with letter on reverse, 10X1 four forgeries, 10X2 three forgeries, 10X1-2 three cover reproductions, 10X1-2 Rhode
Island Philatelic Society 1936 special souvenir No. 296 sheet reprint, 11X1-2 five cover reproductions and 13 stamp forgeries, and
small show souvenir cards of 11X1. Shipping charges apply - weight 5.6 lbs. (photo on web site)����������� Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
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2005 HH/H/m
Powerful & Highly Complete Intact Estate Collection of Mint and Used, 1847-1976. Including all the key
stamps, mostly used in the classics until 1873 where the focus became predominantly unused, listed as mounted, used includes:
#9X1, 1-2, 6 with PSE Cert (small faults), 8, 12, 13-16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 27-28, 28A, 30, 30A, 31-33, 34, 37, 39 (red
cancel), 62B (2), 67, 79, 83, 85E, 95, 100-101, 118, 121, 129, 137-139, 141, 142, 143-144, 278, listed as mounted unused #3,
29, 36, 38, 40, 42, 45, 46, 56, 63, 65, 66 PF cert, 68-72, 73, 75, 76-77, 79 (possible essay), 87-89, 91, 92-94, 96-99, 102, 105
(repaired), 108, 112-117, 119-120, 123-127, 132, 133, 134-36, 145-150, 156-166, 178-179, 182-191, 205, 206-211, 211B, 212218, 219-229, 230-245, 246-263, the 261A is a beauty! 265-275, 277, 279-284, 285-293, 300-311, 323-330, 331-340, 357-8,
369, 395 pair, 397-404, 405-7, 414419, 424-435, 438, various coils including pairs and line pairs, 479-480, 498-518 the 505 in
a block, missing 507, 524, 545-6, 547, from here virtually complete except for the rarities,there are some that are mounted incorrectly, some unused that may be used, but look at the scans we have marked those we noticed, also as with a collection that
encompasses such a wide range of material and high degree of completeness, we noticed some mixed quality but this is an overall
incredible holding that will benefit from the time one spends to properly view and evaluate, there are some additional items that
enhances the history and presentation such as proofs of various issues, Columbian Expoo tickets and postal cards, Pan Am expo
ticket and seals, plus unmounted duplicates, etc., quality does range from very good to very fine and everything in between with
faults present, but not predominant, in aggregate this will have a ginormous catalog and sales value. (photo on web site)
������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $40,000 - 50,000
2006 H/m/)
High-End Intact Collection, 1847-1969. Neatly mounted on Schaubek pages, an array of better stamps carefully
collected over decades. Collection begins with the 1847 issue including Scott #1 and (2) copies of #2. Beyond the 1847 issue the
first page is loaded with nice copies from the 1851 issue including a used four-margined #12. We also note an unused and used copy
of #39. The second page contains a plethora of mint & used with two huge margined unused 10c and 15c 1869 issues both mint,
plus much more. Solid regular issues up to the complete Columbian issues, all with sharp colors plus a second set to the $3.00.
Mixed unused and used. A wonderful copy of the $1.00 1895 plus two copies each of the $2.00 and $5.00 issues. Next we find the
Trans-Mississippi issue with both mint and used of the 50c, $1.00 and $2.00. The 1902-1903 regular issues are well represented
with mostly mint & used through the 50c value a used $2.00 plus a truly exceptional mint $5.00 plus a used $5.00. We also note
mainly mint and used 1900-1909 issues Scott 332-342. A nice mint $2.00 Scott 523. The Zepps are here with a used complete set
of C13-C15, plus a 65c and $1.30 on cover. Parcel Post issue complete mint plus extras. Postage Dues 1879 & 1891 issue mixed
mint & used. A decent showing of officials mint & used. Follwed by Confederates and Territories. A great lot to break down for
online sales with so many key stamps, condition is a bit mixed wiht some no gum and faults. However, some exceptional quality
stamps are also included and should be graded. Much F-VF. Scott $120,000+ (owner’s). Shipping charges apply - weight 3.6 lbs.
(photo on web site)������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������ Estimate $30,000 - 35,000
2007 HH/H/m
Well-Certified Mint and Used Collection, 1847-1932. Two Lindner hingeless albums with cases house a remarkable collection that includes a stack of 50 PF and PSE certificates (with some very complimentary things to say); collector had
unused portion of the collection in the hingeless overlay with postally used examples mounted underneath; used include Scott #1
and 2 have lovely red grid cancels, 10, 12-15, 17, 29, 72, 89, 90, 92a, 118, 119, 120, 122, 191, $2 Columbian, 276, 276A, 278; Back
of Book includes Special Delivery complete, Newspapers PR1-PR3, and about half of the 50 Federal Ducks, and a wonderful page
of Periodicals; Unused include Scott # 7, 20, 30, 30A, 35, 36, 37, 64b, 71, 73, 116, 117, 124, 131; strong Bank Notes including
153, 160, 190, 212-218, 228, 219-229; beautiful Columbians 1c-50c and $4, 277, 300-313, 315, 331-342, 351 pair, 394 line pair,
397-400A, 450 line pair, 454 pair, 478-480, 523-524, 545, 547, 551-573, 599b, 630, 634A, Kansas-Nebraska complete, C1-C6, and
beautifully centered C13-C15 never hinged; unused Back-of-the-Book is equally impressive with Parcel Post almost complete ($1
is used), nice Postage Due (including J20), gorgeous Shanghai mint including K13-K18, the balance of the 50 Ducks beginning
with RW1 are unused, lovely Officials, pairs of Confederate States; minor faults are to be expected but certificates demonstrate
how important sound material was to the collector; many very fine stand-alone stand-out items throughout including some of the
scarcer numbers, Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web site)������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $20,000 - 25,000
2008 HH/H/m
Powerhouse Collection in Two Volumes, 1847-1984. Lifelong collection in Scott albums with crystal mounts that
harkens back to a bygone era; consists of three areas of strengths that could easily have stood on their own, the US, Revenues,
and Possessions; any one of these would supercharge your collection but all three will take it to a new level; in the United States
portion the used includes Scott # 1, 12, 14, 28-30, 33, 36, 75-78, 98, 112-122,145-155, 162, 165, 218, 229, 276, 276A, and 312;
Unused include 39, 217, 229, Columbians 240-242 and 244-245, 277, 291, 292, 293, 327, 547, and Kansas-Nebraska complete;
Back-of-the-Book begin with beautiful Airmails with all the tough ones present including C1-C6, C7-C12, Zeppelins C13-C15,
and C-18; early Postage Due including J4-J7 (used) are lovely; Federal Duck are well represented with RW1-RW14 unused and
RW32-RW42 signed by hunters; the jaw dropping part has to be the Revenues First, Second and Third Issues; noted are R51cR65c, R66c-R96c, R97c, R98c, R99c (catalogs $3,000), R100c, R101c, R102c, R118c-R131c, R140c-R150c, and R177c; these
are just a handfull of the many better items to be found here; US Possessions are well represented in their own right; beautiful
collection of Canal Zone that needs just a tad more work; Guam including 10-12 and M3-M4; and stunning Philippines with nice
examples of 219, 225, 236 and 237 which are often missings from most collections; tremendous catalog value and an opportunity
to own those ellusive items that make a lifetime collection truly special; close inspection recommended as minor faults expected,
Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web site)����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $20,000 - 30,000
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2009 HH/H/m
United States Collection, 1847-1964. In three Scott Platinum Series hingeless albums, filled with many of the better
stamps that are always in such high demand: some dollar denominations 1894-5 Bureaus, Columbians, Trans-Mississippi, better
Washington / Franklins including a good 6c bluish paper and some dollar denominations and much more. You can tell this collector
was careful about correctly identifing most stamps and several have certificates of authencity, better items consist of used: 1, 71,
75, 93, 95, 112-17, 119, 149, 162, RW3-4 and mint: 20, 24, 26 vertical pair and vertical strip of three, 37, 73, 134, 153, 155, 189,
190, 205-11, 212-17, 219-29, 230 block of four, 231 block of four with broken hat variety, 230-40, 241 with PF certificate, 242-43,
245, 250 plate number strip of three, 249, 251, 253, 255, 255 plate number strip of three, 257-59, 268-69, 271-76, 277, 279B-84,
281 plate number strip of three, 285-92, 294-99, 300-12, 301 plate number strip of three, 323-27, 328-30, 331-42, 343-47, 354 pair,
357-58, 362, 367-73, 374-82, 392-96, 397-400A, 401-4, 405-7, 414-21, 422-23, 426-40, 464-66, 468-76, 478-80, 500-4, 506-18,
506 plate block, 523-24, 531 block of four, 532 pair, 534 pair, 535 block of four, 540 block of four, 547, 551-73, 573a, 581-91,
599A, 614-21, 630, 634A, 656 line pair, 658-79, 692-701, Farley and 856-65 complete set of arrow and centerline blocks, 76670 special printing Farley sheets with large pairs and blocks of souvenir sheets, 803-34, 899b-901a, C1-6, C3 centerline block,
C13-15, E1-9, E11-13, F1, J1, J3, J4, J6, J15-16, J18-20, J22, J24-28, J36, J40, J42, J44, J48-50, J52, J56, J62-67, J76-78, JQ4-5,
O30, O90, PR3, PR121-25, Q1-12, RW1-2, RW5-7, RW10, RW17, RW22-25, RW32, RW37-39, RW44-49, RW45 plate block,
RW52-56, RW54 plate block, RW58, RW61-62, RW66A-67A, RW68-69, RW69A-72A and RW71. Condition is a little mixed,
with a few removed cancels and faults among the early classics, 20th century stamps seem to be in decent condition with plenty of
attractive stamps, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged / some early stamps without gum or regummed, generally Fine to Very
Fine appearance. Shipping charges apply - weight 19.6 lbs. (photo on web site)����������������������������������� Estimate $15,000 - 20,000

Bidding Increments:
Bidding shall proceed in accordance with the following schedule:
Up to $200: increase by $10
Over $200 to $500: increase by $25
Over $500 to $1,000: increase by $50
Over $1,000 to $3,000: increase by $100
Over $3,000 to $7,500: increase by $250

Over $7,500 to $15,000: increase by $500
Over $15,000 to $30,000: increase by $1,000
Over $30,000 to $70,000: increase by $2,500
Over $70,000 to $130,000: increase by $5,000
Over $130,000 : at discretion of auctioneer.

All lots have been extensively imaged online for your convenience.
Be sure to visit www.kelleherauctions.com for a look.
As always, shipping charges apply to all lots, and are based on weight and destination.
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2010 H/m/)
Highly Specialized Collection, 1847-1934. Which really should be considered several different collections under
the umbrella of one collection. You have the stamp collection, the World Exhibition’s ticket, label, postcard and cover collection,
you have the specialized private vending coil collection, you have the political ephemera collection and the fakes and forgeries
collection. All together they make several pretty amazing collections before you even touch the stamps. With the stamp issues, you
have the first issues as singles and covers, followed by some good types of the early classic issues, complete 1869 Pictorial set,
some decent banknote grills, $2 Columbian and $1 Trans-Mississippi, 1902 Bureau issues mint to $2 and used to $5, great section
of interesting Washington / Franklins including such better varieties as Kansas City and Wilson roulettes, #500 and 505, high denomination mint Franklins, etc., proceeding to the 1920’s Bureaus, you have the various leftover coil stamps which were modified
to create sheet stamps (578, 579, 595), some 1930’s imperf printers waste issues, 2c Type II rotary issues, followed by many of the
interesting little 1920’s varieties that have become so popular, White Plains sheet FDC and commercial cover and good section of
Farley’s Follies. Stamp collection starts with Used: 1 (1 single and 2 covers), 1TC3b, 2 folded letter, 2P3, 7 (4 and 2 singles on
folded letter), 9 (2), 11 experimental orange brown on cover with PF certificate, 11 experimental orange brown signed by Wilbur
F. Amonette, 15, 17 pair, 20 (plate 78L12), 22, 22 on cover, 21 plate 4 on cover with APS certificate, 25A with Weiss certificate,
37, 65P4, 70, 71, 71 on printed folded letter front to Lyon, France, 72 (faulty), 74TC4, 75, 76, 85B, 86-91, 92-98, 97, 112-22, 115
on cover, 116 two covers, both of France, 15c banknote on cover front to Lyons, France with “paid only to England” marking, 134,
135, 135A, 137, 138, 144, 153, 165, 166, 190, 208, 214, 230-39, 242, 285-90, 292, 300-13, plus several interesting cover usages,
347 centerline block, 391 line pair with APS cert, 394 line pair, 397-404, 409 Kansas City roulette single on cover with PSE cert,
454 line pair with PSE cert, 458 line pair with PSE cert, 500, 538a with PF cert, 540a, 599A line pair and 599A type I and II line
pair with PSAG cert, 630 first day special delivery cover, 630 postally used express special delivery airmail cover to Czechoslovakia, Patent cancel small group of exhibit pages with 65 (22 singles, strip of 6, 4 covers), 71, 10 lower denomination banknotes, O82
and Mint: 219DP5 pair, 220P5 pair, 218-29, 220a, 220c, 230-40 (8c photocopy of PF cert), 231 broken hat, 236 plate number strip
of three, 237, 10c Columbian Exposition Registration Stamp printed label, 246-54 (250 with NH PF cert), 256-58, 262, 266/267
strip of four (three type II and one type III), 266/267 type II and III pair, 264, 266-73, 275, 277, 279Bj, 280-80b, 282-83, 283a,
285-91 (10c with PSE cert), 294-99, 300-11, 312 with photocopy of PF cert, 300b, 319g four booklet panes of different shades or
positions, 314 centerline block and plate block, 320-320A five blocks of four of various shades, 320 plate block, 320c pair with
PSE graded 90 certificate, 323-27, 331-37, 339-42, 331a, 332a, 343-47 set of vertical US Automatic Vending coil pairs, 344V
vertical coil strip of four with PF cert, 345 pair Mail-O-Meter IV, 344H horizontal imperf strip of six, 343-45 plate blocks, 343-47
Schermack pairs, 353 paste up strip of four with PSE cert, 344 paste up imperf coil strip of four, 383 Mail-O-Meter Type IV strip
of four, 368 Mail-O-Meter Type IV strip of four, 367-73 (imperfs in line pairs), 368 centerline block, 370 centerline block, 373
centerline block, 379, 382, 385 pair with PSE cert, 383V vertical imperf coil strip of 10, 383V-384V imperf strips of four, 374a,
375a, 390-95 line pairs (391 with PSE cert), 409 PSE graded 98J NH aniline ink variety cert, 397-400A, 401-2, 407, 415-17, 419,
408 Brinkerhoff line strip of four, 409 Brinkerhoff paste up strip of four, 405b (3, one with plate number), 406a (3, one with plate
number), 408V imperf strip of 10, 411 paste up with plate number 6415 pair with PSE cert, 410-12 line pairs, 413 paste up pair
with APS cert, 408-9 Mail o meter pairs, 424-28, 424-25 Coil Stamps plate blocks of ten, 424d, 425e, 432, 438, 444 line pair with
PF cert, 454 line pair with PSE cert, 458 line pair with PSE cert, 457 pair, 469, 471 with APS cert, 473, 479-80, 463a (3 booklet
panes, two with plate numbers), 481-84 centerline blocks, 496a line pair PSE graded 80 NH cert, 495 NH line strip of four PSE
cert, 498-518, 499a, 499c, 501b, 502b (2), 523, 524, 526 plate block, 527 two plate blocks, 528 three plate blocks, one with monogram, 528A plate block, 528B plate block, 530a NH with PSE cert, 530a block, 531 centerline block with adjoining stamps, 532
NH pair with Wilson Roulette with PF cert, 534 centerline block with portions of adjoining stamps, 534 plate block, 534A centerline block, 534A plate block, 535 with portions of adjoining stamps on all sides, 535 centerline block, 535 plate block, 536 two
plate blocks, 538 plate block, 540 plate block, 538a pair and block of four, 540a pair and block of four, 545 NH with APS cert, 546,
547, 548-50, 633 / 634 block of four / 637 pair / 640 pair printers waste, 551-73 with some duplication for shades, 578, 579 (2, one
with PF cert), 591, 595 (2), 575-77 plate blocks and centerline blocks, 583a (2), 599A single and line pair, 611 matched plate block
set and centerline block, 620-21 centerline block, 631 two large cross gutter blocks of 16, 634 NH long ear variety with PSE certificate, 634A plate number single, 634b with PSE graded 80 certificate, 646 with wide spacing block of four, 646 plate block,
658-79, 656 line pair, 656 line strip of six, 692-701, BK41, BK42, BK44, BK48, BK76, Local’s, Scott unlisted Johnson’s Box
locals as they provided the local service for free (5 on red paper, two of which is on cover, three on green paper), William Megear
“Boss” Tweed stamp similar in design to 1c 1850’s issue with label and unused entire, William “Boss” Tweed 1867 signed accounting document as deputy street commissioner with JG Autographs cert, several Tasco booklets, Essays - Decalcomania: 79-E65P6
(2), 79-E69P5, 79-E73P5a, Internal Revenue bank check issues (5, rose and red imperforate and Rose, red and blue green perforated), 140+ of Loewenberg 79-E8a in a wide variety of multiples and shades, 147-E13a, 212SK-191SK complete set plus shade
duplication, 212SL-191SL complete set plus shade duplication, 191SM, 209SM, Postage Currency: PC1 pair, PC1 black back,
PC5 (4), PC6 (5), PC7 (2), PC8 (4), PC10, PC15, PC16, Covers and Exhibition Ephemera: interesting stampless cover with
Professor Wyman Wizard Ventriloquist is Coming advertising cover, 1868 ticket for the Impeachment of President Andrew Johnson, 3c banknote on Grant Colfax campaign cover, 113 on 1868 Seymour and Blair Presidential Campaign cover, 11 1876 Philadelphia International Exhibition tickets and 3c banknote on cover with Exhibition corner card, 35 Columbian Exposition 1893
tickets with mild duplication, 236 on registered cover to Belgium, group of 63 1900 Paris Exposition labels, three Pan American
Exposition tickets and two postally used picture postcards, 275 1901 Pan-American Exposition labels, 37 great postally used
Pan-American stamp covers (many of which are official Exposition covers), 26 unused Pan-American picture postcards, 9 unused
10
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Pan-American Exposition picture postcards printed by Niagara Envelope Manufactory, Buffalo, NY, 1904 Louisiana Purchase
Exposition group of 26 labels, 1905 Lewis and Clark Exposition - two admission tickets, 10 show labels and 8 show postcards,
1907 Madrid stamp set, 1909 Alaska-Yukon-Pacific Exposition souvenir ticket, 1915 40+ Panama Pacific labels, 1915-16 5 San
Diego Exposition labels, Edith H. Roosevelt (wife of Teddy Roosevelt) free frank on Hoover for President (who was running
against FDR at the time), 1932 7 Los Angeles Olympic Games labels, 22 1934 Century of Progress covers, 25 show labels and
show ticket, complete set of Parks large engravings, Fakes and Forgeries: 1 (5), 2 (12 and 2 covers), 5 (4 on card), A Special Invitation to A Postage Stamp Co, Boston, Mass, 1888 invitation letter in the appearance of a postally used cover to musical farce
comedy (presumably about postage stamps), 233 and 236 forgeries with IMITATION! overprint, 634 (CF1) and 634 (CF2). Condition and centering are both mixed, overall quality is generally quite high as the buyer was not only interested in the esoteric, but
also desired to collect the best example possible of each stamp, generally Fine to Very Fine appearance. Shipping charges apply weight 31.8 lbs. (photo on web site)�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $15,000 - 20,000
2011 H/m/)
Super Heavyweight Collection, 1847-1968. A great collection that doesn’t skimp on the key values; housed in a
pair of Scott National albums (one for Regular and Commemoratives and the other for Airmail and Back-of-the-Book) this collection delivers; it includes four #1 (3 are 4 margin and all have great cancels), 2 (cert notes tiny thin), 7 (mint), 10-15, 17, 20, 27,
28, 30 (mint), 32, 33, 36, 37, 67, 71, 72, 75, 76, 91; tremendous 1869 Pictorial study with sets of 112-122 (112 and 116 are mint
in one set and the other missing #118), followed by remarkable cancels for 1¢ 2&cent (8), 3&cent (13), 6&cent (2), 10&cent (8),
12¢ 15&cent (3), 24&cent (2) and 30¢ with an eye towards superior centering, condition and cancel; attractive Banknotes (153
unused); Columbians almost complete mint (less $2 value); Trans-Mississippi mint 285-290, 292; strong Washington-Franklins including 523 and 547 (2); 573 (2), 630, National Park including all positional blocks, Prexies complete (with an extra $5 Coolidge);
botb includes Airmail mint complete (with an extra beautifully centered C13-15 set thrown in for good measure), a number of
matching plate blocks, mostly complete Special Delivery, nice selection of Postage Due, Newspaper, Postal Notes, Parcel Post, Cut
Squares, and Revenues; minor faults are to be expected but overall condition is clearly F-VF; review this lot as spirited bidding is
expected, Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web site)������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $12,000 - 15,000
2012 H/m/)
High Quality Collection Balance, 1851-1935. American Heirloom Collection album hingeless album housing carefully curated mint and postally used stamps; used include 7, 10, 14, 20, 24 30A, 33, 36 37, 65-72, 73-78, 88-90, 92-94, 96-98, 100,
112-119, 121, 145-155, 156-165, 182-191, 212-218, 241, 524; unused include 230-240, 261, 261A, 285-290, 300-310, 323-330,
331-342, 343-347, 374-382, 397-404, 414-422, 424-440 strong mint Washington-Franklins coils like 452-458; high values noted
including 523 and 547; includes a few hundred precancels and a few covers including two autographed by Adm Byrd of South Pole
fame; most unused appear lightly hinged but overall have wonderful centering and color; selected by collector with care; comes
with at least a dozen PF and PSE certificates on better items; small faults as one might expect but overall quite nice and useful, Fine
to Very Fine. (photo on web site)................................................������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $12,000 - 18,000
2013 HH/H
United States Mint Collection, 1857-2017. Carefully mounted on Minkus All American pages, with: 24, 35, 11214, 185, 189, 190, 205-9, 210-13, 214 (2), 215-16, 217 (2), 218, 219-29, 220a, 220c, 230-40, 242, 248-56, 258-61, 264-65, 267-76,
275a with PF certificate, 282C (2), 285-91, 294-99, 294-95 blocks of four, 300-11, 323-27, 327, 328-30, 331-42, 332a (2), 343-47,
367-73, 374-82, 390-96, 397-400A, 400A, 401-4, 405-7, 410-13, 414-21, 422-23, 424-40, 460, 462-76 (467 error pane in 2c block
of six), 479-80, 498-518 (505 is in 2c block of nine), 523-24, 533, 540a, 547, 551-73, 571-73, 579 with PF certificate, 614-21,
630, 692-701, 658-79, 803-34, 1030-53, C1-6, C7 plate block, C13-15, RW47, RW49-55, RW76A-78A, RW79-83, RW81A-83A,
JDS17-24 and over $4,000 worth of face value postage. Occasional small faults among early classic issues and many unlisted additional early questionable no gum or regummed classics and uncounted Washington / Franklin coils which were not listed above
which could enhance the value of the collection. A considerable portion of the value of this collection is in the large amount of
modern face value postage, especially full panes and booklets of forever stamps, which added greatly to the face value listed above,
o.g., some never hinged / some hinged / some early classics without gum, generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply weight 36 lbs. (photo on web site)����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $10,000 - 15,000
2014 m
Balance of a Very Comprehensive Collection, 1845-1934. Housed in a well-worn Scott American Album, an
amazing “this is what’s left” compilation that would be the envy of many; begins with two full pages of Postmasters’ Provisionals
reference material, followed by actual #1 (2) and 2 (appears unused) plus references, a nice array of pre-Civil War issues (including #32 pair), the solid Grills, 1869 Pictorials complete less the 6¢ well-filled Bank Notes (the Small Bank Notes complete),
basic Second Bureaus complete, strong Washington-Franklins including a #341 with Nome Alaska (Territorial) cancel; #358, 360,
362, 369; Panama-Pacifics complete, Fourth Bureau complete, Kansas-Nebraskas complete; nice Airs including Italian and Peter
Winter #C3a forgeries, very nicely filled Officials, Special Deliveries, and Newspapers, etc.; private vending perforations noted
along with perfins, precancels and fancies; many shades and varieties throughout, noted below the stamp, numerous certificates
accompany; additional material tucked in the back on Hagnar pages; condition varies, but a magnificent amount of material sure
to please, generally Fine to Very Fine, inspection a must. (photo on web site)��������������������������������������� Estimate $10,000 - 12,000
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2015 HH/H/m
United States Collection 1845-2000’s. In two Scott Platinum hingeless albums and one cover album of envelope
errors, filled with many key and high denomination stamps, with occasional better early classics, high values with complete 1869
Pictorials, Columbians, Trans-Mississippi, 1902 regular issue, etcetera, stopping with the Farley issues and only containing occasional modern back of the book issues, decent back of the book with some better sections of airmails, officials and a few better
newspapers. Strong value with plenty of highlights, which include, used: 9X1e double transfer at bottom, 1, 2, 9 (2), 12, 14, 15,
29, 30, 32, 33, 37, 38, 39 altered to resemble used stamp, 63, 64, 67-72, 75, 77, 78, 87, 89-91, 93, 96-98, 112-22, 134-36, 149,
151, 153, 154, 155, 160, 162, 165, 166, 190, 191, 208, 217-18, 228-29, 241, 243, 244, 245, 263, 276A-78, 291-93, 310-13, 342,
500, E1-3, E7, Q1-12, J6-7, K8, O3, O4, O9, O10, O11, O27-29, O35-38, O40-45, O51-56, O58-62, O68, O87, RW2, RW4,
Confederate States 4 and mint: 24, 35, 36, 76, 92 (corner fault), 94, 123, 133, 146, 189, 205-7, 209-11, 212-16, 219-27, 230-40,
242, 248-50, 253, 255, 277, 264-76, 279-83, 285-90, 294-99, 300-6, 308, 323-27, 328-30, 367-73, 331-40, 343-47, 358, 374-78,
397-400A, 401-3, 405-7, 410-13, 414-18, 424-33, 435-36, 501-4, 505 5¢ error in 2¢ block of nine, 506-18, 534A Schermack pair,
548-50, 551-73, 578-79, 581-91, 599A, 614-21, 630, 658-79, 692-701, 756-65 centerline block set, C1-6, C13-15, C18, J3, O23,
O47-50, O90, O102, PR5-6, PR11 (2), PR15, PR57-58, PR60, PR81, PR102, PR114-25, RW1, RW19, RW22, RW32, RW74b,
plus 80+ 1887-1916 postal stationary group of envelopes with errors, with albinos, miscuts, overinking and foldover errors. Some
faults as the collector attempted to fill key items rather than quality, so the trade off will yield high overall Scott value along with
many of the better key values that are alway in high demand., o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, generally Fine to Very Fine
appearance. Shipping charges apply - weight 15.6 lbs. (photo on web site)�������������������������������������������� Estimate $10,000 - 15,000
2016 HH/H/m
Superb 90% Mint Collection, 1847-2007. Wonderfully assembled and perfectly presented in mounts in ten pristine slipcased White Ace albums; nearly all 19th century used, with mint offerings starting with the Columbians; we note used
#1 (three-margined example with red grid cancels), close but full-margined #11A, 14, 15; 32, 33, 35-36, 36B, 37-38, 68-72, a
glowing #75 with bold blue fancy, 76-78, 78a, 78b (2), 92-100, 112-121, 145-155, 156-166, 182-191, 212-218 (#213-214 mint,
appear never hinged), 219-229, 238-242, 261, 261A, 273-278, 289-293 (the iconic #292 with the barest wisp of a cancel), 310-313,
479-480, 523-524, E1-E5, O15-O24, O25-O31, O47-O56, O72-O82, O83-O93, and mint #73, 211B, 230-237, 256, 258, 264-272,
285-288, 294-299, 300-309, 323-327, 328-330, 367-373, 397-400A, 401-404, 547, 551-573, 620-621, 630, 658-668, 669-679,
C1-C6, C13-C15 (a nicely centered trio), C18, F1, O35-O36, O43, Q1-Q12, JQ1-JQ5, K1-K18; mixed mint and used include
strong Washington-Franklins and nice Dues, plus much, much more; bonuses abound with a nice mix of colored, fancy and postal
markings cancels, plus a smattering of precancels and perfins, as well as substantial face value in modern material which appears to
be highly complete, generally Fine to Very Fine with better, well worth your time for a thorough and careful inspection. Shipping
charges apply - weight 52.8 lbs. (photo on web site)������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $10,000 - 15,000
2017 HH/H/m
Old-School Collection in Scott National Album, 1847-1973. While modern pages have been added and essentially
complete never hinged from the 1940s to 1960s, the strength is the early classics; #1, 2, 7, 8A, 9-11, 13-15, 17-27, 28A, 30-38,
63-72, 75-78, 88-101, 112-122 (beautiful 24-90 cents), 144, 145-155, 156-179, 182-211, 212-227, Columbians to $5 mint complete, 246-263, 277, 278, Trans-Mississippi used to $2 (missing 50 cent), 300-313 mint, 551-573 mint (except a few low values),
Kansas-Nebraska (mostly mint), C1-C6 used, C13-C15 mint and beautifully centered (LH), Special Delivery complete to 1957,
some better Postage Due and Shanghai overprints as well as Officials, Specimens, Ducks and Confederate States; what an absolute
powerhouse for the collector who seeks to supercharge their collection, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 5.8 lbs.
(photo on web site)������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������ Estimate $10,000 - 15,000
2018 H/m
Mint and Used Goodies Group, 1847-. Over 180 individual items, mostly singles although some sets or runs, one
arrow line block, each item or group of items would easily stand alone in any internet sale, many would be prime public auction
lots, includes used: #1-2; 17; 35; 69; 86; 89; 93; 96; 116 (three, one with Hiogo Japan cancel); 119; 121 (straight edge along bottom); 137; 154 (PF cert); 184; 187; 189a; 190; 208; 214; 421. unused/mint includes: #3; 38-39; 71; 112-3; 152-3; 163; 178; 189;
223; 227-8; 232; 234-5; 238-242; 264(2); 272; 278; 279Bc; 283-4; 288; 288 (left arrow margin block); 293; 294-99 (two sets less
one 8¢); 296; 299; 300-2; 304-8; 309(2); 311-312; 323-5; 328-30; 337(3); 342; 358(2); 367-8; 375-7; 382; 397-400; 401-404; 414;
417-9; 423; 427-8; 435a; 464; 466; 476; 477; 501; 503; 508-11; 513-16; 526; 536-7; 547; 550; 558; 561-2; 565-9; 571(2); 573;
578-9; 692-701 plus extra 701; 1053; C2; C5; C18; E3; E6(2); E7-8; E11; F1; J6; J23; J38-40, overall a clean and fresh holding,
there are some condition issues with gum and perforations, but many are completely sound, generally Very Fine. (photo on web
site)�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
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2019 HH/H/m
Solid Compilation of Better Singles and Sets. 140 individual items, mostly singles although some sets or runs,
a few pairs, each item or group of items would easily stand alone in any internet sale, many would be prime public auction lots,
includes used: #67; 119; 166; 491. unused/mint with many never hinged and includes: #30; 73; 115; 123; 156; 158; 179; 182
(2); 183; 184 (3); 189 (two both NH); 210-212; 214; 215 (2); 217 (2); 230; 233 (2); 234; 240; 242; 250; 252, 296; 302-3; 305;
306(2); 307-8; 310; 315 pair; 327 (two both NH); 330 plate number single; 333-4; 338-40; 341(2); 357-8(2); 369; 376(2); 378;
382(2); 395-6; 400A (two, one plate # single); 404; 414; 418; 420; 429; 437; 447; 454 pair; 540-1; 545; 546(2); 548-50; 551; 553;
553; 55; 572 plate number single; 578; 579(2); 595; 595; 679; C5; C13-C14 never hinged; C14-C15; J20; J64; J66a; J67; K2(3);
K3; K4(2); K5(3); K6(2); K8; K9(2); K14; K18; Q5(2); Q6; Q7 (2); Q8; Q9-Q10; Q11-Q12 (two of each) overall a clean and
fresh holding, there are some condition issues with gum and perforations, but many are completely sound, generally a Very Fine
group and contains better percentage items especially #315 pair, Zepps, Shanghai’s and Parcel Post. (photo on web site)
��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
2020 H/m
Ready-to-Mount Collection of Classic Material, 1851-1954. Binder containing 60+ dealer’s “102” cards with
better items followed by 50 stamps with recent PSE certificates; includes #1, 11, 18, 26 (mint), 27, 28, 64b, 72, 90, 92, 119, 121,
136, 153, 154, 155, 157, 158a, 166, 240 (mint), 261, 261A, 276A, 293, 310 (Mint and used), with the remainder unused including
395, 396, 403, 404, 410-413 paste-up pairs, 418-421, 442, 447, 448, 450, 454, 455, 457, 458, 528c, 534a, 538a, 540b, 546, 572,
573, 832-834, 1053, C1-C6, and C18; 2020 PSE certificates for Scott 15, 17, 25, 87, 93 (mint), 118, 120, 122, 151, 155, 184 (XF
90 with purple cancel), 214 (mint), 217; remainder unused (unless noted) including 220c, 228, 229, 235a, 241 (used), 242 (used),
271, 311 (used), 312 (used), 320A PR, 334, 336, 341, 334, 375, 383, 383 PR, 384, 390 PR, 391 PR, 409, 413, 426, 427, 437, 438,
439, 452 LP, 452 PR, 472, 483, 498 PR, 515 PR, 524, 545, 547 and 579; some minor faults as you might expect but overall very
clean; freshly evaluated and ready for your best customers, Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web site)�������� Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
2021 m
United States Used Collection, 1847-2017. Carefully mounted on Minkus All American pages, with: 1, 2, 7, 9 (2),
10, 14, 15 with PSE certificate, 17 (2), 25, 30A, 33, 36B, 37, 63 (2), 67, 68-72, 73, 76 (2), 77, 78 (2), 87, 89-90, 92 (2), 93, 96
(2), 97, 98, 100, 112-22, 113 (2), 117 (2), 134, 149, 151, 153 (3), 160, 162, 163, 190 (3), 191 (3), 208, 214, 217, 218 (2), 219-29,
230-45, 239, 262, 263 (damaged), 253-78, 276 (2), 277a, 285-93, 300-13, 341-42, 397-404, 414-21, 423, 523, 579, 658-79, C1-6,
C13-C15, E1-10 and Q1-12. Condition is a little rough as this collector was looking to fill in holes on the earlier issues and was
willing to compromise on quality, but there are many great key stamps that will always be popular and add up in value, generally
Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 31 lbs. (photo on web site)����������������������������������������� Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
2022 HH/Ha
Highly Complete Plate Block Collection, 1909-2019. Wonderful and highly comprehensive collection of many,
many hundreds of definitive and commemorative plate blocks, all neatly assembled in mounts and housed in 6 Harris album binders; while blocks start with 368, 370, 371 and 373, it becomes well populated in the 1920s and by 1930 to date is virtually complete; includes White Plains sheet (MNH), Washington Bicentenial, National Parks (with and without perforations), Prexie to $5
Coolidge, Famous Americans, Overrun Countries, Liberty Series to $5 Hamilton, Prominent Americans to $5 Moore, Americana to
$5 Lamp; modern includes a surprising number of high value stamps including, $12.25 Washington Monument, $14.40 X-planes,
$16.25 Marine One, $18.30 Bixby Creek Bridge, $18.95 Carmel Mission, $19.95 Grand Central Station, $19.95 USS Arizona and
$23.75 Gateway Arch; semi-postal, Official to $5 also noted; Airmail consists of C4, C7-C12, and C16-C132; catalog value of the
first volume alone computed at $14,826; tremendous set in beautiful condition, Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 30.8
lbs. (photo on web site)...............................................................����������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $5,000 - 6,000
2023 HH/Ha
Better Plate Block Collection, 1909-53. Key regular, commemorative and Airmail plate blocks in black mounts
in four slipcased Scott Specialty albums; includes #368, 371, 373, 620-621 (with extra 621), Washington Bicentennial complete,
National Parks compete, Special Printings complete, Overrun Countries complete, Presidential Series complete to $5 Coolidge
(plus 4 more $1 Wilson and plate block of 12 $2 Harding), Prominent Americans to $5 Moore (both tagged and untagged); very
strong Airmail including #C1-C5, C7-C12, C16-C31 (with an extra #C18), and C46; plenty of room to add the common blocks you
already have, Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web site)..................����������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
2024 H/m
Useful Collection in Two Volumes, 1851-1960. Pair of tired Scott National albums with fresh stamps; #7, 9, 15, 65
mint, 65S (catalog $900), 75, 76, 78, 90, Bank Notes in varied condition, 289 mint, 311, 312, 491 would benefit from certificate
($800), 599 mint pair ($650), Kansas-Nebraska mint complete ($960), 752-771 mint blocks ($525), Prexies complete to $5 ($235),
Liberty Series to $5 Hamilton, C1-C12 mint, C16-C60 mint, E3 mint ($300), E4, J17 ($350), PR7 ($300), PR8 ($650), RW1
($750), RW3 ($325), RW4 ($300), RW5 ($425), RW6 ($250), RW14-RW28 mint; careful inspection recommended, Fine to Very
Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 11 lbs. (photo on web site) ���������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
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2025 m/)
Classic Issues and Better Cancels, 1847-1933. 150+ stamps and a half-dozen covers on black stock pages; of the
covers the good ones are #1 ($425), 15 ($190), and 37 with 1987 cert on domestic use; three copies of Scott 1 ($350), 2 ($775),
2 copies of 7 ($130), 2 copies of 8a ($800), 13 ($800), 14 ($140), two copies of 15 ($190), 17 ($250), 20 ($260), 22 ($475), 23
($700), 24, 30a ($280), 2 copies of 32 ($190), 33 ($180), three copies of 35, 36 ($300), 37 ($375), 63, six copies of 68, six copies of 69, 70b ($850), six copies of 71 ($210), 72 ($600), nine copies of 73 including trial color proof, two copies of 76 ($120),
two copies of 77 ($175), 78 ($400), 85 ($1,100), 87 (x2), 89 ($325), 90 ($375), 91 ($600), 93 (x2), 96 ($240), 97 ($250), 98
($275), 100 ($950), 112 ($130), 113, eleven copies of 114, 115 ($200), three copies of 116 ($110), 117 ($130), 118 ($800), 119
($190), 121 ($375), 123 ($425), assortment of Banknotes, 238, 241 ($525), 242 ($525), and C18; tons of catalog value amongst
these great examples; dozen certificates ranging from the 1980’s through 2020, Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web site)
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
2026 H/m
Hoarder’s Collection, 1845-2000’s. Crammed into a Lighthouse stock book with row upon row of stamps packed
with stamps, mostly in Scott number order, with several better items here and there along with moderate to large quantities of occasional issues, especially some of the popular 3¢ 1850’s to 1860’s issues that specialists drool over, several nice fancy cancels along
with potential to find some useful varieties, there are plenty of better items floating about, including used: #9X1, 1 dot in S variety
with PF certificate, 7, 9 (3), 10’s and 11’s (300++ stamps, with the possibility of finding better plate positions), 12, 14, 17, 26 (45+
stamps, unchecked for 25 or 26A), 22, 30A, 36, 63 (4), 65 (350 stamps), 68 (6), 68 with vertical perforations shifted into center
of stamp, 69, 71 (2), 72, 73 (8), 76 (2), 77 (2), 78, 112 (2), 113 (3), 114 (36 with a few better cancels including red and blue color
cancels), 115, 116 (2), 117, 119, 120, 121, 149, 151, 153 (2), 154, 162, 163, 165 (2), 166 (2), 190, 191, 217 (2), pages and pages
of Bank Notes by denomination, 214 (3), 238 (4), 239 (2), 240 (2), 228 (3), 229 (2), 291 (2), 311, several pages of 1920’s-30’s
commemoratives, 1.25 pages of Officials and mint: #24, 26 (a couple mint stamps), 233, 237, 238, C1, C3 and (we are guessing)
several hundred dollars worth of face value postage in three large ziploc baggies, several pages of Possessions, with ¾ page of
DWI, page of Canal Zone, page of Hawaii with a numeral, banknotes: 34 mint, a couple with some ledgable town cancels, back of
the Book, page of covers with #9 on cover, 11 with Steam Boat cancel, a copy of the Chase book on the 1851-57 Issue 3¢ stamp,
etc.; of course, centering and condition vary as with nearly all collections of this type, generally Fine to Very Fine appearance.
Shipping charges apply - weight 10.8 lbs. (photo on web site)�������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
2027 HH/H/m
Intriguing Two-Volume Mint and Used Collection, 1847-1976. The mint in a Minuteman album, the used in a
National; mint starts with a couple low value Pan-Americans, and is near-complete for 1923-76, with better including complete
Louisiana Purchase, 1909 Commemoratives (less #369), Pilgrims, Kansas complete, Nebraska through the 6¢ #C1-C11, C18, and
more besides, along with a great used run of #RW3-RW42 plus never hinged plate number singles of #RW43 and RW44; the used
is a truly impressive sight, starting with a red grid-cancelled four-margined #1, a pretty #67 along with other 1861 Issues in shades,
a few grills, a well-centered #121, nice Bank Notes (including #220a and 220c) with an array of cancels, Columbians to the 30¢
Trans-Mississippi to 10¢ complete Pan-Americans, Second Bureau to the 50¢ a range of Washington-Franklins (some perforated
by Schermack, some pre-canceled, numerous pairs) and, for all intents and purposes, complete from the Fourth Bureau Issue on
(Prexies including #832g) through 1973, with solid Back-of-the-Book including a nicely centered #F1, complete Special Deliveries, some Dues, cut squares, Revenues and more; an impressive collection on which to build—or to pull from to fill your album’s
empty spaces, Fine to Very Fine with better throughout, set aside time to review; this one won’t disappoint. Shipping charges apply
- weight 10.6 lbs. (photo on web site)���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
2028 HH/Ha
Score with This Selection of Plate Blocks, 1902-38. Twenty in total, each identified and valued on black cards,
starting from the Second Bureau Issue through the Prexies, with a few Back-of-the-Book items as well; comprises #301, 336, 379,
429, 431, 433, 464, 510, 537, 537b, 558, 561, 595 (3, each with star), 664, 834 var, E13 (2), and PS9; plate positions vary, with a
few wide selvaged; generally fresh and sound, though a few with oxidation, Fine to Very Fine with better, a nice little lot for the
collector or dealer. (photo on web site)�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
2029 HH/Ha
Regular Issue Plate Blocks, 1908-68. Advanced collection with beautiful early plate blocks on White Ace pages in two binders; #332, 408, 481, 498, 525, 529, 530, 531, 536, 538, 542, 551-569, 571, 575-579, 581-591, 622, 623, 632A,
634A, 692-701, Prexies to $5 Coolidge (including extra $1 Wilsons and $2 Hardings); Liberty to $5 Hamilton, Prominent Americans to $5 Moore; includes wonderful coils and booklets; absolutely top flight, Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web site)
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
2030 H
U.S., Old Blocks Collection, 1893-1930 (Scott 230//685). Neatly mounted on pre-war album pages, highlights
including 230-237, 294-299 less 4¢ 328-330, 370-373, 537, 548-550, 614-616, 617-619, 551-558, 560-565, 570-571, 581-591,
658-668, 669-679, and more, fresh and brilliant colors, most blocks with two to four never hinged stamps included, remarkable
centering throughout, many superb stamps for the picking, a very few insignificant faults amoung a plethora of beauties, generally
Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 2 lbs. Scott $14,000+ (photo on web site)������������������ Estimate $3,500 - 4,500
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2031 m
United States Used Inventory, 1850’s-1930’s. Each stamp sorted into glassine envelope by Scott number, into three
large inventory boxes, with: 205 (74), 209 (95), 211 (47), 215 (23), 216 (74), 224 (50), 225 (73), 226 (75), 227 (25), 232 (67), 233
(74), 235 (50), 236 (69), 237 (24), 274 (22), 284 (66), 287 (25), 288 (25), 290 (23), 297 (25), 310 (25), 330 (25), 399 (49), 403 (25),
550 (25), 617 (25), 648 (24), C1 (23), C2 (31), C3 (15), C4 (19), C5 (57), C6 (19), E1 (23), E2 (52), E3 (58), E5 (132), E6 (70),
E7 (18), E8 (39), E9 (46), E10 (3), F1 (72), Q7 (30), Q8 (24), Q9 (32), Q10 (4), Q11 (6), Q12 (5), J26 (6), O3 (4), O4 (2 used and
1 mint), O27 (5), O36, O37 (4), O38 (5), O39, O40, O41 (2), O42, O51, O57, O58, O62 (2), O113, several better early newspaper
stamps. Includes a couple stockbooks of earlier regular issues and a small cigar box full of faulty seconds and thirds. Condition and
centering are both mixed, generally Fine to Very Fine appearance. Shipping charges apply - weight 7 lbs. Scott $35,000+ (Owner’s)
(photo on web site).......................................................................����������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
2032 HH/H/m
Mint and Used Collections plus Face, 1847-2016. Solid Mystic 4-volume US mint collection beginning about the
Washington-Franklins and proceeding to the present day (look for Legends of the West error sheet) with an emphasis on centering
and condition; also a 5 volume used collection with a #1 with attractive red cancel, Airmail complete including #C1-C6, a lovely
C13-C15 set, C18, and every other Airmail stamp issued (impressive!); substantial face right up to recent Forever stamps including
dollar values, plate blocks, coils, dozens of unexploded booklets, and numerous sheet files; examine to learn why this lot is worth
your attention, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 75.4 lbs. (photo on web site)������������� Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
2033 HH/H
Regular Issues Mint Collection, 1903-20. An exceptional study of Second Bureau and Washington-Franklin issues
on black Vario stockpages; #319 Type I (a, b, c & g), Type II (f and i); 320 Type I (b & c) and Type II (a); 331-342, 343-347, 348351, 352-355, 357-358, 374-381, 383-384, 385-386, 392-396, 424-439, 443-447, 452-458, 498-518 (500 has a certificate), 523,
524 (certificate), 547, 525-536, 408-409 (plate blocks); plus some extra very attractive partial sets; much is never hinged with
superior centering; for the consumate collector or the dealer with demanding clientele, Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web site)
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
2034 H/m/)
Beefy Collection of Classics, 1893-1945. Safe hingeless album in slipcase packed with quality; focus has been on
sound copies with better centering and often with flawless gum; Used include Scott # 1 on cover, 232-241 (with extra 240), 291,
292 (2), 617-619 set of FDC plus set on single cover, 524 (2) and 547 (2); Unused include 238, 239, 289, 294-299, 325 MNH,
616 plate block of 8, souvenir sheets, National Parks, strong Washington-Franklins including coils, booklet panes, 498-518 MNH
(except 500) and more; the only thing nicer than viewing this collection is making it your own, Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web
site)���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
2035 HH/H/ma Fresh and Alluring Old-Time Collection. Neatly hinged or mounted on quadrille pages, nearly all mint, with most
blocks of four or more, including numerous position pieces, blocks with plate numbers or complete plate blocks; the earliest item is
a no gum #73, with material ending with the Liberty Series; much standard material, but better items include (blocks, unless noted)
Second Bureau Issue singles used to the $1, complete singles of the Pan-Ams, a nice #398 wide top with plate number, 518 with
horizontal guide line, #523 hinged single, nice Fourth Bureau issue (including $2 and $5 used blocks, the #573 with horizontal guide
line), Molly Pitcher and Hawaii overprints, plus a few Kansas-Nebraskas, Washington Bicentenary plate blocks complete, plus a
plate block of 12 #712 showing double transfer and two other plate varieties, 1932 Olympics First Day Covers (5¢ on Roessler Airmail cover), gutter blocks of Farley Special Printings (including two souvenir sheet pairs), basic Prexie plates complete, a lightly
hinged #C3 centerline block plus a regular block of four used, #C18 (top stamps lightly hinged, bottom never hinged), C20-C22
plate blocks (2 each #C21 & C22), complete set of Transport plate blocks, C37 line strip of six with plate number, QE1-QE3 wide
top plate blocks of eight, and more besides; generally fresh, the duplication light and generally presenting shades; well worth the
time to review, generally Fine to Very Fine with better, inspect. Shipping charges apply - weight 4.4 lbs. (photo on web site)
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
2036 HH/H/m
Strong Three-Volume Collection, 1851-1996. Nicely populated US lifetime collection in three Harris Liberty albums; #7, 9, 10, 29, 33, 36, 38, 69-71, 75, 77, 78, 96, 97, 112-119, 152-154, 162-164, 571-573, Kansas-Nebraska, essentially mint
complete thereafter including Prexie to $5 Coolidge, Liberty Series to $5 Hamilton, Prominent Americans to $5 Moore, Americana
to $5 Lamp; Airmail complete including C13-15 Zeppelins; Parcel Post, Special Handing and Parcel Post Due mint and used
complete; 74 mint and used Ducks; lots of catalog value here and the early issues were carefully chosen; examine, Fine to Very
Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 11.6 lbs. (photo on web site) ���������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,500 - 3,000
2037 HH/H/m
Scott National Mostly Mint Collection, 1851-1961. Nicely populated green album using black mounts; 9 (pair) and
10 (pair) both attractively used, 69 and 73 both used, 149, Columbians mint through 50 cent, Trans-Mississippi to 10 cent, 300-309,
many Washington Franklins, 498-518 complete, 551-573 complete, 630, Kansas Nebraska complete, Farley imperforate blocks,
Presidential Series complete to $5 Coolidge, C1-C12 (and a C1 arrow block), C16-C40; Back of Book includes Q1-Q12 complete,
a few early Ducks, and a scattering of revenues; very strong collection, Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 6.2 lbs. (photo
on web site)��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
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2038 H/(H)
Better Classics on Stock Page, 1851-1901. 24 unused US issues on a black stock page; 21/22 vertical pair without
gum rejoined, 24 vertical pair ($300), 30A, one copy hinged, one NH ($2,200 each), 37 regummed ($1,450), 38-E2 with 1947 PF
cert. ($1,750), 68 ($950), 71 with thin ($950), 73 with 1984 PF cert ($325), 75 with crease ($5,750), 89 ($5,000), 135 ($1,000),
158, 230, 237, 239 x2 ($225), 240 ($425), 242 ($1050), 295, 301, and 40TC5 left margin pair ($550); lots of catalog value here;
examples are bright and attractive; examination recommended, Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web site)��� Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
2039 BKHH/H
Intriguing Dealer’s Stock of Mint Booklet Panes. Nearly 150 panes, mostly on dealer’s retail pages but a few in
glassines of on album pages, the flat plate panes identified by position; highlights include 319g//q (21), 331a (3), 332a (6), 374a (5),
375a (7), 405b-406b (8 each), 463a (7), 501b-502b (9 each) and C10a (3); also includes a group of 18 panes, 1278a//1889a, that
are slightly miscut, a Canal Zone 1¢ pane (71e, $225) a Philippines 2¢ pane (214b, $200), and a few other odds & ends. Condition
is virtually all clean and F-VF and includes a few NH. An outstanding lot. Scott $11,000 ++�������������������� Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
2040 HH/Ha
Early Plate Block Collection, 1909-45. Premium plate blocks on White Ace and black stock pages in three binders;
plate blocks include 367, 537, 548-550, 610-612, 614-616, 617-619, 620-621, 627-629, 643-651, 680-683, 688-690, 704-715,
Century of Progress souvenir sheets and National Parks perforated and Special Printings, gutter and arrow blocks, and 774-933;
very useful collection with minimal duplication, Fine to Very Fine. ����������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,500 - 3,000
2041 HHa
U.S., Plate Block Collection, 1938-60. Very nice small group, all never hinged, with five sets #803-834, several
#1053, #832c; an outstanding investment, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 1.8 lbs. Scott $10,000+ (photo on
web site)�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2042 H/m
U.S., Old Time Collection, 1851-1944. An attractive collection in Scott National Album, classics mostly used including 7, 14, 15, 20, 22, 28, 33, 36, 1861’s to 24¢ 73*, 76-78, selection of grills to 15¢ couple of 1869’s including 121, desirable
Bank Notes including 134, 151-153, 191, Columbians mint to 8¢ used 10-15¢ 260 * OG Jumbo, few Trans-Miss and Pan Am
mostly mint, an attractive group of Washington-Franklins mostly mint including NH 524, and a pleasing group of later issues, and
a select group of back of the book issues, high catalog value (owner’s over $16,000) including many attractive and useful stamps,
worthy of close examination; few minor flaws to be expected, generally Fine to Very Fine with many Very Fine or better stamps.
Shipping charges apply - weight 3.8 lbs. (photo on web site).....����������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2043 HH/H
U.S., Mint NH Coil Collection, 1909-30. Handsome collection made up of several hundred genuine coils on
manila display cards, with #487 (32), 488, 489, 492 (pairs and 3 singles), 494 (19 pairs and 4 singles), 495 (approximately
200 in pairs and strips), many VF; a sound and useful lot, Fine to Very Fine. Scott $9,000+ (Owner’s) (photo on web site)
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2044 HH/Ha
Duplicate Plate Block Collection, 1927-2006. 14 binders consisting of a Scott, Harris, four Minkus, four White
Ace, and looseleaf binders of modern plate blocks; nice selection of blocks from the late 1920-1930s; each album is virtually complete; noted Prexies to $5 Coolidge (2 sets), Liberty Series to $5 Hamilton (2 sets), and Prominent Americans to $5 Moore (2 sets);
Airmail 1938-1990 appears complete, additional binder has C33-C63 with sets of matching plate numbers (80¢ Diamond Head has
8 plate blocks); clean and attractive in useful albums, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 54.4 lbs. (photo on web
site)���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2045 H/m
American Heirloom Collection, 1865-2010. Meticulous collector with an eye for centering and condition; large
stockbook with 66P3, 74P3 Scarlett, 242P3, mint beginning from 597 with common material ending at 3314 including Airmail
from C27-C115; used Banknotes, Washington Franklins, 573 perfin, through 1303; also see E1P4, E2P4 and 12 recent Ducks; the
Heirloom binders cover the last 30 years or so, the value is Airmail C1-C132 complete, great centering (including the lightly
hinged Zeppelins); mint sheet file with postal stationery and postal cards and a second file with $400+ face; exceptionally clean
lot. Shipping charges apply - weight 38 lbs. (photo on web site)
���������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2046 HH/H/m
Super Group of Duplicated US Collections, 1850-2015. Six Harris Liberty or Scott Minuteman albums with predominantly mint in black mounts; first Liberty note #730, 731, Prexies complete to $5 Coolidge, C1, C4 and C18; next Liberty mint
starts in 1922, includes 571, 573, Prexie complete to $5 Coolidge, Liberty Series complete to $5 Hamilton, Prominent Americans
complete to $5 Moore, Airmail complete C1-C98 (except C13-C15); Minuteman album packed including #9 and 10 (used), 571,
573, 730, 731, Presidential Series complete including horizontal and vertical coils, Liberty Series complete to $5 Hamilton, Prominent Americans to $5 Moore; last Liberty mint from the 1940 including Liberty Series to $5 Hamilton, Airmail mint 1918-1974
(except C13-C15); clean with attention paid to centering of high value stamps, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight
26.6 lbs. �������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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2047 HH
Mint Never Hinged Holding, 1914-26. Eight different numbers in varying quantities, all Post Office Fresh includes: #426 (63 examles- 19 straight edge) [@$35 = $2,205]; #429 some gum creasing (20 examples- 6 straight edge) [@ $105
= $2,205]; #527 this one VG-Fine (40 examples- 7 straight edge) [@$40 = $1,600]; #557 (22 examples- 6 straight edge) [@$35 =
$770]; #583 (79 examples) [@$6.25 = $494]; #587 (37 examples) [@$20 = $740]; 589 especially nice (94 examples) [@$57.50
= $5,405]; #590 (42 examples) [@$12.50 = $525], many nicer VF copies can be mined from within and the vast majority Fine to
Very Fine, even a few to measure for the grade, in all totalling about $14,000 in Catalog Value. (photo on web site)
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2048 HH/H
Exquisitely Centered Mint Collection, 1893-1960. Particularly fresh appearing collection on black stock pages
in Scott Specialty binder and slip case; the goal here was to assemble the best centering and jumbo stamps possible and this was
largely accomplished; includes 230-236, 285-290, 294-299, 300-308, 323-326, 343-347, 374-378, 424-435, 490-497, 498-513,
548-550, 551-573, 803-834, 1030-1053; includes beautiful Airmail, Special Delivery, Cut Squares, Postage Due, and souvenir
sheets; some perviously hinged; many would grade very well if you were so inclined; enjoy these in person or on the web, Fine to
Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 4.6 lbs. (photo on web site)
������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2049 HH/H/m
Parallel Mint and Used Collection in Hingless Albums, 1932-2014. Nine volume Lindner hingeless albums with
slip cases house essentially a complete mint single collection in clear overlays above the used collection mounted in the album;
includes Prexies (with extra $5 Coolidge), Overrun Countries, Famous Americans, Liberty Series complete to $5 Hamilton, Prominent Americans complete to $5 Moore, all the souvenir sheets, great selection of booklet panes and extensive coils from Presidential Series to Transportation with joint line pair and plate number coil values; there are three additional binders with black stock
pages filled with hundreds of used US organized by issue; lot also includes several APS circuit books (France, US, Barbados), US
Possessions on album pages, several hundred French Colonies on pages and in glassines; and a few hundred Scott pages in a large
folder with perhaps 100 cut squares, a few hundred different B.O.B and a strong collection of First Issue Revenues; overall Very
Fine almost exclusively never hinged; Face Value $1,800+, Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web site)�������� Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2050 H/m
19th Century Collection, 1851-89. Early US classics on White Ace pages in a single loose-leaf binder; #7, 9, 10,
14, 15, 17, 20, 22, 25, 32, 33, 36, 36b, 37, 64b, 69-72, 75-78, 87, 89, 96-98, 112-117, 134a-136, 145-155, 156-166, 182-191, 217,
212-218, 219-229, 246-260, and 264-276a; many have Weiss, APEX or PSE certificates; check this lot out on our website, Fine to
Very Fine. (photo on web site)��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2051 H/m
United States, Collection Balance in 2 Volumes, 1857-1970. Attractive “old school” collection in two volumes,
half on Scott pages and the remainder on delightful Fisk pages; nice Banknotes including 145-149, 151, 153, 158-161, 163,
165, 215-223, 374-382 mint, 400A mint, 498-518 mint (except 500 and 501), Kansas-Nebraska mint (except 668), Prexie to $5
Coolidge mint, C1-C12 mint, C19 and on mint, Q1-Q6, Q9 and Q10 mint; the Fink commemorative volume begins with Columbians (1-30 cents mint), Trans-Mississippi (1-50 cents), fairly complete mint through 1947; most stamps are hinged but are generally
fresh with attractive centering; Scott catalog $12,000+, some nice items here, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight
6 lbs. ������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2052 m
1869, 3¢ ultramarine (Scott 114). Massive fancy cancel and variety collection of 700++ stamps, on album and stock
pages, with row after row of better cancels with shields, geometric cancels, stars, a heart, leafs, several different color cancels (red,
blue and blue green cancels) and more, usual mixed centering and condition, a perfect lot for the 1869 or fancy cancel specialist,
generally Fine to Very Fine appearance. (photo on web site)���������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2053 HH/H/m
First Quality Mostly Mint Balance, 1892-2015. Three binders with black stock pages holding exemplary copies of
US stamps; the sample examined found gum never hinged and the centering and overall condition quite impressive; used stamps
included Scott # 10, 63, 65, 114, 205, and a few Special Delivery; unused include 161, 206, 230, 286, 288, 289, 310, 319c, 320,
330, 333, 344, 371, 397-399, 481-484 line pairs, 500, 502, 506, 511, 512, 537, 611 centerline block, 614-616, 620-621, 756-765
centerline blocks; Airmail is stunning, including C1-C3 (plus “fast” plane), C5 (2), C6, gorgeous C15, C18, C10a pane, E7, and
C101-150 (including some plate blocks); these are pretty little plums, you will love every stamp, Very Fine. (photo on web site)
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2054 HH/H/m
Discerning Focused Collection, 1847-1993. The heading is deceptive, while there are Ducks out to 1993 this extraordinary collection really stops at 1925; Schaubek National hingeless album in an Elbe binder; #1 four margin copy with light
red cancel, 9-11, 24, 26, 35 (great red cancel), 76 (fancy cancel), 98, several Banknotes, 240, 288-291, 294-299 mint, 323-330
mint, strength in Washington Franklins mint (including imperforate and coils), 397-400a mint, 498-518 mint (no 500), 524 mint,
551-573 mint; also RW38-RW45, RW47-RW52, RW54-RW58 and RW60; conscious effort to deliver superior centering, and often
MNH; catalog north of $5,000, Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web site)
������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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2055 HH/H
Better Mint Commemorative Collection, 1892-1981. Well-populated three-volume collection in black mounts on
White Ace pages; superior centering and virtually all never hinged; Columbians through 30¢ Trans-Mississippi through 50&cent
(the 50¢ has missing perforation and disturbed gum); no #404, 630 or C13-C15 but otherwise appears complete through 1981 including gutter blocks and souvenir sheets; meticulous effort to present the best possible examples; well worth a look, Fine to Very
Fine. (photo on web site)������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������ Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2056 H/m
Exceptionally Graded Issues, 1920-29. A slim binder with stamps in black mounts on custom pages; beginning
with the Pilgrim Tercentenary the collector found outstanding mint and postally used sets with remarkable margins and centering;
564 95J (PSAG cert), 568 XF 90 (PSE cert), 566 XF-Sup 95 (PSE cert), 612 XF 90 (PSE cert), 617-619 XF-Sup 95 (PSE certs),
620 XF-Sup 95 (PSC cert), 621 Superb 98 (PSE cert), 629 XF-Sup 95 (PSE cert), beautiful 630 souvenir sheet, 639 XF-Sup 95
(PSE cert), 651 XF 90 (PSE cert), 657a with small thin at left and previously hinged (Weiss cert), lovely 571-573a, and wonderful
Kansas-Nebraska; with the exception of the 657a everything is never hinged; includes two dozen used blocks from this period as
well as about 250 precancels from the period neatly arranged; fastidious philatelist at work, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. (photo
on web site)��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2057 HH/Ha
Classic Positional Plate Blocks, 1893-1935. Including #281 MNH imprint strip of three; 286 pair with imprint and
plate number; three 482 plate blocks, 557 PB, 564 PB, 587 PB (2), 590 PB (2), 541 PB, 527 PB (2), 525 PB, 506 MNH 14 stamp
plate block, 834 MNH centerline block, 287 block of 4 with plate and imprint, 375 PB with imprint and “A”, 426 PB, 437 PB with
imprint and “A”, 620 PB, C2 centerline block; and many more; considerable catalog value here. (photo on web site)
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2058 HH/H
Laser-Focused on Centering Mint Collection, 1898-2006. New Scott National with case contains the seeds of a
stellar collection which is sparse on stamps but rich on quality; only included if centering and overall condition was superior; spot
check reveals much is MNH; Scott # 285-288, 294-301, 303, 305, 306, 308, 397-400, 613-615, 803-831, C1, C4-C12, C17-C46,
E7, E8, E11, RW12-RW15, RW22, RW23, RW39, RW45, RW50, RW51 and RW 54; a black page stock book with plate blocks
including 20 different Prexies, 1052, 1341, C21, C25-C30, C46 and many other Airmail and Special Delivery, Revenues on the
reverse of Civil War era photographs, and plate strips and blocks; Lighthouse stockbook (and a pocket-sized) with clean mint
worldwide singles and sets; four mint sheet files packed with sheets from 3c to 37c, minimal duplication; Face Value $600+, Fine
to Very Fine. (photo on web site)����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2059 HH/H/ma High Value Plate Blocks and More, 1902-2014. Two binders packed with sets, series, and high denomination
modern plate blocks; 300-311 set used and unused (311 has no gum and pulled perf), Kansas-Nebraska mint hinged, Prominent
Americans to $5 Moore, Great Americans to $5 Harre, Transportation coins to $1 Seaplane, Americana to $5 Lamp, Prominent
Americans, Liberty to $5 Hamilton, Prexie to $5 Coolidge, Official Mail stamps (complete), extensive modern coils including
non-denominated and Flags; plate blocks include 527, 548, 577, 635a, 646, 647, several Prexies, J88-J101, 634 matched set (10
stamps each), 1909, 2122c, 2394, 2541, 2542, 2540, 2419, 2842, 2543, 2544, 2544A, 3261, 3262, 3647, 3647A, 3648, 3472, 3473,
4018, 4019, 4144, 4145, 4268, 4269, 4378, 4379, 4438, 4439, 4511, 4649, 4650 and many more; check it out on the web, Fine to
Very Fine. (photo on web site)��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2060 H/m
U.S., Better Collector’s Balance Selection, mostly from 1860’s-1950’s. On large black stock pages and glassines
of better items, with (used) 478, 505, E1-8, R2c and (mint) 306, 307 NH, 325-26, 342, 357, 378, 382, 424-35, 434, 439 with photocopy of PF certificate, 515, 517 (2 NH), C10a complete booklet, RW5, RW6 (2), RW10, RW16, RW26, Philippines 225, 241-52
and E1; some faults, generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 1.2 lbs. Scott $10,600+ (photo on web site)
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2061 HH/Ha
Two-Volume Plate Block Collection, 1909-77. Wonderful curated collection of mostly complete plate blocks in
need of new binders; with #368, 371, 373, 611, 620, Presidential Series complete to $5 Coolidge, Liberty Series complete to $5
Hamilton, Prominent Americans complete to $5 Moore, and Americana Series complete to $5 Lamp; a delightful trip through
these engraved artistic miniatures, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 12.2 lbs. (photo on web site)
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,200 - 1,600
2062 HH/H
U.S., Mint & Used Collection, 1861-2010. Residing in nine albums, used has 230-238, 285-287, 289-290, mint
294-296, 298, 368 block of four, 620-621 side arrow blocks of four, 704-715 plate blocks complete, volume of better plate blocks,
couple of volumes of plate blocks face value, face is $309, with better plate blocks and singled scattered throughout, Fine to Very
Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 36 lbs. Scott $8,255 (photo on web site)
���������������������������� Estimate $1,200 - 1,500
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2063 H/m
United States Plate Number Coil Collection, 1981-2002. Neatly mounted in three Scott Specialty albums moderately filled with plate number strips of 3 or 5 and used plate number singles, each organized by plate number and various tagging,
precancel, etc. variety, much cumulative face value if you take the time to add up all of the postage here, generally Fine to Very
Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 26.8 lbs. (photo on web site)���������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2064 HH/H
Premium Sheets, Plate Blocks and Face, 1926-2006. Useful collection of clean material in a mint sheet file, a few
wallet files, and a black page stockbook; premium sheets include Scott # 651, C7, C8 and C20 all in nice condition; opening the
stock book we find a pair of Scott UN 38 souvenir sheet FDCs, a nice 73 Black Jack on cover and a postal entire addressed to Civil
War Union General David Reynolds (with contents), 565 plate block, C8 PB, C9 PB, 883 $2 Harding arrow PB, C7 PB, 768 gutter
block of 6, unused Parcel Post (Q1, Q6, and Q7 (2)), C20 PB (2), nice selection of Transportation PNC coils strips, C46 PB, 68 on
envelope from ME to CA, Great Britain Manchins, several mint and used sets of C20-C22; also 49 common sheets (only 8 below
10c) with majority 20c-40c along with strips and plate blocks; Face value $600+, Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web site)
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2065 HH/H
U.S., Mint & Used Collection, 1893-2010. Mounted in 10 volumes, with $1068.00 face, includes Famous Americans singles (3) & blocks of four, Overrun Countries, Liberty issue, Great Americans issue, booklets and booklet panes, with one
volume of used U.S. and Canada, plenty of easily sale able material, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 40.8 lbs.
Scott $4,400 (photo on web site)������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,200
2066 H/m
United States Farlies Specialized Collection, 1935. Filling up Scott Specialized album, with full group of horizontal, vertical and center gutter pairs, mostly complete matched plate blocks of each plate number, matched set of arrow and
centerline blocks, used singles, pairs and centerline and center gutter blocks, 768 and 769 blocks of four souvenir sheets, 756-65
used block set, horizontal and vertical guide line block of four sets, 756-65 full gum set of blocks which were returned to the post
office to be gummed along with documentation from the Department of Interior to authenticate these gummed issues and card with
James A. Farley signature, generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 8.6 lbs. (photo on web site)
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2067 HH/H/m
U.S., Mint & Used Balance of Collection, 1861-1975. Kept in stockbooks, envelopes and on pages, with mint block
of four #J61; block of six #O83, #O35P4-O37P4, O39P4; mint never hinged #658 block of 6, #344 never hinged plate block, and
hundreds of Back-of-the-Book items; a used Canal Zone lot; a fascinating assembly with many goodies, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 11 lbs. Scott $8,000+ (photo on web site)
������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2068 HH/H
United States Collection, 1936-78. Which really should be considered several different collections under a single
umbrellam as you have the standard stamp collection, the World Exhibitions label collection and the EFO collection, each lovely in
its own right, with a few notable sections that include #803-834, 805b, 832b with PF certificate, BK94, BK100, 839-851 line pairs,
899a-901a, 1030-1053, some hi-bright papers, Liberty coils with different types of gum and small hole/large hole varieties; Wheaton, Maryland Experimental booklet Type IIb, Prominent American varieties with some mint precanceled blocks, early tagging
varieties on 1960s commemoratives, Christmas precancel varieties with plate blocks, plus Autographs including #C23 cover with
Jack Benny and Mary Livingston autographs, 1979 ASDA convention souvenir card autographed by Jesse Owens (‘36 Olympics),
o.g., mostly never hinged, generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 15.8 lbs. (photo on web site)
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2069 HH
Grade-able Quality Collection, 1963-2020. From a consignor to our Flagship Series with phenomenal centering
and overall quality comes his 30 binder modern material on black stock pages annotated with Scott numbers; each stamp is worthy
of being graded for picky collector so inclined; in addition to the stamps, coils, booklets and sheets look for Scott 1727 (brown
misregistered), 1789b (perf 12), 1789 misperf, 1789 imperf, 1894 misperf, 2004 misperf, 2115b wide tag, 2115c test coil, 2149e
tagged error, 2723a, 2881a-2887 (these booklets require 94 stamps alone), 3785g (#P2222 tagged error); while every issue isn’t
here it is because the consignor demanded perfection; in the vast majority of cases he got it, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Shipping
charges apply - weight 72.8 lbs. (photo on web site)..................����������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2070 HH/H
Very Comprehensive Collection, 1932-90. Wonderful collection in three Harris albums with crystal mounts; 1932
Washington Bicentenial complete, National Parks (missing Special Printings), Famous Americans, Overrun Countries, no Prexies, Prominent Americans to $5 Moore, Americana Series to $5 Lamp, and Great Americans to $5 Hare; very complete for the
period, just a couple of holes to fill, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 15.4 lbs. (photo on web site)
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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2071 HH/H
Powerful Coil Collection, 1908-81. Partial coils (over 100 stamps) of Scott 410 and 441, unroiling uncovers several
joint lines; 394 LP; several pairs of 442; 452 LP; test stamp 3VP31 dull gumcoild of 5 with plate number; C37 paste up; 492 MNH
LP, 495 MNH LP, 497 MNH LP, 450 MNH LP, 455 MNH LP, 457 LH LP, 386 MNH LP, 390 MNH LP, 599A MNH pair, 348 MNH
LP, gorgeous 351 paste up strip of 4, as well as modern misperfs, imperfs and plate numbers; a high quality lot, Fine to Very Fine.
(photo on web site)���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2072 HH/H/m
U.S., Delightful Mint and Used Collection, 1847-1975. Housed in a stockbook and on stockpages in a binder; mint
includes #232-234, 235 never hinged, 237 never hinged, 238, 288, 369, mint Washington-Franklins, 403 never hinged, 488 line
pair never hinged, 492 pair never hinged, 630 White Plains sheet, 659-662, 664, 666-668, 669-674, 677-679, 833-834, 1053, C1;
used with #1 tied to piece with red grid, 10A, 15, precancel study; full detailed inventory included, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping
charges apply - weight 4.8 lbs. Scott approximately $8,000 (photo on web site)
���������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2073 HH
Miniature Sheets, Plate Number Coils, and Booklet Panes, 1995-2010. Six binders (4 G&K and 2 looseleaf)
housing a great selection of modern self-adhesive values; light duplication (except perhaps in PNC and booklets) with many premium series observed; note a few $1, a $2, and a $5 sheet; Legends of Hollywood, Disney, Warner Brothers, Black Heritage, Chinese
New Year, Comic Books, Olympic Games and lots more; face value $1700+; fresh and ready for your collection or stock, Fine to
Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 16.6 lbs. (photo on web site)
������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2074 HHa
Modern Self-Adhesive Sheet Collection, 1997-2008. Five Lighthouse-like red binders in slipcases with black
pages house this remarkably fresh assemblage; packed with better Commemorative material customers are clamoring for including Pacific 97 triangles (11), Classic Aircraft, Football, American Dolls, Movie Monsters, Mars Pathfinder souvenir sheet (3),
Trans-Mississippi set and $1 sheets, American Art, Dinosaurs, Trains, Arctic Animals, Xtreme Sports, Legends of Baseball (2),
American Illustrators (2), Pan-American Inverts (3), Peanuts (5), Legendary Playing Fields, Teddy Bears, Hawaiian Missionary
(3), American Filmmaking (2), Lighthouses (3), Early Football Heros, Dr Seuss (2), Lewis & Clark (3), American Scientists, Advances in Aviation, Constellations, Super Heros, American Motorcycles, Star Wars and many many more; just what your Topical
and Thematic customers need; face $1,750+, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 24.4 lbs. (photo on web site)
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2075 H/m
United States, Useful Balance Plus Face, 1892-1984. Airmails, References, Postage Due, Ducks, and Coils in a
nice German stockbook; includes C5 mint, C7-10 mint, E3 mint, Q1-Q3 mint, Q5 mint, two RW1 unused ($750), RW19, RW20,
RW24, RW25, RW30, RW33-RW37, RW47, modern coils with Plate Number Coils, 387 MNH ($400), 455 joint line pair, 452 joint
line pair ($75), E1 unused, E2 unused; also $700+ face postage; good value here, Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 6.8 lbs.
���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2076 HH/H
Coil Strips and Plate Number Coils Collection, 1912-2018. While there are perhaps two dozen early 20th century
vertical and horizontal line pair coils and a few hundred from the Liberty and Prominent Americans series, the vast majority are
modern strips and pairs in 5 binders and stock books, bundled in strip packets and coil rolls in a small box; the partial rolls include
1518, 1615, 1054, 2523, and 1614; tremendous work on Transportation coils with beautiful PNC and joint line pair examples;
strong in coils from Scott 2881-4894; includes extensive Official, non-denominated, and Non-Profit; outstanding specialist collection with enough duplication stock the savvy dealer, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 13 lbs. (photo on web site)
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2077 m
United States Collection with Strong Back of Book, 1850’s-1946. Neatly hinged in old time Scott National album,
containing better sections of back of the book with occasional better officials, some decent first issue revenues and several pages of
official seals stamps on quadrille pages, with: 63, 73, 190, 228, 275, 341, 478-79, 666, 679, E1-3, J43, O3, O24, O93 o.g., a couple
first issue revenues with extra partial perf rows, R72c, R76c, R83c, R86c, R105, R110, R124, R134, R138, R145 and R147. Usual
mixed centering and condition, generally Fine to Very Fine appearance. Shipping charges apply - weight 6.8 lbs. (photo on web
site)������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $750 - 1,000
2078 HH/Ha
Lovely Group of 14 Plate Blocks, 1917-25. Wonderfully bright with bold colors, offering (never hinged unless
noted) #511 (lightly hinged), 512, 513, 559, 561, 563 (3), 564 (3, the single star plate stuck to the backing card), 565, 586 and 591,
Fine to Very Fine or better, see them all online. 2020 Scott $4,170 (photo on web site) ������������������������������� Estimate $750 - 1,000
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2079 H
Collector’s Balance Lot, 1920-2020. Several albums, binders and boxes briming with material; Scott International
Junior album moderately populated, Brazil, Fiume, France, Germany, Hungary, Montenegro, Romania (with some nice Postage
Due and Parcel Post), Russia, and Sweden noted; Scott International two volume (with a second Part II), mostly blank, one Part
II is moderately filled with many mint sets including US 1930-1945, AMG France, AMG Austria, Czechoslovakia, Germany
1930-1945 including Semi-Postals; 2 Bankers Boxes filled with worldwide used; 5 volumes Deluxe Reader’s Digest coffee table
sized binders with first day covers from 1980-1990, $100+ US Face (10 37 cent booklets and a box of low value adhesives), two
new premium Lighthouse two cover binders, one with unused postal cards with UX01, UX03, UX06-UX12, then mostly
complete to UX49; drawer with a few hundred mint regular and Airmail postal cards from UX12-UX632 with moderate
duplication and Post Office fresh, shoebox with hundreds of glassines with worldwide used stamps and about 25 first day covers,
brown FDC binder with about 30 envelopes and cards (US FDC and Nazi Germany postal cards), 31 American Stamp Dealer’s
Association show cards (1980-1986), 3 oversized unused (in plastic) G&K binders, hundreds of Showguard mounts in different
sized packets, postcard and European cover sleeves, Showguard mount cutter, several manila stock pages, Supersafe 2 cover binder
(about 20 pages); fun for someone with the time to explore, Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 102.8 lbs. (photo on web site)
�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $750 - 1,000
2080 HHa
Diverse Mint Sheet Collection, 1920s-40s. 20-plus mint sheets including #C17, C19, C25-C31 complete, C34-C36,
E19-E18, QE1-QE2; possibly a few separations but all are in freshm excellent condition, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply
- weight 1.2 lbs. Scott $2,358 (photo on web site)���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $600 - 800
2081 HH/Ha
Modern Plate Blocks & Uncut Sheets, 1946-2000. Very clean collection of more than 50 years of US plate blocks
on White Ace pages in 16 binders; very few holes in this comprehensive holding including a great coils section and high value blocks through $5; uncut sheets of Pan American Inverts (4 mini sheets), Space Achievements (15 stamps), Trans-Mississippi (3 mini sheets of 1¢-$2 and 3 mini sheets of $1), Star Wars (3 mini sheets), and Wyle E Coyote, Bugs Bunny, Daffy
Duck, Tweety Bird and “That’s All Folks!” (all 6 mini sheets); Face value $1,000+, Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web site)
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $500 - 750
2082 H
High-Flying Zeppelin Holding, 1930 (Scott C13-C15). 11 Sets Plus extras, intact and offered as such: #C13 (16
total): two are unused, six are mint hinged and three are mint never hinged, five are used; C14 (11 in total): eight are mint hinged
three are used; C15 (14 in total): one unused, seven are mint hinged, three are mint NH and three are used, generally sound only
a few minor imperfections but a very clean group (see for yourself both sides have been imaged online!), generally Fine to Very
Fine. (photo on web site)���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
2083 HH/H/m
The Everything Airmail Collection, 1918-. Presented in a bulging National album, comprising a solid basic collection, mint or used, of singles, pairs, booklet panes, unexploded booklets, coils with leaders, aerogrammes, etc., plus a handsome
array of #C3a and C13-C15 forgeries (#C3a including vintage Italian forgeries, a comical “Look! No Hands!”, and numerous
Peter Winter reproductions mint, “used” or even “on cover”; the #C13-C15s including inverts and “usages”); further specialities
include Roessler labels or fantasies, including his privately overprinted 1¢ “Graf Zeppelin” Franklin that landed him in jail; Airletter stamps, panes or magnetic stamps from Western, Burlington, American Express and P.R.I.D.E.; R.F.-overprinted stamps
and panes (a few signed Stolow or Kessler, several others noted as reference material); a nice little group of used SCADTA
issues including two on cover), Airline etiquettes and “Par Avion” labels (from Czech to Turkish), and more besides, Fine to
Very Fine with better, set aside the time to view—you’ll be glad you did; see a flip-through on our website. (photo on web site)
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2084 HH/H
Mostly Complete Mint Airmail Collection, 1918-2018. Two volumes of mint singles and plate blocks on White
Ace and black stock pages; C1-C6 never hinged (plus a second set with XF 90 C6 cert), C7-C14 (C14 has disturbed gum),
C16-C150 (C133-C150 are complete sheets); plate blocks include #C1 (block of 6), C4, C7-C12, C16-C24, C25-C31 (4 sets),
C32-C131; includes extensive Airmail panes and unexploded booklets; extremely clean for the demanding collector, Fine to Very
Fine. (photo on web site)������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������ Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2085 HH/H/m
Lovely Mint and Used Compilation, 1918-32. Neatly presented on small-format quadrille pages, singles, pairs
and blocks; colors are bright and clean throughout, with centering varying as expected; note two #C1 blocks of four with guide
line, plus 13 used singles; C2 (15 used), C3 (double TOP plate block hinged in selvage only, internal separations, 1 mint and 10
used singles, 1 used vertical pair), an exploded C10a booklet; precancelled examples of #C5, C7, C8, C9 (2), C10; two #C11 plate
blocks (one blue TOP, one red) plus a J. Max Golding Christmas/New Year “revised” design, numerous etiquettes and labels, and
more besides; as a bonus, you also get a 1952 Sieger catalogue of Zeppelin flights, plus a 1931 Scott Airpost Stamps catalogue,
generally Fine to Very Fine, a neat little holding; imaged fully online. (photo on web site)����������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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2086 HH/H
Airmail, 1938, 6¢ Eagle (Scott C23). Large collection of 593 plate blocks of four, mostly different plate numbers
and types which might give an opportunity to find an elusive Durland listed Z rarity or fill in some of those missing plate numbers
in your collection, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 18.2 lbs.
(photo on web site)���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2087 P		
United States Official Card and India Proof Stock, 1875. Very fresh and mostly sound huge stock of proofs, many
complete sets and incredibly popular. This may be the only offering of this size to come on the market in quite some time. Copy
of inventory list is available upon request. We put (0) in the quantity field to help identify occasional gaps of inventory, stamp
inventory includes - India Proofs: O1P3 (4), O2P3 (6), O3P3 (4), O4P3 (4), O5P3 (8), O6P3 (8), O7P3 (8), O8P3 (5), O9P3 (4),
O10P3 (7), O11P3 (5), O12P3 (57), O13P3 (10), O14P3 (6), O15P3 (4), O16P3 (3), O17P3 (2), O18P3 (6), O19P3 (10), O20P3
(3), O21P3 (2), O22P3 (2), O23P3 (7), O24P3 (2), O25P3 (10), O26P3 (4), O27P3 (10), O28P3 (2), O29P3 (8), O30P3 (8), O31P3
(11), O32P3 (12), O33P3 (8), O34P3 (7), O35P3 (0), O36P3 (8), O37P3 (4), O38P3 (6), O39P3 (0), O40P3 (5), O41P3 (5), O42P3
(2), O43P3 (3), O44P3 (0), O45P3 (2), O47P3 (16), O48P3 (2), O49P3 (3), O50P3 (5), O51P3 (4), O52P3 (4), O53P3 (2), O54P3
(3), O55P3 (4), O56P3 (5), O57P3 (7), O58P3 (7), O59P3 (6), O60P3 (3), O61P3 (5), O62P3 (3), O63P3 (7), O64P3 (4), O65P3
(7), O66P3 (7), O67P3 (3), O68P3 (1), O69P3 (4), O70P3 (6), O71P3 (5), O72P3 (4), O73P3 (7), O74P3 (1), O75P3 (8), O76P3
(9), O77P3 (5), O78P3 (8), O79P3 (5), O80P3 (1), O81P3 (6), O82P3 (6), O83P3 (1), O84P3 (1), O85P3 (2), O86P3 (2), O87P3
(2), O88P3 (3), O89P3 (2), O90P3 (2), O91P3 (5), O92P3 (11), O93P3 (16) and Card Proofs: O1P4 (24), O2P4 (22), O3P4 (26),
O4P4 (20), O5P4 (20), O6P4 (18), O7P4 (16), O8P4 (18), O9P4 (23), O10P4 (13), O11P4 (11), O12P4 (16), O13P4 (9), O14P4
(12), O15P4 (19), O16P4 (24), O17P4 (24), O18P4 (23), O19P4 (23), O20P4 (28), O21P4 (19), O22P4 (27), O23P4 (29), O24P4
(26), O25P4 (20), O26P4 (18), O27P4 (27), O28P4 (25), O29P4 (20), O30P4 (22), O31P4 (25), O32P4 (16), O33P4 (22), O34P4
(23), O35P4 (23), O36P4 (16), O37P4 (17), O38P4 (20), O39P4 (14), O40P4 (16), O41P4 (24), O42P4 (17), O43P4 (15), O44P4
(14), O45P4 (12), O47P4 (19), O48P4 (16), O49P4 (15), O50P4 (18), O51P4 (17), O52P4 (17), O53P4 (19), O54P4 (18), O55P4
(20), O56P4 (15), O57P4 (1), O58P4 (3), O59P4 (4), O60P4 (2), O61P4 (2), O62P4 (6), O63P4 (2), O64P4 (2), O65P4 (5), O66P4
(1), O67P4 (3), O68P4 (2), O69P4 (3), O70P4 (2), O71P4 (6), O72P4 (33), O73P4 (32), O74P4 (34), O75P4 (22), O76P4 (25),
O77P4 (28), O78P4 (33), O79P4 (22), O80P4 (31), O81P4 (29), O82P4 (27), O83P4 (18), O84P4 (14), O85P4 (19), O86P4 (15),
O87P4 (17), O88P4 (21), O89P4 (21), O90P4 (18), O91P4 (18), O92P4 (20), O93P4 (19), plus a complete set of card proofs with
original envelopes, plus seven extra original envelopes from different sets., generally Fine to Very Fine, ex. William Langs Stock.
Shipping charges apply - weight 5.4 lbs. Scott approximately $29,600+ (photo on web site)��������������������� Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
2088 H
U.S., Officials and Other Back-of-the-Book, High Quality Mint Collection. On large black stockcards in a presentation box, lovely officials with hard paper issues well represented (catalog about $10,000), also some airmails, C1-6 and others
up to C61 and some later, with some duplication, parcel post and parcel postage due sets plus a few extras, special handling in
blocks plus extras (unchecked for newly listed papers), a clean and useful holding that is well above average quality, generally
Very Fine with some fine and also extremely fine, viewing a breeze. Shipping charges apply - weight 2.8 lbs. Scott approximately
$20,000 (photo on web site)�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $3,500 - 4,500
2089 HH/H
Official Mail, 1985 (22¢) coil (Scott O139). O139 (65 coil rolls of 100, plus some stray strips) and as a bonus
O138B partial coil roll of approximately 400-500 stamps, o.g., mostly never hinged, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply weight 1.4 lbs. Scott $34,125+ (photo on web site)�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2090 P		
United States Newspaper Proof Stock, 1865-1885. Very fresh and mostly sound huge stock of proofs, many
complete sets and incredibly popular. This may be the only offering of this size to come on the market in quite some time. Copy
of inventory list is available upon request. Stamp inventory includes - PR2P4 (27), PR3P4 (30), PR4P4 (27), PR14P1, PR23P1,
PR24P1, PR25P1, PR26P1, PR28P1 - off card and reduced, PR9TC3 various shades (16), PR16TC3 various shades (36), PR17TC3a (2), PR18TC3a (3), PR19TC3a (3), PR20TC3a (3), PR21TC3a (2), PR22TC3a (1), PR23TC3a (5), PR24TC3l (2), PR24TC3
various shades (9), PR25TC3 various shades (5), PR26TC3 various shades (21), PR27TC3m (2), PR27TC3 various shades (10),
PR30TC3a (1), PR31TC3a (5), PR32TC3 various shades (10), PR10TC2e//RP28TC3e (14 different values) (14), complete card
proof sets: PR9P4-PR32P4 (2), PR57P4-PR79P4 (8), mixed 1875 and 1879 india and card proofs sorted by denomination: $0.01
(india 9 and card 26), $0.02 (india 4 and card 34), $0.03 (india 8 and card 34), $0.04 (india 6 and card 34), $0.06 (india 6 and card
35), $0.08 (india 4 and card 33), $0.09 (india 11 and card 43), $0.10 (india 5 and card 32), $0.12 (india 5 and card 27), $0.24 (india
6 and card 22), $0.36 (india 6 and card 24), $0.48 (india 4 and card 28), $0.60 (india 5 and card 28), $0.72 (india 4 and card 21),
$0.84 (india 5 and card 27), $0.96 (india 5 and card 27), $1.92 (india 2 and card 29), $3.00 (india 3 and card 24), $6.00 (india 5
and card 29), $9.00 (india 6 and card 23), $12.00 (india 2 and card 28), $24.00 (india 9 and card 24), $36.00 (india 5 and card 28),
$48.00 (india 5 and card 25) and $60.00 (india 3 and card 24), generally Fine to Very Fine, ex. William Langs Stock. Shipping
charges apply - weight 5 lbs. Scott approximately $28,000+ (photo on web site)��������������������������������������� Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
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2091 H/m/)
Sure, Mack, We’ve Got a Private Vending Coil Collection for You. An enticing holding of these sought-after
Back-of-the-Books, mint, used and on cover; mint features examples of Mail-o-Meter, Schermack, US Automatic and Attleboro
Covel perforations, the used examples largely Schermack Type IIIs (we spot a couple Mail-o-Meters in there) with a solid holding
of precancels; the star of the collection are the 46 covers showing usages; note a 1910 Michigan Anti-Salooon League large post
card with a 1¢ Franklin Schermack Type III with H-shaped guide pin holes, a #314 Schermack along with 2¢ and 8¢ Washington-Franklins uprating a 1¢ entire sent Registered, a 2¢ Washington Schermack paste-up end, several Private Mailing Cards, some
lovely advertising covers, and more; #533 without Schermack perforations on cover, plus #347E never hinged vertical strip of four
each with PF certificate accompanying, Fine to Very Fine or better, an automatic must-view collection. (photo on web site)
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2092 H/m/)
United States, Large Carriers and Locals Collection, 1840’s-1880’s. With over 3,500 stamps and 7 covers, strong
collection of genuine, reprints and forgeries all neatly organized into four Lindner albums and one stockbook of duplicates by
issue, with singles, multiples, complete sheets and covers, with some stamps on Linder stock pages with rows upon rows from the
same company with varieties, shades, forgeries, etcetera and other stamps on old time annotated quadrille pages, which contain
interesting information about many of the issues, generally Fine to Very Fine appearance. Shipping charges apply - weight 20.2
lbs. (photo on web site)�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
2093 H
United States, Pristine Postal Entires Reference Collection, 1854-1972. 450+ postal entires individually sleeved
and annotated with remarkable precision including Issue year, Scott number, Thorp number, Die, Variety, Paper, Size, Knife, Watermark and UPSS remarks; very minimal duplication and little material post 1950; all but about 50 or so are mint and perhaps a
third are large sized entires; better items include U209 ($180), U207 ($170), U204 ($120), U198 ($150), UC1 ($150), U12 ($250),
U208 ($180), U207 ($170), U193 ($150), U181 ($200), U102 ($185), U93 ($240), U73 ($350), U71 ($200), U63 ($100), U62
($185), U45 ($850), U44 ($625), U347 ($150), U11 ($250), U12 ($350), U39 ($210), U42 ($300), U43 ($575), U315 ($100),
U476 ($500); includes better Hawaii, Cuba, Philippine Islands, Puerto Rico, Canal Zone, and more than a dozen Specimens; perfect for the dealer or advanced collector; prepare to be impressed, Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 8.6 lbs.
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
2094 H
United States, Everything Stationery, 1873-2015. Consumate tour de force for the stationery collector in 15 volumes and a few manila envelopes; each binder is a new (pleasant) surprise from one with albinos and inking varieties to one with
pristine, uncreased wrappers; binder with a terrific specialized US Grant study Scott Specialty albums with cases, White Ace binders with slip covers and looseleafs house a very fresh collection of cut squares, postal entires, Air Letter Sheets, Official envelopes,
postal cards and more; my favorite pieces are two early 20th century post office broadsides from the Third Assistand Postmaster
General circa 1906, Fine to Very Fine. ��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2095 H/m
Postal Stationery Accumulation, mostly from 1893-2000s. Many thousands of envelopes, mostly mint, much of
which could easily be counted as hundreds of dollars worth of postage, but you will also find a nice little six-volume collection
containing Scott $1,300 of better postal cards from the 1980s to early 2000s; additional material comprises stationery postage and
some sections with an envelope containing approximately 100 #U348-U353 entires of various cuts and a mint sheet file containing
folded letter sheet errors, with #U632c, UC39 die cutting reversed, UC50a (45), UC56 die cutting reversed entires (10), several
stationery envelopes with partial colors omitted, generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 48.2 lbs. (photo on
web site)�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2096 H
United States, Advanced Postal Stationery Collection, 1873-1981. You know it’s good when the first items are
1878 immaculate Brooks Postal Return Card Essays (red and brown on buff and the brown and green on tan); beautiful Roger’s
blue Postal Note sheetlet postmarked Jul 31, 1886; printed (unaddressed) essay of Ben Franklin without denomination; numerous
UX1 and UX3 postally used with interesting cancels; U294S mint entire with Universal Postal Congress overprint; lovely UX25
to Paris; 1884 2c Brown with Advertising Collar; U350a Columbian 5c Slate Brown error; mint UX7; U176 unused full corner; an
unused Mullready envelope?; set of 1860 6c and 10c reprint cut squares; two UXC1a (one signed Clark Stevens on reverse); very
interesting examples for the stationery specialist, Fine to Very Fine.
������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2097 H/m
United States, Research Holding of Unused Postal Stationery, 1875-1026. Open the box and you step back
in time; received from a famous collector who specialized in early postal stationery cards, this holding of 1,500+ includes different paper colors (light and dark buff), some printing errors (missed teeth, smeared leters, etc.), and high catalog value; lot
includes unused Scott # UX5 (71), UX6 (105), UX7 (149),UX8 (207), UX9 (245), UX10 (106), UX11 (30), UX12 (64), UX13
(20), UX14 (32), UX16 (181), UX18 (11), UX19 (25), UX20 (6), UX21, UX22 (37), UX23 (34), UX24 (152), UX25 (54),
UX26 (53) and UX37 (95); mostly in Fine-Very Fine condition, should inspect to be appreciate; catalog value $60,000++.
��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
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2098 H/m
United States, Earliest Postal Card Research Collection, 1873. A famous postal stationery specialist bought many
of these as single lots more than a generation ago; consists of 750+ unused and used examples of UX1 and UX3; tighly organized
and meticulously annotationed for the most descerning philatelists, it includes preprinted items, varieties and errors, inverted watermarks, big hole (UX-1), colored and fancy cancels and much more; not all checked according to plates so there may be some
extra special items here; includes UX1 mint (43), UX1 preprinted mint (55), UX3 mint (62) and lots more; high catalog value
without considering surcharges for proofs, varities and errors; worth you time to examine closely, we see at least $30,000 catalog
value which may well be light in view of the possiblility of the many options for increasing values, excellent opportunity for the
ardent postal card enthusiast or dealer for breakdown, Fine to Very Fine. �������������������������������������������������� Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
2099 H
United States, Motherload of Postal Reply Cards, 1892-1981. Literally thousands of mint cards in three cartons;
most are unsevered and unfolded and often packed in wrapped “bricks” and carefully organized; a lifetime accumulation from a
long past specialist now ready for the right winning buyer; far too numerous to count but to give you a flavor of the value here UY1
(54), UY2 (42), UY3 (3), UY4 (19), UY5 (18), UY6 (26), UY 9 (44); imagine what the right winning bid could mean, a concerted
search for varieties and errors, pristine examples to upgrade a collection, and deep quality stock to add a new dimension to your
stamp show or web-based business, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 85.2 lbs. ���������� Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
2100 HH/H/m
Sensational Two-Volume Revenues and More Collection. A most pleasingly taxing collection keenly presented in
a pair of stuffed-to-the-gills Scott Nationals, with a full complement of Revenues from First Issues through Rectification Tax, with
duplication and noted varieties (double impressions, pre-printing paper folds, plate flaws, etc.), including a USIR Documentary
meter, a duplicated holding of Social Security Tax issues, a part-page of $100 Stock Transfers with counterfoil, nice Wines, extensive Playing Cards stamps and labels, Customs Service on Maiden Voyage SS Matsonia tag, a complete #RI18a booklet, lovely
Private Dies, Firearms Transfers on document, etc.; also features further Back-of-the-Book material, including Savings stamps and
cards, Uncolored Oleomargarine Tax Paids, Telegraphs including Northern Mutual original and reprint complete panes and various
labels, and more and more; condition varies, but generally clean and sound, Fine to Very Fine, a must-see for the Revenuer; imaged
in full online in case you can’t make it to view in-person. (photo on web site)�������������������������������������� Estimate $15,000 - 20,000
2101 H/m/)
U.S., Revenues, Old time Collection, 1862-1875. Mounted on Scott National pages and with lots of duplicates and
extras including several documents, the mounted collection has a marvelous and extensive array of first issue imperforates including R1a, R4a, R33a, R37a, R43a, R51a, R63a, R71a, R81a, R82a, R85a, R86a, R88a, R90a, R94a, two R98a, R101a, part perforations highlighted by R6b, R13b, R45b, R57b, R62b, perforated missing only a few numbers between R1c-R102c, second Issue
complete from R103-R128 and R130 with extra diagonal perforations, Third issue complete from R134-R149 plus R135b inverted
center, and some additional later issues, also included are stock pages and glassines stuffed with duplicates and numerous other
assorted revenues certainly containing many pleasant suprises, minor flaws to be expected but generally appears to be significantly
better then usual, many questionable imperforates and part perforations included but not counted in total catalog value, generally
Fine to Very Fine, An outstanding group worthy of careful inspection and consideration. Shipping charges apply - weight 1.4 lbs.
Scott $27,000+ (photo on web site).............................................����������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
2102 H
United States, Hi Quality Revenue Collection, 1862-1976. Scott brown National album (expandable) with outstanding Revenues; quality here is excellent with many gem copies; beautifully populated with issues including R81-R87, R81a
($250), R82a ($150), R85a ($200), R90 ($250), R91a ($200), R94 ($175), R98a ($175), R99 ($3,000), R100c ($250), R101c
($210), R102c ($850), R128 ($260), RD21 ($350), and many, many more; tremendous value here; Scott catalog $16,000+, Fine to
Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 5.2 lbs. ������������������������������������������������������������������������������������ Estimate $5,000 - 6,000
2103 m
Collection of the First Three Revenue Issues, 1862-72. A fairly impressive collection loaded with better values
including the following numbers, which all catalog $200-and-up: First Issue Imperfs R33a, R36a, R43a, R51a, R81a, R85a,
R86a, R90a, R91a, R101a; Part-Perfs R11b, R57b, R58b, R61b, R62b, R65b; Perforated R17c, R21c, R73c (punch cancel), R74c
(somewhat faded), R77c, R80c, R98c; and Second & Third Issues R121, R128 & R149; and, of course, it can be assumed that
just about every number cataloging less than $200 is also present; there are also several pages of lower priced shades and multiples
that were not counted; as for condition, its somewhat mixed, especially on the higher priced items (a number of high priced items
were not counted due to condition), though generally F-VF. All-in-all, a very worthwhile lot. Shipping charges apply - weight 1.2
lbs. Scott $15,000������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������ Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
2104 m
Revenues, Used Multiples of the First Three Issues, 1862-72. An impressive collection of more than 90 multiples,
all but 11 of which are First Issue; highlights include Pairs of R1b, R8c, R29c, R41c, R47a, R50c, R93c, R110, R123 & R145; a
strip of 3 of R147; strips of 4 R45c & R47c; and blocks (of 4 unless noted) R4c, R10c (12, ex-Turnr), R11c (8), R19c, R22c, R25c
(20, ex-Turner), R28c, R30c (two, one o.g.), R35c, R35ce, R66c & R123; condition is generally F-VF throughout; a marvelous
starter collection of this challenging collecting field. Shipping charges apply - weight 1 lbs. Scott $7,000+
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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2105 H/m
United States Revenue and Back of the Book Collection, 1862-1917. 580 mostly different revenue and back of
the book stamps, with 19 imperforate first issue, 91 perforate first issue revenues including R31c with PSE certificate, R83c, R87c,
17 second issue revenues with R103 star punch cancel, R105, R108 cut cancel, 11 third issue revenues with R138, 93 stamps up
to the red Documentaries, 49 proprietary stamps, 19 Future Delivery stamps, 22 stock transfer stamps with RD20, 47 wine stamps
with RE56-59, 2 Cigarette stamps, 25 playing card stamps, 176 Telegraph stamps, 6 Confederate States stamps, a few Spanish
American War overprints, with: 2 Cuba and 1 Philippine stamps, usual mixed centering and condition, generally Fine to Very Fine
appearance. Shipping charges apply - weight 1.2 lbs. (photo on web site)�������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2106 m
U.S., Revenue Handstamp Socked-On-The-Nose Collection, 1860’s. 75 stamps, a few of which are in pairs
or strips of mostly first issues revenues, most with clean and attractive hand stamp cancels, with occasional different colors and mostly clear strikes; a few small faults, but generally Fine to Very Fine. Scott $3,500 ++ (photo on web site)
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2107 H
United States, Revenue Specialist Collection, 1862-1952. Slim Scott Speciality series album of Back of Book
material; very clean group begining with early Revenues including Rc43-Rc50, Rc52-Rc65, Rc66-Rc70, Rc77, Rc80, Rc84Rc86, R123,R125, R128, R141, R145, R148, R250, R311-R322 mint, R336-R354, R361-R383, R386-R408, R436-R460; includes
beautiful Silver series RG58-RG69 (catalog $375); bonus blocks of 10 oversized State of Ohio Wine and Mixed Beverage Tax, 28
4/5 cents, 36 cents, 48 cents (2 blocks), 72 cents, and $1.20, some edge damage to a few stamps; a solid start to a great Revenue
collection; examination recommended, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 4 lbs. �������������� Estimate $750 - 1,000
2108 H/m
United States, Extensive Playing Card Collection, 1894-1940. In use for less than 50 years, these Revenues
nonetheless have complexity based on Rotary vs Flat Plate, watermarks, wet vs dry printing, perforations, and overprints; this slim
stock book contains hundreds of examples neatly arranged by Scott catalog number and distinguishing characteristics; moderate to
considerable duplication fairly evenly divided by Scott number; a few custom pages well populated in the back of the stockbook;
pull out the choice items for your collection and have quality stock for clientele, Fine to Very Fine. ����������� Estimate $750 - 1,000
2109 H/m
U.S., Federal Duck Stamps, Massive Old-Time Accumulation, 1934-61 (Scott RW1//RW28). Several thousand
in old glassines; large quantities of many, most used but a substantial number of unused included, condition runs the gamut from
defective to delightful; an excellent opportunity to acquire a deep stock of the early Ducks at a bargain price, generally Fine to Very
Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 1 lbs. Scott $23,000+ (photo on web site)
���������������������������� Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
2110 H
United States, Hunting for Ducks? 1939-2010. Three Scott Specialty albums of Federal and State Ducks; Federal
unused include Scott # RW1, RW3-RW10, RW-13-RW16, RW18-RW19, RW25, RW29, RW32, RW34, RW36-RW48, RW50RW55, as well as several $15 values; Federal used include RW1 (3), RW2 (3), RW3 (2), RW4 (3), RW5, RW6 (2), RW7, RW8 (3),
and another 100+ as well as four $2 Ducks on hunting licenses and a nice selection of Jr Ducks; equally impressive are the two
volumes of State Ducks including Alabama, Alaska, Arizona, Arkansas, California, Delaware, Florida, Georgia, Hawaii, Idaho,
Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Kentucky, Louisiana, Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts, Michigan, Minnesota, Mississippi, Montana, Nebraska, Nevada, New Hampshire, New Jersey, New York, Noth Carolina, North Dakota, Ohio, Oklahoma, Oregon, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, South Carolina, South Dakota, Tennessee, Texas, Utah, Vermont, Virginia, Washington, West Virginia, and
Wisconsin; only a handful of states unrepresented; a wonderful collection, Fine to Very Fine. ����������������� Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
2111 HH
A Fabulous Flock of our Feathered Friends, 1934-91. Approximately 30 items, comprising singles, blocks of four
with plate numbers and plate blocks, from the first Mallards to the King Eiders; all on dealer’s pages or mounted on quadrille album
pages; singles comprise #RW1, RW13 (2), RW14, RW16, RW24, RW25, RW27, RW45, RW46, and RW50; blocks with plate
numbers (figured as four singles) are #RW9 and RW10; and plate blocks consist of #RW11-RW22, RW43 (2), RW45, RW50 and
RW58; all fresh as the great outdoors, o.g., never hinged, Fine to Very Fine or better, aim high to soup up your stock with these
Ducks. Scott $9,128 (photo on web site)������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������ Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
2112 HH/Ha
Duck Stamp Singles & Plate Blocks, 1934-79. Balance of a nice collection with singles nearly complete for the
period and plate blocks including RW21, RW22, RW25, RW29, RW33, RW35-44 & RW46; early singles are mostly without gum,
then, from RW8//RW27, mostly hinged; singles are then, apparently NH, and NH plate blocks begin with RW38; condition, with
only a few exceptions, is clean and F-VF. A very worthwhile lot for either a collector or a dealer. Our catalog value counted hinged
at 50%. Shipping charges apply - weight 1.2 lbs. Scott $5,200�������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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2113 HH
United States State Duck Stock, 1976-2003. Michigan: 1 (1000 sheets), Montana: 36 (330), 38 (600), 40 (723),
41 (793), 42 (1367), 43 (782), 44 (582), 45 (1428), 46 (930), South Dakota: 9 (200), 10 (250), 12 (200), 13 (250), 14 (200), 15
(250), 16 (250), 17 (250), 18 (250), 19 (248 on unused hunting license), 20 (283 on unused hunting license), 21 (276 on unused
hunting license), 22 (331 on unused hunting license), 23 (299 on unused hunting license), 3A6 (250), 3A13 (250), 3A14 (250),
3A15 (250), 3A16 (200), 3A17 (250), 3A18 (250), 3A19 (250), 3A20 (250), 3A21 (250) and 3A22 (250). Total Face Value is
$88,036., o.g., never hinged, generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 32.2 lbs. Scott $162,604 (photo on web
site)���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
2114 H
United States, Lock, Smoke or Drink, 1871-1953. The siren call of Revenues; once you see this collection of hundreds you’ll be tempted to start collecting them yourself; two tremendous volumes on black stock pages in indestructable binders;
intriging lock seals (dozens), bottle stamps in beautiful condition (several dozen), distilled spirits case stamps, medicinal whiskey
(isn’t it all?) prescription forms under the National Prohibition Act, different controlled prescriptions from the 1920s, retail liquor
dealer stamps, several unissued (with receipt) Brewer’s Permits from 1872, hundred of neatly organized cigarettes stamps, cigar
stamps from 1906, 1916, 1917, 1926 and engraved issues from the 1950s, cigar wrappers, dozens of stamps for snuff including
banknote sized 1/2, 1, 2, 3 and 5 pound (snuff said about that), manufactured tobaco with coupons, and tin foil cigarette wrappers;
condition varies considerably since the commercial intent did not lend itself to a focus on condition; seldom encountered material
well worth a peek, Fine to Very Fine. ..........................................����������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2115 H
United States Western Union Telegraph Stamp Booklet Accumulation, 1913-1945. Complimentary booklets,
usually issued to trusted customers, valued railroad, newspaper and express company officials or as gifts to lesser government
officials, most, if not all, of the stamps in these booklets have been partially used, with earlier booklets containing only covers,
including: 1913, 1916, 1917, 1919, 1921, 1924, 1925, 1929, followed by a period from 1942-45 which contains partial booklets,
1942 (5 booklets, two of which are missing covers), 1943 (16 booklets, one of which is missing cover), 1944 (6 booklets) and
1945 (10 booklets), difficult booklets to find in such quantity, generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 1.4 lbs.
(photo on web site)���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $500 - 750
2116 HH/H
United States Christmas Seal Accumulation 1909-1921. In sheets, large multiples and glassines filled with singles,
with: WX5 (2000), WX10 (complete sheet of 100 and 388 singles), WX12 (85), WX13 (46), WX16 (67), WX18 (1030), WX19
(2400), WX24 (1500) and WX28 (3200). Condition and centering are both mixed, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged / some
no gum, generally Fine to Very Fine appearance. Shipping charges apply - weight 3.2 lbs. Scott $20,000 ++ (photo on web site)
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2117 HH/H/m
Fat Mint and Used Back-Of-The-Book Collection. An extensive and varied holding in a groaning Scott National
album, with fillings of Special Delivery, Registration, Postage Due, Carrier, Official, Official cut squares, Test Stamp, Newspaper,
Parcel Post & Postage Due, and Special Handling items and more; note color and wet/dry printing varieties identified, #J78 partsheet of 60 with plate number mute cancelled, a never hinged #J88a plus several freak spacings, shades or dull gum varieties on
the 1959 Series; several attractive fancy cancels on Officials plus “Specimen” overprints; Test Stamps pass with flying colors and
include coils with plate numbers or “T” markings; Seal part- and full panes; a whimsical Toad Hop, Ind. Bicycle Letter Office
postal card; four sets of #PN1-PN18 (3 used, 1 mint, with wet and dry printings); facsimiles and other reprints of Newspapers,
along with #PR13-PR16 proofs on card, and much more besides, Fine to Very Fine with better throughout, a close inspection will
be rewarded; see it all online. (photo on web site)......................����������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $6,000 - 8,000
2118 H/m/)
United States, Air Mail and Lovely Back of Book, 1851-1984. Scott National album with slipcase housing a
superior mostly mint collection of Air Mail, Special Delivery, commercial airletters, Parcel Post, Postage Due, Offices Abroad,
Officials, Newspapers, Carrier, Duck, and Confederates; Airmail mint complete 1918-1993 with attention to centering, C13-15
particularly attractive (C13 previously hinged) (catalog $1,450), includes a stunning legal sized US Government First Trip (franked
with C3) with beautiful magenta circle date stamp (AAMS 101r); Special Delivery mint complete with many previously hinged, E4
has a cert (bottom cut off) but lacks gum; unused Western Airletter 1982-1984, Burlington Airletter 1982-1984, American Express
Airletter 1983, PRIDE Airletter 1983; Parcel Post mint complete (Q12 missing perfs and the set was hinged); strong Postage Due
used including J3-J7, J15-J28; Offices in China mint complete but hinged (catalog $1,920); nice selection of Officials including
Interior, Justice (O25 mint, O27 mint, O32 space filler), Navy (O40-O44), State (O62), Treasury (O73-O79), Newspaper (PR120PR125), Carrier’s (LO1 (P4), LO2, LO3, LO6); Ducks (RW2 mint with crease and no gum, RW4-RW7 mint, RW9 mint, RW10
mint, RW12 mint, RW15-RW18 used, RW21-RW30 used, RW32-RW35 used, RW37 mint, RW38 mint, RW39-RW44 used, plus 9
more; a dozen Confederates (with no opinion about reprints); tremendous catalog value present; condition varies so close inspection encouraged, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 5.8 lbs. �������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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2119 H/m
United States, Wide Ranging Back of Book Balance, 1863-1952. Delicious is the only way to describe it; a Banker’s Box filled with wonderful material for those brave enough to turn to the back of the album; excuse me as I bounce from topic to
topic (as this is how this box is “organized”); a few dozen Motor Vehicle revenues from WW II, marvelous partially intact Western
Union 1945 booklet; unused telegraph stamps, wonderful War Tax Savings including fresh $5 values, state and federal revenues,
an eye-popping 3 x 5 inch 1934 malt liquor, Puerto Rico rectified spirits, wines and cigars, Post Office Official Seals, 1938 Virginia
big game hunting stamp on license, 21 federal Ducks ($1 and $2), beautiful mint WS2 ($125), PS15 (6 @ $42), “R F” overprint on
C25 signed (no cert), wonderful Philatelic Educards 101-126, C20-C22 MNH XF, C3 MNH, C6 MNH, binder with Postage Dues,
binder with Official stamps, J1P4, J2P4, J5P4, J6P4, great Official War Dept stamps (many have fancy cancel or mint) as well as
nice Dept of Interior, PR5 ($225) and PR6 ($250), PN1-PN18 first day cancels on Postal Note cards ($550) and last day ($600),
Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 14 lbs. ��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,000 - 2,500
2120 H/m
United States, Airmail, Special Delivery and Parcel Post, 1918-1931. Outstanding examples of better B.O.B material with light duplication on Safe album pages; begins with C4-C11 MNH with exceptional centering worthing of grading, sheet
with 4 copies each of C1-C3 with particular attention paid to color and centering, a page of a lone C2 unused and used C2 (7) and
C3 (2), a page of C4-C6 including unused C4 (7 including to plate singles), unused C5 (2), and unused C6 with the remainder of the
page with postally used stamps including C4 (5), C5 (2) and C6 (4), a next page sports an unused block of C3 and lightly cancelled
block of C6 along with MNH examples of C11 (6) and C18 (4), the following page has a MNH plate block of C4 and C10 block
of 4 with plate number, a sheet with beautifully centered MNH copies of C16, C17, C18 (3), and C19, a page has the C23 Top
plate block of 10, a page with MNH C7 and C10 plate blocka of 6 as well as an unused C18 plate block of four, what follows are
three album pages with exceptionally well centered MNH copies of C20-C23, C25-C36, and some Special Delivery stamps, lastly
some very fresh unused Parcel post including MNH Q1, MNH Q5, MNH Q6, four Q7 (one MNH), Q8, and Q9; very high quality
material for demanding customers, Fine to Very Fine. �������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2121 H/m
Back-of-the-Book on Scott Album Pages, 1862-1958. Officials include Interior (1514-1520), Agriculture
(1502,1503), Navy (1534-1537), Post Office (1546-1549, 1551, 1554), Treasury (1571-1574, 1576-1581), War (1582, 1585, 15871591); strong Revenue First and Second Issues, Wines, Allied Occupied Italy, Postal Note plate blocks; bonus 4 dozen used
sets of C25-C31; examine closely as minor defects are present; Scott catalog $3,500, Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web site)
�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $750 - 1,000
2122 m
TASCO Booklet Collection. A vast array of many of these storied booklets, housed in page protectors in a blue
3-ring binder, a usefully duplicated holding of these popular and sought-after Educational Booklets; each complete with stamps or
paper samples, and ready for reference or resale; accompanied by Bird’s First Edition 2009 Handbook, generally Very Fine, a basic
course for the budding philatelist. (photo on web site)�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $500 - 750
2123 HH
Massive Mélange of Missing Colors. Cyndi Lauper might be horrified, but you’ll be thrilled with this mid-century-on extensive and duplicated stock of these listed errors and varieties; all on black cards, identified, and ready for break-up into
single lots; comprises #1355a (11), 1363c (13), 1384c (40), 1384c var (11), 1414b strip (2), 1483b (6), 1483c (4), 1488b (41),
1501a (5), 1501b (8), 1511a (4), 1542a (2), 1542b (2), 1559a (26), 1575b vars with certificate (5), 1608a (7), 1618Cf (600+), 1690a
(19), 1926a (9), 1934b (33), 1937-1937b (6 + singles), 1951c (5), 2014a (4), 2058b (6), 2062b (5 plus plate block), 2121b (4),
2145a (26), 2201b (2), 2238b (15), 2247a, 2281b (150+), 2349a (5), 2354b (16), 2441c (5), 2443c (10), 2561a (7), 2635a (14),
2764b (10), 2877b (27), 3066a (225+), J89a (11), UX120b (9); quantities per Scott listing (pair, strip, etc.), with many items as
blocks or larger multiples; our checks turned up only never hinged, generally Very Fine, a one-time opportunity to stock up on these
surprisingly elusive items. Scott $150,000+ (photo on web site)������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $30,000 - 40,000
2124 HH
The Holy Grail of Imperforate and Imperforate-Between Issues. A mega monster of black cards nearly filling a
red box, with perfing flubs on sheet and booklet stamps from the Prexies to the present; quantities below per Scott’s listing (46 pairs
of #805b, for example), but the source stock often offers blocks of four or other multiples, letting you meet your clients’ format
requirements; the holding comprises #805b (46+), 899b (40+), 901a (60+), 1151a (4), 1338k (2), 1338De, 1338Fi (14), 1338Fj
(16), 1362a (4), 1363b (2), 1484a (7), 1485a (3), 1503a (3), 1509a (14), 1509c, 1558 var (2), 1579a (7), 1596a (22), 1597e (100),
1622a (7), 1622b (13), 1631c (25), 1698b (2), 1701a (2), 1734a (2), 1735a (7), 1769a (6), 1786b (2), 1787a (19), 1789Ad (114),
1799a (4), 1823a (3), 1830b (18), 1831a (21), 1842a (90), 1843a (94), 1844a, 1856b (96), 1856c (53), 1890a (17), 1893b (2), 1894a
(49), 1927a (7), 1934a (8), 1939a (7), 1940a (8), 1951b (10), 2003a (4), 2026a (3), 2044a (2), 2064a (11), 2072a, 2092a (2), 2096b
(51), 2096a (6), 2104a (2), 2111a (80), 2165a (9), 2166a (2), 2521a (81), 2579b (57), and 2877a (8); fresh and sound, never hinged
according to our random checks, Very Fine on the whole, a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity. Scott $150,000+ (photo on web site)
������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $30,000 - 40,000
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2125 HH/H
United States Massive EFO Sheet Stock, 1910-2000’s. Six large G & K albums each filled with approximately 50
sheet file pages containing many many hundreds of sheets, with guttersnipes, ink varieties, foldovers, misperfs, paper splices, etcetera. This material has already been the crucial core of two of the best EFO dealer stocks to be offered in many decades and now
it is ready to be broken down for individual resale. All of the sheets are fresh and some of these items have rarely been offered on
the public market. As we saw occasional notes of these items, several were offered in the many hundreds to even thousand dollar
range and we expect much collector demand with the proper clientele and patience to market these stamps effectively. Make sure
you alot enough time for viewing this lot as there are many better sheets hiding behind others and some better sheets can really
swing the value considerably higher. We didn’t include any of tagging errors or any of the smaller errors, which are abundant. A
quick inventory consists of the following stamps: 377 strip of 8 with preprint paper fold, 527 large block of forty with large stamp
offset on the back of 25 stamps, 632 perforated printers waste (12 stamps), 633 printers waste block of 9, 634 printers waste block
of 48, 634 block of 50 with overinking across 6 stamps, 640 printers waste (10 stamps), 650 plate block of 10 with prairie dog flaw,
678 block of 20 with two wide spacing pairs, 716 sheet printed on string across 5 stamps, 921 four sheets with Korpa error, 917a
four sheets, 1290b three complete magenta sheets, 1332 11 sheets or large blocks with red strips of flag omitted on capsule plate
flaws, 1384c complete sheet, plate block of 10 and plate block of 25, all with light green omitted, 1363c plate block of 10, 1451a
sheet with dramatic black color shift, 1462 complete sheet with multiple color misregistrations, 1596 block of 20 with complete
gutter block of four, plus two more adjoining stamps from next sheet, 1596 two sheets with large blue ink smear (one sheet ink
smear down left two vertical rows, the other sheet with ink smear down one left vertical row), 1597e 88 imperf stamps in two
blocks and 80 imperf stamps with printers splice across ten stamps, 1608 154 stamps with black color shift and 56 stamps with
orange and tan color shifts, 1611 76 misperf stamps and 30 stamps with orange and tan color shifts, 1622 eleven sheets where
portions of each of the sheets have had blue and red inks contaminated with red brown ink causing all colors to appear brown red,
with photocopy of letter from Department of Treasury confirming ink error, 1622a two plate blocks, each with several imperf between errors, 1690 complete sheet with dramatic brown upward color shift, 1703d var., two sheets with 50 stamps red partially
omitted, 1729a imperf plate block of 20, 1733a var., plate block of 20 with blind perfs between stamps and possible imperf between
pair, 1744 several sheets of stamps with yellow starting to fade out causing several “blue trees” across several stamps in the sheets,
1755 five complete sheets with slight color misregistration causing the appearance of double impression in face, 1759 sheet with
multiple color shifts, 1763a misregistered color error in two sheets and 150 misregistered stamps, 1798b two sheets with misregistered colors, 1800 two sheets with shifted green, 1824 complete sheet with a couple color misregistrations, 1874 sheet with albino selvage printing, 1894a vertical imperf strip of 10, 1910 sheet with slight color misregistration, 1938 two sheets and plate block
of 20 with black color misregistration, 2016 three sheets and plate block of 49 with yellow color shift, 2026a imperf plate block of
12, 2054 complete sheet with shifted maroon downward, 2058b plate block of 32 with black omitted, 2062a three sheets and block
of 42 with substantial black color shift, 2072a plate block of 20 imperf vertically, 2122a imperf strip of 12 with post office paper
splice across several stamps, 2165 five sheets and 40 stamps with light blue color shifted, 2249 38 stamps with color misregistration, 2278 large miscut block with full gutter between two full pairs of stamps with additional two more adjacent stamps from next
sheet, 2360 18 stamps with shifted black ink, 2412 complete sheet with dramatically shifted dark brown detailing upward, 2421a
sheet, several stamps progressive black omitted, 2478 70+ red and black double transfers, 2561 complete sheet with slight black
engraving color shift, 2704 two plate block with perfs of bottom stamps cutting into stamp design, 2721 three sheets with slight
color misregistration to cause the appearance of double impression, 2723A three full sheets, 2759a complete sheet and 37 stamps
with black denomination shifted to bottom of stamp design, 2782a sheet with black and red engraving slightly shifted, 2866 block
with extra row of vertical perforations across two stamps, 3071 two booklet panes which are miscut, one imperforate at top with
large portion of color registry selvage, the other booklet miscut at top causing one and a half stamps without die cut between, 3868a
pane with shifted die cuts with several removed stamps, C28 block with large ink smear across four stamps, C81 plate block of 15
with phantom printing at bottom, C81 block with pre-perf paper fold across three stamps, C87 sheet with black shifted dramatically downward, C92a sheet with multiple color shifts, C98a two sheets and plate block of 20 with dramatic misregistered colors,
C119 block of fifteen with red nearly completely omitted, C119 two sheets with slight color misregistrations, C100 16 stamps with
light blue partially omitted, J90 18 stamps with black upward color shifts, Guttersnipes: 1035 four gutter blocks of 20, 1283 sheet
with guttersnipe at top, 1371 sheet with guttersnipe at bottom, 1425 block of 40 with guttersnipe on bottom four stamps, 1584 strip
with full gutter between stamps, 1596 guttersnipe strip of 10, 1682a sheet with gutter snipe at top, 1919a two sheets with gutter
snipes at top, 1939 strip of ten with full gutter and portion of stamps from next sheet, 1946 block with nearly full gutter pair block,
2022a guttersnipe zip block of 10, 2380 two sheets each with gutter along ten side stamps, 2871 sheet with guttersnipe along top
with small portion of stamps from adjacent sheet, C51 misperf complete sheet with full gutter and most of adjoining stamps along
bottom ten stamps, Underink: 499 block of 32, 900 large blocks (5 with dramatic dry print), 937 sheet with partial dry print, 1035
full sheet, 1252 block with ten stamps with dry print of blue lettering, 1585 complete sheet with smeared ink on approximately 50
stamps, 1597 one sheet with dry printing on some gray lettering and one sheet with lightened blue of flag, 1716 complete sheet with
dramatic dry print across 5 stamps, 1894 five sheets with blue stars mostly omitted, 2 sheets with red stripes mostly omitted, 8
sheets with partial black mostly omitted on approximately 120 stamps, 2018 sheet with black ink partially omitted on approximately ? of the stamps, 2036 two blocks with dry print across nine stamps, 2169 12 sheets with dry print across 430+ stamps, 2177
complete sheet with dry print down three vertical columns, 2178 complete sheet many of which are underinked, 2410 eight sheets
with dry print across top ten stamps of each sheet, 2980 full sheet and several stamps within several large blocks with slight under
inking of black, 3492b seven booklets, each with 8 stamps with very light impression of black, C35 sheet with dramatic underink28
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ing on most of the sheet, C39 underink print complete sheet and two blocks with 68 blurry underinked stamps, Overink: 961
partial sheet with 10 over inking stamps, 1035 block of 80 with overinking across 24 stamps, 1088 complete sheet with overinking
across 10 stamps, 1172 sheet with dramatic overinking across selvage, 1283B block with overinking on 19 stamps, 1338 sheet with
red color contaminated with black to give very dark shade on approximately ? of the stamps, 1845 complete sheet with ink smears
on most stamps, 1866 block of 30 with ink smear across ten stamps, 2238a two sheets and block of 24 with large black ink smears
over many of the stamps, 2275 two sheets with portions of magenta overinking over two vertical rows of each sheet, 2635 sheet
with black overink smear along bottom ten stamps, C25 sixty overink stamps, Blurry ink: 975 blurry ink across full sheet, 980
blurry ink across full sheet (which has later been separated), 986 blurry ink across two full sheets, Foldover error: 499 block of
15, 634 sheet with foldover gutter capture of portions of two stamps, 703 with pre-perforation foldover error, 856 plate block of 10
with pre-perforation selvage foldover, 901 with nearly a full stamp with gutter between, 742 two plate blocks with foldover across
corner stamps, 748 plate block of 10 with foldover across three bottom stamps, 774 plate block of 20 with large selvage foldover,
987 block of 12 with full gutter pair, 1010 sheet with two foldover errors across ? of the stamps, 1026 sheet with portions of two
adjacent stamps, 1036 sheet with striking foldover across two stamps, 1073 two sheets with interesting matching foldovers (one
with partial single stamp capture and the other sheet the reverse of that), 1158 complete sheet with foldover across one stamp leaving is partially perforated, 1165 partial sheet with foldover with full gutter pair, 1193 plate block of 20 with two stamps partially
perforated, 1213 sheet with one gutter pair plus another nearly full gutter pair, 1231 two sheets with complimentary foldovers of
adjacent sheets, one with capture of portions to two stamps from next sheet and the next sheet the invert of the first, 1246 with long
selvage and part of stamp foldover block of 20, 1284 block of 30 with gutter capture and two partial stamp captures, 1338 two
blocks with large fold prior to perforation causing large freaky perforations across several stamps in each block, 1361 foldover
block capturing portion of two stamps with gutter between, 1382 two sheets with complimentary foldovers of adjacent sheets, one
with capture of portions to bottom three rows from next sheet and the next sheet the invert of the first, 1397 sheet with portions of
two stamps with full gutter between two complete stamps, 1582 full sheet with internal paper fold with torn portion affecting five
stamps, 1605 complete sheet with large foldover containing 14 stamps from adjacent sheet, creating full gutter pair and portion of
another gutter pair, 1622 complete sheet with long foldover containing several stamps from adjoining sheet, 1733b foldover capture of portions of two partial stamps with gutter between, 1752a in selvage and portion of stamp of corner stamp, 1709a two plate
blocks from matching sheets, one with foldover capturing adjoining stamp and the next plate block the inverse of the first one, 1722
two sheets and one plate block with foldovers on three stamps (two of which affect perforations of stamps), 1789A dramatic foldover affecting seven stamps and causing some partial imperf between errors, 1818 dramatic foldover capturing portions of six
stamps from adjacent sheet with two full gutter pairs, 1879a dramatic foldover in plate block, 2070a plate block of 20 affecting four
stamp and crazy perfs, 2079a pair of plate blocks of 12 with gutter snipe capturing portions of three stamps and matching plate
block with inverse stamps missing, 2063 sheet with foldover on one stamp, 2079a sheet with foldover affecting perforations of one
stamp and selvage, 2369 sheet with foldover barely into one stamp, 2428 complete sheet with multiple foldover errors across six
stamps, 2755 sheet with selvage foldover, 2967 nine singles and selvage with color shifts which appears to cause multiple printings, 3105 sheet with partial foldover in selvage which captures some of the color registry selvage, C62 foldover error block of six
with matching negative block of foldover error, Preprint paper fold: 741 block of 20 with wide paper fold across 7 stamps, 758
plate block with paper fold across 2 stamps, 1094 block of 15 with striking fold across 7 stamps, 1208 two blocks of 50 one with
striking fold across 9 stamps and one with striking fold across 10 stamps, 1338 foldover causing part of printing to be missing on
one stamp, 1390a complete sheet with folds across 5 stamps, 1729 sheet with fold across six stamps, 1824 plate block of 20 with
paper fold across top ten stamps, 1938a plate block of 20 with fold across two stamps, 2101a two plate blocks of 16 each with
vertical preprint paper folds, C56 complete misperf sheet with large preprint paper fold across six stamps, C70 block of nine with
large preprint paper fold across two stamps, C81 complete misperf sheet with preprint paper folds across eight stamps, Misperf:
499 dramatically misperfed complete (separated) sheet of 100, 629 with dramatic diagonal misperfs of horizontal perfs, 634 block
of 76 (26 dramatically misperfed), 634 electric eye plate block of 8, 741 misperf plate block of 10, 836 block of 30, 899 block of
20 with vertical perfs shifted to left, 901 block of 20 with vertical perf shifts, 908 partial sheet with 50+ stamps with dramatic shifts,
1006 complete sheet and 35 stamps, 1007 two complete sheets (1 with some insect damage), 1024 two blocks with 30 misperf
stamps, 1035 block of 24, 1035 complete sheet with misperf errors across 20 stamps, 1067 misperf plate block of 20, 1068 misperf
complete sheet, 1096 four misperf stamps, 1131 separated complete sheet, 1140 two complete sheets (one is separated), 1142 complete sheet, 1145 block of 12, 1158 complete sheet, 1253 sheet with large misperf across 20 stamps, 1280 four complete sheets,
1284 three complete sheets, 1286A complete sheet and 75 misperf stamps, 1287 block of 42, 1288 five complete sheets and block
of 24, 1290 40 misperf stamps, 1291 block of 100 with slight misperf, 1293 complete sheet and 110 stamps in two large blocks of
stamps with slight misperf, 1294 misperf block of 50, 1326 misperf block of 10, 1338 seven misperf sheets of 100, 1354a sheet
(some missing selvage, plate blocks of 20, 1354a color and perf shift plate block of 20, 1384 two sheets and plate block of 10 with
dramatic vertical mis-perforations (each bisecting stamps), 1393 complete sheets with perforations shifted upward into lettering of
next stamp, 1393D complete sheet and block of 20, 1409 complete sheet, 1420 misperf plate block of 20, 1424 complete sheet,
1500 slight misperf sheet, 1582 14 sheets (one separated) and 60+ misperf stamps, 1584 misperf sheet and 100 misperf stamps,
1593 four complete sheets and 76 misperf stamps, 1596 complete sheet and plate block of 12, 1605 misperf sheet, 1622 complete
sheet, 1632 (47 misperf stamps), 1683 three complete sheets, block of 40 and block of 10, 1690 complete sheet with horizontal
perforations shifted diagonally causing dramatic shift to 30 stamps, 1699 2 complete sheets and plate block of 16, 1700 complete
sheet, 1701 complete sheet and plate block of 20, 1705 complete sheet with brown and black shifted downward, pink color normal,
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1709a complete sheet and plate block of 10, 1716 four sheets (one stamp has red completely omitted caused by perf shift), 1720a
three complete sheets and plate block of 10, 1715a (46 misperf stamps), 1726 five complete sheets, block of 35, block of 30 and
block of 20, 1731 four complete sheets and 100 misperf stamps in various blocks, 1733b 2 misperf sheets, 1734 four complete
sheets and 340+ misperf stamps in various large blocks, 1735 two sheets and 130+ misperf stamps in three large blocks, 1748a two
sheets, 1752a complete sheet (partially separated) and plate block of 12, 1756 misperf plate block of 18, 1758 34 misperf stamps
in three large blocks, 1759 misperf sheet, 1767a misperf sheet and 28 misperf stamps in two plate blocks, 1768 complete misperf
sheet, 1770 misperf sheet, 1778a misperf sheet, 1789A misperf sheet and 38 misperf stamps in two large blocks, 1800 misperf
block of 32, 1804 misperf sheet, 1822 misperf sheet, 1823 three misperf sheets, 1824 misperf sheet, 1833 complete sheet and 50
misperf stamps in larger blocks, 1837a misperf plate block of 12, 1844 complete sheet, 1848 complete sheet, 1852 70 misperf
stamps, 1857 two sheets and 140 misperf stamps, 1858 three complete sheets, plate block of 20 and large block of 20 with selvage
margin markings, 1861 misperf block of 99 and 39 stamps in large blocks, 1863 two complete sheets (one separated), 1866 16
misperf stamps, 1867 three misperf sheets, 1869 misperf sheet, 1879a misperf sheet and 36 misperf stamps in blocks, 1894 two
misperf sheets and two misperf block of 20, 1910 misperf sheet, 1919a 12 misperf sheets, 1926 12 sheets and 40 stamps in two
blocks with black engraving shifted, 1931a four complete sheets, 1934 misperf sheet, 1940 misperf sheet, 1945 two misperfs sheets
and plate block of eight, 1950 misperf sheet with plate number cut off, 2002a two misperf sheets, 2004 two misperf sheets (one is
separated at plate number), 2009a misperf plate block of eight, 2011 two full misperf sheets and 140 misperf stamps, 2013 misperf
sheet, 2015 four complete sheets and 190 misperf stamps in large blocks, 2022a complete sheet, 2035a two misperf sheets, 2038
misperf sheet (partially separated), 2040 misperf plate block of 10, 2046 misperf zip block of 15, 2051a four misperf sheets, 2052
misperf sheet and block of 24, 2058a misperf plate block of 20, 2063 misperf sheet, 2065 misperf sheet, 2066 misperf sheet and 38
misperf stamps in several blocks, 2070a misperf sheet, 2071 three misperf sheets, 2074 misperf sheet and 16 misperf stamps, 2076
misperf sheet, 2076 56 misperf stamps, 2079a misperf sheet, 2087 36 stamps with dramatic perf shifts, 2088 separated misperf
sheet and plate block of of ten, 2090 two misperf sheets, 2093 misperf sheet and large plate block of 25, 2095 plate block of 20 perf
shift, 2103 misperf sheet, 2104 misperf sheet, misperf plate block of 20 and plate block of 10, 2108 three misperf sheets and 25
misperf stamps, 2110 misperf sheet and 40+ misperf singles, 2114 nine misperf sheets and 208 singles, 2141a misperf sheet and
block of six, 2142 two complete sheets and 38 misperf singles, 2189 two complete sheets, 2238a misperf sheet and plate block of
eight, 2389a misperf sheet, 2403 three misperf sheets, 2428 two misperf sheets and block with 24 misperf stamps, 2476 two
misperf sheets and 40+ misperf stamps, 2512 misperf sheet, 2514 five slight misperf sheets, 2515 misperf sheet, 2533 misperf
sheet, 2579 misperf sheet, 2615a misperf block of 10, 2868a misperf sheet and 12 misperf stamps, 2877 four misperf sheets, 2999
31 misperf stamps, 3001 misperf sheet, 3107 two booklets with shifted die cut, 3835 eight mis-diecut stamps, 3836a three panes
with shifted die cut, C63 58 misperf stamps, C64 sheet with slight misperf, C78 misperf sheet, C81 three misperf sheets and
misperf block of 12, C85 two misperf sheets (one is separated) and 100+ misperf stamps, C88 misperf sheet, C90 two misperf
sheets and 10 misperf stamps, C104a 26 misperf stamps (one pair is nearly a complete imperf between pair), J97 misperf block of
36, Post office paper splices: 899 full sheet, 900 large blocks with paper splices across 30 stamps, 905 4 sheets and block of 20,
1582 sheet with paper splice across several horizontal rows, 1843 complete sheet with large tape splices on front and back, 1847
large paper splice block of 20 with portions with dry printing and a variety of shades, 2002a two complete sheets with vertical
printers slice on both sheets, 2094 complete sheet with splice along bottom 10 stamps, 2276 complete sheet with large diagonal
splice, C25 block of thirty with large paper splice, C28 plate block of 20 with large paper splice, C32 block of 50 with large paper
splice, C33 two sheets with vertical paper splices, C115 two sheets, each with diagonal paper splice, E17 sheet with large paper
splice, Precancels: 634 block of 59 with Lynchburg, VA bureau precancel with diagonal double precancel across 42 stamps, 899
Brockton, Mass bureau precancel full sheet, 1384 with diagonally printed Baltimore plate block, 1384 sheet with one stamp folded
over causing partial precancel to be printed on reverse, C79b seven complete sheets, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, generally Fine to Very Fine, ex: William Langs Inventory. Shipping charges apply - weight 41.6 lbs. (photo on web site)
������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $20,000 - 30,000
2126 H/m/)
The Paragon Paper Fold Treasure Trove. A simply mind-boggling accumulation of pre-printing, pre-perforating
or pre-overprinting paper folds, from #2 to the modern day; our quick count tallied 381 black cards or #102 cards, with material
throughout the catalogue—and even some material Scott doesn’t mention; singles, pairs, blocks, plate blocks, gutter blocks, a few
booklets, loads of Revenues, all with either a strip (or more) of white in the design, crazy perforations, partially missing color from
the foldover, etc.; most are straightforward, many are exceptionally striking visually, and a few we’ll let you scratch your head over
how they were produced; includes about 15 on-cover usages, and even paper folds of philatelic expo labels (four different blocks
for the 1901 Buffalo Expo stick with us); individual cards may hold more than a single item (or even a single issue), but this is
the simplest group you’ll ever have to process: every item is a lot; generally sound and fresh, and with a breadth and depth simply
never encountered, Fine to Very Fine with much better throughout, close inspection a must to truly appreciate just how special this
is. (photo on web site)������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������ Estimate $20,000 - 30,000
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2127 HH/H
United States Massive EFO and Test Stamp Stock, 1930’s-2005. This might be the largest hoard of this type in
existance with dozen and occasionally hundreds of stamps packed onto stock sheets, with various misperf and imperf coils along
with several pages full of test stamps and even a few counterfeit stamps filling a large and a small Lighthouse stockbook, with the
larger of the two stockbooks packed with stamps, sorted by denomination and packed tightly onto pages, with: 807 (18 misperf
stamps), 1035 (34 misperf stamps), 1055 (109 misperf stamps), 1281 (41 misperf stamps), 1297a (3 pairs and 1 line pair), 1297c
(37 pairs and line pairs), 1299 (45 misperf stamps), 1299b (41 imperf pairs), 1305 (45 misperf stamps), 1305a (27 imperf pairs),
1305E (66 misperf stamps), 1305Eg (20 pairs and 1 line pair), 1338 (56 misperf stamps and two blocks of four imperf between
stamps and selvage), 1338k, 1338A (133 misperf stamps), 1338F (12 misperf stamps), 1338Fi (8 blocks of four), 1338Fj (4 imperf
between pairs), 1338G (176 misperf singles), 1338Gh (15 imperf pairs), 1402 (87 misperf stamps), 1402a (26 imperf pairs), 1509
(22 misperf stamps), 1509d (4), 1510 (51 misperf stamps), 1518c (4 pairs and 1 line pair, all Washington D.C.), 1519 (171 misperf
stamps), 1519a (220+ pairs and line pairs), 1520 (116 misperf stamps), 1520b (27 pairs and line pairs), 1581 (22 misperf stamps),
1584 (18 misperf stamps), 1591 (27 misperf stamps), 1596a (23 imperf pairs), 1597e (22 imperf pairs), 1608 (2 with shifted tan
and red), 1615 (33 misperf stamps with some line pairs), 1615a (40 misperf stamps with some line pairs), 1615Cd (55 misperf
stamps, 1615Ce (13 imperf between pairs and line pairs), 1615Cf (77 pairs and line pairs, and 4 pairs miscut with captured electric
eye markings, 16 with Newark, NJ pairs and line pairs), 1616 (69 misperf stamps), 1618 (210 misperf stamps), 1618b (22 imperf
pairs and 3 line pairs), 1618C (550+ misperf stamps and 35 stamps missing bottom portion of design), 1618Cd (41 imperf pairs),
1622a (2 imperf between pairs), 1625 (24 misperf stamps), 1625a (154 imperf pairs), 1735 (13 misperf stamps), 1743 (12 misperf
stamps), 1769a (18 imperf pairs), 1818 (29 misperf stamps), 1820 (117 misperf stamps), 1891 (41 stamps with mosting missing
lighthouse), 1891a (23 imperf pairs), 1894 (41 misperf singles), 1895 (163 misperf stamps and 33 stamps missing bottom of design), 1895d (260+ imperf pairs and 31 imperf and miscut pairs), 1897A (15 imperf pairs), 1898 (20 misperf stamps), 1898Ab (3
misperf plate number strips of 6 and 11 misperf stamps), 1901 (3 misperf plate number strips of 6 and 8 misperf stamps), 1903b
(10 pairs), 1904 (41 misperf stamps), 1904b (6 imperf pairs), 1908 (94 misperf stamps), 2112 (36 imperf pairs), 2114 (35 misperf
stamps), 2115 (49 misperf stamps), 2115f or 2115g (130 imperf pairs and 4 misperf and miscut pairs), 2130b (28 with black precancel and 200 with red precancel), 2136a (95 imperf pairs), 2225 (215 misperf stamps in larger strips), 2263 (14 imperf pairs),
2265a (6 imperf pairs), 2280 (167 misperf stamps), 2280b or c (199 imperf pairs and 3 imperf and miscut pairs), 2281a (46 imperf
pair), 2518a (26 imperf pairs, 8 imperf and miscut pairs, 10 imperf and miscut pane with part of stamp and capturing part of selvage), 2607c (12 imperf pairs), 2609 (106 misperf stamps), 2609a (205 imperf pairs), 2609b (12 imperf between pairs), full page
of various misperf and imperf 32c Flag gum and die cut issues, 3280b (7 missing die cut and miscut pairs, 1 missing die cut pair),
3477a (6 pairs missing die cut), 3632b (14 imperf pairs), 2005 First Class Flag and Statue of Liberty (69 miscut stamps), C83a
(67 pairs and 3 line pairs), 634-CF1 (15), TD94 (27), TD100 (3 blocks of four), TD107 coil strips with various defacement lines
in silver, red and black, TD120B full pane of 20, TDB61, TDB99a (2) and so much more. Condition is generally sound and fresh,
o.g., mostly never hinged, generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 6.4 lbs. (photo on web site)
������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $15,000 - 20,000
2128 H
Huge Stock of Errors, Freaks & Oddities. About 400 dealer’s “102” small retail cards containing everything from
major color-omitted errors and imperf or part-perf errors, to dramatic misperfs (including plate blocks, fold-overs and 19th century
double perfs), color shifts, full offsets on the backs, and minor printing flaws; 98% mint and nearly all identified and marked with
retail prices ranging from $30 to $1,499 (a 1934 3¢ Maryland in deep carmine lake). A great lot with retail prices totaling nearly
$80,000. (photo on web site)�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $15,000 - 20,000
2129 H
Backup Bonanza of Everything EFO from the Strongbox, all Mint, 20th Century. Over 125 noteworthy items, a
most unbelievable holding in massive disarray as far as organization, but note this has substantial value and needs a careful review
to unlock the potential that is within, we note many imperforate sheets, misperforated sheets and multiples, missing colors, booklet
panes, printers waste, splice-tape, shifts, you name it and it might just be here, substantial re-sale value that is readily worth many
multiples of our estimate, viewing strongly suggested or just watch the video, what we examined was quite nice and generally finevery fine or better, a once in a lifetime opportunity. ...................������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $15,000 - 20,000
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2130 HH/H
U.S. Massive Coil EFO Holding, 1939-1999. Impressive holding filling up a couple cigar boxes, a large red box
and several smaller boxes, filled with complete coils with misperfs, imperfs and miscuts in very large quantities, many of these coil
rolls could probably be offered as an individual lot under normal circumstances, but when you are dealing with such a staggering
quantity as we are presented with here to sell at one time, the best way to offer them is intact and let the high bidder control the
market of these large quantities of stamps, a quick list as we browse the coils consists of: 842 (coil roll of 500 partially capturing
plate numbers), 1338F (approximately 300 misperf stamps in partial coil roll), 1338G (a couple rolls of approximately 100 each of
misperf stamps), 1338GH (16 pairs in two large strips), 1519 (approximately 200 misperf stamps in two coil rolls, plus 250 misperf
stamps in strips of 10, each bisecting the stamp), 1519a (approximately 200-250 imperf pairs in two large strips), 1616 (approximately 500-600 misperf stamps in large strips), 1617 (900+ misperf stamps in large strips), 1618C (imperf coil roll of 100 and
approximately 500 misperf stamps in two large coil strips), 1891a (approximately 75 pairs in three large strips), 1895 (complete
imperf coil roll of 100 and strip of 49 additional imperf stamps, complete coil roll of 100 partially missing black), 1906 (full coil
roll of 500 and nearly complete partial roll, all with slight misperf), 2115 (10 coil rolls of 100 where each of the perforations bisects
each stamp and what appears to be a full imperforate roll of 100, approximately 75 imperforate and miscut strip and approximately
100 stamps mostly missing ink of USA variety), 2226 (196 misperf stamps in large strip), 2257 (nearly complete misperf coil roll
of 500), 2259 (approximately 200-300 misperf stamps in large strip), 2279 (approximately 600 misperfs in two coil rolls), 2280
(complete imperf coil roll of 100 and approximately 200-300 misperfs bisecting stamps), 2452 (5000+ stamps misperfed mostly in
center of stamps), 2453 (9,000+ slightly misperf stamps), 2457 (approximately 2700 stamps with varying degree of misperfs and
approximately 75 imperf pairs in large strips), 2523b (approximately 50-75 pairs), 2609/2609a mostly imperf, with a few misperf
and imperf between coil rolls (8 coil rolls of 100, plus 12 more broken rolls which appear to be complete), 2913 (several hundred
stamps misperf bisecting stamps), 2913a (approximately 250 imperf pairs in large strips and coil rolls), 2915Ah (approximately
250 pairs missing die cut in several very large strips), 3265a (approximately 120 pairs missing die cut), 3281a (approximately 150200 pairs missing die cut), 3632b (17 pairs missing die cut), TD107 partial roll of approximately 100 stamps with black defacement
line, TD119 (three test stamp complete rolls of 100) and more. This is the kind of lot where you could find one coil roll and pay for
the entire lot, so we recommend careful viewing., o.g., mostly never hinged, generally Fine to Very Fine, ex William Langs Stock.
Shipping charges apply - weight 10.4 lbs. (photo on web site)���������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $10,000 - 15,000
2131 H/m
Amazing Stock of Pre-Printing Paper Folds. Stock of about 250 dealer’s “102” small retail cards, 98% used, many
with multiple examples; begins with three 5¢ 1847s, followed by 1851-60 Issues (14 cards), 1861-67 Issues (30), 1869s (20), Bank
Note period (32), 1893-1903 (19), Washington-Franklin period (26), 4th Bureau period (36), 1930s-1980s (32), and Back-of-theBook, which includes Revenues and two C.S.A. (36); all are identified and marked with retail prices ranging from $75 to $1,199
(a mint 6¢ 1869 with a small fold). A most unusual lot with retail prices totaling nearly $55,000. (photo on web site)
������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $10,000 - 15,000
2132 HH
Enticing and Valuable Modern Errors, Freaks & Oddities Stock Compilation. Over 100 individual items
presented on stockpages in a binder, identified, priced and ready to add to your stock; most material from the 1970s through
about 2004, with a few earlier items as well (the earliest being #230 left margin strip of ten, misperforated with imprint capture in stamps); whatever you’re looking for, it’s most likely here: color shifts, perforation shifts, double impressions, pre-printing paper folds (including several nice pages of Revenues), colors omitted, imperfs and partial perforations (often in transition
strips), diagonal perforations, miscut booklets, even some things we’re not quite sure what to call them; consignor’s retail in
excess of $57,000, Fine to Very Fine with much better, take a look online, then snap up these SNAFUs. (photo on web site)
������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $10,000 - 15,000
2133 H/m
Prolific Passel of Perforation Peccadillos. Over 230 black cards or dealer pages filled with a multitude of misperforations, ranging from the classics to the modern; singles, pairs, blocks, plate and other marginal blocks, larger multiples, some
coils, complete bookletswhatever you’re looking for, you’re likely to find it here; severity of displacement ranges from the minimal
to the dramatic, with duplication ranging from one-of-a-kind to solid but useful; sound and clean throughout, all but a couple earlier
issues mint never hinged; despite some cards holding multiple issues, everything here can be quickly prepped and offered for a
quick return, Very Fine on the whole, see the offering in full online. (photo on web site)�������������������������� Estimate $6,000 - 8,000
2134 HH
Colossal Concatenation of Coil Curiosities. Aka misperforations; 76 two-row black cards chock-a-block with
well-duplicated holdings of these modern EFOs; Transportation Series dominates, some with service inscriptions, but we also note
Prominent Americans, Americana, lettered rate-change issues from “A” Eagles through Old Glory, and more; each item easily
lotted on its own, or break up some of the strips for pairs or smaller multiples, according to your clients’ taste; enough stock here
to keep you rolling for quite some time, Very Fine, shown in full online. (photo on web site) ������������� Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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2135 HH/H
U.S. Large Booklet EFO Holding, 1939-1993. Impressive holding filling up a cigar box, under normal circumstances, these booklets would probably be offered as individual lots, but when you are dealing with such a staggering quantity as
we are presented with here to sell at one time, the best way to offer them is intact and let the high bidder control the market of these
larger quantities of booklets. Inventory is as follows: 2201a (23 complete booklets with slight tan upward color shifts), 2484a (9
complete booklets and 1 with a couple stamps removed, each with horizontal perforations shifted half way up into top stamp of
each pane), 2764a (193 complete booklets, each pane with black engraving shifted slightly to left to be partially cut in half with
perforations), o.g., mostly never hinged, generally Fine to Very Fine, ex William Langs Stock. Shipping charges apply - weight 2.4
lbs. (photo on web site)�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
2136 HH/H
Errors, Imperfs, Misperfs & Missing Colors, 1865-2005. Hundreds of mostly modern EFOs on counter pages;
#463 vertical pair imperforate-between, several Prexie pairs with missed perforations in-between, #538a block imperforate-between, etc.; mostly never hinged; numerous color shifts and significant perforation abnormalities; a fun group, Very Fine. Shipping
charges apply - weight 1.6 lbs. (photo on web site)������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,200 - 1,600
2137 HH/H
United States, Large 1938 Presidential EFO Collection. Striking collection of guttersnipes, ink varieties, foldovers, misperfs and paper splices packed into sheet file pages, filled with everything a Presidential or early error collector could
possibly want. Many difficult pieces that are not often seen on the market. Items include: 804 complete sheet and plate block of 20
with large printing production splices, complete sheet with Erie, PA precancel and overinking on the majority of the stamps, 805
two complete sheets with New York bureau precancels (one missing precancel on top horizontal row of stamps and the other sheet
with precancel between the stamps), 100+ misperf stamps, plate block of 20 with preprint paper fold across four stamps, 806 complete sheet with striking foldover error, containing full gutter pair and an additional four stamp from adjacent sheet, full sheet with
large paper splice across three horizontal rows of stamps, block of 20 with full gutter at top and portions of stamps from adjoining
sheet, block of 70 with left two vertical rows of stamps misperforated, group of 20 stamps with striking diagonal perforations with
full plate block from one pane and portion of plate number from adjoining pane, 807 three underinked complete sheets plus 100
additional underink stamps, six misperforated sheets, large misperf block of 30, two large misperf plate blocks of 20, large block
with striking internal foldover with diagonal perfs affecting four stamps inside large block, one large plate block of 20 with hugh
preprint paper fold, two large foldover blocks containing several stamps from adjoining pane, two large guttersnipe blocks of 20,
three complete sheets with large overinking spot across most stamps, complete sheet with large ink smear across 19 stamps, large
plate block of 50 with ink smears across 20+ stamps, complete sheet with large horizontal production splice, another complete
sheet with large production splice and several preprint paper folds on bottom two horizontal rows, complete foldover sheet with
portion of stamp from adjacent sheet, block of four with production splice and red crayon destruction mark, 808 complete sheet
with overinking across top two rows, production splice strip of four, 809 complete sheet with overinking across bottom two rows,
810 eighteen gutter snipes with full gutter and portions of stamp from adjoining sheet, strip of four with vertical production paper
splice, block of 12 with large splice and red crayon rejection mark, 811 block of 24 with large paper splice on top three rows of
stamps, splice pair with red crayon destruction mark, splice block of 10, 815 complete sheet with overink smears on most of the
sheet stamps, complete large horizontal paper splice sheet over four horizontal rows of stamps, 80+ underinked stamps, 815 block
with red crayon destruction mark, 817 complete sheet with overinking of bottom two horizontal rows, large foldover error block
with gutter and portions of three stamps from adjacent sheet, 825 100 misperf stamps, production splice block of ten with red
crayon destruction mark, 830 100 misperf stamps and 56 stamps with unusual fugitive ink variety., o.g., some never hinged / some
hinged, generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 2.2 lbs. (photo on web site)����������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2138 H
United States, Farley National Parks Sheets, 1934. 90 sheets from the lovely National Parks Series in remarkable
condition; 10 sheets of the 4 cent value, 63 sheets of the 6 cent value, and 17 sheets of the 10 cent issue; virtually zero perforation
separation; the gum has, as expected, toned somewhat and some sheets show natural creases only visible from the back; all 4,500
stamps are MNH; Scott catalog value $14,000+, Fine to Very Fine. ����������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
2139 H/m
Mostly Mint, Nicely Filled Collection of Cut Squares, 1853-1968. Neatly presented in a sound Scott National
album starting with #U1, with a solid array of die and paper shade varieties throughout; reprints noted, the two used 1853-585
examples with full postmark or “PAID” in barred circle cancels; note a couple 1¢+3¢ double indiciae, 20¢ and 40&cent (2) 1861
bicolors, 11 1886 Grant lettersheets (perforation numbers noted for several), Columbian die varieties, #U350a (certificate noted,
but not accompanying), extensive 1920-25 overprints, fully annotated pages on the 1907-32 die differences (with examples of
each), etc.; no Airs or Officials; most with wide margins all around, a few cut close but still clear, Fine to Very Fine or better, a
finely cut collection; be sure to see for yourself. (photo on web site)
������������������������������������������� Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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2140 H/m/)
United States Locals, Forgeries and Fantasies Collection, 1850’s-1980’s. 750+ stamps and 27 covers, neatly
organized by local issue on stock sheets made by Scott for specialty albums, with good mix of genuine and reprints which are
just waiting for the astute collector to come by and sort out the genuine stamps scattered about, includes interesting Adams Express Company similar in color to 79-E30 rainbow color essays, Fresno Bicycle Mail sheetlet of six, many Bloods, Husseys,
Pony Express, etc., along with the various Scott Local Fantasy stamps including Winan’s City post stamps with cover, plus there
are some later locals with IPSA issues and several pages filled with Fantasies, College stamps, Prop stamps (for the Theater and
Film), eight locals stamps with APS certificates as fake and finally a page of everything else with labels, tickets, etc., condition is
mixed as usual, generally Fine to Very Fine appearance. Shipping charges apply - weight 8.2 lbs. (photo on web site)
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
2141 )
United States, Smorgasborg of Hand Painted Prexies, 1938-1942 (Scott 803-851). 100+ custom Presidental Series covers from a plethora of fine cachet makers; they include Pam Robers, Edith Soper, Meisel, Don Pittman, Carter, Rider, Ace
16, Florene Edmiston, FM Geerlings, Ken Kribs, Warren Wildermuth, Ethel Walker, Wentworth, Lee Ann Powell, John B Anderson, Azar Athrea, Pete, Adams, GMG, AO Henry, Donald Hansen, Virginia Seath, Melissa Fox, and a stunning Peltin on Linprint;
low values include Electric Eye, coils and booklet panes; a substantial percentage are high value including $1 Wilson (16), $2
Harding (5) and $5 Coolidge (6); bonus unlisted Amon Carter $5 Coolidge plate block on business envelope; powerful group,
Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 3 lbs. ..........����������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2142 )
United States, Leading Dealer’s Stock of Better Prexies, 1938 (Scott 803-834). 600++ covers in partial sets of
premier cachet makers; the consigner was very particular about condition quality in selecting these envelopes from Harvey Neare,
Sudduth, Clarence Reid, Espenshade, Crosby, Schenfler, Fidelity ($1 Wilson), Historic Arts, Torkel Gundel, Bernet/Reid, Ken
Boll ($1 Wilson), Pilgrim, FR Rice, Holland, Ludwig, 1st Multnomah, Hux, 9c Warneford, Sanders, 1st Granite City Stamp
Club, Raley, Howard Barry, 1st Union College, Harry Booley, Anderson, Roessler, Art Craft, Sidenius, 1st Franklin Association,
Ioor (nine between 17c and $1 Wilson), Clifford, Annis, Nix including $1 Wilson, Linprint almost complete (needs the $2),
Detroit-Ludwig, Pavois; note there are four $2 Harding (Plimpton, 2 different Pavois, and Linprint); there are also fourteen $5
Coolidge including 1st Association of South Jersey Stamp Clubs, Mayne, Fidelity, two types of Ioor, Plimpton, WSE, Crosby,
Rice, three different Pavois and more; powerful stock for the dealer with discerning clientele, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges
apply - weight 9.6 lbs. .................................................................����������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2143 )
United States, Important Holding of Prexie Coils and Booklets, 1938-1939 (Scott 839-851). 325+ covers from
the finest cachet makers for the Presidential Series; Ludwig varieties, matching unaddressed Ernest Gilbert pair of horizontal
and vertical coils, two sets of Historic Arts 839-847 (missing 4.5c) with one set hand colored, unaddressed Pavois set of two,
Detroit-Ludwig, Keyworth complete set of 13 coils (and all booklets on one envelope), Linprint, Harvey Neare, two FR Rice
complete typed matched sets, Gorham, Ioor (including booklets complete on cover), Fidelity, Raley, Tomlinson, Reich, Mayne,
Anderson, Clarence Reid complete 839-847, Plimpton, matched set of WSE hand tinted booklet panes with tabs, Diedrich,
matched set of coils on two Grimsland envelopes, Annis, and Staehle; includes two showstoppers, an uncut sheet of three Bernet/
Clarence 804 (scarce) and an oversized cover (8 1/2” x 11”) with all the coils and booklets laid out like a presentation page (this
screams EXHIBIT ME!); lots of catalog value for the purveyor of fine classics or a Prexie specialist, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping
charges apply - weight 5.2 lbs. ��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2144 )
United States, Presidential Series Electric Eye Extensive Stock, 1939-42 (Scott 803ee-831ee). 475+ quality Prexie material; Washington Stamp Exchange, beautiful 1/2c-50c Historic Art complete (with combo extras), Pavois, Detroit-Ludwig, Keyworth, Torkel Gundel (most of a plate block set), Fidelity, Linprint, Sudduth complete matched set, Cachet
Craft, Raiely, Sidenius, Ioor, Holland, Anderson, FC Rice, Reid, Staehle, Day-Lowry, Mayne, Hux, Grimsland, Nix, Crosby, and
Sadworth; top notch stock for the dealer that insists on being well supplied, Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 5.6 lbs.
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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2145 HH/H/m
U.S., Large Accumulation of Better Items, 1887-1980’s. Each on black approval card, each mounted on three
pocket stocksheets (mostly mint, mint unless noted otherwise): 232 (2), 234, 235 (2), 236 with PF cert, 237 (2), 238, 239 (2), 279Bc
NH with PF cert, 290 with PF cert, 296 (3), 300b, 301c, 326 block of four, 336 plate block of six, 340 with PF cert, 357 with photocopy of PF cert, 394 used pair, 402, 407, 414 (2), 435 block of four with PSE cert, 435, 437 with photocopy of PSE cert, 481 (3
with oversize margins), 505 with normal 2c with PSAG certificate, 505 single in block of four with normal 2c, 518, 550, 528B (6),
568 plate block, 569 plate block, 571, 573, 573 block of eight with red plate number, 583 plate block, 666, 670 plate block, 679,
834, 899b block of four, 900a block of four, 1338Fi strip of six, C1 (5 singles, 1 block of four, 1 plate block of six and 1 top margin
arrow block of four), C3 (3 singles, 1 block of four), C4 plate block, C6, C7 plate block, C10a, C13 used, C16 plate block, E11, E13
plate block, J52 block of four with PF cert, J61 plate block, JQ2 block of four, K17 (3 each with photocopies with PF certs), O15
with PSAG cert, O90, O91, Q2 corner margins stirp of four, Q7 with PF cert, RW35, RW42 plate block, RW46 plate block, RW47
plate block, RW50 plate block, PS8 (2 plate blocks), 213P3 pair, 219DP5 block of four and Hawaii 78 (2), most stamps appear
sound with many fresh and better items for high retail breakdown, generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 3
lbs. (photo on web site)�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $6,000 - 8,000
2146 H
United States, Old-Time Sheet Stock, 1928-1936. Many gem examples possible in this hoard of older sheets; about
170 sheets in total, mostly complete but with considerable perforation separation and variable edge condition observed; issues
represented include 651, 703, C11, C23 and CE2; Scott catalog value exceeds $13,000, Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 4.8
lbs. ���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
2147 H
U.S., Early 20th Century Accumulation (Scott 481//J70). Sheets, booklets, and coil rolls, to some degree or other
damaged from improper storage/water damage, includes numerous sheets and part sheets of 481-482, 529-530, 542-543, J69-J70
and others that are or have been partly or entirely stuck down to sheet files, a large box containing coil rolls from Washington/
Franklins, prexys, prominent americans, etc, and an assortment of mostly early booklet panes, all partly to entirely stuck together,
there is a substantial amount of salvagable material including a good number of clean never hinged stamps and plates and others
with partly disturbed original gum, a significant amount of time and patience would be required but well rewarded, viewing is
highly recommended. Shipping charges apply - weight 6.4 lbs. Scott $46,000 ++ (photo on web site)������ Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
2148 H/m
United States, Valuable and Extensive US Holding, 1880-2008. 9 binders and stockbooks packed with mild to
moderate duplication; mint singles and blocks beginning in the late 1920s, Prexies complete, sets of Overrun Countries and a
binder of mid-century modern; real strength in the Back of Book, beautifully centered Airmail (less C13-C15) including C1-6 and
C18, other nice examples of C2, C3, C4, C6 and C18 noted; strong plate blocks beginning with C8, Transport issue plate blocks
(two 50 cent plate blocks observed), and more recent; significant Parcel Post (both mint and used with enough for a couple of sets),
Special Delivery (including plate blocks), and considerable Postage Due singles and plate blocks; good amount of postage; strong
stock for the dealer in need of BoB, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 22.6 lbs. ������������ Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
2149 HH/Ha
Accumulation of Liberty Series Plate Block Duplicates, 1954-68. In three stockbooks, three glassine file boxes
and many loose glassines and stock pages filled with plate blocks from ½¢ to $1, plate blocks are largely sorted by denomination,
and then by plate number, with some good potential to find some scarce or rare plate numbers, many items cannot be counted due
to the complete lack of organization of part of the accumulation, but a quick inventory consists of the following: #1030 (77), 1031
(437), 1031A (100), 1032 (48), 1033 (442), 1035 (6000++), 1036 (1900), 1037 (40), 1038 (35), 1040 (24), 1041 (100), 1042 (80),
1044 (80), 1045 (24), 1046 (20), 1047 (60), 1048 (25), 1049 (20), 1050 (40), 1051 (25) and 1052 (20), o.g., mostly never hinged,
generally Fine to Very Fine, catalogue value is for the normal Scott-listed plate number, without added premium for better paper,
tagging, numbers, wet/dry printing or the substantial Durland premium for booklet panes with plate numbers. Actual value is much
higher. Shipping charges apply - weight 36.2 lbs. Scott $11,000 ++ (photo on web site)���������������������������� Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
2150 H
United States, Post Office Fresh Washington Franklin, 1908-1921. Hundreds of mint Washington Franklin definitives in a SafeT stockbook; perforates, imperforates, blocks, guide and arrow blocks, horizontal and vertical coils, booklet
panes (including some with plate numbers), line pairs, plate singles; mostly lower denominations but 50 cent and $1 values noted;
centering varies wildly from average to extremely fine; wonderful stock for the dealer with clientele that need the classics, Fine to
Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 2.6 lbs. ������������������������������������������������������������������������������������ Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
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2151 H
United States, Premium Plate Block Specialist, 1923-1995. Consumate collector’s accumulation of better plate
blocks on black stock cards, block strip files, and glassines annotated with Scott numbers; lots of premium items C31 (two matched
sets), C46 (10 including a matched set), Famous Americans (three complete sets), Prominent Americans to $1 in moderate amounts
(16 $1 plus an untagged), recalled Legends of the West sheet (along with a normal copy), Liberty Issue complete to $5 Hamilton,
611, 563A, 618 (2), 619 ($275), 370 ($200), 4 sets of Prexies to $1 Wilson, 7 Tin Can Mail covers, 7 sets of 1992 Columbus souvenir sheets, Truck souvenir sheet tied with meter on cover, plus counter binder full of plate blocks; tons of value here, Fine to Very
Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 8.4 lbs. ...........................����������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2152 H
United States, Worthwhile American Accumulation, 1850-1980. 5 albums plus stockbooks nicely organized; tired
Harris Liberty album with mint from late 1920’s to 1980, most Airmail (except the pricey ones), used Parcel Post Q1-Q9, Q11;
valuable folders including early Airmail pages and Ducks, RW1, many other early used, RW47, RW51-57, RW59, and RW58,
RW60 and RW61 with plate block and additional block of 6, strong collection of Vermont Ducks; Grossman album even
stronger than the Liberty with Q1-12, C1-C4, C6, and most mint from late 1920’s to 1980’s including 730 and Prexies complete;
Scott National including 9, 10, 14, 15, 29, 35, 38, 69, 72, 76, 78, 119, 121, 730, 731, Prexie complete, 1930-1980 mint; 1928
Scott National with a few Banknotes, Columbians to 10 cent, 239, C1-12, mixture of mint and used, condition varies widely; another tired Liberty album packed with stamps but mostly used; examination recommended, Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight
31.6 lbs. �������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,000 - 2,500
2153 H
U.S., Blocks and Plate Blocks Accumulation, 1894-1938. Mint group of useful blocks including 246 NH imprint
and plate number block of 10, 295 NH and 296 blocks, 309 block with plate number two NH, two 518 blocks, 524 block (2 NH),
selection of Kansas and Nebraska blocks, group of Washington Bicentennial blocks and plates, assorted farley blocks, plates and
sheets, generally high quality and desirable with numerous gems to be found, many NH singles and blocks included, generally Fine
to Very Fine some for the better. Scott $10,000+ (photo on web site)
������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2154 H
United States, 5 Drawers of Mint & Used, 1879-2014. Dealer boxes with thousands of regular issue and commemorates annotated in glassines with Scott catalog numbers and values; placed end to end the drawer would be more than 6
feet deep beginning with postally used Banknotes through the 20th century and up to the present with moderate duplication and a
considerable percentage of mint stamps including unexploded booklets and line pair coils; mint and used are in separate glassines
and mixed in the drawers ordered by Scott number; for a seller with need of wide ranging US material, Fine to Very Fine.
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2155 H/m
U.S. Estate Accumulation, 19th & 20th Century. Starts with a sockbook loaded with better stamps both 19th &
20th century probably has a Scott value alone in excess of $10,000. Next a mint sheet file with two White Plains souvenier sheets
plus multiple Parks, Chicago and Byrd (11) souvenir sheets. Two more sheet files include Farley Chicag0, 3c Parks and Byrd in
center gutter flocks of four souvenier sheets plus a full set of National Parks 740-749 in sheets of 50 a section of the 1943 overrun
countries issues in sheets. All followed by three long boxes packed with hunderds of glassines starting with 19th century and moving up to 6c commemorative issues. Plenty of face value in plate blocks and mutiples in the post 1940 market and we also note muc
prior to 1940. A run of the 1920s and 1930s includes the popular issues and we also have mint & used prior to those decades. The
condition of the early issues is mixed and some glassines also hold high value seconds, quality gets better into the 20th centure and
also includes plate blocks. A lot of value in these three boxes adn an interesting estate accumulation. As noted, condition is mixed
but there is also much F-VF. Shipping charges apply - weight 38 lbs. �������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2156 H
United States, Balance of a “Lifer”, 1846-1960. No telling what you may find (ok, we’ll give some hints); partial
pane (194 stamps) of Scott # 482 from which you could extract 4 plate blocks, 2 arrow blocks or 26 graded 100J stamps, pane
(200 stamps) of CE1 with tear affecting 4 stamps (but not the 4 plates, 3 arrows or centerline blocks), 751 pane of 20 S/S with 1”
tear in margin, and 2 sheets (50 stamps) of $2 Wine cancelled; shoebox with lots of buried treasure including unused C1-C3 (2),
C3 block, C6 block, 230-237 (MNH), 306-308, 310, 348-351, 614-616 blocks, 620-621 blocks, U5 (with cert), U08 with light
cancel U122, U150, U243, U244 U247, U466A, Postal Saving card with 18 one dollar and 3 25c stamps, C76 pair of missing
shoulder patches, 426 “pink back” MNH jumbo, 427 MNH jumbo, 428 MNH, 1842a and 1843a imperf pairs, banknote seals,
imperf pair Kensington Machine #83 with slogan label, 216 unused, 406a used booklet pane with plate number, 70 with fancy
cancel, 78A, 78B, 93, J6 unused, 466 (2), 579 MNH, and much more; tons of fun if you too are a “lifer”, Fine to Very Fine.
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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2157 HH/H/m
Substantial Accumulation from Classics to Modern. Presented every which way including loose, with stockpages,
dealer pages, auction cards, and glassines; note items from 1851 Issue onwards, with used #119 and 121 (the latter with a striking
red crossroads cancel), nice Bank Notes, Second Bureau issues, used $5 definitives ranging Fourth Bureau through Americana
series (some in quantity), Airs (nice mint and used #C18), Dues, Ducks, Newspapers, Carriers, proofs, multiples and full panes,
used complete souvenir sheets, a Recalled Legends sheet in original folder, some plate blocks, and mid-range to modern material
either for sale or for postage; condition varies as to be expected, but appears generally sound and fresh throughout, Fine to Very
Fine, take your time reviewing; surprises may await. (photo on web site)�������������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2158 H
United States, Massive Plate Block Accumulation, 1929-1982. 7 albums and 6 large packed binders filled with US
plate blocks; four Liberty albums (binders need replacement) mostly compete from late 1930’s to 1970’s, Prexie to $1 (missing
24 cent), Famous Americans missing a few 10 cent issues, all in crystal mounts; some binders have White Ace with black mounts
including 3 ring binder of Airmail mostly complete 1941-61; considerable number on Minkus pages in black mounts, binder
1940-1950 complete including Famous Americans and Overrun Countries, and another binder 1944-1974 including Liberty Series
complete to $5 Hamilton; three Scott green albums, a beautiful mostly complete 1927-1959 including Scott 643-646, 649-651, 654,
657, 680-683, and the other two with more recent material; modest duplication in these two cartons results in thousands of plate
blocks, Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 60.8 lbs. ....����������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,800 - 2,200
2159 H
United States, Booklets and Coils Galore, 1975-2007. 1,900+ booklets and dozens of partial and complete coil
rolls in three dealer boxes; in addition to about 1,900 unexploded booklets of 1623a are examples of 3484D, 3549Be, 3618, 3618C,
3636C, 3645H, 3820A, 3879A, 4165 and 4185A; coils include 1505E (perforation shift), C82 (full), 1518 (full), 2115C (full and
partial), 1743 (3 full), 2253 (full), 4231A (full), 4282A (2 full), 3641A (3 full), 4132 (full), 4277A (2 full), 3475 (full) and 3264 (2
full); Face value $2,500+, Fine to Very Fine. ���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2160 H/m
United States, Bygone Era Dealers Selection of US Collections, 1923-2004. 11 albums and binders with volumes
in various stages of completion; good value in a slim 1955 Scott American album, includes Scott 294-298, 323-327, 630 (LH),
Prexie to $5 Coolidge (including horizontal and vertical coils), mint runs through 1959, C1-C12, C16-C59 complete including
baby zep; hingeless pages in small looseleaf with mint Airmail C7-C100 (excluding zeps); similar pages (with a C18 but stained);
another set of Airmails on White Ace pages, C1, C3, C4, C5 are mint and C2 and C6 used, remainder mint to 1960 including nicely
centered C18; binder with 1939 Thorp & Martin pages, mint beginning in late 1920s, mint C1 and C4 noted; valuable group worth
a careful and thorough inspection, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 30.8 lbs. �������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2161 m/)
United States, US Postal History Accumulation, 1852-2005. 18 large shoe boxes or equivalent plue two binders
packed with a tremendous range of material from rubber banded US by subject or topic; range of 19th century up through commercial; we note extensive US military APO covers, advertising envelopes, vintage picture postcards, a lovely range of Vermont
covers from stampless forward; variety of event covers, US and foreign first day covers, WW II patriotics, and more; includes a
small amount of miscellaneous foreign covers; approximately 4000+ items in all with some real nice pickings, generally F-VF;
folks, grab a mask and stop by for a closer look. Shipping charges apply - weight 126.6 lbs.
������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2162 HH/H
U.S. Large Plate Block Collection Balance from 1920’s to 1930’s. Five stockbooks, two small dealer counter
books and a whole bunch of loose stamps, consisting of mostly 2¢ red plate blocks from a large plate block collection, with Scott
634 (400+ mostly different plate blocks), 651 (42 plate blocks of 10 and 288 plate blocks of six mostly different plate blocks), 703
(136+ mostly different plate blocks), 716 (22), 717 (3), 724 (4), 725 (7), 726 (9) and many Farley plate blocks to 3¢ purples to 1940
and small dealer counter books and loose pages filled with various 2c red plate blocks, some small faults to be expected as some
of the loose plate blocks were damaged from improper care, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged / some without gum, generally
Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 22.4 lbs. (photo on web site)�������������������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2163 H
United States, 3 Volumes Harris Plate Block Albums, 1922-1986. Strong 1920’s definitives and 2 cent reds, duplicated National Parks and Famous Americans set plus Airmails, Back of Book, Special Delivery and Parcel Post; Scott 551, 554,
563, 637-645, 649-51, Prexie complete to $5 Coolidge nicely duplicated (you get two sets of Prexies to $5); the third album is
1964-1986 essentially complete including Prominent Americans complete to $5 Moore; the binders are a little rough but the blocks
look wonderful, Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 19.2 lbs.
������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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2164 H/m
United States, Excellent Old Time Dealers Accumulation, 1920-1994. 8 binders or albums of useful material
comprised of various mostly 20th century and Back of Book collections; album of mint fairly well populated from the mid 1920s
to mid 1990s, Prexies (high values are used), Liberty Series complete to $5 Hamilton, Prominent Americans complete to $5 Moore,
C18 with Airmail appears complete from 1931-1989; 3 ring binder packed with 1978-1990 used; 1948 Scott Specialty commemoratives album with mint singles and blocks beginning in mid 1920s and essentially complete between the mid 1930s and 1948;
White Ace mint singles 1927-1953 (without souvenir sheets or Farley blocks); 1936 Nicklin album used to 1925 and generally
mint thereafter; tired Scott National with mixture of mint and used singles, Scott 24, 69, 71, 162, 229, Prexie to $5 Coolidge,
Q1-Q12 mint (missing Q10); stockbook populated with blocks and singles from the 1930s (including sets of National Parks) and
more modern items like Prominent Americans, great selection of the four different 1969 Christmas precancel, and nice Airmail
beginning around C48, Certified Mail, Special Delivery, and US Saving Stamps present; useful and attractive, Fine to Very Fine.
Shipping charges apply - weight 31.6 lbs. ...................................����������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2165 H
United States, Engravings, Documents, and Covers, 1872-2005. 28 engravings of prominent Civil War era figures including Cornelius Vanderbilt, Richard Henry See, Col Elmer Ellsworth, Maj Gen Nathan Banks, John Vanderbilt, Brig Gen
Abraham Duryee, Gen McClennan, Andrew Johnson, Samuel F Dupont, Ambrose Burnsides, B F Butler, Nathan Banks, David
Farragut, William Rosencrans, James Shield, John Wool, Nathan Lyon, Joseph Hooker, Henry Hallack, Winfield Scott, Ormsby
Mitchell, Charles Wilkes, Edwin Sumner, James Fremont and Andrew Foote; dozens of wonderful documents including 1871
Confederate States of America 7% Cotton loan (with 4 coupons clipped), 1872 vault title with revenue stamp, 1926 and 1927
stock certificates for American Bank Note Co, a clear title for a home in Philadelphia with several documents with revenue stamps
attached from the mid-19th century, 1791 pension receipt for $18, 1811 New York judgement demanding $14.34, 1770 shipping
document, 1763 Pennsylvania document, 1849 and 1852 Pennsylvania deeds, 1784 shipping document, 1763 Newport RI lawyer’s bill, 1804 stampless letter from Georgetown DC to Baltimore; also at least 150 interesting envelopes including a hundred 2c
Harding Memorial (both perforated and imperforated) on commercial covers, Q4 on uprated envelope, a binder with a few dozen
early round trip Contract Air Mail (CAM) routes, a $2 Harding used on cover as partial franding on Registered mail from stamp
dealer, and much more; you will have loads of fun with this lot, Fine to Very Fine. ���������������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2166 m
United States, Washington 3 Cent Type IV, 1857 (Scott 26A). Accumulation of more than 100 copies of Scott
26A; many beautifully centered with attractive cancels; would make an excellent study; catalog value $15,400+, Fine to Very Fine.
Scott $150������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������ Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2167 H
United States, Horizontal and Vertical Coils, 1923-1975. An inlaid wood box and an additional small box
packed with coil rolls and partial rolls; all MNH and very useable; an opportunity to delve into this treasure trove and pull
all the joint line pairs; Noted a number of leader tapes with the attached few stamps (very attractive); also some booklets observed; will you be the dealer who recognizes this deal and pounce? Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 2.4 lbs.
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2168 HH/H
U.S., Wholesale Group, 1930’s-76. Over $600 of premium face value, with souvenir sheets, plate blocks, etc., containing large group of 1c Park souvenir sheets and many other Farley’s four sets of Famous American 859-93 plate blocks, group
of souvenir sheets from 1930’s-1950’s in quantity from approximately 25-300 of each, two small manila stock cards packed with
1059 line pairs, broken pad of 1976 13c State Flags, generally Fine to Very Fine, nice group of premium issues with better quality.
Shipping charges apply - weight 5.2 lbs. Scott approximately $7,000 (Owner’s) (photo on web site)�������� Estimate $1,200 - 1,500
2169 H
United States, Delicious Mish Mash to Explore, 1862-2005. Remnants from several collections arrived in six
cartons; like a box of chocolates, you never know what you’ll get (unless you come to examine it first); numerous albums including White Ace with Columbian to 10c then mostly mint 1926-1946 including Prexies to $5 Coolidge, Minkus 1926-1958 mint,
and Scott American 1936-1968; early plate blocks including 498, 525, 548, 549, 628, C16, National Parks perforated and Special
Printings, plus several dozen more; hundreds of better worldwide postcards with commemorative cancels as well as dozens of US
mint entires; several 1904 World’s Fair fancy cancels on period postcards; folder stuffered with dozens of revenues on documents;
Supersafe black stockbook with Christmas Seals from 1907-1976; fascinating study of the 1932 5c and 7c Washington issues for
double transfer, re-entry, and scratches as well as 1c Franklin and 2c Washington studies; wonderful 1939 Elmer Long Christmas
Seal Album about half full (or is that half empty?); expect the full range of condition from faulty to flawless; lots of hidden value
for the treasure hunter, Fine to Very Fine. ...................................����������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
2170 HH/H
3¢ Commemorative Sheet Accumulation, 1946-57. Group of 862 mint sheets in moderate to larger quantities, each
sorted by Scott number into plastic sheet protectors, with: 941 (15), 943 (2), 944 (13), 946 (15), 947 (12), 959 (38), 963 (36), 967
(46), 969 (26), 974 (18), 977 (29), 982 (34), 984 (19), 985 (26), 987 (28), 989 (30), 992 (24), 1002 (38), 1003 (38), 1004 (17),
1007 (27), 1013 (14), 1014 (43), 1015 (46), 1016 (31), 1023 (29), 1025 (51), 1067 (11), 1076 (28), 1081 (20), 1083 (16), 1087
(24), 1089 (8) and 1090 (10). Total face value is $1,293, o.g., mostly never hinged, generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges
apply - weight 12 lbs. (photo on web site)��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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2171 m
U.S. Imperforate and Perforate 3¢ Washington, 1851-1861. From the following range of Scott Numbers 10/10A,
11/11A, 26/26A, with 800+ imperforate stamps and 100++ perforate stamps, sorted by issue into shades, plate varieties, a few
cracked plates, month cancels, various reliefs, platings including partial plate 3 reconstruction of 97 different stamps. Usual mixed
centering and condition, great lot to find some great cancels or varieites to integrate into your U.S. specialist collection, generally
Fine to Very Fine appearance. Shipping charges apply - weight 4.2 lbs. (photo on web site)
������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2172 m
United States, Massive Washington-Franklin Treasure-Hunters Used Coil Accumulation, 1909-1916. Several
hundred singles, pairs and strips organized by image type (not yet identified by Catalog number or checked for grading); Scott #
390 approximately 470 copies, mostly in strips or pairs with line pairs; A140 type 1c green coil horizontal pair (71), joint line pairs
(35), plus a few vertical coils and a Schermack pair and 3 singles; A138 type vertical pair and single; A140 type 2c carmine 70
strips of 3-5 stamps, 119 pairs plus 12 Mailometer and 326 singles horizontal and vertical; A140 type 3c violet 60 pairs plus 20
strips of 3-5, several Mailometer, 2 dozen Schermack and 560 singles; A140 type 4c brown several pairs (including 2 line pairs
and more than 520 singles; A157 type 2c red with approximately 310 mostly in strips; and A140 type 5c blue strip of 11 (LP),
strip of 4 (LP) and several pairs and singles; who knows how many 445, 446, 456, 457, 458 or 599As are here; time to break our
the catalog and perforation gauge, Fine to Very Fine. .................����������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2173 m/)
United States, Early Airmail Used and on Cover, 1918-1929. Wonderful collection of C1-C6 postally used and
on cover; C1 vertical pair on Registered front with a strip of three 392 and a pair of 548, two 1925 Birmingham to Detroit including C1s, 3 vertical pairs, 2 horizontal pairs plus 12 singles (a few beautifully centered); C2 pair of centerline vertical pairs and 8
singles; C3 stunning plate block of 6 on luggage tag, horizontal pair plus 41 singles; C4 eleven examples on cover with varied
additional franking, two horizontal pairs and 15 singles; C5 Zeppelin cover to Germany with lovely C5 block, and 14 singles; C6
three fresh Lakehurst to Friedrichshafen covers each with C6 blocks, also three Lindbergh flown envelopes sporting C6 franking,
also beautiful single; the makings of a wonderful exhibit; consider grading, Fine to Very Fine. ���������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2174 P		
Accumulation of Production Proofs and Press Photos, 1960s-80s. With three difficult-to-find production proofs,
each showing enlarged stamp image along with color and saturation scales, plus approximately 600 black and white press photos
to announce new stamp, postal card and souvenir card issues, generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 4.2 lbs.
(photo on web site)���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2175 H/m
U.S. and Canada Large Collection Balance 1850’s-1970’s. Filling a little more than two large bankers boxes full
of stamps, in mint sheet files, stockpages, dealer tear sheets, glassines, etcetera packed with stamps, with a nice mint sheet file
folder containing BEP postage dues from 2¢-10¢ in larger multiples, a stockbook containing 1920-1940’s commemoratives, a few
lower denomination Columbians 232-36, several Overrun countries name blocks sets, many loose park’s, 2¢ reds and 3¢ purples,
Army Navy plate blocks, J61 plate block, a stockpage full of I.R. revenue overprint plate number strips of three, a stockbook full of
used Special Delivery and Parcel Post stamps, a stockbook full of 3c purples singles, a few stockpages of better U.S. singles with
used: 76, 151, 153, 165, 190, 214, a group of Canadian postage from the late 1930’s to late 1970’s with many booklets and plate
blocks, two interesting stockpages of Canadian revenue stamps, normal mixed condition and centering as you would typically see
in a large balance lot such as this, generally Fine to Very Fine. A great treasure hunt lot as we noticed many $5, $10, $20, etc. items
floating about that will quickly add up to substantial value. Shipping charges apply - weight 38.6 lbs. (photo on web site)
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2176 H
United States, Fresh, Well Organized Mint Accumulation, 1940-2019. Thousands of mint singles, blocks, coil
strips, strips of 10-16, and souvenir sheets in three boxes; runs from 3-37 cents but not much is in the lesser values with most 10
cents and up; Face exceeds $1,500 and the variety is wonderful; clean and nicely presented with the glassines annotated with catalog numbers, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 9.2 lbs. ������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2177 H
United States, 2 Volumes of Better Sheets, 1937-2005. Pair of G&K binders, each with 50+ black sleeves with
sheets on each side; 774, 799, 783, 785-794, 796, 801, 798, 800, 773, 836, Overrun Countries 909-920, up through Legends of Music (14 different), Nature of America (60 from a dozen series), Birds, Animals, States and lots more; some perforation separation
noted on a few early sheets with overall condition F-VF; face value $1100+, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight
12.4 lbs. �������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2178 )
United States, Balance of Epic Collector, 1923-1970. Three large boxes of remainder from Chicago airmail collector prominent in the 1930s; liked to scrapbook create custom covers to honor Bremen Flyers, Lindbergh, Earhart, Balbo and
others as the visited the Windy City; noted uncacheted National Parks and Overrun Countries (do you know an artist?) as well as
thousands of addressed and unaddressed first day covers; would estimate number of covers in the low thousands; lots of commorative covers from Macon, Akron and other airships; extensive Century of Progress material; early CAMs and FAMS, some signed
by pilots or Postmasters; many hours of enjoyment (or profit?) for the winning bidder, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply
- weight 52.8 lbs. ��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $750 - 1,000
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2179 m
United States, Imperforate Used Issues, 1910-1923. A few hundred early imperforate values postally used, some
may be coil pairs; A140 1c gray green imperf pair; A140 2c carmine rose (Scott # 532?) 7 copies; 383 98 horizontal pairs and 15
pairs with line, 3 vertical strips of 3 with line, 5 vertical strips of 3 without line, 2 horizontal strips of 3 with line, 7 horizontal strips
without line, 9 vertical strips of 4 without line, 3 horizontal strips of 4 with line, 1 horizontal strip of 4 without line, 159 vertical
pairs without line, 36 vertical pairs with line, also noted stray Schermack on piece; 384 has 115 (most are vertical pairs or strips up
to 5 stamps) copies (including four with line); 535 has 2 horizontal pairs and several singles; 575 two blocks of 4 and four horizontal pairs without line and two with line, 3 vertical pairs; 576 has block of 16, gutter plock of 12, 3 gutter blocks of 8, 2 blocks of 6
(one is a plate block), 5 blocks of 4 (one is centerline), a vertical pair and 16 singles; 611 has centerline block of 6, six blocks of 4
(including cornr margin, vertical centerline, and horizontal centerline, three vertical pairs, 142 singles and several on piece; very
nice condition stock and the possibility that some are coils, Fine to Very Fine. ��������������������������������������������� Estimate $750 - 1,000
2180 H
United States, Premium Sheets and Face, 1927-1995. Better sheets include Scott # 643, 644, 654, 680, 682, 703,
704, 716, 724, 725, 726, 1279, 1331-32, C20, and C23; plenty of face value sheets (3c-13c with a stray 29c) including 42 sheets of
1976 State Flags; only one half sheet noted, everything else looks intact and fresh; Scott catalog for premium plate blocks $770
plus $1,000+ Face, Fine to Very Fine. ������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������ Estimate $750 - 1,000
2181 H
United States, Uncut Sheets and Commemorative Panels, 1980-2015. USPS uncut sheets in sonotubes with
popular subjects including John Wayne, Classic Movie Monsters, Marilyn Monroe, and Cary Grant; numerous year sets, some
framed philatelic items, and a few hundred premium (color cancels) First Day Covers; tremendous collection of Commemorative Panels, several hundred in total with numerous high value stamps up to $19.75, in exceptional condition; two binders
with booklets and mini sheets mostly in the 32c-34c range; Face value $600+, Fine to Very Fine. ���������������� Estimate $500 - 750

Assortments
2182 HH/H/m
Uncommonly Eclectic Miscellany, 1902-38. A couple hundred items (representing more stamps) presented on a
mix of manila and Vario stockpages a bit haphazardly, which simply adds to the fun of reviewing the lot; material ranges from
Second Bureau Issue through the Prexies, with multiples mint (including a few plate blocks) and used, perforated and imperforate pairs or blocks mint and used, a solid selection of Washington-Franklins (unchecked), strip multiples mint and used, used
precancel multiples, mint and used Folly blocks of four, dollar-value Prexie blocks (including vertical block of six #834), some
Airs, even a page with a selection of Newspapers, Documentaries and Parcel Post Postage Dues (two precancelled); condition
varies as expected, but generally clean and sound; any yellowing in our images is due to the stocksheet’s plastic—the stamps are
completely fresh, Fine to Very Fine, an enticing little something to spice up your stock. Shipping charges apply - weight 1 lbs.
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Bidding Increments:
Bidding shall proceed in accordance with the following schedule:
Up to $200: increase by $10
Over $200 to $500: increase by $25
Over $500 to $1,000: increase by $50
Over $1,000 to $3,000: increase by $100
Over $3,000 to $7,500: increase by $250

Over $7,500 to $15,000: increase by $500
Over $15,000 to $30,000: increase by $1,000
Over $30,000 to $70,000: increase by $2,500
Over $70,000 to $130,000: increase by $5,000
Over $130,000 : at discretion of auctioneer.

All lots have been extensively imaged online for your convenience.
Be sure to visit www.kelleherauctions.com for a look.
As always, shipping charges apply to all lots, and are based on weight and destination.
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Dealers Stock
2183 HH/H
Mega Mint Melody of Merchandise, 1881-1925. This one will definitely have you whistling a happy tune, as there
are—and yes, this is a technical term—heaps of better mint ranging from unused, to hinged to never hinged, worth $190,000 tallying the consignor’s offer prices; the full offer consists of #206 (2 singles plus pair), 210, 214, 217, 220a, 221 (2), 226, 227, 229,
230, 232 block of four, 233 block of four, 234 (3), 236 (2 plus block of four), 237 (5), 238 (2), 239 (3), 240 (3), 241 (5), 245 (1993
PSE certificate), 252 plate number single, 260 (3), 268, 270, 272 275, 276, 278 (2), 279Bc (single, block of four, 3 plate strips of
three), 283, 288, 291, 292, 293 (2), 298 (2), 299, 308, 310 block of four, 313, 325 (single plus horizontal guide line block of four),
327 (3), 330 (4, all nicely margined and centered), 333 on experimental thick paper, 335, 337 (2), 341 (2), 350, 352 pair, 354, 372,
385 (single plus guide line pair), 387 pair (2mm spacing), 391 pair, 394 line pair, 400 plate number single, 403, 404 (2), 407, 419
(2), 420, 429 (partial imprint pair plus block of four), 430 block of four, 437, 438, 456 pair, 461 block of four, 464 block of four,
465, 466, 472, 477 (2), 479, 480 (single plus paste-up pair with plate number), 514, 518, 523 (6), 547 (single plus block of four),
547a plate number single, 550, 555 plate number single, 570, 572 (single plus block of four), 573, C1 (3 blocks of four), E1, E2 (2),
E5, E6 (2), E8 (2, 1 with part imprint), E9, E10 block of four, J18 (2), J19, J20, J22 (2), J26, J27, J28, J29 (2), J37 (2), J59, J66 (2),
J74 (2), J75 (2), K4, K9 block of four, K15 (2), K16 (2), O3 block of four, O14 (2), O17 corner block of four, O28 block of four,
O61, O90, O110 (single plus pair), O112, three Executive Specimens (O10XS, O12S, O13S), O39SD, PR25, PR30, PR63, PR64,
PR69, PR108, PR109, PR102-PR113, Q4, Q7, Q8, Q11, Q12 (2), RW1, RW3, RW4, RW15, plus private vending perforations
#320 Schermack Type II line strip of four, 345 Brinkerhoff Type IIb pair, 371 Mail-o-Meter Type IV pair, plus 371 Brinkerhoff
Type IIa pair with vertical guide line; faults noted, but condition is generally superior to what is normally found in such stock;
numerous certificates accompany, Fine to Very Fine with much better, viewing imperative; you’ll not see another stock like this for
quite some time. (photo on web site)..........................................������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $40,000 - 60,000
2184 m
High Value Stock of Used 19th Century. More than 450 dealer’s “102” small retail cards comprising three New
York Postmaster’s Provisionals, 13 Five-Cent 1847s, followed by the 1851-56 Issues (89 cards), 1857-60 Issues (34), 1861-66
Issues (110), 1867 Grills (76), 1869 Pictorials (61), and 1870-90 Bank Note Issues (71); loaded with high catalog stamps, shades,
plate varieties and better cancels, though condition varies throughout; everything is identified and marked with a retail price, those
prices totaling more than $140,000. Should prove a most rewarding lot. (photo on web site)������������� Estimate $30,000 - 40,000
2185 HH/H/m
Tremendous Stock of Back-of-the-Book Issues. More than 400 dealer’s “102” small retail cards, more than 150
of the Officials, the rest representing Special Deliveries, Registration (two VF NH F1), Postage Dues, Offices in China, Newspapers, Parcel Posts, Locals & Carriers, and postal stationery Cut Squares; a few mint highlights include J3 (VF, NH), J23-26
nhp, J28 (VF, LH), J58 (Fine used x2), K6 (VF, NH x2), K7 (block of 4, F, NH), K16 (block of 4, F, o.g.), O1-9 (mint/unused),
O29 (XF, o.g.), O32 (VF, n.g.), O32 (small “x” presentation cancel, VF), O67 (F-VF, o.g. x2), PR67 (F-VF, o.g. x2), Q2a (VG
x3, one NH, two LH - cat. $3,000 each), and much, etc., etc., etc.; condition ranges from slightly faulty to XF Gem and every
stamp is identified and marked with a retail price, the total coming to more than $130,000. A powerful lot. (photo on web site)
������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $30,000 - 40,000
2186 H/m
Powerful Stock of 20th Century Regular Issues, Commemoratives & Airmails. Mainly mint stock on more than
400 dealer’s “102” small retail cards; comprises 1902-03 Issue through the Jamestown commemoratives (54 cards), the Washington-Franklin through the Pilgrim Tercentenary (221 including 25 Panama-Pacifics), Fourth Bureaus and balance of the 20th
century (80), and the Airmails, C1//C31 (49); highlights here are too numerous to mention, with a large part of the stock made
up of premium quality low- to mid-range items, the higher catalog items generally Fine or F-VF; e.g. there are two Fine $2 #313
(one NH, the other LH), but three VF-XF $5 #480 (all NH!); and there are sometimes five or more of an item (usually on separate
cards), for instance, there are seven NH $5 Hamilton plate blocks and seven NH C18s; we do note a few “Lake” shades that we
don’t guarantee, but, overall, condition is just about all F-VF or better; everything is identified and marked with a retail price, the
total coming to more than $150,000. An extremely worthwhile lot. (photo on web site)��������������������� Estimate $30,000 - 40,000
2187 m
Substantial and Valuable Used Stock, 1845-1920. Hundreds of items in all, from Postmasters’ Provisionals to
Washington-Franklins, plus Back-of-the-Book including Special Delivery, Postage Due, Offices in China, Official and Revenue
issues and more; each on its own #102 card or dealer card, identified with catalogue and retail values; holding comprises #9X1e,
1b, 1c (5), 1d (3), 2 (2), 6, 8A, 9 (4 pairs, 2 vertical), 10 (4), 10 var (6 copper brown shades), 10A (3), 11, 12 (3, 1 with defective
transfer), 16 (2, lovely margins), 17 pair, 23, 25, 28, 31, 36, 46, 63a, 63b (single plus pair), 63c, 64, 67 pair, 67b (3), 70, 70b (3), 70c
(2, 1 with light pre-printing paper fold), 72, 75, 85B (2), 85E, 87, 93 (3), 100, 113, 115, 119 (2), 120, 126, 143, 153, 190 (2), 217,
238, 240, 241 (3), 277 (2), 278 (2), 289, 293, 298, 313, 315 (5 singles plus pair, all with what appear to be amply large margins),
351, 355 pair, 375d, 388, 478, 500, 534B, E4, E7, J33, K4 (clear Shanghai cancel), K15 (wavy line machine cancel), O13, O68,
143L2, OR4, Q10 Darrah Shanghai overprint, QE4 Darrah Shanghai overprint, R135b, R150 (3, 1 with pre-printing paper
fold), R150a, RB17c (3), RB18b, RB18c (3); various certificates accompany; the occasional fault but loads of material to keep
even the busiest dealer happy; consignor’s total retail tallied over $160,000, Fine to Very Fine with much better, including some
verging on the sublime, a must-see, one-time offer. (photo on web site)������������������������������������������������ Estimate $30,000 - 40,000
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2188 H
Powerful Panacea of High-Ticket Unused Singles, 19th Century. About 135 items, from #1 to #260, on the original Bill’s Bargain Stamps cards, from his primo stock, as listed on his eBay store, includes #9X1; 9X1e (2); 1 (6); 1b (3); 2 (3); 7
(2 including plate 4); 8A; 10A; 12 (2); 13 (4); 14; 15 (2); 17 (3); 19b/22 pair; 21; 23; 24; 25; 27 (2); 28; 36; 36 strip of five; 37 (2);
37a; 37b; 38 (3) 41Pvar; 43var; 63a; 64 (3 of which two need a bath as ozxidation has set in); 67 (2); 68 (3); 69 (2); 71 (4); 75 (2);
76 (4); 76 block; 77 (5); 79C-E; 79-E15d block; 82E var “B” grill essay; 88 vertical pair; 88; 90; 95 (3); 95a; 98 92); 98 var thin
paper; 99; 101; 112 block; 114; 114a; 115; 115 var double grill; 116; 117 (6); 118 (3); 119 (8); 120; 121 (2); 138a; 144 cert; 145;
149; 151; 153; 156; 161 (2); 165 (2); 166; 179; 187; 188 (3); 189 cert; 260 pair and a block both oxidized, from the good the bad
and the ugly and listed as he identified them, take note, that some number of items will not be unused or are misidentified, but there
are many that will pass the müster and worth ponying up for, also, some undetectable faults as well, from very good to very fine,
viewing would be highly reccommended and will reward the viewer, a potent and high cataloging group, retail as listed exceeds
$250,000, very conservatively estimated. ������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������ Estimate $30,000 - 40,000
2189 H
High Value Stock of Mint/Unused 19th Century. About 185 dealer’s “102” small retail cards beginning with Postmasters’ Provisionals 8XU2 Reprint, 9X1 & 10X1 Reprint, followed by the 1851-56 Issues (18 cards), 1861-66 Issues (38), 1867
Grills (19), 1869 Pictorials (33), and 1870-88 Bank Note Issues (95), many cards containing short sets or multiples; a few examples
of what you’ll find include Scott #30A & 36B, both o.g., LH, fresh and Fine, four #73 blocks of 4 (3 with o.g.), two #141 with o.g.,
two #209 (F-VF NH & XF LH), a 209b (F-VF NH), and two NH #216 (VF & F-VF), etc.; condition varies throughout with the
usual centering problems plus a few regums here and there, but there is plenty of good saleable material here; cards are all marked
with retail prices - apparently accounting for the aforementioned condition problems - and those prices total more than $120,000.
One can only imagine what the catalog value would be. (photo on web site) ��������������������������������������� Estimate $25,000 - 35,000
2190 P		
United States Card and India Proof Stock, 1857-1894. Very fresh and mostly sound huge stock of proofs, many
complete sets and incredibly popular. This may be the only offering of this size to come on the market in quite some time. Copy
of inventory list is available upon request. Inventory consists of - India Proofs: 40P3 (5), 41P3 (1), 42P3 (5), 43P3 (2), 44P3 (4),
45P3 (2), 46P3 (2), 47P3 (2), 63P3 (6), 65P3 (8), 66TC3 (6), 68P3 (5), 69P3 (8), 71P3 (2), 72P3 (2), 73P3 (11), 73P3a (3), 74P3
(13), 76P3 (7), 77P3 (24), 78P3 (13), 112P3 (13), 113P3 (2), 114P3 (10), 115P3 (7), 116P3 (11), 117P3 (4), 119P3 (1), 120P3 (4),
121P3 (5), 122P3 (1), 145P3 (8), 146P3 (16), 147P3 (7), 148P3 (10), 149P3 (2), 150P3 (13), 151P3 (7), 152P3 (6), 153P3 (9),
154P3 (3), 156P3 (7), 157P3 (10), 158P3 (5), 159P3 (7), 161P3 (8), 162P3 (12), 163P3 (14), 164P3 (8), 165P3 (9), 183P3 (10),
185P3 (21), 205P3 (17), 207P3 (18), 209P3 (8), 210P3 (6), 212P3 (10), 213P3 (18), 214P3 (18), 215P3 (1), 216P3 (3), 217P3 (2),
218P3 (2), 219P3 (4), 219DP3 (3), 221P3 (5), 222P3 (2), 223P3 (4), 224P3 (3), 225P3 (3), 226P3 (2), 227P3 (7), 228P3 (5), E1P3
(3), E2P3 (5), E3P3 (3), J1P3 (3), J3P3 (1), J4P3 (2), J20P3 (2), J21P3 (3), J22P3 (2), J23P3 (3), J24P3 (3), J25P3 (4), J26P3 (2),
J28P3 (1) and Card Proofs: 40P4 (12), 41P4 (10), 42P4 (24), 43P4 (20), 44P4 (25), 45P4 (26), 46P4 (18), 47P4 (14), 63P4 (48),
65P4 (17), 68P4 (22), 69P4 (40), 71P4 (30), 72P4 (23), 73P4a (31), 74P4 (7), 76P4 (36), 77P4 (27), 78P4 (15), 112P4 (11), 113P4
(12), 114P4 (10), 115P4 (16), 116P4 (5), 117P4 (6), 129P4 (6), 121P4 (7), 156P4 (21), 157P4 (52), 159P4 (3), 160P4 (26), 161P4
(3), 162P4 (34), 163P4 (43), 164P4 (45), 165P4 (35), 166P4 (35), 183P4 (57), 185P4 (53), 205P4 (48), 206P4 (19), 207P4 (34),
208P4 (24), 209P4 (28), 210P4 (44), 211P4 (85), 213P4 (42), 214P4 (47), 215P4 (44), 216P4 (25), 217P4 (29), 218P4 (37), 219P4
(18), 220P4 (3), 221P4 (5), 222P4 (20), 223P4 (14), 224P4 (10), 225P4 (8), 226P4 (18), 227P4 (28), 228P4 (24), 229P4 (1), 247P4
(22), 248P4 (14), 256P4 (3), 262P4 (1), E1P4 (35), E2P4 (28), E3P4 (22), J1P4 (12), J2P4 (10), J3P4 (9), J4P4 (7), J5P4 (6), J6P4
(7), J7P4 (10), J22P4 (27), J23P4 (28), J24P4 (28), J25P4 (28), J26P4 (26), J27P4 (28), J28P4 (28), LO1P4 (31) and LO2P4 (31).,
generally Fine to Very Fine, ex. William Langs Stock. Shipping charges apply - weight 5 lbs. Scott approximately $118,000+ (photo on web site)������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $25,000 - 35,000
2191 H/m
Excellent Stock of Late 19th Century Through the Pan-Americans. More than 300 dealer’s “102” small retail
cards with heavy duplication; the lot begins with the 1890 Issue, which includes 43 cards; this is followed by the Columbians (98
cards), the First Bureau Issue (76), the Trans-Mississippis (45) and the Pan-American (45); there are loads with premium quality
lower values, lots of very nice middle values and many slightly lesser quality high values; dollar values include 17 $1 Columbians
(8 used) & five $2 (4 used); the First Bureaus include 17 $1 (6 used), nine $2 (one used), and seven $5 (all used); and there is one
used $1 Trans-Mississippi and five used $2; all priced, with the total of those prices coming to more than $110,000. A highly
useful lot of these popular issues. (photo on web site)................������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $25,000 - 35,000
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2192 H/m
Premium Parcel of Bill’s Better Items, Mint and Used, Mostly Singles, 19th & 20th Century. Over 150 nicer-quality items, includes as listed used: #1b; 1d; 7 (2 including a plate 2); 9 strip of three (5); 9 (7 with various cancels, positions,
etc., 12; 13; 14 (2); 17 (2); 17 pair (2); 24; 26a (14); 27; 28; 30A strip of three; 36 vertical pair; 64; 67 (3); 67b; 68; 70,70b,70c;
70a; 70b (3); 71 (3) 72; 75 pair; 76a; 77 85; 85B (6); 91 (2 incl var w/ imprint in margin); 93 w/ Balt Foreign mail cancel; 95 (2);
99; 100; 121 (3); 146 fancy shield; many of the Banknotes with NYFM cancels: 148; 153 (2); 159; 161; 162; 178; 262; 277; 278;
293; O34; R95a; R96a; R130; RB8b (2); RS16a; RS99a. Unused as listed include: #8XU1R; 9; 17; 24 block; 25; 26 blocks of
four and ten; 26A pair; 37 (2); 56; 63; 65 block69; 71; 76; 96; 97; 98 straight edge; 119 (4); 145; 153; 156/165 various; 187; 189
pair; 209; 216 (2); 233; 235 block; 236; 238; 241 (3); 255; 262 perf faults; 276; 288 imprint pair; 290 block; 291- specimen; 292
(2); 298; 301c (separated); 331; 340 block; 446 pair; 477; 480; 547; 550; E1 (3); E3 (3); E4 (2); K15; O28SD; O30SD; O36TC;
O67; O83-93 (3); O110 block; O112; PR12; Q10 (2); Q12; RJM2-3 NH; RW3. Generally fine-very fine or better, some tougher
numbers, i.e. #85B are more vg-fine, some faults as one might expect and some hidden challenges with gum and perforations, but
a very useful and presentable grouping with some better numbers present, most intriging holding worthy of a quick peek and ready
to bid, owners marked prices easily exceed $100,000.00. ��������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $20,000 - 30,000
2193 P		
Stock of Mainly 19th Century Proofs. About 200 dealer’s “102” small retail cards containing mainly plate proofs
- there are three cut down die proofs - including a few pairs and sets or short sets; includes 1851-56 Issues (21 cards), 1861-66
Issues (37), 1869 Pictorials (14), Bank Notes (39), 1890 to Washington-Franklin Issues (32), Special Delivery to Officials (10),
Revenues (42 — 22 1st-3rd Issues & 19 Match & Medicines); nearly all clean and F-VF or better; marked retail prices ranging
from $85 to $1,250 (E13P1 cut close and 212P4), the total coming to about $60,000. A useful lot. (photo on web site)
������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $15,000 - 20,000
2194 E		
Stock of 1869 Pictorial Issue Essays. More than 170 black approval cards or small dealer cards containing small
numeral plate essays of the 1869 Pictorials with heavy duplication including some in quantities of 50 & up (various colors including blocks); also includes a few plate proofs of the issued designs; nearly all clean and F-VF. Scott value is over $75,000. (photo
on web site) ��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $15,000 - 20,000
2195 P		
Impressive Stock of Match & Medicine Proofs. Over 100 black approval cards or small dealer cards of die and
plate proofs in trial and issued colors including 12 different plate proofs in quantities of from 16 to 72 in blocks of 4 or larger;
overall catalog values range from $50 to $600 plus a few unlisted. A marvelous lot, just about all all clean and F-VF. Scott value
is over $50,000. (photo on web site)�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $10,000 - 15,000
2196 P		
Small, But Valuable Stock of Regular Issue Essays & Proofs, 1845-90. About 105 black approval cards or small
dealer cards, many with sets or small quantities of the same item; the proofs are almost all plate proofs - including many blocks
- but there are a few small die proofs with small flaws; the essays include many die proofs, the majority of them Schernikows;
condition is generally clean and F-VF. Scott value is in excess of $55,000. (photo on web site) ��������� Estimate $10,000 - 12,000
2197 P		
Large Stock of Revenue Proofs. About 100 black approval cards or small dealer cards containing plate proofs of the
first three General Issues and the first two Proprietary Issues; includes both trial and issued colors and some heavy duplication, especially the 1¢-10¢ First Proprietaries, some in quantities of 15 to 30 or more; also includes large die proofs RB11P1 and RB16P1.
Condition generally clean and F-VF. Scott value is about $50,000. (photo on web site)���������������������� Estimate $10,000 - 15,000
2198 S		
Small Stock of Specimen Overprints. 51 dealer’s “102” small retail cards; starts with a 1P3 with diagonal overprint
(light staining) and including 14 19th century, four 20th and 33 Officials, several with two or more values; all are identified and
marked with retail prices ranging from $75 to $1,299 (a 12¢ Navy Dept.). A most unusual lot with retail prices totaling nearly
$55,000. (photo on web site)�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $10,000 - 15,000
2199 H/m
U.S. Massive Classics Stock, 1851-1920’s. In four large stockbooks, each stockbook containing various early 19th
to early 20th century classic issues grouped together (but still needs a bit of order to combine overlapping sections), with many
better stamps in larger quantity, with used: 7 (13), 9 (19 singles and a pair), 10, 10A (2), 11/11A (40+), 12 (3), 14 (2), 15 (5), 17
(6), 26/26A (90+), 63 (62), 65 (470++), 67, 68 (37), 69 (41), 70/78 with shades (36), 71 (22), 72 (3), 76 (22), 77 (9), 92 (2), 149
(7), 151 (7), 152 (2), 153 (6), 154, 155, 160 (5), 162 (7), 163 (6), 165 (2), 166 (4), 189 (17), 190 (10), 191 (2), 205 (25), 208 (2),
211 (51), 214 (12), 215 (15), 217 (5), 228 (8), 229 (9), 238 (11), 239 (9), 240 (4), 260 (10), 275 (9), 276 (4), 287 (15), 288 (22), 289
(16), 290 (28), 291 (7), 296 (80+), 297 (40+), 298 (16), 299 (24), 310 (13), 311 (5), 325 (12), 326 (20), 327 (16), 330 (60), 400 (13),
400A (9), 404 (10), 479 (7), 547 (7) and mint (o.g. and no gum): 295 (26), 296 (3), 298 (5), 299 (4), 325 (4) and 326 (2). Mixed
centering and condition, many great stamps with plenty of better cancels and shades of the earlier classic issues which could add
substantial value, generally Fine to Very Fine appearance. Shipping charges apply - weight 9.8 lbs. (photo on web site)
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $8,000 - 12,00
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2200 )
Fantastical First Day Cover Fandango, 1909-31. Over 200 sleeved items—single covers or groups—identified,
valued and ready to sell; begins with a Second Day #367 cover, with grand coverage of the Fourth Bureau Issue, a couple low
denomination Kansas-Nebraskas, plus a few Airs and Special Deliveries; a semi-specialized holding, with various cities available
for a given issue, with many sought-after servicers present such as Roessler, Worden, Nickles, Caldwell, Hammelman, plus a First
Guy Atwood (#618) and a scarce Philip Ward cover (#567, certificate); generally clean and sound, the consignor’s retail totaling
over $50,000, Fine to Very Fine or better, see the entire holding online. (photo on web site)
����������� Estimate $8,000 - 12,000
2201 Pa
Stock of Plate Proofs in Blocks of 4. 96 dealer’s “102” small retail cards containing plate proofs on India or card,
a few containing more than one number; includes 1861-66 Issues (9 cards)), 1869 Pictorials (5), Bank Notes (24), 1890 to First
Bureaus (17), 1st-3rd Revenue Issues (16), Match & Medicines (22) and three miscellaneous; virtually all clean and Very Fine with
marked retail prices totaling more than $35,000. A great lot. (photo on web site) �������������������������� Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
2202 H/m/)
U.S., Back-of-the-Book Stock, 1847-1920’s. In dealer stock book of approval cards on dealer tear pages, with better
(mint unless noted otherwise): 306 imprint pair, 359 with Herrick certificate, 524, 620 centerline block, 834 plate block, E4, O1-9,
O25-34, Brazer 79e-Ci, mint blocks of four: 300 (3), 301 (3), 302 (2), 303 (3), 304 (2), 305, 306 (3), 308, 314 (2), 320 (2), 323 (2),
324 (2), 325 (2), 326 (2), 327, 327 used, 328-30 (3 sets of blocks), 328 (2), 329 (2), 330, 330 block of eight, 330 block of nine with
plate number and imprint, 335, 336, 370, 371, 400A, 548-50, 550, 572, 620 (3), 621 (4), 662, E7, covers: 1, 2, 25, 32 (two singles
on cover), 33, 35, a couple early Cameo covers and 15L13. Typical mixed condition you see among most dealer stocks along with
plenty of sound better items scattered about. A great lot for breakdown for individual resale, generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping
charges apply - weight 3.8 lbs. Scott $35,000+ (Owner’s) (photo on web site)����������������������������������������� Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
2203 HH/H/m
Sensational Stock of Select U.S. Easily a couple hundred items, almost all on old dealer’s or auction cards and
identified, priced (years ago) and ready to add to stock; overwhelming majority are mint (we only spotted a couple used classics),
with a solid portion of those never hinged; nice mix of singles and plate blocks, the singles including (mint or never hinged, unless
noted) #17 (used), 62B (used, reperforated, with red paint grid cancel and a 1988 P.F. certificate), 67b (so-identified; with lovely
PAID grid cancel), 116 (used), 123, 134, 243, 244, 369, 505 in block of nine (2), 523, 524 (5), 547, 573, 658-668 (2), C1 (3), C18
(2), plus solid selections of Columbians, Trans-Mississippis, Pan-Americans, Panama-Pacifics, and on through the 1920s, with
Bank Notes, Washington-Franklins, Ducks, and others as well; the plate blocks are a sight to behold, including a #374, 401, 481,
526, #528 with monogram over plate number, 537 in pale violet (APS certificate), 549 (2), 550 (2), 616 (“broken circle” variety
noted), 617-619 (2), 620 (2), 628, 701, 1053 (2), C5, C11, and much, much more; generally bright and fresh, Fine to Very Fine
with better throughout, a must-see lot; if you can’t make it to Connecticut, see it all online. Shipping charges apply - weight 4.8 lbs.
(photo on web site).......................................................................����������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $6,000 - 7,000
2204 H/m
United States, Cream of the Crop Classics, 1847-1923. Counter book with stunning classics to supercharge your
stock; postally used include Scott # 1 (3), 7 (plus two strips of 3), 9 (2), 10 (pair), 12, 17, 36, 37, 76, 77, 71, 72 (13!), 78 (pair), 96,
97, 101, 116 (4), 119 (5), 121 (3), 153 (3), 276A, 291; Unused include 112, 290, 310, and 524; each item selected individually by
an advanced and fastidious collector, who had a passion for blue stamps and especially the 90c 1861 as evidenced by 13 examples
of #72, plus a lovely #101, some faults may be present, but of those that we examined we didn’t find many and those that we did
were trivial; standout material that will up your game, Fine to Very Fine. �������������������������������������������������� Estimate $6,000 - 8,000
2205 m
U.S., Old Timers Used Stock, 1880s to 1920s (Scott 211//E3). High quality group neatly arranged in old glassines
in shoe box, quantities to many hundreds of each, replete with numerous sound and Very Fine or better stamps hand picked by a
long deceased Old Time collector, one can mine some extremely-fine gems from this holding, some that would be worthy of grading, assembled many decades ago and waiting to see the light of day, viewing carefully will be rewarding, Fine to Very Fine with
many better. Shipping charges apply - weight 2 lbs. Scott $70,000+ (photo on web site)��������������������������� Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
2206 HH/H/m
Small Stock of Better Revenues. More than 120 dealer’s “102” small retail cards, more than a third of which are
First Issue including many very nice $100-and-up stamps; highlights of other issues include (used unless noted) R128 (unused
without gum), R129 (2), R130 (slightly clipped perforations one side), R131 (small thin), R170 (mint block of 4), R192a (3 never
hinged), RB19b (unused pair & single plus a used single), RD328-329 (unused blocks of 4 without gum), RE187 (mint block of 4),
RE197 (2 mint), RJM5-7 (mint never hinged), RK22-26, RO181b (mint block of 4, two never hinged), and much, much more; all
are identified and marked with retail prices totaling about $30,000. A very worthwhile lot with lots of unusual material. (photo
on web site)��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
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2207 H/m
United States, High Value Dealer Counter Stock, 1857-1957. Hundreds of better US mint and used annotated with
Scott numbers and catalog values in 3 binders; too numerous to mention everything but a smattering includes; 36 mint ($1,600),
two 67 ($750), 76 mint ($1,400), two 85 ($1,100), 88 mint ($950), three 95 ($850), 97 mint ($2,800), two 99 ($1,500), five 100
($950), two 115 mint ($2,500), 116 MLH ($1,850), 124 ($750), two 141 ($1,400), 149 mint ($900), three 161 mint ($800), 186
mint ($900), 240 MNH ($1,250), 241 MLH ($1,000), 244 MLH ($2,000), 260 MNH ($1,425), E2 MNH ($1,150), and E4 MNH
($2,000); tremendous catalog value for the show or internet dealer; considerable variation in condition, close inspection recommended, Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 6.4 lbs. ������������������������������������������������������������������������������ Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
2208 H
United States, Post Office Fresh Definitives, 1923. Partial sheets of stamps in two sheet files; old-time dealer’s
stock of Scott 581-591 and 632-642 all exceedingly fresh; all MNH with large multiples and a few plate blocks; mostly VF or better
with some with extraordinary centering and color; Scott catalog $24,000+, Fine to Very Fine. ������������� Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
2209 HH/H/m
Small Stock of the 1930 Graf Zeppelin Airmails (Scott C13-C15). Comprises ten of the 65¢ value (nine mint four of them NH, one of which has a light crease, and one used); 12 of the $1.30 (nine mint - seven NH, and three used), and five
of the $2.60 (all mint NH, one with a small tone spot); all are dealer’s “102” small retail cards and condition is all F-VF or VF.
Scott value is $12,730. (photo on web site)������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������ Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
2210 P		
United States Banknote Card and India Proof Stock, 1870-1881. Very fresh and mostly sound huge stock of
proofs, many complete sets and incredibly popular. Copy of inventory list is available upon request. Inventory consists of - India
Proofs: 145P3 (13), 146P3 (10), 147P3 (10), 148P3 (6), 149P3 (4), 150P3 (12), 151P3 (3), 152P3 (8), 153P3 (5), 154P3 (1), 157P3
(2), 158P3 (10), 159P3 (2), 160P3 (1), 161P3 (1), 162P3 (11), 163P3 (1), 164P3 (3), 165P3 (1), 183P3 (20), 185P3 (2), 205P3 (20),
206P3 (7), 207P3 (7), 208P3 (1), 209P3 (19) and Card Proofs: 156P4 (6), 157P4 (28), 158P4 (2), 159P4 (2), 160P4 (30), 161P4
(1), 162P4 (13), 163P4 (16), 164P4 (17), 165P4 (20), 166P4 (22), 183P4 (19), 185P4 (19), 205P4 (15), 206P4 (12), 207P4 (15),
208P4 (5) and 209P4 (10), generally Fine to Very Fine, ex. William Langs Stock. Shipping charges apply - weight 2.2 lbs. Scott
approximately $15,300+ (photo on web site)������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������ Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
2211 H/m
United States, Mint Singles & Better Postally Used, 1861-1968. Compact box with several hundred better stamps
on “102” cards with catalog number and condition; the mint section (over 500 stamps) includes Scott #76, 152, 189, $1 and $4
Columbians, 290, 400, 400A, 518, 547, Kansas overprints (5 complete sets), Nebraska overprints (3 complete sets), 832-834, 1053,
C1-C6, C13, C18 (3); Special Delivery, Shanghai, Postal Note (complete set), Parcel Post, Postage Due, Officials, RW1 (2), RW3
(2), RW4 (2), RW5 (2), RW6 (2), and another 20 Ducks, also Canal Zone, Cuba, Guam, Phillipines and Puerto Rico; used (nearly
150 stamps) include Scott # 17, 32, 33, 69 (2), 70, 72, 77 (2), 78, 115-119, 151, 153, 154, 165, 190, 260, 275 (2), 276, 479, 480 (2),
524 (2), 547 (3), 573 (3), 834, as well as a dozen Ducks; minor faults as one might expect but overall sound and attractive; very
clean with a catalog in excess of $19,500, Fine to Very Fine. ��������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
2212 HH/H/m
Small, Mainly Mint Stock of Better Duck Stamps. About 50 dealer’s “102” small retail cards compg (mint never
hinged unless noted) RW2 (3 LH, 2 used), RW3 (2), RW4 (2, one LH), RW5 (3, two LH), RW6 (2), RW7 (1), RW8 (4), RW9 (2),
RW15//34 (31 cards containing 62 stamps, one used and all but five of the rest NH), and RW51 Special Printing (1); all clean and
F-VF or better; marked retail prices total over $13,000. (photo on web site)
���������������������������� Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
2213 HH/Ha
U.S. Strong 1/2¢-30¢ 1938 Presidential Stock, plate blocks. Main plate block collection duplicates of many thousands of plate blocks in mild to heavy duplication, most neatly organized each in individual glassine envelope by denomination and
plate numbers in ten glassine file boxes and a couple albums of 3¢ plate blocks organized by plate number, some black stock pages
filled with plate blocks and with small group of loose items, a quick approximate inventory consists of the following approximate
number of plate blocks: 803 (260+), 804 (1,900), 805 (1,500), 806 (2800), 807 (9000+ with several pages of electric eye plate
blocks of eight), 811 (20+), 814 (400+), 815 (450), 816 (25), 817 (100+), 818 (40+), 819 (10+), 820 (125), 822 (80+), 825 (400+),
828 (10) and 829 (80+). Lovely overall condition with the occasional better plate number to be found, o.g., some never hinged /
some hinged, generally Fine to Very Fine. Scott Catalog Value is for the common Scott listed plate block and does not factor in
premium for rare or scarce plate numbers. Shipping charges apply - weight 61 lbs. Scott $22,000 ++ (photo on web site)
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
2214 P		
Stock of the 1875 Newspaper Stamps in Trial Color Plate Proofs. More than 500 proofs on black approval cards
with most colors represented and including many blocks of 4; quantities range fro just three of the 84¢ in black to more than 50 of
the 2¢ 12, $1.92, $3, $6 & $9; also includes a few plate proof blocks of 4 in their issued colors; generally clean and F-VF. Scott
value is over $18,000. (photo on web site)�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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2215 HH/H
Captivating and Valuable 20th Century Stock. Hundreds of items, most all identified on old dealer’s or auction
cards and ready for sale; simply loads of popular mid-range material, including Washington-Franklins, Fourth Bureau singles and
plates; Prexie singles, blocks and plates (including #832g); multiple Famous American plate block sets; Airs (including Transports
and Hawaii plate blocks), Special Delivery, Special Handling, Parcel Post, and more; commemoratives mostly from the 2¢ Reds
on; even includes some items rarely encountered in batches such as this, including Motor Vehicle Use Revenues, War Savings
(plate blocks plus an exploded booklet), two full sets of Postal Note stamps, etc.; a few used items mixed in and not counted toward
our estimate; generally fresh and sound, with centering varying as you’d expect, Fine to Very Fine with better, a grand lot for the
internet trader; imaged in full online. Shipping charges apply - weight 4.6 lbs. (photo on web site)��������� Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
2216 H
United States, Super Fresh Dealer Counter Books, 1884-1956. Three counter books with one to five copies
all MNH; 230, 231, 236, 239, 288, nice Washington-Franklins including coils, 505 block of nine (hinged with disturbed gum),
Washington Bicentenial set (7), C1 (3), C2, C3 (3), C4 (6), C5 (3), C6, Shanghai, Parcel Post, and Federal Ducks; very intentional
centering; ready for the dealer with demanding customers; Scott catalog $15,800+, Fine to Very Fine. ���� Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
2217 H
United States, Ardent Matched Plate Block Collector Stock, 1914-2006. To support a lifetime matched position
plate number collection the consignor accumulated thousands of plate blocks; if the 9 drawers were a single long one the glassines
annotated and organized by Scott number would stretch more than 135 inches deep (and there are two overflow tubs, too); early
plate blocks include 525, 530, 563 (8), 610 (2), 642 (2), two cent reds and three cent purples, and on through Scott 1384 and beyond; face runs into the thousands; tremendous number are matched sets for the specialist with a Durland at the ready; Fine to Very
Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 43 lbs. ��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
2218 m
Superb Revenue Stock, 1861-98. Superb holding from a retired show dealer, neatly mounted (the stock, not the
dealer) and described on small lot cards; comprises #R3a, R36a, R1a, R6b, R22b, R34b, R56b, R58b, R61b, R62b, R65b, R6d,
R55d, R95a, R63a, R61a, RB15c, RB11c, R19a, R41a, R43a, R51a, R52a, R57a,R13b, R52a, R64b, R2c, R14c, R17c, R21c, R44c,
R77c, R83c, R86c, R65a, R177, R81d, R560, R616, RB6a, R65b, RB7b, RB16b, R75a, R76a, R82a, R94a, R101a, R81a, R86a,
R93a, R3b, R88a, RF10, RE195-196, RE198-RE203, RE183-RE184, RD338, RD286; a few items appear dubious, but the balance
is genuine and incredibly useful with massive retail value, Fine to Very Fine. Scott $15,000+ (Owner’s) (photo on web site)
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
2219 E		
Small Stock of Revenue Essays. About 90 items, including duplication, on black approval cards or small dealer
cards; about two-thirds are the State Coats of Arms issue, Turner 76-78; the rest are miscellaneous, mainly First Issue essays or
Match & Medicines; all but one are listed by Turner with one of the listed items being unpriced; condition is just about all clean
and F-VF. 1974 Turner value is $4,000. (photo on web site)��������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
2220 H
United States, Mint Stock Balance of Magic City Holding, 1857-1838. Hundreds of unused stamps organized by
Scott number and filled in glassines; includes 25, 230 (12), 231 (5), 236, 339 (margin pair), 279c, 446 LP and 2 singles, tons of 2c
Reds (including plate blocks), Special Printings blocks, C1 (4), C3 (3), C4, C5, C6 (2), C7-C9, C31 blocks and plate block, E1,
E6 (4), J3, J22, U66 (4 entires), UX18 preprinted, and UY2 (two mint complete); condition ranges considerably so examination is
recommended, Fine to Very Fine. ���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2221 HH/H/m
U.S. Booklet Pane and Plate Block Dealer Stock 1908-1990’s. With previous dealer retail prices of over $11,000
which seem to range from 70% to 90% of Scott if sound and substantially less if faulty, containing booklet panes: 319l, 502b (2),
583a (2), 2283c, PS11b and plate blocks: 368, 425, 534 (2), 548, 581 (2), 582 (2), 583 (2), 584 (2), 586 (2), 587 (2), 590, 591 (2),
614 (2), 615, 618 (2), 622, 623, 629, 633 (4), 647 (2), 650 (2), 658 (2), 660 (2), 670 (2), 671 (2), 697, 698, 700, 740-49, 765 (2),
771, 803-31, 833 (2), 859-93, 893 (2), C7-9, C10 (2), C16, C20-22 (2 sets), C25-31 (2 sets), J85 and QE1-3. A few items with
occasional faults. A great lot for quick retail turnaround as each item is identified and priced in individual #4 glassines, o.g., some
never hinged / some hinged, generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 2.8 lbs. (photo on web site)
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2222 E		
Stock of Turner-Listed Washington Head Vignettes for Revenues. 100 proofs with Turner numbers as follows:
122B (26), 122C (7), 123B (25), 123C (5), 124 Stage I, black on buff card (2, unlisted), 124 II B (4). 124 II C (26), 124 II D (1),
126A (2), 126B (11) and 128 “Note”, black on celluloid; includes a nice range of colors and most are full to nearly full size and are
clean and Very Fine. 1974 Turner value is about $3,000. (photo on web site)
���������������������������� Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2223 H
United States, Premium Sheet Accumulation, 1937-1965. Two old-school binders each with five mint sheet files
in them plus a dozen more mint files packed with better sheets; Army-Navy 785-794 complete, 836, Overrun Countries 909-920
complete; Prexie 803-807 (total of 12 sheets), 809 (4), 815; 736 (8), 741-743, 649, 1279 (10), 643 (2), 717 (5), 733, 728 (14), 729
(3), 727 (5), 732 (2); hundreds of sheets, some occasional perforation separation but overall Fine-VF; face exceeds $1500; well
worth a look, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 18.6 lbs. ������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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2224 H
United States, Compact, Fresh Multiple Stock, 1912-2012. Black page stockbook packed with beautifully arranged, post office fresh mint stamps; heavy concentration on coils including joint line pairs including 486, 489, 598, 604, 605,
and 606; 620, 621, 632-642, 686, 704-715, 723, 740-749, 752 HG, 752 VG, 753 HL, 753 VL, 803-834 (at least two complete sets),
Prexie coils, $5 Hamilton (4), $5 Moore (15), $5 Lamp (2), $5 Harte, and extensive modern coils; C21-C22 (10 sets), C25-C31 (6
sets); all MNH; Scott catalog $10,400+, Fine to Very Fine. .......����������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2225 HH/H/m
Solid Revenues Holding on Pages. Multiple collections on National pages or stockpages, skewed to the first half
of the Revenues alphabet, with most items R through RJA numbers; strong First through Third Issues, good Battleships including
plate blocks, “I.R.” overprints, pretty Potatoes, Narcotics, Stock Transfer Greens to the $100 value, some Motor Vehicle Use items,
etc., with cancels including manuscript, handstamp and cut; coverage and condition varies as to be expected, but usefully duplicated with loads of salable material; note some non-Revenue material (Postal Notes mint, etc.) jumbled in as bonuses, Fine to Very
Fine with better throughout, inspection invited; a sample imaged online. (photo on web site)������������������ Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2226 H
United States, Plate Blocks (Only the Good Ones), 1901-1968. You know how plate block lots are stuffed with
3-6c common values? there aren’t any here; begin with 294 plate block of 10, 367 block of 8 (MNH) with double transfer, 371, 373,
397, 408, 482, 548, 552, 553, 555, 563a, 564, 569, 576, 577, and 88 more before we reach Scott #700; Prexies are mostly higher
values including $1 Wilson (four 832 and two 832c), as well as two $2 Harding, Liberty Series is heavy on higher values including
six $1 Henry, Prominent Americans have only the good stuff (five Gallatin, eight $1 O’Neil, and four $5 Moore), and the Airmails
are well populated as well (C10, C23 top block of 10 (5) and C46 (4); choice material for the collector plugging holes or the dealer
who needs to upgrade the stock; Scott catalog $7,600+, Fine to Very Fine. ������������������������������������������������ Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2227 HH
Select Souvenir Sheet Stock, 1933-37 (Scott 731//797). All housed in old glassine gussets (in need of replacement)
and comprising #730 (78), 731 (59), 735 (60), 750 (36), 751 (128), 778 (11) and 797 (19); all never hinged, most with sound edges
and sharp corners; some with light waviness from previous storage method, but a bit of time and a couple heavy books should ease
that away; note four 3¢ Century of Progress sheets with plate number 21160; bonuses are a card with Local overprint trial color
proofs attached (caveat emptor), plus three 1935 Chicago Philatelic Society meeting souvenir sheets, o.g., never hinged, Fine to
Very Fine or better, grab these souvenirs before they’re just a memory. Shipping charges apply - weight 4 lbs. (photo on web site)
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2228 H
United States, Early Mint Blocks & Multiples, 1891-1968. Beginning with a Scott # 264 strip of three with inscription, these fresh multiples include 286, 357, 370, 383 centerline, 408 arrow, 409 arrow, 482 arrow, 483 centerline, 535 centerline, 577 arrow, 617-619, 620 arrow, 621 arrow; multiple examples of every combination of National Park position blocks and
sets, 832 centerline, 833 centerline, 834 (used block), C4 block, C5 block, Special Delivery and Postage Due; it concludes with
booklet panes including 319g, 424d, 498e, 499e, 552a, 554c, 632a, 634d, and Prexie, Liberty, Prominent Americans, C10a, C25a,
C51a and US Postal Savings pane; compressed value in a small package; Scott catalogs $7,300+, Fine to Very Fine.
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2229 P		
Stock of Back-of-the-Book Proofs. About 50 black approval cards or small dealer cards of Special Deliveries,
Postage Dues, Officials and a few other odds & ends, many with complete sets; nearly all are plate proofs, including a few blocks;
condition is generally clean and F-VF. Scott value is over $9,000. (photo on web site)���������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2230 HH/H/m
A Diverse Dozen Collections, 1851-1980s. 12 albums or binders, chock-a-block with a mix of material sure to
please; mixed mint and used, the mint generally starting with the Louisiana Purchase issue, the earlier used offering opportunities
for the shade or cancel hunter; no super-duper rarities, but loads of solid, salable material, some in useful quantities; note a stockbook with duplicated Bank Notes, Second Bureau and Washington-Franklins (including different Schermack perforations); several
books with extensive mint blocks from the 1920s-30s, a further album with more recent ZIP and Mail Early blocks, plus wellfilled general albums, most mint; there’s even a smattering of interesting Back-of-the-Book including Tax-Paids for cigarettes, a
quarter-barrel Beer stamp, Christmas Seals (some appear to be sheets), etc., etc.; useful material for the dealer, Fine to Very Fine
or better, take a gander. Shipping charges apply - weight 46.4 lbs. (photo on web site)����������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2231 H/m/)
United States, Dealer’s Stamp Show Red Boxes, 1847-2000. 4 full and one half “red boxes” with stamps annotated
with Scott numbers and values; while mostly stamps there are a few dozen postal cards and covers including a 5 cent Franklin tied
with pen cancel from Brookfield NY to New Haven CT; 85 (attractive second), 85E, 98, 121 (small fault), 161 mint, stunning block
of six 369 used (small thin), 388 MNH, 4 copies of 500 mint, and 742a just to highlight a few; significant catalog for the dealer with
a show table or internet following; considerable variation in condition so inspection recommended, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping
charges apply - weight 12.8 lbs. ������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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UNITED STATES: Dealers Stock
2232 H/m
United States, Dealer’s Stock of Washington-Franklins, 1912-1923. Small index file box with over $8,000 Scott
catalog Washington-Franklins; cursory examination notes a number of coils including a Scott 443 line guide pair, 461 and 545-546;
clean material with light to moderate duplication annotated with catalog numbers on glassines; for the dealer who needs solid early
stock for a recently reinvigorated hobby, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 1.2 lbs. ������ Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2233 HH/Ha
A Multiple Serving of Plates, ca. 1927-77, plate blocks of 4. Mounted in eight albums and on an additional sheaf
of pages; apparently fresh and sound throughout, with duplication amongst the multiple albums; the earliest item we spotted was
a 1922 ½¢ Hale (#551), w a few other 1920s issues, the main holding beginning around the 1932 Washington Bicentenary issue;
note a #C10 block of four with plate number signed by Postmaster General New, cent-value Prexies with both pre-Eye and Electric
Eye markings, Liberty and Prominent American series less the $5 values, solid Airs (including Transports complete and Hawaii),
some nice mid-range Special Deliveries, and more besides; a worthy restocking (or, horrors, postage) opportunity thanks to its
sheer bulk, Fine to Very Fine with much better throughout, inspection invited. Shipping charges apply - weight 42.8 lbs. (photo on
web site)�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
2234 H
United States, Hundreds on Dealer Cards, 1857-2010. Wide range of condition from space fillers like 9X1,
PC14 and RW1 to really lovely examples with a large percentage annotated with Scott numbers and values; some of the
better items include RW19, R171, PR11, 358 (2), Q10 (2 mint), 73 (mint), 183 (mint), 288 (mint), 212 (mint), PR120, 247
(mint), 68 (mint), 115, 186 (3 mint), E4 (mint), 223 (mint), RW8 (mint), 335 (mint), J32 (mint), 116, and PR123; minor faults
should be expected and examination is recommended; better material for your show and web customers, Fine to Very Fine.
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
2235 H
United States, Better First Day Cachets from Classic Period, 1929-1939. 575+ envelopes accumulated by a
world-class collector from the early First Day Cover period; about a third are legal-sized covers that enable artists more real estate
to fashion images; includes corner cards from the Department of the Interior (National Parks), Brooklyn Letter Carriers Association (NY World’s Fair), and the 4th Asst Postmaster General (Army Navy Issue); most are priced in the $10-40 range and there are
a few dozen hand painted including Walter Waldau, Marvin Hissman, John Ike, Ben Kraft, C Winston, Melissa Fox, A O Henry,
Armstrong, and Russ Benning; sure to be convertable into internet gold, Fine to Very Fine. ��������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2236 H/m
U.S., Officials, Postal Savings and Postage Dues Stock, 1873-79. Old-time mostly used holding on three manila
stockpages organized by Scott number; includes #O121-O126 with four #O122 blocks of four; Post Office, Treasury, Interior, and
War Department issues; plus Postage Dues ranging between #J19 and J56; intriguing lot of Back-of-the-Book material seldom seen
in these quantities, Fine to Very Fine. Scott $5,000+ (photo on web site)
���������������������������������������������� Estimate $800 - 1,200
2237 )
Solid Stock of Souvenir Sheet First Day Covers, 1933-34 (Scott 730//751). Housed, mostly individually, in old
gusseted glassines that are showing their age (stamps seem unaffected), nearly all serviced by J. Strauss of Chicago; holding comprises #730 (11 on Exposition cover with backflap illustration of the Art Deco city plus 10 on APS Convention-cacheted covers),
#731 (14 Expo-illustrated, 10 APS cachets), #730a-731a (3, mixed blocks on Expo-illustrated covers); #735 (47 on National Stamp
Exhibition cachets); #750 (37 on plain covers); and #751 (42 on Trans-Mississippi Philatelic Exhibition cachets); all properly cancelled, all but the #750 and 751 covers sent Registered; stamps sound, some covers with slight wear or toning from flap gum (away
from the stamps), Fine to Very Fine, an uncommon find, especially in quantity. Shipping charges apply - weight 4 lbs. (photo on
web site)����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $750 - 1,000
2238 )
Space Shuttle STS-8 Flight Cover Folder, 1983. You’ll need to open the door wide, Hal, to fit in these 132 tri-panel
folders created by the USPS to celebrate the flight and NASA’s 25th Anniversary; folder provides information on the mission, images from the flight, and a specially produced cover franked by #1909 with mission patch cachet and commemorative postmarks;
all but a couple still in their original (sealed!) USPS shipping envelopes, Very Fine, you’ll rock it, man, with this addition to your
Space Topicals. (photo on web site)���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $750 - 1,000
2239 m
United States, Used Magic City Dealer Stock Balance, 1851-1938. Old-timer used stock from noted dealer organized in glassines by Scott number; includes # 10, 32 (8), 235 (17), 238 (15), 239, 287 (3), 290 (17), 294-299, 298 (6), 299 (4), 327,
399 (3 blocks and 6 singles), 479 (block and 5 singles), 547 (3), 550 (27 and a block), 616 (19), 619 (block and 6 singles), some
odd Revenues and Possessions as well as items on piece and a dozen covers; minor defects as expected but overall Fine-VF, lots
of value here, Fine to Very Fine. ������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������ Estimate $500 - 750
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Exhibition Collections
2240 H/m/)
United States, Gettysburg Centennial Commemorative Exhibit, 1963. 10 Frame mounted exhibit fashioned by
one of the nation’s most accomplished exhibitors on one of the most popular subjects; this recent award winner is exquisitely laid
out using the latest materials and techniques; the Title Page has a Magnus color envelope with a 1862 CSA 5c adhesive cancelled
along with the Scott 1181 (with cert); includes plate blocks signed by the Designer, Modeler and both Engravers; handpainted
cachets by Ralph Dyer, Herman Maul and Frank Ulrich; first day uses to the Middle East, South America, Asia and Europe; uses
on a certificate of mailing, and educational matter; 17 first cachet designs by 10 cachetmakers; a phenomenal exemplar on how to
show in the First Day Class, Fine to Very Fine. ..........................����������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 2,000

Face Value Lots
2241 HH/H
Massive Coil Roll Accumulation, 1910-98. With over $7,500 worth of face value postage, most of which are in
complete coil rolls of 100, 500 or 3,000, some of which has higher stamp premiums with notable items: 390 three line strips of
20, 490 nearly complete coil roll of 500, 598 partial coil roll of several hundred stamps, 602 partial roll of several hundred, 605
four full coil rolls of 500 in each roll, 687 nearly complete coil roll of 500 and 849 coil roll of 100 and many coil rolls from the
1954 Liberty (so there is a chance to find some small hole / large hole varieties), 1965 Prominent Americans issues, transportation
issues, some bureau precancels and more. This is the kind of lot where you could find one coil roll and pay for the entire lot, so we
recommend careful viewing., o.g., mostly never hinged, generally Fine to Very Fine, ex William Langs Stock. Shipping charges
apply - weight 28.4 lbs. �������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
2242 H
United States, Mostly Forever Sheets Plus Hi Values, 1980-2015. 17 binders on Supersafe pages with no duplication noted and many annotated with Scott catalog numbers; includes booklets, coils, high value Express Mail plate blocks (and
5041 sheet); while mostly modern there are Overrun Countries, Semi Postals, Airmail C32-C96 (includes pristine C31 and C46);
5,860 Forever stamps (and an additional 90 Global) plus over $2,900+ in denominated Face, total Face Value $6,200+; collector
was meticulous in selecting these sheets, with no separations, poor centering, or corner dings, these can be offered to the most
particular collectors, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 74.8 lbs. ������������������ Estimate $4,000 - 5,000
2243 HH/H
United States 3¢ Full Sheets by the 100 Stock, 1945-1953. Total Face Value $4,035. Each in large glassine with
100 sheets to the glassine, with: 930 (100), 931 (100), 932 (100), 933 (100), 936 (100), 944 (100), 947 (100), 949 (200), 951 (100),
964 (100), 966 (100), 981 (100), 982 (100), 984 (100), 989 (100), 995 (100), 1000 (100), 1004 (100), 1005 (100), 1007 (100), 1010
(100), 1012 (100), 1013 (100), 1016 (150) and 1017 (100). A few separations or occasional missing selvage as you would typically
see with these large bulk lots, overall condition is pretty fresh, o.g., mostly never hinged, generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping
charges apply - weight 35.6 lbs. (photo on web site)..................����������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
2244 H
United States, Mint Sheets & Plate Blocks, 1920-1986. A dozen mint files and 6 binders of blocks and plate blocks;
partial sheets as early as Scott # 702 but generally starts Army-Navy Issues, Famous Americans, and Overrun Countries, several sheets of CE2 (perforation separations but stamps look good); plate blocks include better items mounted on Thorp & Martin
pages including 548-550 (blocks of 4), 614-616 (blocks of 4), 617, 618, 620, 2c Reds and 3c Purples virtually complete, Washington Bicentenial complete, National Parks, 635-642, 697-701, a good selection of joint line pairs, Prexies through $1 Wilson,
C11, C12, Clippers and Transports, C24, as well as the more common; Face alone exceeds $2,000+, Fine to Very Fine.
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
2245 H
United States, Mint Sheetlet Collection 1997-2018. 9 volumes of mounted USPS sheetlets from 32 cents through
Forever; 1997-1998 ($151), 1999-2004 ($281), 2005-2009 ($345), 2010-2012 ($547), 2013 ($336), thru 2013 ($962), 2014-2015
($380), 2014-2016 ($1,084), 2017-2018 ($368); total face approaching $4,500, all neat, complete sheets nicely arranged, very
useful modern issues, Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 47.8 lbs. ������������������������������������������ Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
2246 H
United States, No Duplication Hi Value Face, 1990-2016. 10 volumes of Supersafe mintsheet binders all meticulously annotated with Scott numbers; 29 cents and up regulars and commemorative sheets including booklets and high denomination plate blocks; $5,000 denominated Face Value plus 870 Forever stamps for a total Face of $5,500; useful lot, Very Fine to
Extremely Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 47.2 lbs. ������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
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UNITED STATES: Face Value Lots
2247 HH/H
United States Face Value Collections and Old Time Stock, mostly from 1920’s-1990’s. In 19 USPS Commemorative Stamp Club albums, eleven Lindner hingeless albums full of postage and a few better items with 803-34, 1030-53 and early
premium 1930’s issues with face value of over $4,400, a couple messy unsorted boxes of old glassines filled with postage stamps
from the 1920’s to the 1990’s filled with face value postage which are uncounted in the face value count above and three Safe
hingeless albums sparse to moderately filled with postage stamps from the 1970-89 which are also uncounted in face value count
above, o.g., mostly never hinged, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 153.4 lbs. (photo on web site)
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
2248 H
United States, Modern Plate Block Specialist Holding, 1989-2015. Many hundreds of recent values ranging from
Scott 2401-4994 in glassines annotated with catalog numbers; some glassines are marked which matched set block remains to be
acquired, others just have light duplication perfect for the successful dealer; singles accompany many of the blocks; nice premium
items including a sealed pack of Scott 2837 souvenir sheet plus two dozen unwrapped; also includes at least two dozen USPS Year
Sets from 1973-1989 in original envelopes; face value exceeds $4,600, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 23.8
lbs. ���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
2249 H
United States, Massive Super Clean Face Lot, 1957-2018. Five large binders filled with sheets of regular issues
and commemoratives; first volume extends from Scott 1085 to 1898A, small percentage of broken sheets (mostly plate strips or
large plate blocks), and sheets of 2c (10), 4c (7), 8c (19), 10c (4), 13c (8) and 18c (4); second volume, 1897-2306 includes $1
Hopkins, $8.75 Express Mail, numerous booklet panes in the 20-32c range, $1 Surrender at Saratoga, Columbus souvenir sheet sets
(4), Legends of the West error sheet (2); third volume 3000-3297 includes 50c Pacific97 (12), 60c Pacific97 (12), $3 Mars lander
(8), Trans-Miss reissue (11), $1 Trans-Miss (6); fourth volume 3306-3999 holds Pan-American inverts (11), Hawaiian Missionary
(7), Old Glory booklet (10), Lewis & Clark booklet (2) and lots more; last volume runs from 4001-4383 and includes post card
sets of Comic Strip Classics (mint and cancelled sets), Civil War (mint and cancelled sets), and mint Legends of the West set; all
sleeved and annotated with Scott numbers with the vast majority of booklets and mini sheets between 29c and 42c; a sweet spot of
duplication for the dealer with an eye for value; Face value $4,600+, Fine to Very Fine. ������������������������� Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2250 HH
U.S., Face Lot in Pads, 1970-1990. Six pads, with pad of 100 sheets Owls 1760-1763, 2 pads 100 sheets
Skilled Hands 1717-1720, pad of 100 sheets Love 1475, pad of 100 sheets Folk Art 1706-1709, pad of 100 sheets Butterflies
1712-1715, total face about $3500, , Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 10.4 lbs. (photo on web site)
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,000 - 2,500
2251 HH/H
U.S. Massive Matched Plate Number Block Accumulation, 1940’s to mid 1970’s. Coming to us in about 5 large
bankers boxes, containing approximately 10,000-15,000 plate blocks and zip blocks of four to six from 3¢ up to 10¢ denominations, 10 stockbooks and binders filled with Christmas and Definitive plate blocks and plate number singles and large group of
completely unsorted and messy loose glassines and stockpages packed with stamps. If you calculate a middle range value (say for
example 5¢) by the low estimated number of blocks, you can easily get to $2,000 worth of face value postage and count the rest of
the lot as gravyand it will be exceptional gravy as we noticed several sets of Overrun country name blocks, some higher denomination face value singles, some better precancel plate blocks of 6c Christmas issue, a stockbook of early 3c purple plate blocks with
some premium plate blocks, etcetera. Unfortunately this lot is really a lot you need to view, so in this time of Covid, we will try to
offer a good video to view. If you still need to see more to place a bid, you can always contact us for video viewing to aid you in
your estimate, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 118 lbs. (photo
on web site)��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2252 HH
Massive Face Value Lot. Shoeboxes galore, with approximately 40 years’ worth of US issues, all ready for usage
at last; issues range from 2¢ Reds through 6¢ issues, with the majority of stock being 3-centers; full mix of issues, including commemoratives and definitives, Prexies and even Back-of-the-Book noted; consignor’s total face in excess of $4000, o.g., never
hinged, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 41.2 lbs. (photo on web site)
������������� Estimate $2,000 - 2,500
2253 HH/H
United States Postage Accumulation, 1960’s to early 1980’s. Each sorted into glassines of 100 each by denomination from 6¢ to 18¢ and everything in between, adding up to over $2,200 worth of face value postage in useful quantities that easily
make up first class letter rates, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight
5.8 lbs. ���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2254 H
United States, Mint Sheets Postage With Bonus, 1945-1980. Several mint sheet files packed with sheets plus a few
bonus items to sweeten the pot; 3c-10c (279), 11c-19c (129), and 20c and up (55) as well as a few hundred dollars worth of broken
sheets, plate blocks and singles; duplication of sheets is light and the majority of commemoratives are from 1960-1980; bonus
items include a looseleaf album from Afran Stamp Company of the Republic of the Philippines with pages to 1955 and mostly
complete to 1953; at least a dozen mint stationery sheets for Allies held by Axis armies; 1862 multicolor Patriotic with Scott 68
addressed to Oregon; a few dozen mint and postally used entires; lots of interesting treaures here; Face value $2,800+, Fine to Very
Fine. �������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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2255 H
United States, Face Value and Year Sets, 1980-2010. 12 White Ace sheet files with $1,300 + Face Value sheets; 20
USPS Year Sets from 1973-1983 with mild duplication; Lighthouse stockbook with US mint singles mostly 1950-1975; oversized
Lighthouse binder with premium black and clear pages, singles and plate blocks from same period; 3 ring binder with US Face
and some older used foreign sets; several Gimbel’s pocket files with plate blocks and loose stamps; very clean overall, Very Fine.
Shipping charges apply - weight 28.2 lbs. ���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2256 H
United States, Fresh Forever Stamps, 2015-2021. 4,718 Fovever self adhesive stamps with a face value approaching $2,600; minimal duplication of commemorates and definitives, 3 coil roils of 100 and one of 50; most are post office
sealed in cellophane and cardboard; perhaps a quarter have been opened to remove a stamp; clean and ready for collectors or use,
Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 14.8 lbs. ���������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2257 HH
Useful and Clean Face Value Lot. Mostly 3¢-15¢ stamps; comprises 15 well-filled sheet file books (plus at least
another one or two worth of loose sheets); mint sets for 1974-75, 1977-84, 1986 and 1989; a shoe box of glassines (owner-tallied at
$460), a filled cigar box of more glassines, plus scads more in glassines, envelopes, loose, etc.; bulk of holding in sheets, but strips,
blocks, and singles present here as well; fresh and clearly well-stored over the years, Very Fine, take a gander. Shipping charges
apply - weight 38.2 lbs. (photo on web site)������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������ Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2258 H
U.S. Face Value Lot, 1950-2000. Consisting of full sheets, multiples, plate blocks with many of thepopular minisheets of the 1990’s, completely unpicked estate lot, total face value $3240+. A great lot for online sales, F-VF. Shipping charges
apply - weight 33.8 lbs. �������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2259 H
U.S. Face Value Lot, 1950s - 1980s. Consisting mostly of full shetts with some multiples and souvenir sheets. Begins with the 3c era and up to 25c commemoratives and regular issues including highter values. Total face value approximately
$3400. Unpicked estate lot, OG, NH, F-VF. Shipping charges apply - weight 16.8 lbs. ���������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2260 H
United States, Back of Book Plate Blocks, 1946-2016. Two file drawers packed with Airmail, Special Delivery,
and Postage Due; glassine envelopes annotated with Scott catalog numbers packed with post office fresh MNH plate blocks offered as postage; useful denominations begining with 8 cents but considerable in the 20-40 cent range; duplication is moderate
in most cases with a few values with perhaps 30-40 plate blocks; nice selection of Special Deliverly and a few older Postage
Due (J80, J81, J83, J85, J88 J89) with many premium items; pull out the better plates, offer great deals online, and have a tad
left over for the electric bill; Face value $2,000+; also three mint sheet files pleasantly full with Airmail sheets; begins with two
beautifully centered Scott C20 sheets (you might pull some plate blocks) followed by generally one or two copies of other values
through 35 cents; nearly 40 panes with a total face exceeding $275, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 9 lbs.
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
2261 H
United States, Crazy About Modern Booklets, 1970-2000. Is there a booklet lover in your life? This packed drawer plus binder holds an exceedingly fresh accumulation of booklet panes perfect to plump a dealer’s stock; while there are some
with values as low as 10 cents, the lions share are in the 25-35 cent era; some are booklet panes but most are unexploded booklets
straight from the post office; in glassines annotated with Scott numbers; perfect for the show or web dealer who seeks light duplication; face value exceeds $1,800, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 6.4 lbs. ������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2262 H
United States, Hidden Value in Face Lot, 1922-1975. Chicago consignor dated back to the early 1930s; this consists of several hundred sheets and many partial sheets and blocks with only a few sheets above 8 cents (except Airmail); consists
of 3 cents (500), 4 cents (50), 5 cents (96), and 8 cents (39) plus other denominations; better sheets include 3 sheets of Chinese
Resistance Issue (Scott 906) and a sheet of C-20; broken sheets from Molly Pitcher, Century of Progress, a mint file full of intact
Overrun Countries, partial sheets (with plate numbers) from many 1929-1932 commemoratives, also 250 copies of 948 and 200
copies of 1075, blocks of C25-C31 and much more; pull out the better plate blocks, hunt for gradable stamps, and pay your electric
bill; Face value $2,100+, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 25.6 lbs. ���������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2263 H
U.S. Face Value Coil Rolls, 1980s. A plethora of mainly 1980s denominations from 1c to 25c. The bulk are rolls of
500 with a few lesser size, nice range of odd values. Total face value over $1700. NH, F-VF. Shipping charges apply - weight 2.8
lbs. ������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $800 - 1,200
2264 H
United States, Fresh Plate Blocks Sold at Face, 1967-1976. Three file drawers brimming with six cent plate blocks;
duplication is moderate and covers 1335-1432 (including 20 examples of Scott 1341 Airlift); chocked full of all the premium setenant issues, with a vast array of positions; an opportunity to offer plate block sets online? Face value $1,300+, Fine to Very Fine.
Shipping charges apply - weight 13.4 lbs. ������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $750 - 1,000
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2265 H
United States, 29 cent and Up, Coils, Ducks and Forever, 1990-2020. 2018-9 $5 Jr Ducks, 2018 $25 Duck, $100
Duck S/S$, 25 Duck S/S, 2019 $25 Duck S/S; Coils we counted with a total face value exceeding $500, including 1c ($10), 2c
($12), 3c ($21), 4c ($7), 5c ($32), 10c ($60), 33c ($64), 34c ($170), 42c ($42), 44c ($44); plus loads of non-machine readable,
presorted First Class, two ounces, three ounces, additional ounce, non-profit, Officials; useful to the PNC specialist, birder, or for
discount postage, Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 9.4 lbs.
���������������������������������������������� Estimate $750 - 1,000
2266 H
U.S. Face Value Lot, 1970s - 1990s. All full sheets of 10¢ and 20¢ issues housed in two stockbooks; the sheets are
all stuck down on pages with face value of $2000 plus.; a little work for a good reward, Fine to Very Fine appearance. Shipping
charges apply - weight 12.8 lbs. (photo on web site)����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $500 - 750
2267 H
U.S. Face Value Full Sheet Collection, 1940s - 1980s. A nice diversified collection including a large section of
Airmailfull sheets beginning with C25-C26, C32, C38(2), C42-C43, plus many more including more recent issues. Also includes
regular issues with many in demand higher face value sheets 20c and up. We note a $1.00 O’Neill full sheet. Total face value in
excess of $1100. All are NH, V-VF. Shipping charges apply - weight 4.6 lbs. �������������������������������������������������� Estimate $500 - 750

Postal History Collections
2268 )
From Horses to Helicopters, 1821-1975. 8 Supersafe binders with 925+ covers; “Annual Burro Race Between
Fairplay and Leadville” cover signed by postmaster, numerous Farley National Parks with better cachets, Pan Am “El Presidente”
flights to Buenos Aires, Trinidad, Rio de Janero and Montevideo, Lindbergh mail from San Juan to Miami; advertising covers,
New England stampless covers from 1821-1850, Herbert Hoover cut square, dozens of stamped envelopes in 1850-1970 period; strong 19th century VT postal history; Foreign Air Mail, National Air Mail Week, Airport Dedication, patriotics, ship to shore
Pacific coast transfer; Pan Am round trip Hawaii to California, Air Races, WWII soldier mail to family at Japanese internment
camp Heart Mountain, WY; experimental Pick Up, helicopter mail service, Operation HIGHJUMP; quite a spread of material;
examine for usual toning, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 29.8 lbs. ���������������������������� Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2269 )
U.S., New York State, Counties, Stars and DPOs, 1814-1930. 200+ mostly franked envelopes organized geographically in one large binder; attention has been paid to condition of the cover and clarity of the circle date stamp; spans Adams
to Yorkshire Centre; lion’s share in the 1880s; a few stampless noted; cancels include, Maltese cross, sunburst, negative cross,
negative star, cogwheel killer, red star, blue star, black star, and trowel; lot includes several reference guides from the Empire State
Postal History Society, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 10 lbs. (photo on web site)������ Estimate $750 - 1,000
2270 )
United States, Better FDC Cachet Makers, 1939-1950. 1400+ first day covers from the golden age of printed,
color cachets from the best artists of the 1940s; Ludwig, Cawley, Bransonn, Crosby, Jordon, Nix, Ioor, Sanders, Jackson, von
Losberg, 1st Chester, King, Bank of America, Fidelity, Reid, 1st Coast, Fort Stanton Stamp Club, Fluegel, A O Henry (handpainted), Kelsey (handpainted), Mary Sue White (handpainted), 1st Berkely Philatelic Society, Bingham (hand drawn), Donald
Conley (handpainted), Linto, Sun Craft, Velvatone, Staehle, Boll, Hamilton, Grandy, Aetna Insurance, MGM, Cos-Art, Askin,
Smartcraft, LeGallez, Hobby Life, Poppenger, Sadworth, 1st Centennial, WMG, PentArts, Rice, Lowry, Picket, Anderson, Runge, Art Master, Burroughs, ArtCraft, Aristocrat, Czubay, 1st Phillips, Malmedahl, Clifford, 1st Gersten (handpainted), Mangus
(handpainted), Adam Bert, Grimsland, Brenn; large percentage unaddressed; occassional toning but overall tends towards very
fine; a superb lot for the specialist, show dealer or online seller, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 17.4 lbs.
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
2271 )
United States, ACE Artist Events Handpainted First Day Covers Collection, 1929-1954. 300+ delightful handpainted envelopes, many unique, in protective sleeves identified by ACE number; a delightful romp through the 1930s and 40s as
amateur artists use pencil, ink, oils, and watercolors to compliment the stamps and postmarks; seldom seen, these are very collectable, a good opportunity to jumpstart a great collection or garner dealer stock to entice the internet, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping
charges apply - weight 7 lbs. ������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������ Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
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2272 )
United States, Phenomenal Bernard Goldberg Handpainted First Day Covers, 1981-1992. Premium does not
begin to describe this holding; 240+ magnificent examples of the modern cachetmaker’s art; about 80 are on White Ace Goldberg
Cachet pages with the remander in protective sleeves; large percentage are number 1 of the series including, John Marshall,
WW II Allied Leaders, Charlie Chaplin, Bing Crosby, Bessie Smith, Cesar Chavez, Daniel Webster, Sitting Bull, Knute Rockne,
Samuel Langley, Michigan Statehood, Noel 1987, Pan American Games 1987, Enrico Caruso, Delaware, William Faulkner, Red
Cloud, Buffalo Bill Cody, New Hampshire, Igor Sikorsky, Olympics 1988, US Senate, Arturo Toscanini, Executive Branch, House
of Representatives, Sojourner Truth, Lou Gehrig, $2.40 Priority Mail, North Carolina, Bret Harte, South Carolina, Massachusetts,
Georgia, James Johnson, $9.95 Express Mail, Cole Porter, Hubert Humphrey, William Saroyan, US Savings Bonds, Ike, Claire
Chennault, Rhode Island, $1 Seaplane, Polar Explorers, Duke Ellington, Jack London, Veterans WW I, Atlantic Cod, Sinclair Lewis, Mary Bethune, Jerome Kern, Christmas 1984, Herman Melville, Preserving Wetlands, Olympics 1984, Carter Woodson, $9.35
Express Mail, Hot Air Ballooning, Noel 1982, The Barrymores, and dozens more; don’t let this get away! Very Fine to Extremely
Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 10.2 lbs. ������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������ Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
2273 H)
United States, Union - Civil War Patriotic Cover Collection, 1861-1865. Massive hold of mostly different unused
envelopes, most of which are each in their individual plastic sleeve, with over 300 unused entires and well over 500 cover fronts,
very diverse variety with many fresh and attractive envelopes including a lovely Magnus, generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping
charges apply - weight 5.8 lbs. ��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2274 )
United States, Graf Zeppelin Flight Collection, 1930. 10 envelopes and one postcard from the 1930 flying season;
Scott # C13 on postcard that traveled between New York and Friedrichshafen, C14 on card that took South American tour before
returning to Lakehurst, five examples of C14 on envelopes posted in New Jersey or New York and received in Friedrichshafen, C14
on Airmail cover from New York to Seville Spain, and lastly a fabulous pair of C15 covers with remarkable centering, that flew the
first Europe Pan-American round flight from the United States to Germany, down the west coast of Africa, to South America, and
received in Lakehurst; a wonderful collection of valuable frankings on envelopes in fine condition, Fine to Very Fine.
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2275 )
United States, Hawaii, Virgin Islands, Puerto Rico, and Alaska First Day Cover Collections, 1937 (Scott 799802). 540+ covers neatly mounted in five NUACE albums with slipcovers; Parson/Aubry, Anderson, H B Co (handtinted and
untinted sets, each catalog for $140), Fidelity, Holland, Grandy (a dozen different), 1st Art Shop (great set including #10 multicolored), 1st Kamehameha Schools, Hobby Cover Service (set catalogs $100), Rice (set catalogs $160, 12a and 12b are particularly
nice), Parkhurst Canning, Sidenius (set catalogs $100), Covered Wagon (set catalogs $80), 799-802-16, Grimsland set (very attractive), Royal-19 (set catalogs $120), Royal 20 (set catalogs $200), World Wide, 802-21, Scatchard (set catalogs $100), Parson
23 (set catalogs $60), 1st Lothian, Linprint (dozen different), Signed ‘RN’, Espenshade 29 (set catalogs $100), Espenshade 30 (set
catalogs $100), Imperial (set catalogs $120), Bronesky (set catalogs $80), Mayne (set catalogs $60), Plimpton set, Compton set,
Norwood (set catalogs $100), Highland Democrat, Scatchard/Buchwald set, Washington Stamp Exchange set, Sudduth set, Ioor
set, 1st Trans-Pacific, Crosby (20 different), Fairway set, Historic Arts-Gilbert set, Historic Arts-Pickett set (handtinted), Cover
of the month (catalogs $75), 1st Keyworth, Warneford set, 1st Newman, Kapner set, Raley (3 sets each catalogs $200), Munprint
(set catalogs $360), Roessler 65 (set catalogs $140), Roessler 66 (set catalogs $160), House of Farnum set, Pavois set, Laird set
(16 different), Postmaster of San Juan (71b and 71d), Schenectady Stamp Club (autographed by Max Johl), 801-77, Evans (set
catalogs $120), Gundel (set catalogs $120), 1st Siegmund set (20 covers), Caribbean Sales, 1st Stamp Corner, 799-802-88 (set
catalog $160), Christie (6 different), Owens, Philatelic Press, Barry, Thompkins, Nix (set catalog $100), 801-107, Chambers (set
catalog $240), 801-125 (catalog $100), 801-125a (catalog $100), Taylor (catalog $75), 800-149, 801-152, 801-165, plus several
handpainted; this opportunity only comes along once - grab it! Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 20.2 lbs.
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2276 )
United States, Baseball Centennial First Day Covers Collection, 1939 (Scott 855). 95+ wildly popular Baseball first day covers in a Showgard album; includes Mayne, Crosby, Anderson, Ioor, Holland, Grandy, Rice, Gilbert, Gundel,
Harwood (catalog $450), House of Farnam, 1st St. Bonaventure College, Nix, Aristocrats-Coakley, Grimsland, Leatherstocking,
Baltimore Orioles, 1st Dietz (catalog $150), Clifford, Ike (handpainted), and many more; this issue is RED HOT, secure for yourself or prepare to offer your clients very desirable material, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 2.8 lbs.
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2277 )
United States 100th Anniversary of Civil War First Day Cover Group on Original Union Patriotic Envelopes,
1950’s-60’s. Unusual group of approximately 200 covers using a bit of the historical merged with the modern first day covers to
make an interesting merging of the two that we have not seen quite like this before, there seem to be some test FDC’s from the
1960’s for various early events like Lincoln Douglas debates and finish in 1969 with the 4c Lincoln stamps, but the majority of the
first day covers are from the 1961-65 Civil War set (Scott 1178-82). A nice way to finish the loop with any Civil War collection.
Some covers are a bit warn, which is not unusual considering their 150+ year age, mostly Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges
apply - weight 2.6 lbs. (photo on web site)�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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2278 )
United States, Excellent First Day Cover Collection, 1926-1970. Meticulous collector has documented his 1,200+
envelopes, individually sleeved and annotated with Scott catalog number; begins with Scott # 627 with strong showing through
972, with minimal between 1958 and 1970; better include 735 S/S, 756-765, Presidential Series complete through $5 Coolidge,
1053, C22, C36, and C46; expect better cachet makers including Staehle, Art Craft, House of Farnam, Artmaster, Roessler, Boll,
Ioor, Anderson, Artopages, Rice and many others; consignor catalog $11,000+, Fine to Very Fine. ���������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2279 H/m)
1893 Columbian Exposition Cards and Entires. A stellar collection presented on Vario stockpages in a straining
3-ring binder; includes a large exhibitor’s mailing label (folded) with instructions on reverse; a clean, partially duplicated holding
of entires in various sizes and knives, most mint, some with corner card, some used (even uprated, to Europe), with shades noted; a
lovely set of Series 1 “Official Souvenir Postals” with full-color designs, with original envelope, The Electrical Building (#5) with
design inverted to indicia; a set of unofficial Koehler cards (UPSS #Set 7) plus two colored-frame Koehlers (Fish & Fisheries, Agricultural); nice condition, Fine to Very Fine, a great find for the Columbian collector or exhibitor; see for yourself online. (photo
on web site)������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������ Estimate $800 - 1,200
2280 )
Colorful Stock of Advertising Covers and Trade Cards. Several hundred in total, the advertising covers with topics including hotels, agriculture, Horlicks, fruit, etc., including a couple blind embossed corner cards; trade card and postcard illustrations from the whimsical to the slightly naughty, with holidays, cats and dogs, and patriotic themes; note several real photo post
cards, a “Sentry of the Shipping Lane” card portraying a US Navy dirigible above ships, the occasional foreign item (“Tenhola.
Suomi.”), plus miscellaneous ephemera including admittance tickets to the US Senate Reserved Gallery or for an employee to the
Capitol or Senate and House Office Buildings, etc.; a bit of a hodgepodge, but lots of fun; mostly US, but we do note a handsome
Canadian double-sided cover for Dominion Shot Shells picturing a duck (slightly clipped at upper rightthe cover, not the duck),
Fine to Very Fine, worth review. Shipping charges apply - weight 3.8 lbs. (photo on web site)�������������������� Estimate $750 - 1,000
2281 )
United States, Washington’s Inauguration First Day Cover Collection, 1939 (Scott 854). 210+ covers neatly
mounted in two NUACE albums with slipcovers; includes Parsons, Rice, Grandy, 854-7, 854-8, Crosby (at least a dozen different),
Staehle, Holland, Fidelity, Chalmers, Goldman, House of Farnam, Carter, Sidenius, Fairway, Reid, Historic-Coakley, 854-45, Linprint, Nix, 854-67, Ludwig, 854-94, 1st Central Stamp Company, Munprint, Bodley, Reid-Bernet, Ferryman, 854-109, Ben Kraft
handpainted, Melissa Fox handpainted, Clifford, A O Henry handpainted; a wonderful collection well worth a look, Fine to Very
Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 7.4 lbs. �������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $600 - 800
2282 )
United States, Constitutional Sesquicentennial First Day Cover Collection, 1937 (Scott 835). 200+ covers neatly mounted in two NUACE albums with slipcovers; includes 1st Tuckinsky (9 different), Raley, Covered Wagon, Hobby Cover,
798-6, House of Farnam, Plimpton, Linprint, Ioor, 1st Historic Society of Pennsylvania, Pavois, Phoenix-Connecticut, Anderson,
Grandy, Laird, Gilman, Bronesky, 798-22a, Historic Art, Washington Stamp Exchange, Davenport, Kapner, Kuntz; 798-78, 79888; check out the images on the website, these are gorgeous, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 7.4 lbs.
���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $600 - 800
2283 )
United States, Pony Express First Day Cover Collection, 1940 (Scott 894). 210+ covers neatly mounted in two
NUACE albums; 894-26, Crosby, Fidelity, Macos, 894-30, Staehle, Gundel, Grimsland, Richardson, Nix, Detroit-Ludwig, Murray,
Pilgrim, 894-80, 894-79, Munprint, 1st APL, 1st Pony Express Riders, 894-4, House of Farnam, 1st Burroughs, Gilbert, Anderson,
Art Craft, Clifford, 894-13, 1st Ralph, Cachet Craft, Grandy, Cal-Craft, Sadworth, Faultless, Aristocrat-Coakley, Aristocrat-Lowry,
1st Jenkins, some have aged adhesive as often, F-VF; several autographs noted; great for the advanced collector, Fine to Very Fine.
Shipping charges apply - weight 5.8 lbs. ������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������ Estimate $600 - 800
2284 )
United States, Maryland Centenary First Day Cover Advanced Collection, 1934 (Scott 736). 175+ covers
neatly mounted in two NUACE albums; 1st Top Notch (31 different!), Rice, Dyer, 1st Historical, 1st Catonsville, 1st Aloy King,
Grimsland, 736-9, Ioor, Beverly Hills, 736-12, Kapner, Linprint, 1st Maryland Commemorative Association, Hux Cut, 736-23,
Covered Wagon, 1st Kapner, 736-31, Elmer Long, Washington Stamp Club, Ed Hacker, 1st Nix, Mission Stamp Exchange, Parsons, Wildermuth handpainted, Adam Bert, J Neal Griffith; occasional foxing to be expected but F-VF overall;at least a dozen
handpainted; terrific collection, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 5.2 lbs. ��������������������������� Estimate $600 - 800
2285 )
United States, Oregon Territory Centennial First Day Cover Collection, 1936 (Scott 783). 190+ better first
day covers mounted in a G&K album; Raley (783-47c and 783-47d), A O Henry handpainted, Hobby Cover Service, Kapner, 1st
Inland Printing, Roy (5 different), Plimpton, House of Farnam, Top Notch (11 different), Bronesky, Laird, Sidenius (5 different),
Manovkian (7 different), WSE, 783-57 (6 different), Nix (5 different), 1st S 17th Street Public School, Clifford, Rice, 783-42,
Anderson, Grady, Brookhaven, McDonough, Fox, Dietz, Imperial, Grimsland, 783-55, Mayne (13 different), Springfield Fire &
Marine, Linprint, 783-10, and many more; adhesive aging on some envelopes; advanced collection for the classic first day cover
specialist, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 4.6 lbs. ������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $500 - 750
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2286 )
United States, 10th Olympic Games First Day Cover Collection, 1932 (Scott 718-719). 160+ covers neatly
mounted in two NUACE albums with slipcovers; Rice, Ioor, Roessler, 718-6 (listing copy), 718-7 (listing copy), 1st Bennett,
718-8a, 1st Olympic Cover, 1st Decker, 1st Los Angeles Times, Linprint, Miller, 1st National Philatelic Exchange (listing copy),
718-18i, Stoutzenberg, Gill (a few dozen different), 718-25, Gorham, Washington Stamp Exchange, 718-34 Bert (listing copy
addressed to Gov Roosevelt), 718-34a Bert (listing copy addressed to Bert), 1st Stanton, 718-36a, 718-38, 718-43, Elliott, Truby
(gorgeous 52 and 53), Fairway, 718-59, Joseph, 718-63, 718-64, 718-64a, 718-71, 718-719-73 (undervalued stunning oversized
multicolor with blocks of both issues), 718-72a-h (complete set), Sidenius, 718-87a, 718-89, 718-97, 718-65, 718-67, 718-8i, 71818e, Crosby (2 unlisted var of 718-66 that catalog $200 each), several handpainteds, and more; significant catalog value for the
specialist or purveyor of preferred philately, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 7 lbs. ������ Estimate $500 - 2,000
2287 )
U.S., 1980-2005, Jack Ginsburg Cachet Collection. 325+ whimsical illustrations on modern first day covers; sets
include Presidential libraries (13), Wonders of America (50), Legends of Baseball (20), Classic Aircraft (20), and hundreds more;
delightful artwork well worth a look and a wonderful opportunity to acquire one of the most sought after cachet makers in a large
holding, Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 4.8 lbs. (photo on web site)
���������������������������������� Estimate $500 - 750
2288 )
United States, Northwest Territory Sesquicentennial First Day Cover Collection, 1938 (Scott 837). 120+ better first day covers in a Super Safe cover album; begins with Adler handpainted (catalog $175), and Fulton handpainted (catalog
$75), GGS handpainted (stunning), Ben Kraft handpainted (3), and a few unknown handpainted; Anderson, Marietta Celebration
Commission, Imperial, 837-4, Aubry, Grandy, Linprint, Staehle, WSE, Historic-Coakley (handcolored is magnificent), Buchwald,
Ioor, Rice, Lerchenfeld, Heyl, Sidenius, Grimsland (handcolored perfection), House of Farnam, Annis, Pilgrim, Fidelity, Fidelity
with Hux Cut, Davenport (beautiful handtint), Crosby, Reid, 837-40, Historic-Gilbert (handtinted), Keyworth, Nix, Bert, and many
more; great for the specialist or the online dealer looking for eye candy, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 3.6 lbs.
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $400 - 600
2289 )
United States, Tercentennial of Printing in America First Day Cover Collection, 1939 (Scott 857). 110+ covers
neatly mounted in two NUACE albums with slipcovers; includes Munprint, 1st Judd, Art Craft, House of Farnam, 1st Neumann,
857-75, Sanders, Anderson, 857-24, Crosby, Grandy, Clifford, Holland, WSE, McCamley, Grimsland, Historic Arts, Nix, Fidelity,
1st American, Gundel, Ioor, Crockett, Trader Horn, and Keyworth; wonderful specialized collection you can enjoy on the website,
Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 4.2 lbs. ������������������������������������������������������������������������������ Estimate $350 - 500
2290 )
United States, Delaware Tercentenary First Day Cover Collection, 1938 (Scott 836). 120+ covers neatly mounted
in a NUACE album; highlights include 836-1 Official SEPAD Show cover, Cover of the Month, Max Casper, Crosby (4), Pilgrim, Sidenius variety, Gladys Adler, Law, Harris Samonisky, Raley, Staehle, Nix, 836-67 10 unofficial cancels, Melissa Fox add-on, Warneford, Ferryman cards, Chambers, Scheufler and 18 cached covers with Washington, DC first day of issue postmarks; some have aged
adhesive as often, F-VF; wonderful collection of this commemorative, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 4.2 lbs.
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $350 - 500
2291 )
United States, Texas Independence Centennial First Day Cover Collection, 1936 (Scott 776). 130+ covers neatly
mounted in two NUACE albums; Rice, 776-8, 776-13, Washington Stamp Exchange, Fairway, C S Anderson, Grandy, Beverly
Hills, Ioor, Grimsland, 1st Reimers, Englehardt & Wilson, 776-34, Lou Breker, Wanstead, Last Fawcett, 1st Pabst, Bronesky, 77641, 1st Bernhardt Wall, 776-78, Linhart, Linprint, A C Roessler, Imperial, Theron Fox, 1st Centennial Service, and many more; a
wonderful collection for the FDC specialist, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 7 lbs.
���� Estimate $350 - 500
2292 )
United States, Michigan Centennial First Day Cover Collection, 1935 (Scott 775). 90+ better first day covers mounted
in a G&K album; Hubbard (7 different), Top Notch, Grandy, 775-8a, Linprint, Rice, Eagle Cover Service, Espenshade, Kapner, 775-15
(7 different), 1st Jeweled (16, 16a, 16b, 16c and 16d), Fawcett, Ioor, Reid, 1st Wanstead (27a & 27b catalog $60 each), Crowl, 1st McKinley, 775-30, 775-30a, 775-31, 775-31a, Grimsland, 775-33, Roessler, 775-37, 775-38, Fairway, 775-40, Beverly Hills, 775-45, Anderson, 775-54, Holzer (catalog $60), 1st Lansing Chamber of Commerce, 1st McKinley, Laird, and many more; some with mild adhesive
toning, overall F-VF; makings of a great first day cover exhibit, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 3.2 lbs.
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $300 - 400
2293 )
United States, Whistler’s Mother First Day Cover Collection, 1934 (Scott 737). 100+ covers neatly mounted in
a NUACE album; 1st American War Mothers, Kapner, 737-3, Gill, 737-9, 737-10, 737-15, 1st Batson, ComCut, Linprint, 737-53,
Ioor, 737-34, Anderson, Grimsland, Roessler, 1st Schucker, Fairway, Top Notch, Parsons, 737-46, Beverly Hills, 737-56, Dunlop,
Rice, 737-62, Rothblum, 737-68, 1st Roy, McCaddon, 737-94; plus a dozen handpainted original; what a delightful holding that
more than just a mother could love, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 2.8 lbs. ������������������� Estimate $300 - 400
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2294 )
Prexie Series Covers & Postal History, 1938-58. 3500+ Presidential Series-related envelopes; excellent range of
solos, combination usages, registered, rate combos, postal tags, censors, special delivery, airmail including Clipper mail, return to
sender, advertising covers, overseas usage, perfins, patriotics, FDCs, coil usage, insured mail tags, RPOs, and more; convenience
overpaid 14¢ and 22¢ solo covers noted; around the world registered envelope from Washington DC to Annapolis MD via Hong
Kong and London with $2 Harding on 6¢ entire mailed on first day of issue; Wells Fargo bank tag with 9 perfin stamps (including
two $2); FAM-18 to Germany with complete horizontal coil set; bisect usage on cover; exceptional lot for the specialist with many
select usages, Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 46.6 lbs. (photo on web site)������������������������������������ Estimate $4,000 - 5,000
2295 m/)
Substantial and Valuable Black Jack Collection (Scott 73, 87, 93). Comprising approximately 125 stamps and
150 covers, all neatly presented on Vario-style stockpages; good mix throughout of grilled and ungrilled issues, with cancels
ranging from postmarks to colored to Carrier to fancy to New York Foreign Mail; note margin and straddle panes, plate flaws, a
double transfer, pre-printing paper fold, double perforations, etc.; covers offer mostly solo uses, but multiples and mixed frankings
also appear, with one cover (at 2¢ postage!) to Great Britain, one to the French Consul in Boston, a couple advertising or corner
card envelopes, even a Montana Territory Official Business cover (franked by pair and single); several covers still with contents;
generally clean and sound, an exceptional lot for the specialist, Fine to Very Fine with better, imaged in full online; take a gamble
and roll the dice. (photo on web site)����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
2296 m
Collection of Hundreds of Fancy Cancels. Presented on Lighthouse stockpages or in small-format stockbooks,
some identified, some left for your browsing pleasure; majority appear to be on #65, and run the entire gamut of Skinner-Eno types,
but we also note Black Jacks, good Bank Notes to the 90¢ value, some very pretty 1869 Pictorials—including premium #113 with
Hiogo double-circle, 116 with Nagasaki chop (2) and #121 with a Yokohama chop; a couple covers add to the allure; stamp condition varies, but most strikes are strong and clean, generally Very Fine cancels, an excellent retail lot. ��� Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
2297 m/)
Better Stamps With Green Cancels, 1851-93. Stock page with 13 stamps postmarked in green as well as #94 on
coverl; #12 with grid cancel (1988 PF certificate ($1,000)), 9 with thin ($400), 15 ($300), 24 (2), 35 with crease ($225), 69 (PF certificate ($550)), 73 small fault ($600), 97 (PF certificate ($250)), two 114 ($300), 115 (PF certificate states crease and reperforated
($1,000)), 235; very pretty and half have PF certificates; enjoy, Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web site)��� Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2298 m
1¢ Franklin Study, 1851-1857 (Scott 7, 9, 24). 67 stamps on three black stock pages accompanied by 4 PF certificates; #7 including vertical and horizontal pairs and a strip of three, 19 in total; 32 #9 including Chickopee Star cancel, two
pairs, and a strip of 6 with certificate; 16 #24 including attractive vertical pain with small fault and a well-centered example with
a magenta crossroads cancel; pretty examples with deep blue color, many already plated, Fine to Very Fine. Scott $6,000+ (photo
on web site)��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2299 HH
U.S., 1929 Kansas-Nebraska Mint Never Hinged Collection (Scott 658-679). On display cards, mostly in blocks;
we note (blocks of four unless noted) #664 (9), 663 (7), 665 (4), also plate block #672; many 1¢ to 2¢ blocks; an inexpensive opportunity to restock, Fine to Very Fine. Scott $7,000+ (photo on web site)������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2300 HH
Plate Number Coils and Assorted Face, 1980-2020. Seven binders with annotated catalog numbers for a consummate coil collector; binder packed with Transportation Coils, five stamps with line pair and Plate Number Coil value, 2136
imperforate pair noted, $1 Seaplane, also page with 3 $9.35 ans a $10.75 coil; binder of Precancels, many used and about 75 in
pairs and strips; PNC in four binders, Scott 1891-3263 of at least 5 stamps each with Plate Number Coil centered, includes First
Class Card, Presorted First Class, and Nonprofit Organization are in the first and Scott 3447-4491 in the second, Scott 4131-4158
in the third, and Scott 5036-5148 in the last includes non-coil items like $22.95 (Scott 5041) plate block, Scott 5052-5055 booklet
panes (340 Forever stamps here alone); 490 Forever stamps mostly in booklets; $800 assorted Face including Columbus souvenir
sheets (4), Washington 2006 (3), Express Mail plate blocks, etc; balance includes singles from consignor with phenomenal centered stamps featured in Flagship Sale, generally Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 22.4 lbs. (photo on web site)
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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2301 HH/H
Liberty Series Collection, 1954-68. In three albums of plate blocks from ½¢ to $1 on stock pages of different
matched plate number blocks, each sorted by denomination, and then by plate number, with #1030 (30), 1031 (197), 1031A (16),
1032 (17), 1033 (200), 1034 (10), 1035 / 1035c (1152, including 25236 matched set), 1035a / 1035d (47 booklet panes and 2
BK104 booklets), 1036 / 1036a (842 including both precancel matched plate number sets), 1036b (45 booklet panes, 1 BK106
booklet and 27 BK109 booklets), 1037 (17), 1038 (55), 1039 (35), 1040 (31), 1041 (208), 1042 (42), 1214 (14), 1043 (19), 1044
(67), 1044A (9), 1045 (26), 1046 (34), 1047 (75), 1048 (16), 1049 (43), 1050 (32), 1051 (40), 1052 (31) plus several plate number
strips of five with captured plate numbers, o.g., mostly never hinged, generally Fine to Very Fine, catalogue value is for the normal
Scott-listed plate number, without added premium for better paper, tagging, numbers, wet/dry printing or the substantial Durland
premium for booklet panes with plate numbers. Actual value is much higher. Shipping charges apply - weight 18.8 lbs. Scott $5,440
++ (photo on web site).................................................................����������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
2302 m
U.S., 1851 #11 Specialized Collection. Small approval book with approximately 440 stamps, with shades, cancels,
positions, etc.; from balance of estate as received, unchecked for varieties; mixed condition, but certainly well worth a bid or two,
Fine to Very Fine. Scott $7,000 (photo on web site)������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2303 )
50th Anniversary of Statehood First Day Cover Collection, 1939 (Scott 858). 240+ envelopes contained in two
cover binders; includes Ioor, Grimsland, ArtCraft, Phonenix Connecticut Group Fire Insurance, Rice, Clifford, Nix, Ferryman,
Taylor, Peace Symbols Society, Crosby (25 different), Pavois, Historic Arts, Gilbert, Imperial, Gundel, Grandy, and many more
including a few handpainted to spice things up; wonderful grouping to collector or sell, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply
- weight 6 lbs. (photo on web site)��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2304 )
Arkansas Centennial First Day Cover Collection, 1936 (Scott 782). 135+ premium cachets for this classic issue in
two like new Lighthouse binders; includes Roessler, Grandy, Imperial, Ioor, Linprint, 1st Jungkind, Washington Stamp Exchange,
Stoutzenberg, Anderson, Laird (5 different), Rice, Kapner, House of Farnam ($50), Guertin ($40), 782-20, 782-21, 782-22, 78269b, 782-23, Dee’s Stamp House, 782-26, 782-28, Beverly Hills, Fairway, Abell, Top Notch ($40), 1st M L C, 782-37, Mutual
Stamp Co, 783-39, Theda, 1st Little Rock Philatelic Society, 782-42, Sudduth, Grimsland, 1st Brookhaven ($60), Bronesky, Raley,
Plimpton, Clifford, 1st Arkansas Centennial Commission (9 different), 782-55, Kershner, 782-58, Sidenius, Wanstead, 782-63,
782-64, 782-65, 782-69, 782-83 ($40), 782-94 ($90), 782-97 ($45), plus several hand drawns; well worth a look, Fine to Very Fine.
Shipping charges apply - weight 3.6 lbs. (photo on web site)������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $800 - 1,200
2305 )
U.S., 1929, Thomas Edison’s First Lamp Collection (Scott 654-656). 65+ envelopes covering the First Lamp, perf
11x10.5 (655), and perf 10 coil (656) in a NUACE album; Roessler cancelled in Menlo Park, Orange, East Orange, and Washington
(next day), beautiful Gorham blocks postmarked Menlo Park and Washington, 654-14A & E, 654-13A (catalog $125), 654-43,
1990 add on hand painted; 655 plate block with lovely duplex Washington cancel (tape residue at top); two 656 covers, neither cacheted, one a line pair, and the other a strip of four; a very early FDC collection, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight
3.4 lbs. (photo on web site)����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $750 - 1,000
2306 )
Virginia Dare First Day Cover Collection, 1937 (Scott 796). 100+ beautiful cacheted covers in a NUANCE album
and slipcase; includes Feigenbaum/Tompkins, Feigenbaum/Herner, Gundel ($50), Fairway/Nelson, Beverly Hills, Ioor, 796-8,
Grandy, Washington Service/Davenport (handtint), Anderson, Sidenius, Espenshade, House of Farnam (addressed to Planty), Rice,
Kapner, Garrett & Co, Pavois, Bronesky, Plimpton, Holland, Imperial, Nix, 796-29, 1st Shatz, Com Cut, Linprint, WSE/August/
Dyer, Roessler, Grimsland, Sanders ($45), Evans, World Wide ($45), Hubbard ($45), Historic Art/ Pickett, Logan, 1st Roanoke
Colonial Memorial Assoc, Parson’s, 796-47, 796-52, Crosby ($75), Laird, Cachet Craft/Fitts, Raley ($100), 796-65, Roy, 796-77,
796-82, Schrage (hand drawn), and several more including light duplication of better material; delicious eye candy for your collection or dealer stock. Shipping charges apply - weight 3.6 lbs. ������������������������������������������������������������������������ Estimate $750 - 1,000
2307 )
TIPEX Souvenir Sheet First Day Cover Collection, 1936 (Scott 778). 155+ envelopes in large like new Vario
binder; includes WSE/August, WSE/Dyer, Top Notch, 778-5, Grandy, Hubbard, Bert, 778-9, Ioor, Sidenius, Fairway, 778-18,
Anderson, Eagle Cover Service, 778-24, Rice, Linprint, Beverly Hills, Imperial, Evans, 778-36, Lerchenfeld, 778-GP7, and many
others; several handpainted covers as well as unlisted multicolored printed cachets; quite the makings for a philatelic exhibit or
better stock to satisfy your specialist clientele, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 4.6 lbs. (photo on web site)
�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $750 - 1,000
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2308 )
Iowa Centennial First Day Cover Collection, 1938 (Scott 838). Meticulously gathered holding of 130+ envelopes
in a NUACE binder and slipcase; Espenshade (11 different), Staehle, Hobby Cover Service, Plimpton, Reid, Anderson, Fidelity,
Hux Cut, Holland, 838-15, Historic Art/Coakley (magnificent handcolored), Historic Art/Gilbert (pair of beautiful handtints),
Crosby, Sidenius, Gundel, Ioor (9 different), Rice, Pavois, Cachet Craft/ Heyl, Grimsland, 1st G S Purcell, Linprint, Washington
Stamp Exchange, Imperial, House of Farnam, Bronesky, Grandy, Evans, Raley, August, Kee, 838-51, Nix, Ludwig, Washington
Service, Bert, as well as several handpainted from RK, Lucinda, A O Henry (6), Melissa Fox, Halfin, Jack Fellows, and others;
would make a great Scott 838 exhibit or break up for online sales, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 4.2 lbs.
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $500 - 750
2309 )
Olympic Winter Games First Day Cover Collection, 1932 (Scott 716). 85+ classic cachets in a NUACE binder
and slipcase; terrific makings of an exhibit including Roessler (10 different), Elliott (4 different), Edgerly (3 different), Stoutzenberg (7 different), Dyer, Crawford, Ioor (4 different), 716-17, 716-18, 716-19, Hux Cut, 716-21, 1st Com Cut, 716-27, Souren,
Aeroprint ($50), 1st Lake Placid Chamber of Commerce, Fairway (5 different), Gorham (6 different), Hobby Cover Service, 71638, Egolf, 716-39 ($50), Klotzbach, 716-45, Gill ($50), Buchanan, and a few handpainted (including a cute one on a Bert cover);
a wonderful collection well worth a look, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 3.2 lbs. (photo on web site)
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $500 - 750
2310 )
Society of Philatelic Americans First Day Cover Collection, 1937. 75+ souvenir sheet First Day Covers from the
SPA Convention; includes Hux Cut, Ioor (12 different), Kapner, Cachet Craft, 797-5, 797-9, Raley, 797-11, Holland, Rosseler,
1st Phoenix Connecticut Insurance Co, Linprint, Hobby Cover Service, Gundel ($50), Goldstein, Sidenius, Historic Art, Dyer,
Espenshade, Pavois, Pavois Variety, Grimsland, Anderson, House of Farnam ($125), Sage, Sudduth, Laird, Grandy, Evans, Rice,
Hubbard, Munprint ($100), Nix, 797-56, Lerchenfeld, 797-68 ($75), Risko ($90) and others; a delightful group to collect or profit
from, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 3.6 lbs. (photo on web site)������������������������������������ Estimate $500 - 750
2311 )
.William Penn First Day Cover Collection, 1932 (Scott 724). 80+ envelopes in like new FDC binder; includes 1st
Philadelphia Record Stamp Club, Baxter, Stoutzenberg, 1st Delaware County Chamber of Commerce, Roessler ($75), August,
Ioor, Hacker, Gorham ($40), Fairway, 1st Collingdale Press, Heinrich ($40), Hudson ($40), Gill (25 different), Bert, 724-26a ($40),
1st Says Stamp Co, 1st Adelphia Stamp Shop, 724-30 ($40), Joseph ($50), Beverly Hills Philatelic Society ($60), 724-39 ($50),
724-51, 724-GP6, and more; a few handpainted round out a nice grouping; uncommon opportunity to score early first day classics,
Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 1.8 lbs. (photo on web site)���������������������������������������������� Estimate $500 - 750
2312 )
Daniel Webster First Day Cover Collection, 1932 (Scott 725). 75+ envelopes in a Lighthouse binder; includes
Gorham (6 different), 1st Griffin, Gill (32 different), Rice, Ioor (3 different), Bert (4 different), 1st Daniel Webster Commission,
725-12 ($45), Heinrich ($45), Fairway, August/WSE, 725-27a, 1st Grant ($40), 725-34 ($50), 1st Davidson, and more; would be
difficult to assemble these early classics; well worth a look+, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 2.4 lbs. (photo
on web site)��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $500 - 750

Topical Collections
2313 )
United States, Mammoth Space Event Cover Collection, 1957-2012. 5,000+ event and first day covers with
perhaps two-thirds from the United States; virtually all with better cachets and unaddressed including Space Voyager, Centennial,
Sarzin, Orbit, Space Craft, Swanson, Sokolsky, and Space City Cover Society; while some refer to early events in manned and
unmanned spaceflight, the predominant subject is the Space Shuttle program; interspersed amongst numerous autopens including
Kerwin, Borman, Eisele, Irwin, Bean, Grissom, Young, Cooper, Conrad, Collins, Aldrin, Armstrong, McDivitt, Scott and Schweichert are a number that might be genuine (different than known autopen matricies); signatures that appear “good” include
Brand, Gregory, Hoften, Holmquest, Covey, Fullerton, Williams, Henize, Truly, Nelson, Hauck, Mullane, Lenoir, Shriver,
Ride, Garneau, Hartsfield, Fabian, Wang, Dunbar, Lousma, Buchli, Merbold, Nagel, Bluford, Carpenter, Glenn (4), Allen,
Conrad, Borman, Engle McDivitt & White on Orbit launch cover (backdated postmark), von Braun, Slayton, Acton, Bobko,
England, Thornton Lind, as well as a Shepard and Grissom (including a “Gus” over his stamp) on a Togo mini sheet, in addition
to several early cosmonauts on cover; an uncommon opportunity for the dealer with an internet following, Fine to Very Fine.
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2314 HH
Space & Space-Related Collection, 1955-2010. A two-volume special collection of souvenir pages, plate blocks,
full sheets, souvenir cards, first day covers, program for Twin Space, Stamp Commemorative Ceremony, Moon Landing Commemorative Air Mail Stamp Ceremony Program, booklets, total face $452.88 , what was checked was o.g., never hinged, Fine to
Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 18 lbs. (photo on web site)�������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $750 - 1,000
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2315 )
U.S. Experimental Early Space Exploritation and Rocket Mail Collection 1936-1962. Approximately 90 covers
along with a lovely selection of picture postcards and publicity photographes mounted on tall European size scrapbook pages,
starting with three early experimental rocket mail covers, one from Canada to USA May 1936 over the Niagara Falls into New
York and two 1939 postcards from the World’s Fair Rocket Mail exhibit, then jumping to 1954 with the early experimental rocket
and test flights or commemoratation of previous Rocket Mail test flights, covers proceed from early unmanned missions, with high
altitude tests and early Project Mercury launch of Monkey into space in 1961 followed closely after by the famous John Glenn
Jr. flight, includes various newspaper clippings and publicity releases describing the events of various flights, several signatures
including a possible autopen of Wernher von Braun, generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 5.6 lbs. (photo
on web site)������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������ Estimate $800 - 1,200

US & Foreign
2316 HH/H/m
U.S. and Foreign, Tail-end of a Pretty Fine Consignment. Useful and substantial caboose portion of a nice consignment; we note six Scott All-American albums with mint stamps, modern stationery, a range of mint booklets, plus lots of used
including Kansas-Nebraska sets, Special Printing souvenir sheets and position pieces, and a run of modern used in albums; we also
note many thousands of worldwide issues in glassines, some nice Germany with recent new issues, a two-volume US Bicentennial
collection, and lots more, Fine to Very Fine, happy hunting on this one; inspection invited. Shipping charges apply - weight 60.8
lbs. (photo on web site)�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2317 HH/Ha
U.S. Dealer Stock of 1938 Presidential Issue, plate blocks of 4. Massive stock with mild duplication with many
different plate numbers or positions, neatly organized by plate number onto dealer tear sheet with plenty of scarcer plate numbers,
with the scarcer plate numbers we list below, plus many of the plate numbers with slight scarcity that can be difficult to find, but
are not worth mentioning in our list. A good mix with many of the lower denominations, plus a good amount of the higher denomination plates, with 803 (18), 804 (62, with a few better plate numbers incl. 22255 UL, 22255 UR, 22267 LR, 22268 UR, 22268
LL, 22275 UR, 22277 UL, 22277 UR), 805 (93), 806 (400+), 807 (1250+, incl. 22057 UR, 22456 LL, 24220 four positions, 24221
four positions, 24241 four positions, 24251 3 positions, 24252 two positions, 24353 two positions, 24737 three positions, 24800
four positions, 24817 three positions, 24822 three positions, 24837 two positions, 24840 LL, 24841 two positions), 808 (20, incl.
21961 four positions, 24507 UR, 24509 LL, 24511 two positions, 22341 four positions, 22342 four positions), 809 (14), 810 (60),
811 (50), 812 (26), 813 (50, incl 24107 LR, 21969 LR, 21971 two positions), 814 (41, incl. 22035 two positions), 815 (167, incl.
24126 UL, 24126 LR), 816 (4), 817 (7 incl. 22047 two positions, 22049 LL, 23910 LL), 818 (22074 UL, 22073 UR), 819 (1), 820
(11), 821 (3, 23929 two positions), 822 (4), 823 (22144 LL, 23931 LL), 824 (8, incl. 22135 two positions, 23932 UR, 24079 UL),
825 (6), 826 (5, incl. 22113 two positions), 827 (7), 828 (7), 829 (3), 830 (6), 831 (6), 833 and 834, o.g., some never hinged / some
hinged, a few with disturbed or glazed gum, generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 9.6 lbs. (photo on web
site)���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
2318 HH/H
U.S. Coil and Booklet Pane, Plate Number Capture Collection of 1938 Presidential Issue. With the following
booklet panes and booklets: 804b (25), 806b (20+), 807a (approximately 280 booklet pane, one miscut to show full electric eye
markings at left), 804b (20+), BK90 (2), BK97 (14 booklets, each pane stuck to glassine interleaving), BK102 (2), BK103 (14) and
coil plate number captures: 839 (2 plate number strips of 5), 840 (2 plate number strips of 5), 841 (9 plate number strips of 5, 1 plate
number strip of four and leader strip of four), 842 (21 plate number strips of 5, 5 plate number strips of 3 or 4), 844 (plate number
strip of 5 and plate number strip of 4), 846 (2 plate number strips of 4), 848 plate number strip of 5, 850 (4 plate number strips of
5) and several more line strips without plate numbers, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, a few without gum, generally Fine
to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 1.8 lbs. (photo on web site)������������������������������������������������ Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2319 HH/Ha
U.S. Strong 1/2¢-15¢ 1938 Presidential Collection, plate blocks. Nearly all different, neatly organized on black
four pocket stock pages (to put two matched sets on each page) in four albums, with several very rare items up to $100 Durland,
plus many rare and scarce plate numbers, with 803 (40 including both sets of matched precancel plate blocks), 804 (400, including 22255 LL, 22275 LR, 22276 LR, 22277 LR), 805 (317, including very rare 21880 UR), 806 (393, complete electric eye plate
blocks of 8 and several electric eye plate blocks of 10), 807 (1326, including the rare 24171 UL, UR and LR plate blocks), 808 (36,
including 24506 UL and LR, 24507 LR, 24508 UL, UR and LL), 809 (10), 810 (47), 811 (56), 812 (19), 813 (42, including 21969
LL, 24076 LL), 814 (36), 815 (64, including 24077 matched set, 24126 matched set), 816 (15), 817 (28, including 22846 matched
set, 23910 matched set, 24757 UL, UR and LR, 24758 matched set), 818 (23, nearly complete, only missing TL of 22847), 819 (9)
and 820 (63, including 23787 LR), a very good collection with many plate numbers that could be missing from most collections
for years, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 18.6 lbs. (photo on
web site)������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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US & FOREIGN - CONFEDERATE STATES
2320 HH/H/m
1911-45, Pretty Collection of Postal Savings, War Savings and Postal Note Stamps. Fresh holding mounted on
Scott album pages, including singles, a never hinged #PS6 plate block, two completed US Postal Savings Cards, booklet panes, a
partially filled WWI US Government Thrift Card, two partially filled WWII Savings Stamp “albums”, plus a complete used set of
Postal Notes; generally bright and sound, several items very prettily centered, Fine to Very Fine with better throughout, see it all
online. Scott $1,298 (photo on web site)������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $500 - 750
2321 H
United States, Engravers Archive Trove, 1900-1950. Three heavy duty cases (large shoe box sized) crammed with
a seemingly unique collection; one box is predominently letterhead and complete engraved art found on stock certificates and other
fiscal printed matter, the engraved portion has been adhered to a fabric material and annotated with Die and Roll numbers as well as
a four digit unique number; the second box contains salesmen samples with guilloche patterns, complex borders, stars and swirls;
the third contains allegorical figures on hundreds of fabric cards with a unique card number, BN number and Die number; these are
breathtakingly beautiful and permit the salesman to show the range of security printing; probably a thousand pieces in all, Fine to
Very Fine. ����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2322 H
United States, Engraver Archive collection 1900-1960. Two heavy duty cases (large shoe box sized) beautifully
organized with small examples of the engraver’s art; the first contains allegorical figures on hundreds of fabric cards listing the
copyright and publishing dates; the second box contains salesmen samples with guilloche patterns, complex borders, stars and
swirls and smaller samples as small as a postage stamp; these are exquisite and is probably unique; several hundred items in plastic
sleeves, Fine to Very Fine. ���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2323 H
United States, Birmingham Precancel Collection, 1916-1926. Extraordinary holding of several hundred unused
precancels in large blocks from Alabama; Scott# 537 blocks of 25, 24, 18, 18 with plate number, 9 and two blocks of four; 548
blocks of 16, 12, 10 with plate number, 4, strip of 6, pair and single; 548 with inverted precancel blocks of 14 with plate number,
12, 10 (2), 8 with plate number, 4 (3), and a single; 549 block of 8 and block of four; 549 with inverted precancel block of 6
(three plate blocks), block of 4, strip of 4, and 2 singles; 551 blocks of 28 (2), 21 (2), 14 (2 with plate numbers), 12 (2 with plate
numbers), 6 (2), pair with plate number; 551 with inverted precancel blocks of 28, 21 with plate number, 14 (one of two has plate
number), block of 4, and a single; 552 blocks of 27, 19 with plate number, 18 (2); 552 with inverted precancel blocks of 16, 12
with plate number, 6 (2) and a single; 598 coil of three; 605 with inverted precancel block of 8; 610 blocks of 27, 18 (one with and
one without plate number), 16, 14 (one with and one without plate number, strip of 5, block of 4, pair, and single; 627 blocks of 20,
10 (2), 8 (one with and one without plate number), and a single; 627 with inverted precancel block of 16 and a single; J61 blocks
of 4 (two) and a single; J61 with inverted precancel block of 4 plus strip of three; J62 blocks of four (19), strip of 3, four pairs,
and 4 singles; J62 with inverted precancel blocks of 6 with plate number, four (22), and 2 pairs; J63 block of 8 and a pair; J64
with inverted precancel block of 8; and J65 block of 4 with plate number; disturbed gum and hinge remnants on a some stamps and
some have perforation separations; remains a very interesting lot. ������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $500 - 750

CONFEDERATE STATES
2324 H/m
Confederate States and Sanitary Fair Collection, 1861-1960’s. Approximately 2,000 stamps and covers, starting
with some genuine Sanitary Fair and Confederate stamps in the beginning followed by reprints and forgeries, with full sheets and
singles, commemorative covers, etc., genuine stamps include a page of mint stamps: 1-5, 6-7 with shades, 8, 9, 11-14, with various
#11-12 shades, followed by a page of used stamps, with 3-4, 7 pair with white tie plate variety and a few covers, #1 on cover, a page
of Sanitary Fair stamps with WV1-4, WV11-13 and many reprints and reprints of Sanitary Fair locals, followed by several military
documents including a couple pay and clothing vouchers, two booklets of Gettysburg, PA photo stamps booklets (Series A-B), several complete sheet reprints, nine pages of Confederate locals reprints, group of 12 sheets of Springfield facsimilies, approximately
20 pages of Confederate reprints and facsimiles, some pages with dozens of stamps and several with facsimile covers and finally
some event covers from the 1930’s-60’s to commemorate the war. An interesting collection of the Album weeds mixed with some
genuine meaty items to bring a little flavor into the specialists collection, generally Fine to Very Fine appearance. Shipping charges
apply - weight 7.4 lbs. (photo on web site)�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
2325 H/m
Confederate State Forgery and Reprint Collection, 1860’s. Approximately 1,500-2,000 in six old time stockbooks and albums of forgeries and reprints in modest to heavy duplication, filled with reprints, both from Birmingham and Springfield, as well as a strong selection of Confederate and Provisional forgeries and some dubious postmarks. You will find singles as
well as blocks and sheetlets and the occasional cover, plus the occasional genuine stamp altered in some way to reproduce a rare
cover or rarity, some quick items of note include Mobile issues on piece, several ex Ferrari covers where were presumed to have
been purchased as genuine as later discovered to be forgeries, 11 reprint Jefferson Davis sheets, with 5¢ “New York” London Print
sheet of 100 and 10 different 10¢ altered plate sheets in colors., generally Fine to Very Fine appearance. Shipping charges apply weight 13.4 lbs. (photo on web site)������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������ Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
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2326 H/m
Confederate States, Small Dealer’s Stock. Small stock of 39 dealer’s “102” small retail cards; represented are two
New Orleans Provisionals and General Issues, Scott numbers 1, 2, 4, 8, 13 & 14; several cards have more than one stamp, including a variety of shades - in all there are 51 singles, 5 pairs and two blocks of 4; includes two used #8 and three used #13; overall
condition is generally Fine; all are identified and marked with retail prices totaling about $11,000. An interesting lot. (photo on
web site)�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2327 H)
United States Unused Union Civil War Patriotic Envelope Collection, 1860’s. Approximately 300 unused envelopes, each in individual plastic cover sleeves identifying each by Weiss number to avoid duplication, mostly different with a great
variety of subjects that could be a strong base for a Civil War patriotic collection or for easy breakdown for retail or internet sale,
mostly Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 8.2 lbs. (photo on web site)���������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2328 )
Confederate States, Civil War Postal History Collection, 1861-1865. Compact group of 34 Southern envelopes
on Vario black pages; about half have CSA 7 pairs used to pay the rate; attractive postmarks at Charlottesville, Pittsylvania, Halifax, Orange, Marion, Buckingham, Verdun, Laurens, and Richmond; attractive PAID 5 handstamp on envelope addressed to Capt
McClenaghan was was cited in the Official Records for bravery at First Manassas; cover from Lt Scott who was wounded in action
at Second Bull Run; lovely envelope with pair of CSA 7 addressed to BGEN Smith who been severely wounded after several important battles in the war with Mexico, served on the frontier, and was in command in Charleston when he died of Yellow Fever
two months after receiving the letter; remnants of a turned cover with a pair of Jefferson Davis ties with a lovely red cancel and a
folded part of reverse with a PAID 10 showing, back of envelope present but not attached; homemade envelope addressed to Maj
Sims missent with attractive postal markings; moving letter and blue envelope from soldier to his father; expect considerable range
in condition; many hours of enjoyment for the Civil War collector, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 1.2 lbs.
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

UNITED STATES POSSESSIONS
2329 HH/H/m
U.S. Possessions, Strike It Lucky Selection of 13. Each identified (and priced) on individual black cards; comprises Canal Zone #32var (imperforate-between vertically Specimen block of four), 39e used on piece; Cuba #222A var (“Cuba” at
bottom), 226 imprint strip of three; Guam #11 pair, 11a; Hawaii #6 (pretty four-margined example), 53f, 72var (shifted overprint);
Philippines #223A, 225, 237 (2, 1 used); generally fresh, with centering superior to most, Very Fine overall, see them for yourself
here at our offices or online. (photo on web site)����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
2330 HH/H/m
Extensive and Attractive Collection. Fresh and clean, all neatly mounted on White Ace or homemade Minkus
pages; highlights include (mint unless noted) Canal Zone #4-8, 18-20, 21-26, 27-30, 31-35, 36-37, 38-41, 42-45, 46, 47-48 (used),
49-51, 58 (used), 59, 60-66, 67 (used), 70-81, 84-95, 97-99, 100-104, 120-135, C1-C3, C15-C20, CO1-CO7, J1-J3 (used), J10-J11,
J12-J20 (used), O1-O8 (#O3 used); Cuba #221-226, E1, E2,J1-J4; Puerto Rico #210-214; Guam #1-8, 10-12, E1; and Philippines #212 (used), 220-222, 223 (used), 226-237 (mint and used), 241-254, 261-274 (mint and used), 290-303, 319-325, 340-352,
354-360, C1-C12, C17, C28, E1, E2-E2b, Officials, #N1-N7, and more; bring your own album: the pages here a bit worn, but
stamps are unaffected, Fine to Very Fine or better, well worth a look; see it all on our website. Shipping charges apply - weight 2.6
lbs. (photo on web site)...............................................................����������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,800 - 2,200
2331 H/m
U.S. Possessions, Comprehensive Collection, 1855-1945. Scott Specialty Series with impressive US Possessions collection; in many cases the collector mounted both mint and postally used examples in this well populated volume;
Canal Zone # 4-8, 31-50, 70-79, 82-93, 105-127, Airmail mostly complete 1929-1976; Cuba 221-231; Danish West Indies
1-3, 6-11, 13-22, 24-58, and Postage Dues J1-J8; Guam 1-8, 12; Hawaii 30-32, 34-39, 41-45, 47, 48, 52C, 58-61, 74-82; Philippines 213-219, 226-230, 234-236, 241-275, and well populated thereafter including Airmail, Officials, and Japanese Occupation; and Puerto Rico 210-216; minor faults occasionally noted; a sweet little volume, Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web site)
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2332 H/m
U.S. Possessions, Trust in US (Territories) 1873-2014. Ready to dive into US Territories? three Scott binders with
new pages (and supplements through 1995) and a few thousand stamps ready for mounting; mint sets, singles and souvenir sheets
for the Marshall Islands, Micronesia and Palau currently protected in glassines and annotated with Scott catalog numbers; virtually
all MNH in post office fresh condition; expect the occational minor faults in any collection with this many stamps; bonus is a collection of US postal cards beginning with UX1 mint, more than 50 early cards with minimal duplication (a real sleeper item); time
to build that great collection, Fine to Very Fine. ������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������ Estimate $500 - 750
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US POSSESSIONS: Canal Zone - Cuba
2333 H/m
U.S. Possessions, Extensive Accumulation, 1850s-1962. Canal Zone stockbook starting with somer early surcharge
issues with various shades and varieties of some of the more modern varieties, Cuba several multiples of U.S. 2¢ Washington with
2¢ or 2½¢ surcharges with various plate varieties, useful stock of early Cuba from Spanish era to early 1960’s with set of 196061 Navidad sheetlets and 229P1 and 229P1 large die proofs, nice stock of Danish West Indies decent section of early numerals
with 9, 12 (faulty), 51-58 (3 mint sets), some nice Guam Guard Mail from M5-M11 in smaller quantities, Philippines, a few
early overprints of U.S. stamps on several quadrille pages with various noted small overprint flaw varieties and some early Rizal
issues of various perforations, Puerto Rico black stockpage half filled with overprints of U.S. stamps. Condition and centering
are both mixed, generally Fine to Very Fine appearance. Shipping charges apply - weight 4.8 lbs. (photo on web site)
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2334 H/m
U.S. Possessions, Small Stock of Mainly Better Numbers. Stock of about 75 dealer’s “102” small retail cards;
highlights include (mint unless noted) Canal Zone: three “ZONE CANAL” errors as well as a C25a imperf vertically error, and
O1-9 in NH blocks of 4; Guam: #4 VF NH, #4 & 10 with Specimen overprints, and three $1 #12 (two mint, one used); Hawaii: #6
pen-canceled, four Numerals (mixed quality), O1-6 F-VF NH, several plate proofs and four Kahului Railroad issues; Philippines:
#223A F o.g., 225 (one Fine, two VF-XF), 237 VF with a shifted overprint, and 239 (XF used); all are identified and marked with
retail prices ranging from $85 to $3,499 (the used Philippines 237), totaling more than $30,000. A valuable lot. (photo on web
site)���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

Canal Zone
2335 H/m
Canal Zone, Virtually Comprehensive Collection, 1904-1976. Compact, powerful collection on Scott pages;
includes Scott 1 (used), 2 (mint), 3 (used), 4-8 mint, 9-14, 17-20, 21-30, 31-37, 38-41, 46-48, 52-54, 55-57, 58-59, 60-66, 67-69,
70-81 mint (catalogs $500), 84-95 with $1 used (catalogs $450), 99-117, 118-119, 120-136, 136 and forward mostly mint; coils are
nicely represented; C1-C53 complete (C2 used); CO1-CO7, CO8-CO12 (catalogs $800); J1-J3, J4-J14, J15-J17, J21-J24, J25-J29;
tremendous material, check this lot out on the website, Fine to Very Fine.
������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2336 HH/H
Canal Zone large multiple and complete sheet accumulation, 1904-1965. In three sheet file folders, with: 7 (complete sheet and plate block of 80), 17a (complete sheet and block of 27), 17b complete sheet, 20 (56 in large multiples), 22 complete
sheet, 53 (two halves of complete sheet), 70 block of 44, 72 (8 reduced sheets of 81, each with straight edge stamps removed),
74 plate block of 81, 85 block of 46), 102 complete sheet and block of 80, 103 complete sheet and 86 stamps in large multiples,
96 (28 in two large blocks), 104 large block of 99, 107 (208 in large multiples), 111 block of 50, 114 two complete sheets, 118
complete sheet, 119 complete sheet, 120 (50 stamps in large blocks), 121 complete sheet, 136 (5 complete sheets and two blocks
of 80), 137 (2 complete sheets and two blocks of 80), 141 2 complete sheets, 142-45 complete sheets, 149 complete sheet, 156 (7
complete sheets), 157 complete sheet, C9 complete sheet, C11 complete sheet, C20 plate block of 50, C21a-C23a complete sheets,
C24 complete sheet, C25 complete sheet, C26a complete sheet, C27-31 complete sheets, C32 complete sheet signed by stamp designer, C42-43 complete sheets, J11c (66 in larger multiples), J21-24 complete used sheets, J25-27 plate blocks of 81, J25-26 (two
of each complete sheets), occasional small faults and gum issues as you typically see with stamps from this tropical country, high
cumulative value with potential to find some great little varieties, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged / some tropicialized gum,
generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 3.4 lbs. (photo on web site)������������������������ Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Cuba
2337 )
Cuba, Sensationally Stupendous Postal History Accumulation. Filling six cover albums, 2 binders, and six long
stock drawers, a breathtaking holding with breadth and depth almost never encountered (easily thousands in total); the earliest
material, buried in one of the stockbooks, are four stampless covers from 1847-50, with a solid handful or so of US Administration
items, the vast majority being from independent Cuba through about the mid-1980s; all but a handful are commercial or personal
covers—there is very little philatelic in nature here; to give a sense of what you’ll find, we particularly note a staggering array of
frankings, loads of Airs including First Flights to and from Cuba along with Rocket Mail covers and photos; commemorative and
special event covers; Ambulante, Paquebot, perfins, Censors; corner card and advertising covers; mint wrappers and message-reply cards; meters uprated and uprating; a Scott #275a used on cover, a 1920 oversized Registered cover from the Bank of Nova
Scotia in Havana to Chicago, and more and besides; a once-in-a-lifetime potential goldmine for the philatelic historian, with much
identified by Scott or Edifil number on pre-printed cards, Fine to Very Fine with better, give yourself plenty of time to review; a
rewarding lot. (photo on web site)..............................................����������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
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US POSSESSIONS: Hawaii - Philippines
Hawaii
2338 H/m
Hawaii Specialized Collection, 1850’s-1960’s. Starting with two stampless paid covers from Honolulu, Hawaiian
Islands to Connecticut and Massachusetts, 12 very convincing early cover replica’s, 1.5 album pages filled with 40 mostly fake
Missionary, Kamehameha III and Numerals, progressing into the banknote issues with various shades, #35 with patient cancel,
nearly complete Red Provisionals, #72 mint, page of cancels, with three #33 both with negative HI cancels, several U.S. stamps
with Hawaiian cancels, O1-2, R1-3 (duplicates of R3 with shades), R7-8, R11-12, R2-4 reissues, blue Elima Dala London fantasy
stamp, page of 6c and 18c Kahului railroad stamps with several unused and used copies of each, page of Hawaiian cultural cigarette
cards and picture postcard, Stationary entires: U1-3, U11-13, UE1, UX1-7, UX8 used, UX9, several stockpages of Hawaiian airlines luggage labels, several Pineapple post sheets and covers and as a bonus, some Guam with some Spanish American War fake
overprint issues and Guard Mail, with M5-11 (2 sets and 1980’s reprints). A great addition to any specialists collection, generally
Fine to Very Fine appearance. Shipping charges apply - weight 4 lbs. (photo on web site)������������������������ Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
2339 H
Hawaii, Compact, Powerful, Valuable Collection, 1853-1899. Delicious old school collection from Numerals to
Provisional Government; several certificates from both Hawaiian Philatelic Society and APEX seek to unentangle these gorgeous
early issues; attractive looking 8a (cert notes badly thinned with tear), several 10 (including 2 margin pairs with certs), 11, 11S;
10 Numerals that need sorting out, with a cert showing a 1 cent counterfeit and another cert showing a 24 that is good, collector
has issues listed as 21, 23, 24, 25 and 26; 30-36 (32 used), 35-36, 37-41 (40 and 41 used), 42-49, 53-61, 62-64, 65-73 (obviously
missing 66c), 74-82 and O1-O6; also a few stock pages with light duplication; considerable catalog here; condition varies, much
appears F-VF; well worth close inspection, Fine to Very Fine. ..����������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2340 H/m
Hawaii, The Aloha Postal Stationery Stock. A grand holding with eye-watering cumulative catalogue value, consisting of entires, postal cards and message-reply cards, mint unless noted: #U1 (5), U2, U3, U4 (3), U5 (2), U10 (16), U11 (13),
U12 (14), U13 (17); #UX1 (46), UX2 (17), UX3 (17), UX4 (5), UX5 (125), UX6 (5), UX7 (42), UX8 (21), UX8a (50), UX9 (22),
UX9 used (71), UY1, UY1m, UY1r, UY3 and UY3m; condition varies from pristine to missing corners, but plenty of salable material, generally Fine to Very Fine, inspection a must. Scott $21,000+ (photo on web site)������������������������ Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Philippines
2341 H/m
Philippines Officials and Occupation Issue Accumulation, 1907-1944. Many complete sheets that seem to have
been partial pads of stamps that were liberated from a post office sometime around the Japanese invasion of the Philippines and
a small book containing approximately 140 early O.B. handstamp overprints of various colors, fonts and denominations of the
early Rizal issues and are unchecked for watermarks and perforations, sheets include: 416 (85+ complete sheets), 464 sheet of 100,
O16 (85+ complete sheets), O37 (80+ complete sheets), several sheets (and partial sheets) from Japanese Occupation N12//N22
set. Condition is a mixed and much of gum of many of the sheets has become tropicalized or stuck to glassine interleaving, o.g.
or without gum, generally Fine to Very Fine appearance. Shipping charges apply - weight 7 lbs. (photo on web site)
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2342 H
Philippines, Exceptional Possession Collection, 1859-1945. Wonderfully fresh US Possession, Japanese Occupation, and also pre-occupation Philippines (1859-1899); mostly mint collection in black mounts including 212, 213-219, 220-225
(no 223A), 226-231, 232-233 (used), 232-234, 235-236 used, 238, 241-254 used, 254, 255-260A used, 261-274 used, 276-304
used, 319-325 mint, 340-353 MNH, 354-446, C1-C17, C18-C28, C29-C35, C36-C45, C46-C62, E1-E7, J1-J7, J8-J15, O1-O36;
Japanese Occupation mint; at least 100 stamps from pre-occupation Philippines; very powerful holding well worth your attention,
Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 2 lbs. ..........����������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2343 H/m/)
Philippines, Eclectic and Appealing Collection. Housed in two binders of stockpages plus an accordion file with
even more goodies; includes 68 picture post cards (most mint), a seldom-seen compilation of Spanish and American Administration Revenues (most all identified), 27 covers including June 29, 1899 “Mil. Sta. No. 1 Philippine Islands” duplex (two days before
Philippine-overprinted stamps issued), Jan. 27, 1922 cover to Shanghai with “U.S. Pos. Service Shanghai/China” receiver, Nov.
23, 1941 cover returned to sender with “Service Suspended” handstamp, “Victory/Commonwealth” overprinted covers including multi-franked First Day Cover and single- and multi-franked covers with “V-J Day” green commemorative cancels, several
Airmail or advertising covers along with a wood cover; 13 mint or used postal stationery items; #N12-N23 corner blocks of four
cancelled, 20 Japanese Occupation covers plus 1p-1000p Japanese Occupation banknotes; a manila envelope of Revolutionary
Provisional Government items, and more besides; generally fresh and sound, Fine to Very Fine with better throughout, a great little
holding; inspection invited. (photo on web site).........................����������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
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US POSSESSIONS: Ryukyu Islands - BRITISH COMMONWEALTH: Great Britain
Ryukyu Islands
2344 H/m
Ryukyus, Solid Collection with Extras, 1948-72. Neatly presented in two slipcased Scott National albums, the first
holding the main collection, essentially complete mint (with much spot-checked never hinged) with duplicate pages for a used
parallel collection, the second, in pristine condition, offering duplicate material; note the items everyone looks for: #1-7, 1a-7a, 8
white paper, 16, 16a, 17, Currency Conversion issue, Airs and #E1, with souvenir sheets and several complete panes, letter sheets,
aerogrammes and postal cards, even Revenues through the cents values; mint uniformly Post Office fresh, the few used covers
sound for their travels, Very Fine on the whole, have a look. (photo on web site)
���������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

UNITED NATIONS
2345 H/)
United Nations, The General Assembly Stock Compilation. Solid, fresh and extensive holding of material, presented every way possible: as singles, blocks, marginal inscription blocks, full sheets, miniature sheets, First Day Covers, year
folders, etc.; clean and fresh throughout, highlighted by 11 Ten-Year souvenir sheets (#38), plus three never hinged UNTEA sets
(#1-19); note Flag Series items, Hundertwasser designs, Year of the Child, and more; New York dominates, but all three Offices
are represented, Very Fine overall. Shipping charges apply - weight 13 lbs. (photo on web site) ������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2346 H/)
United Nations, Mostly First Day Covers and Some Stamps, 1951-2010. Three huge cartons filled with many
thousands (would guess 5,000+) of envelopes with moderate duplication; many unaddressed and still bundled as received; observed at least a dozen Scott 38 souvenir sheets on cover as well as numerous other S/S; also includes many hundreds of mint
stamps in sheets (at least a dozen different) and blocks, all MHN; useful stock for the internet dealer searching for a deal, Fine to
Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 71.6 lbs. ������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $800 - 1,200
2347 H/m/)
United Nations Specialized First Issue Collection, 1951. Scott Numbers 1-11 and C1-4 sorted by the various printings of each issue and into various position blocks and varieties, with nearly every varieties concervable of these early varieties
with marginal cut out shapes (hearts, diamonds, squares, triangles, etc.), precancels of Scott #2 (single and cover), perforation
varieties, etc., a great collection for the advanced U.N. collector, o.g., mostly never hinged, generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping
charges apply - weight 9.2 lbs. (photo on web site)������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Session 2: Saturday, August 7, 2021
BRITISH COMMONWEALTH
Great Britain
2348 H/m
Great Britain, Top Flight British Collection, 1840-1980. Advanced collection in a Scott Platimum Specialized
album; 1-45 (except 14, 23 and 31); beautiful 57, 74 and 75; nice plating of 1 penny Red and 2 pence Blue, three nice examples
of 96 and a 108, 109, 110, 124, 139-42, 173-74, 179-81, spectacular 209; strong Officials including O36, O38, O42, O43, O83;
many additional pages added with varieties and plating studies; while condition is mixed there remain many wonderful high
values missing from most collections; catalogs $58,000+; an absolute delight, Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 5.8 lbs.
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
2349 H/m
Great Britain & Canada, Collection, 1840-1892. Mounted in a binder, Great Britain has used #1 three margins, 3,
34, 42, 43, 54, 57, 94, 95, 96, 103, 104, 105, 106, 139, 140, 142, mint 78, 111-122, 124, 137, 138, used & mint Officials, Canada
is noted with used 4 (2), 8, 17, 18, 19, 21-25, 27, 28, 65, mint 36 pair, 37, 38, 46-47, 50, 52-58, 63, 85 block of four NH, 135, C2C4, E3, Nova Scotia used 3, mint 8, 11,12, some primo material for our brave bidders, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply
- weight 2 lbs. Scott $25,000+ (photo on web site)��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
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BRITISH COMMONWEALTH: Great Britain - Hong Kong

2350 H
Great Britain, Clearly Superior Collection, 1840-1982. As soon as you open this Scott Specialized album you
realize you have something really special; exceedingly well populated collection of GB issues beautifully framed in black mounts;
1, 3-5, and 7 cut close to the design but attractive; 57, 69-71, 73, 78-87, 94-95, 96, 98-107, 108-109, 111-122 mint, 127-138 mint,
139-141, 179-181 mint, 222-224 mint; mint begins with the 1887 issues and is nearly complete going forward; evidence of previous hinges noted; owner catalog $17,100+; what a breathtaking volume for someone who can appreciate it, Very Fine to Extremely
Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 4.2 lbs. �������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
2351 H
Great Britain, Excellent Great Britain & Empire, 1880-1950. 8 stockbooks both extensive and highly useful; one
persons accumulation including substantial Great Britain proper with strong Victoria surface printed issues, mostly used and many
duplicated, nice KEVII and KGV issues, plus substantial used QEII; separate volumes of New Zealand, Australian States with
about 1000 duplicated used items; Indian States; extensive Australia prper, plus a massive stockbook of Colonial issues from Abu
Dhabi through Zambia with a nice mix of material; a luscious collection for your enjoyment, Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight
23.6 lbs. �������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
2352 H
Great Britain, Victoria, Empire, and Commonwealth, 1850-2012. 5 counter books packed with dealer stock
annotated with catalog numbers and values; better items including 3b, 18, 25, 26, 28, 39, 39b, 43, 43a, 45a, 48, 51, 51a, 57, 60,
62 (4), 64, 66, 66a, 70, 73, 85, 86, 94, 96, 102, 104, 108, 113a, 118a, 126, 139 (3), 173, 174, 180 (3); includes binder with British
Guiana, Guernsey, Jersey, Isle of Man, and Montserrat; expect wide range of condition; clean with light to moderate duplication;
consignor catalog value $26,000+, Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 9 lbs.
���������������������������� Estimate $2,000 - 2,500
2353 HH/H/m
Great Britain, High Catalog Parallel Mint & Used Collection, 1840-2012. Fairly complete for the period in eight
Lindner “T” hingeless albums with the used stamps mounted beneath the mint; the 19th century is just about all used and is loaded
with high catalog stamps; highlights include (used unless noted) #33 plate 225 (“GRW” perfin), 43 (mint), 54 & 56 (unused without
gum), 102 (mint), 124, 142b, and 173 (mint), plus lots of other $50-$200 & up stamps; King George VI and Queen Elizabeth II
are just about complete mint - NH beginning in the mid-1960s - and is fairly so used into the 1990s; there is also a scattering of
slightly better Officials and Offices Abroad, though the pages for those issues are not included. Condition is pretty mixed on the
Queen Victoria issues, but is generally F-VF otherwise. ............����������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2354 H/m
Great Britain, Beginning with the Penny Black, 1840-2002. Very clean GB collection in two Scott Specialty albums; beautiful Maltese Cross on 2 margin Penny Black, 39, 40, 48, 53, 96, 104, 111-122, 127-139, 159-172, 173, 175, 179, 180,
187-200, 210-220 essentially complete to 2002; beautiful examples of Royals in minature from Victoria and KGV to QEII, Very
Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 9.6 lbs. �������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Bahamas
2355 H/m
Bahamas, Fresh Dealer Show Stock, 1861-1997. Considerable mint and used dealer’s holdings neatly presented
on hundreds of counter pages annotated with Scott numbers and priced; strong early issues and lots of QEII, souvenir sheets and
Back of Book; includes; Bahamas 2, 8, 11b, 11d, 12, 13 (3), 13a, 14 (6), 15, 16, 17, 18 (3), 27, 27a, 31, E1-3, MR1-3, MR6-13, and
a few locals; owner’s catalog $8,500; well worth a look, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 5.2 lbs.
�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $800 - 1,000

Falkland Islands & Dependencies
2356 H/m
Falkland Islands, Excellent Starter Collection, 1878-2011. Mainly mint collection in a 3-ring Scott Specialty
album; a little scattered until 1968, but including such highlights as (mint unless noted) Scott #21 (used), 41-48, 62, 94 (used), and
107-120 nhp; then just about complete from 1969 into 2011, with NH beginning in 1978; Dependencies issues a fairly complete,
but lack the 1954 Queen Elizabeth II “Ships”; condition is clean and F-VF throughout. Scott $3,750 (photo on web site)
�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $750 - 1,000

Hong Kong
2357 H/m
Hong Kong, Fragrant Harbour Accumulation, 1863-2014. Excellent accumulation including several nice country
collections; lovely, MNH stockbook selection of sets, singles, souvenir sheets, and miniature sheets; light duplication noted; lots of
New Year and other Post Office product sets, etc; excellent range and scope of this popular material, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping
charges apply - weight 17.8 lbs. ������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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BRITISH COMMONWEALTH: Malta - Area Collections

Malta
2358 H
Malta, Consumate Collection in Schaubek Album, 1860-1987. Some collections are, frankly, delicious; this is
one of those collections; virtually complete mint with superior centering and condition; 1 (thin), 4, 6, 8-699 (except 16); many
examined are MNH and others have very modest gum disturbance from previous mount; includes Postage Due and Postal Tax;
catalog $4730; lot also includes a Scott Specialty album of modern Japan (1969-88) mint in black mounts, souvenir sheets noted;
catalog $420; two very clean collections worthy of consideration, Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 9.6 lbs.
�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $750 - 1,000

New Zealand
2359 H/m/)
New Zealand, Fantastic Old-Timers Holding, 1855-2006. A wonderful, generally clean and valuable holding
spanning much of New Zealand philately; includes about 18 albums or binders that comprise no less than 5 individual collections,
several of which are quite outstanding; we note a highly comprehensive parallel ment and used semi-postal collection with the
“laughing boys” mint, while the additional collections are strong in mint 20th century; 5-6 binders include material from the late
1990s on, in quantities of generally 5 of each, with sets, souvenir sheets, booklets, etc; from an era of difficult to find newer issues;
1960s first day covers, plus later ones, used premium earlier sets and singles and much more; truly a wonderful holding from a very
popular country; generally F-VF or better; be sure to allot sufficient time for a thourough inspection, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping
charges apply - weight 60.6 lbs. ������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
2360 H
New Zealand, Fantastic, Uncommon Accumulation, 1855-2015. Valuable and nice quality, lightly to manageably
duplicated holding of many thousands, mint and used, housed in one large album, 3 stockbooks, and a shoebox packed with useful
sets and singles; coverage is centered around the late 19th century to the very modern period, including sets, booklets, souvenir
sheets, and the like with light duplication; not often encountered as lots of these newer issues were neglected and not easily found;
lots of face value with good Back of Book and 20th century as well; while condition varies, most can be described as F-VF or
better, well worth a careful inspection. Shipping charges apply - weight 17.8 lbs. ������������������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2361 )
New Zealand, Wonderful and Substantial Postal History, 1928-2010. Excellent group of perhaps 500 or so,
mostly from the 1930-1960s, including censors, first day covers, flights, aerograms, military M.P.O. covers, and lovely semi-postal
issues; many sets on cover as well as large percentage of color cachets (often in support of Children’s Health Camps); solid mix of
interesting items from an uncommon and popular nation; while condition varies it remains, on balance, quite good, Fine to Very
Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 10.6 lbs. ������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������ Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Area Collections
2362 H/m
British Commonwealth, Massive 70 Countries plus Inventory, 1855-2010. A huge British Commonwealth stock
of over 70 countries all neatly mounted on “102” size sales cards contains mint, used, blocks of four and more on over 19,000
sales cards housed in 30 long boxes in eight cartons. An instant sales inventory for online, stamp shows or old fashioned mail order
sales. Can be sold individually or marketed by the country. Runs the gamut from stamps in the hundreds of dollars to less expensive
singles and sets. We note a number of countries have a plethora of sets in the $20 to $80 range. The 19th century material is a bit
mixed as usual and the 20th century is loaded with mint sets and singles after 1945 mostly NH acquired as new issues. We note excellent Hong Kong, Malaya and States, Gibralter, Jamaica, St Helena, Malta, Solomon Islands, Transvaal, Virgin Islands and many
more. Certainly one of the most diverse inventories that we have offered. Every stamp or set has a Scott number noted, quantities
are modest usually between 1 and 7. A perfect turnkey stock ready for immediate sales. Certainly a huge Scott value. Condition is
mostly F-VF with much NH. The early material is more mixed but nice cancels and decent quality makes this lot a winner, Fine to
Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 92.8 lbs. (photo on web site)���������������������������������������������� Estimate $15,000 - 20,000
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2363 H/m
British Commonwealth, Extensive Collection, 1880-2015. 26 binders and stock books contain stock of thousands
of useful GB and Empire; 2 thin Windsor red albums, mostly used including Scott 120-122, 139, 173, 175, 222, 223; well over 100
Colony 25th anniversary Coronation S/S; stunning KGVI issues on black quadrille pages; Charles and Diana’s wedding in Herrick
album complete; very clean Bahamas and New Zealand binders; QEII Coronation complete on White Ace pages; wonderful groups
of omnibus issues - 1935 Jubilee, 1985 Silver Jubilee, 1946 ITU and Peace, 1949 UPU, some duplicated, some complete and others
mostly complete; enjoy, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 74.8 lbs. ������������������������������ Estimate $1,800 - 2,200
2364 H
British Commonwealth, Asia, America & Canada, 1859-1982. Three Scott green albums for British Asia, British
America, and Canada (with slip case); Canada has 1/2-3 cent, 8, 15 and 20 cent Jubilee, a pretty 50 cent Bluenose, attractive coil
pairs and booklet panes, and strong early Newfoundland; British America has lovely Bahamas, Bermuda, Falkland, Guyana, Leeward Islands, St Kitts, St Vincent gutter pairs, and Virgin Islands; the best is the Brish Asia with beautifil Kuwait, early Jordan,
extensive Iraq; clean material to proudly add to your bookshelf; significant catalog value; view in person or online, Fine to Very
Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 17.4 lbs. ������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������ Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2365 H
British Commonwealth, Omnibus Issues in 2 Volumes, 1935-1953. Beautiful collection on White Ace pages
housed in pair of binders in matching slipcases; KGV Silver Jubilee mint complete from Ascenion to the Virgin Islands; GVI Coronation beginning in Aden and concluding in the Union of South Africa; Victory and Peace Issues of the British Empire begins with
Aden States of Kathiri and Qu’aiti and finish in Western Somoa; and lastly the beautiful QEII Coronation series include a dozen
Malaya States, Pitcairn Islands, Swaziland, Offices in Bahrain and Muscat, as well as New Zealand, Niue, and the Tokelau Islands;
the issues look fresh but have been hinged; magnificent appearing and complete; examine in person or on line, Fine to Very Fine.
Shipping charges apply - weight 7.2 lbs. ������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������ Estimate $500 - 750
2366 H
British Commonwealth, Britannia Rules the Waves, 1852-2005. Wonderful, nearly all mint British Empire assembly of thousands, all presented on Scott numbered and priced counter pages; group is chock full of useful items from representative early to hundreds of later mint sets; 13 countries represented; Falklands and Gibraltar being the two largest (owner catalog
value of these two approximately $7,400), with the remaining countries of Christmas Island, Fiji, Norfolk Island, Cook Island,
Aitutaki, Barbuda, St Vincent, and Sierra Leone; solid mint Ireland noted; selected observed included St Vincent 13 (2), 16, 21, 23;
Sierra Leone 6; Falklands 7, 16 (2), 17, 18; Cook Islands 6-7, 37, 84-89; Gibraltar 1, 2, 27, 37, 38, 40, 41, 57, 86, 121-122; owner
catalog approximately $22,750, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 24.4 lbs. ������������������ Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
2367 H/m
British Commonwealth, High Value on Counter Pages, 1855-1952. Binder of singles and sets from across the
British Empire; about 150 counter pages annotated with Scott catalog numbers and values from Great Britain, Canada, British
Columbia, Newfoundland, Prince Edward Island, Bahamas, New South Wales, South Australia, Victoria, Australia, N W Pacific
Islands, New Zealand, Johore, Penang, Malta, Mauritius, Hong Kong, Grenada, Turks, Tristan da Cunha, Straits Settlements, Sierra
Leone, Seychelles, Sarawak, St Helena, and St Lucia; consignor claims catalog exceeds $43,000; examine carefully as condition
varies considerably and misidentification impacts value; an opportunity to plug some holes in album pages reserved for high catalog issues, Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 2.2 lbs. ..........����������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2368 H/m
British Commonwealth, Dealers Counter Stockbooks, 1853-2008. 7 binders of sets and singles annotated with
Scott catalog numbers and values; South Africa 25, J16, J18, J19, J23, J24; Bahamas 19, 66-68, 72-80, 92-95, 166a, 213-217;
Bermuda 83a, 119-121; Ireland 74, 117, 117-119, 133-134, 148, 150, C2, J1-J3; New Zealand 32, 88, AR48, AR49, AR59,
AR75, O94-O97; condition from passable to wonderful with most F-VF; ready for resale to your clientele; consignor catalog
$5,750+, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 9.4 lbs. ����������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $800 - 1,200

BRITISH NORTH AMERICA
Canada & Provinces
2369 H/m
Canada & Provinces, Powerful Dealer Stock, 1855-1985. Nice range with manageable duplication; mostly mint
New Brunswick 1860-63 pictorials; strong Newfoundland with loads of premium sets including 26 (used), 61-74 (used) 78-85,
104-114, 115-126, and 145-159, with many parallel mint and used, plus blocks of four; Prince Edward Island and Nova Scotia with
multiples; Canada proper with duplication of perforated beavers, large and small queens in quantity (mostly used), strong coverage
from there with increasing quantities of mint as we go; a valuable lot with huge catalog value, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges
apply - weight 4.6 lbs. ���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
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BRITISH NORTH AMERICA: Canada & Provinces - Newfoundland
2370 H/m
Canada & Provinces, Advanced Collection in Scott Specialty Series, 1851-1985. Diminutive yet powerful green
album well stocked; two #4 (third with small missing corner not counted), 15 (and a brick red), 14 (2), 17 (3), 18 (2), 19, 20, 21
(2), 22-30 (with dups for 4 values), small Queens with nice duplication, Jubilee to 50 cents (except 55) with attractive $2, Quebec
Tercentenary through 15 cents, strong Special Delivery and Registrations (F2d and F3), Postage Due (mostly complete), War Tax,
and Officials; New Brunswick 1 (3 margin), 6-11 (plus counterfeit #11); Newfoundland 24, 26, 27, 28, 31, 39, 40, mostly complete
from 56 on; Nova Scotia 8-12 (nice duplication); and Prince Edward Island 1-16 (missing 2 and 3); catalogs $17,000+ ($10,700
Canada, $5,800 Newfoundland, $750 Prince Edward Island); carefully curated collection, Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight
3.4 lbs. ���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2371 H/m
Canada & Provinces, Powerful Mostly Mint Collection, 1859-1993. Brimming Scott green Speciality album
with predominently mint in black mounts beginning in 1897; Scott 14, 15, 17, 18, 19, 21, 23, 24, 27, 34-47, Jubilee mint through
50 cents, 66-73, 74-84, 89-95, 96-103, 104-122, 149-159, 162-177, and virtually complete through 1993; while condition is
mixed, a real effort has been made to select superior color and centering; much MNH; includes Air Mail, Special Delivery, Postage Due, and a nice selection of Newfoundland; well worth a look, Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 6.2 lbs.
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2372 H/m
Canada, Great White North Including Provinces, 1859-2003. 3 bursting counter binders of dealers stock; Canada 14, 29, 36, 37b, 47, C1, E3, E5; New Brunswick 8, 9, 20, 28, 32, 32a, 59; Nova Scotia 8; Prince Edward Island 8; mild to
moderate duplication for use at stamp shows or the internet; all stamps annotated with Scott numbers and prices; condition varies
considerably but mostly F; consignor catalog $7000+, Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 5.8 lbs. �������� Estimate $800 - 1,200
2373 H/m
Canadian Provinces, Mostly Maritimes Collection. Neatly presented in a Scott Specialty album; Newfoundland
dominates, with a four-margined unused #1, #189a mint pair, noted forgeries including two sides of Oneglia forgeries; wonderful
Airmail issues with block of four #C2 (2)/C2a/C2b with Bolaffi certificate, C6-C8, C9-C11, C12, etc.; additionally with extensive
Juan de Fuca Locals (singles, sheetlets of four, used on piece or on cover); New Brunswick #1 used (APS certificate, small faults);
Nova Scotia including pair (bisect plus normal) #11 on cover; nice mostly mint PEI, etc.; a stellar holding sure to please, Fine to
Very Fine with much better, inspection invited. (photo on web site) ���������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Newfoundland
2374 H/m
Newfoundland, Absolutely Superb Specialized Collection, 1851-1947. A magnificent, perfectly assembled, labor
of love collection housed on black stock pages in a three ring Scott Specialty binder; everything is annotated by Scott/Unitrade
numbers, with the collection formatted to include mint singles, multiples (mostly blocks of 4), varieties as listed in Unitrade, imperforate pairs, wonderfully identified forgeries, plate blocks, and extensive proofs; the value is quite impressive, so here we go;
includes (mint) 1, 3, 11, 11A, 12A, 15A, 17, 19-23, 26-31, 32-33, 35-36, 37-40, 41-54, 54 (2), 56-59, 60, plus all kinds of shades,
61-64, 78-85, 87-97, 98-103, 104-114, 115-126, 128-130, 131-144, 145-159, 163-171, 172-182, 183-199, 212-225, extensive
proofs (plate proofs or trial proofs) like 25 (2), 27, 28, 30 (2 with one in violet), 31, 32 (3 different colors, two in pairs), 35 (2), 6174, 78-85, 86, 104, 111, 113 and 114 in black, 184 pair on scarce “bookend” paper, 192 defaced, 208-210 in black, 235 and others;
listed varieties show Unitrade 29i, 59i, 87xi, 87vii, 114a, 163c, 165a, 166a, 209a, a range of 211 shifts, 224a, 240ii, 234f, 242a,
269a, many perforation and watermark varieties; airmails like C2, C3, C6-C8, C9-C11, C12, C13-C17, C18, C13a-C14a; includes
Postage Due, Revenues, Money Ordersdid we say multiples? see the images posted in their entirety on the web; just a great lot,
fresh F-VF, most better, inspection invited. Shipping charges apply - weight 8.6 lbs. �������������������������������� Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
2375 )
Newfoundland, Extensive, Well Presented Newfoundland Postal History Collection, 1923-1956. A lovely and
diverse collection of perhaps 1500 covers or so, nicely presented in 22 uniform G&K cover binders in slip cases, with an additional
binder included for oversized items; while we spotted no great rarities (although a 1933 US Canadian mixed franking flight cover
looked lovely), we do find nice offerings of town cancels, slogan cancels, numerous interesting combination frankings, airmail and
airmail related covers, registered, censors (including RCAF censor tapes), first flights, US WWII patriotics from Newfoundland
locales, plus a bit of mint stationery, etc; bonus copy of Pratt’s landmark 770 page Nineteenth Century Postal History of Newfoundland; a super holding with some good potential; inspection invited in person or on the web, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges
apply - weight 144.8 lbs. ������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������ Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
2376 s
Newfoundland, Outstanding “A to Z” Town Collection, 1915-1947. A super clean and well organized collection
comprised of perhaps 2,500 individual stamps, pairs or other multiples plus town cancel strikes on piece; all alphabetically assembled from Aquathuna on, all identified and annotated in 7 G&K binders with an eighth binder included for a lovely showing
of perfin examples; truly a labor of love assembled over a lengthy number of years; a fascinating lot to be sure; examine a good
sample of this lot online (or come visit us) to appreciate this special collection, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight
25.8 lbs. �������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
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Canada
2377 P		
Canada, Remarkable Assembly of 1865-68 Second and Third Issue Revenue Proofs. An incredible, clean,
high-quality holding consisting of approximately 300 1865 Second Bill Issue Revenues, plus about 34 1868 Third Issues, for a
rough total of 335 items, all plate proofs and trial color proofs for these two issues, on India paper and India on card; included are
many pairs, especially for the dollar values of the 1865 issue, plus blocks of four, imprint blocks and strips, etc.; the large majority
are still on the original Maresch & Son lot cards; fresh, and a superb holding not easily duplicated, generally Very Fine, be sure to
enjoy viewing this lot in its entirety on the web. (photo on web site)
������������������������������������������� Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
2378 HH/H
Canada, Exceptional Mint, Mostly All Premium, Old-Time Selection. A simply spectacular stock to please even
the most curmudgeonly; material runs from Victoria to Elizabeth, with much in useful quantities; far too many goodies to list them
all, but we particularly note #14, 19, Large and Small Queens, nice mix of Jubilee singles, 20¢ and $2 Jubilee Specimens, #66-73,
96-103, 152b & 152c as blocks of four, 162-177 (3), 195-201, Arches in blocks of four and coil multiples, Confederation complete, beautifully centered Bluenose and Parliament (never hinged!), War and Peace issues complete, coil multiples from Edward
to Elizabeth, Airs, Special Delivery, Postage Due, Registry, overprinted Officials, and even a few Provinces; some items identified,
others filling small stockcards, so additional sets are most surely present; sound throughout, the compiler with an eye to quality
and centering, Very Fine overall, an excellent lot; viewing required to fully appreciate its grandeur. (photo on web site)
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
2379 H/m/)
Canada, Canucks Take Note Collection, 1851-1979. Mounted in two Scott Specialty albums with additional
material tucked in on manila stockpages, original auction cards, or loose; the stamps run from #4 on, the Pence and Cents issues
offering a handsome selection with used #4a, 4d, 5, 5a, 7 (certificate), 7i (certificate), 9, and complete 1859 and 1864 issues; Large
Queens include #28a while Small Queens are complete with some perforation varieties; the remaining Victorias, Edwards and earliest George Vs largely used, mint picking up from about 1927; shades, printing/plate flaws, fluorescence varieties, printings and
papers all noted; of interest are booklet panes, perfined and overprinted Officials, a set of fake Jubilee proofs on card (along with
other reference material), along with an impressive array of Airmail Semi-Officials as mint, used and many on cover, First Flight
Covers, etc., etc.; centering varies on early issues as usual, but all appear to be bright and sound, Fine to Very Fine, a great one;
inspect. (photo on web site)�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
2380 HH/H/m
Canada & Newfoundland, Powerful Mostly Mint Never Hinged Dealers Stock, 1852-1940s. A superb and valuable holding of better, with just two earlies used, and much of the mint never hinged; all either on dealer’s cards or in glassines,
with nearly everything identified and priced (though the latter may be out-of-date); highlights galore, some of which include the
most stunningly beautiful $4 Jubilee you’re likely to see (right margin single, though with two heavy vertical creases), a left margin
imperforate Bluenose (#158a) on dayglow white paper, Post Office fresh Pictorials, enough Royals to fill a palace, some blocks
and booklet panes, and strong Back-of-the-Book including Airs and Special Deliveries; Newfoundland is no less shabby, with
numerous complete sets (Cabot and Gilbert amongst them), plus #233-243 never hinged, C6-C8 never hinged, C13-C17 lightly
hinged but exceptionally centered, etc., etc.; useful duplication for the dealer, but little enough that a collector would not go amiss
in bidding, either, Fine to Very Fine with very much better throughout, well worth the time to review in-person or online. Shipping
charges apply - weight 1.4 lbs. (photo on web site)������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
2381 HH/H/m
Canada, Group of 40-Year-Old Auction Lots. 44 old lots, from former New England auction houses—mostly
Simmy’s, but Kelleher, Kukstis, Hinds, and Satuit as well—all still on their original cards; solid selection of mostly classics, with
groups of Large and Small Queens, partial Jubilee sets, Officials, Registry, and even a cut square, with better items including used
#5, 8, 14-15, 17-19, 20, 60, 61, 96//103; mint/unused #60, 66-73, 94 Specimen, 96//103, 99//102 (4), 225-227 (2), 302, E2-E6
(#E3 prettily centered), E4//E10; and Newfoundland #8 (used), 19 (2), 23, 25 (used); a few with condition issues, but generally
bright and selected with an eye to quality, Fine to Very Fine or better, well worth a trip down memory lane; fully imaged online.
(photo on web site)���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2382 HH/H
Canada, Collection, 1897-1981. In a mix of White Ace and Scott pages, in three nice Scott Specialty binders with
slipcases, containing 50, 57, 59, 85-86, 122, 139-40, 157, 176, 200-1, 217-27, 241-45, 249-62, 268-73, C1-9, E3, several mint
blocks, plus $163 worth of face value postage and a complete British Commonwealth 1948 Royal Wedding Omnibus set; very
fresh with many attractive and sound stamps, generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 20.2 lbs. Scott $8,940
(photo on web site)���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,000 - 2,500
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2383 H
Canada, Excellent and Valuable Revenue Collection, 1868-1948. Lovely, exceptionally clean and generally high
quality collection with a strong showing of never hinged as a bonus; highlights include (from Van Dam Canadian Revenue Catalog) FB53-5, FPS1-22, 23-40, good Postal Script issues with multiples, OL13-15, 23, good Ontario Law stamps and telegraphs,
QV1-9 specimen overprints, OGT2-9 (MNH), Dawson Mining Court YL1-3 (VF, VLH), YL14a, 15-17, 19 (MNH, scarce group),
FB8 (MNH block of 6), FSC18, 21-21b, 22, 25a, 26a, BCL55-8, BCD2-3, PC1-6 and much more; includes some nice semi-official airmails, War Tax issues, etc; view entire lot online, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 3.2 lbs.
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2384 H
Canada, Powerful Collection Principally Mint, 1859-1979. Deceivingly strong collection housed in a starter Harris Canada album; Victoria Jubilee MNH half cent to 50 cent (20c hinged), 74-84 (except 77a), 89-95 (95 is used), 96-103 MNH,
104-122 (a few LH), 149-159; Air Post, Air Post Special Delivery, Air Post Official, Special Delivery, Postage Due, Official; scattered used Newfoundland as well; tremendously fresh, often MNH and well centered. Shipping charges apply - weight 3.8 lbs.
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,800 - 2,200
2385 m
Canada, Remarkable 1859 10¢ Prince Albert Collection. (Scott #17), 11 Elbe linen-hinged pages providing an
amazing range of shades by printing numbers, identified re-entries such as position 29 (2), position 3 (“string of pearls”), position
61 (double epaulettes), “C” flaw, plus other unlisted varieties; all used, though a couple could pass as unused, with just a single
cancel in the lot that you might consider heavy; sound and fresh throughout, a few items presented as pairs, Fine to Very Fine or
better, consort with the Royal collection; imaged fully online. (photo on web site)
���������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2386 H/m/)
Canada, Excellent Semi-Official Airmail Collection. A spiffy little lot including numerous flight services and
routes, all but one of the stamps mint (many noted never hinged, several with thins noted), as singles, positionals, pairs and blocks,
w a margin single essay of Canadian Airways Limited; also features a lovely group of 24 covers, variously franked with several
pilot-signed; the stamps all wonderfully fresh appearing, the covers remarkably sound for their travels, Very Fine on the whole,
well worth the time to view; imaged fully online. (photo on web site)������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2387 H
Canada, Solid Predominantly Used, 1859-2011. Three volumes in Scott Specialty green albums; packed with issues mostly postally used; Scott 14, 17, 18, 21-25, 27-30, 50-57, Diamond Jubilee to 50 cents, and more nicely presented in black
mounts with attention paid to color, centering, and light cancels; enjoy this special collection, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges
apply - weight 16.2 lbs. �������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2388 HH/H/m
Canada, Plenteous and Valuable Accumulation, 1852-1973. Comprising three album collections, a further collection on loose album pages, two stockbooks and a stack of manila stockpages, two counter books, and additional glassined, this
Canadian compilation will keep your clients content; includes one all-mint/unused Minkus album from the Small Queens on, including blocks of four, plate blocks and booklet panes; the stockpages well-filled and including numerous better used classics; also
features a nice array of Provinces throughout; a bit of work will yield great rewards, Fine to Very Fine or better, get a taste online.
(photo on web site)���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2389 HH/H/m
Canada, Excellent Old-Time Mint and Used Selection. From Victoria to Elizabeth, several hundred stamps pulled
together in glassines or on old auction sheets; better used includes #4c (touching at right, adjacent frameline captured at top, blue
target cancel), 35 pair each with “Way Letter” cancel, 51 with near-maximal flag or Registered cancels, 51 & 53 with bold “1837/
Victoria/1897” flag-style cancels, three nicely centered and lightly cancelled Bluenoses, a near-perfectly centered $1 Parliament,
$1 Champlain Monument block of four, etc.; mint/unused includes various Small Queens, Jubilees, and Maple Leaves, pretty
examples of #203, 225, Queen Elizabeth II coil multiples, a $1 Toronto-New York Aero Club of Canada, Airs, Special Delivery,
Registry, and Postage Due issues, etc., along with a small mix of Provinces; in need of organizing and quality ranges, but plenty of
handsome and salable material, Fine to Very Fine with better, inspection invited. (photo on web site)�������� Estimate $750 - 1,000
2390 H/m
Canada, Dealer’s Collection of Albums and Binders, 1859-1986. 4 albums and 3 binders packed with both mint
and postally used; oversized Scott Specialty album nicely populated with Scott 14, 15, 18, 34-47 (except 40), Jubilee issue in mint
(50, 52, 53-55, 57, 58) and used (51, 56); Harris Canada album mostly used and with plenty of room to add material; handmade full
sized “Day Planner” binder with a dozen pages of mostly used beginning with 1927; stockbook packed with moderate duplication
of modern but also as Scott 14, 25, 28, 34, 35, and 37 noted; Scott beginner album pleasantly full beginning with Scott 14, 15, 17b
(2), 18, 19, 21-26, small queens, Jubilee to 50 cent (missing 58), and largely used complete after that to 1979 ; Thorp & Martin
album in looseleaf perhaps half filled with more common values; 1978 Scott Specialized again about half filled with the easier to
acquire although did observe a number of small queens and Jubilee mint to 5 cents; worth a closer look, Fine. Shipping charges
apply - weight 23.4 lbs. ...............................................................����������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,200 - 1,600
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2391 H/m
Canada, Great White North Dealer’s Stock, 1851-2005. Massive and valuable dealer’s holding on thousands of
counter pages annotated with Scott numbers and prices; a wealth of premium material mostly from the large and small Queens and
on with scores of better sets and singles; later fresh stock viewed as face value material; great Back of Book with Airmail, Postage
Due, booklets and lots of Revenues; nice Provisional issues and more; includes Canada 14 (20), 15 (18), 17 (2), 18, 19 (4), 21 (6),
23 (2), 24 (5), 27, 28 (2), 42, 46 (3), 91, 97; Prince Edward Island 1, 1a, 7 (2), 8 (5), 10 (6), 11a; Newfoundland 1, 7 (2), 24, 25, 26,
32a; owners catalog over $86,000, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 27.2 lbs. ������������ Estimate $8,000 - 10,000
2392 H/m
Canada, Post Office Fresh Modern Stock, 1859-2020. Thousands of Canadian singles, blocks, booklets and souvenir sheets principally from the past 20 years; 5 three ring binders packed with moderate duplication of exquisite commemoratives
on stock pages perfect for a dealer with an established client base; 300+ envelopes with Scott catalog numbers with 4-10 blocks and
singles; includes a Minkus 3 ring binder album mostly mint with Diamond Jubilee half cent to 15 cent plus 50 cent, all mint; 96103, nice KGV, Pictorials missing top values; bonus three books (Collection of Canada’s Stamps, Collection of Canada’s Stamps
2000, and The Millenium Collection) with stamps beautifully done; pair of Minkus albums mostly used plus a Scott Specialty
green album in good condition; someone camped out at the Royal Canadian Post Office and the winning bidder will benefit; very
useful lot, Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 49.4 lbs.
���������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

WORLDWIDE A-Z
Austria
2393 H
Austria, Powerful, Essentially Mint Collection, 1850-1975. Almost complete, mostly mint in a Scott Specialty album; 1-32b are used and lovely examples; going forward most are mint; gum varies as is to be expected from MNH to
heavy hinged, 127 has multiple hinge remnants, 142-144 very light evidence of being hinged; missing 380, 424-431; heavily
populated album includes Semi-Postal, Carinthia Plebiscite, Air Post, Postage Due, Occupation, Military, Military Semi-Postal, Newspaper, and Special Handling; wonderful collection, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 5.4 lbs.
���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2394 HH/H
Austria, Three-Volume Great Value Stock, ca. 1920-50. On manila pages in three binders, with material running
post-war to post-war; majority mint, with most of that never hinged; includes regular issues, Semi-Postals, Airs, Dues and more,
with quantities from one to about 20; note (never hinged unless noted) Renner sets as singles, pairs and blocks of four (no souvenir sheets, sadly), Cathedrals as singles to blocks of ten, Rotary overprint singles complete, post-war Coat-of-Arms blocks of
four including the 5s value, C1-C3 singles hinged, a garden of Flowers Semi-Postals, part-sheets of 30 of the 1947 Wiener Messe
issue, some earlier used material (even Offices), etc., etc.; no great rarities, just wonderfully fresh and sound material that is easily salable, Very Fine on the whole, well worth the time to inspect. Shipping charges apply - weight 8.6 lbs. (photo on web site)
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2395 HH/H/m
Austria, Notable Stock Selection, 1850-1965. In binders, glassines and more, a rollicking Alpine ramble; starts
with stock- or album pages of classic material from the First Issue on, with the bulk of the holding mint never hinged ca. 1947-65
blocks, part-sheets and complete sheets; earlies appear generally clean, though expect the usual condition issues; later material all
Post Office fresh and with much Topical interest, including UPU, Scouts, Art, Landscapes, and more; well worth review, Very Fine
on the whole. Shipping charges apply - weight 8.6 lbs. (photo on web site) ������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

Benin
2396 H/m
Bénin, Selection of 1892 Overprints, Mint and Used. A mini-holding of 31 of the first issue overprints on a stock
page with some duplicates. Includes: 1-3 mint, 2 & e used, 4 (4) mint & (3) used, 5 (4) used, 6 used, 8 mint & (4) used, 9 mint &
(2) used, 10 used, 11 mint & used, 12 used, 14 used and 15A used. A very nice selection of these scarce stamps. A few minor faults
most are F-VF, Scott $4740. ������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2397 H/m
Bénin, Advanced Oldtime Mint & Used Collection, 1892-1894. A wonderful collection of 39 different key singles
adn sets of this difficult to find French colony, all mounted on a European album page. The value is in key stamps which includes
Scott #1 mint signed Diena Scott $200, 2 mint signed Brun Scott $180, 3 mint signed Scott $120, 4 used, 5 mint Scott $100, 6 used,
8 used Scott $80. Lovely copy of 13 mint signed Diena Scott $475, 16 mint signed Scott $360. All of these overprinted stamps are
fresh and all appear sound, 20-45 are present with some mixed quality noted and J1-J4 used signed Scott $280, rounds out this solid
collection. Except as noted condition is F-VF. ������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������ Estimate $750 - 1,000
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2398 H/m
Bénin, An Advanced Mint & Used Collection, 1892-1894. An exceptional collection of 45 mainly mint stamps all
neatly mounted on Scott pages. Missing only 5 rarities for completion. A high quality collection of this challenging French Colony.
1-2 used, 3-5 mint, 6 used, 7-9 mint, 10 used, 11 mint, 12 used, 14 and 16-17 used, 20-45 all mint, J1-J2 used, J3-J4 mint. A very
difficult Colony and perfect to break down for online sales. the surcharges are scarce and almost complete. A few small faults.
Generally nice quality and F-VF, Scott $3401. ����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $750 - 1,000
2399 H/m
Bénin, A Comprehensive Mint & Used Collectoin, 1892-1894. A collection of 50 mint & used stamps mounted on
quadrille pages. contains 14 different copies of the 1892 surcharges both mint and used plus 20-32 and 33-45 both mixed mint &
used, J1-J3 used & J4 mint. Condition is a bit mixed, especially on the surcharge issues but many F-VF are present, Scott $2668.
���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $600 - 800

China
2400 H
China, Taiwan and Treaty Ports, 1898-2004. While a few forgeries were noted (not counted), there exists here
a strong dealer’s holding of ever popular China on hundreds of counter pages with Scott numbers and prices; attractive Hankow
2 and Kewkiang 5-8 blocks of 6; owners catalog value $10,000; ready for sale to eager collectors, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping
charges apply - weight 9.4 lbs. ��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2401 H/m
China, Imperial, Republic, and People’s Republic, 1882-2010. Two dealer’s counter books annotated with Scott
catalog numbers and prices; Imperial 11, 12, 13, 14, 16, 18, 79; Republic 162-173, J5, E10, C10; People’s Republic 57-59, 934,
1 L25, 1 L60; condition varies but overall F-VF; these binders are bursting with ever popular fresh material; consignor catalog
$3,700+, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 4.2 lbs. �������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $600 - 800

PRC
2402 H/m
China (People’s Republic), Well-Filled and Appealing Collection, 1949-91. Neatly hinged in a sound Minkus
album, a delightful journey through PRC philately; early issues (till about 1954) mostly mint, with various Tien An Men issues,
early commemoratives (including some that are the almost requisite reprints), and Exercise by Radio blocks (some complete, some
rebuilt); from there mostly used, with mint beginning again around 1970; many iconic singles and sets are here, including (used,
unless noted) #456, 467-482, 506-517, 561-562, 542-559, 563-566, 567-573, 588-589, 592-599, 606-609, 612-614, 620-627, 639646, 661-680 (less 30f), 708-710 perforated, partial Huangshan set, 767-781 (mint), 783-790, 799-803, 806-809, 828-832, 842845, surprisingly strong Cultural Revolution issues, 1067-1075 (with 1074a; all mint), 1095-1098 mint, 1090-1094 mint, 11041107 mint, 1126-1129 mint, 1149-1154 mint, and much more besides; a couple individual condition issues spotted, but generally
fresh and sound, Fine to Very Fine with better throughout, a definite must-see; image online for your convenience. (photo on web
site)���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2403 H/m
China (People’s Republic), Extensive Dealer’s Stock, 1949-1985. Clean mint and used dealer’s stock on hundreds
of Scott numbered counter pages; includes good early mint and used, plus strong 1970s and on mint; Scott 32, 60, 61 (used), 62,
63 (used), 64, 65, 74-76, 124-127, owners catalog value $12,700, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 9.4 lbs.
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

All lots have been extensively imaged online for your convenience.
Be sure to visit www.kelleherauctions.com for a look.
As always, shipping charges apply to all lots, and are based on weight and destination.
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Crete
2404 H/m/)
Crete, 1842-1922, Specialized Collection. Mint, used and with covers, cards, documents, including 1842-59 folded
letters (3) from Canea and tremendous cancellation interest, as well as varieties among the stamps including Scott #1 used x 3, 5a
pair mint (signed Vlastos, creased), 35-46 unused, and at least one mint and used example of the following Scott #54-58, 59-63,
80-82, 88-95, 107-110 with additional mint pair of 110, and 111-120, Postage Dues and Officials, as well as Foreign Post Offices
with Ottoman Empire used in Candia, some small faults, Fine to Very Fine. ������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,200 - 1,500

Cuba
2405 H/m/)
Cuba, Sensational Four-Volume Collection, 1855-1929. Most definitely not your grandfather’s collection—even
grandpa would be envious of this outstanding holding, all neatly mounted on homemade pages; selected with a keen eye for condition and quality, this collection offers a rarely encountered depth and breadth of material, with singles, blocks of four, various
Specimen types (“Specimen” overprints with security punch, “Muestra” overprints, etc.), plate and trial color proofs on paper and
card, booklet panes, imperforates including arrow blocks of four and cross-gutter blocks of 16, First Day Covers, numerous lovely
usages, and much, much more; among the too-numerous-to-list highlights are a complete unexploded booklet of the 1925-28 2c
Gomez stamp; a stellar mint Telegraphs holding; specialized Lindbergh holding including a block of four proof of the overprint,
doubled using two different colors, a Feb. 13, 1928 cover bearing flight cachet, and a Lindbergh-franked postcard sent by someone
who witnessed his landing, numerous First Air Train stamps (including a rare double surcharge—only 200 known) and covers
along with an article on the service, perforated and imperforate Matanzas part-sheets (plus First Day Covers), a lovely ad for
Havana stamp dealer M. Pascual, and on and on; several covers are foxed, but the rest of the collection could have come from the
Post Office yesterday, Very Fine, so enticing we had to image it all online; do not miss this one. (photo on web site)
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $4,000 - 5,000
2406 H/m/)
Cuba, Specialized One-of-a-Kind Collection, 1928-93. A decades-long labor of love, with all material either
mounted on homemade annotated pages, or arranged on Vario-style stockpages, filling 41 slipcased Lighthouse albums; 36 volumes comprise the main collection, where each issue is presented as mint singles and/or blocks of four, with mint and used gutter
blocks, trial color and plate proofs, cross-gutter blocks (same or different designs), First Day Covers, complete panes, souvenir
sheets (official and Exposition), imperforate blocks of four, etc., filling out the holding; note also private souvenir sheets to honor
the first anniversary of Cuba’s first Rocket Mail flight, a 2c 1940 Lions Convention cross-gutter block with the complete lower
right pane (CTO), cross-gutter block First Day Covers, and more; exceptionally clean and sound, our spot checks turned up both
never hinged and o.g., lightly hinged mint; in addition, three binders are devoted to 1984//1993 First Day Covers, with the last two
binders filled with miscellaneous Spanish Administration issues, cinderellas, and duplicates, Very Fine on the whole, a magnificent
holding that’s worth the time to review; we’ve scanned the first three volumes online to give you a taste. Shipping charges apply weight 190.6 lbs. (photo on web site).........................................����������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
2407 HH/H/m
Cuba, Magnificent and Wide-Ranging Stock Selection. Filling five long storage drawers, a simply massive holding of the island’s stamps with 1000 or more sleeves filled with material (we counted 223 sleeves in a single drawer chosen at
random); everything you could wish for is here, with mint and used singles, sets, pairs, blocks, gutter pairs, gutter blocks, booklet
panes, etc., a nice selection of Revenues (including a handsome 1889 Union of Tobacco Manufacturers’ Guarantee label), private
labels and souvenir sheets mint and used on cover, publicity photos, errors, proofs (singles, pairs and blocks), specimens and more,
running from the Isabellas to about 2006; much identified by Edifil number with gum and condition status on pre-printed cards;
strong but not overwhelming duplication, nearly all fresh and much mint never hinged, Fine to Very Fine with much better throughout, a splendid holding, the likes of which are rarely offered; make time to view. (photo on web site)����� Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
2408 H/m/)
Cuba, Expansive Stock from the Tail-End of an Outstanding Consignment. A caboose lot, perhaps, but with
plenty of stock to keep you rolling; you’ll find 12 binders sorted by material, including mint sheets, souvenir sheets (2), used
blocks of four, mint and used Spanish, American and Republic issues, etc.; plus over six drawers’ worth of used stock, sleeved by
individual Scott number with useful duplication (and a few items heavily); plus seven library card drawers’ #102 cards with mint
and used (mint starting at #63-66) all identified on the cards’ backs, with Back-of-the-Book extending to Postal Tax and Telegraph
issues; and as bonus material, there’s a drawer of mostly US picture post cards, two stockbooks of miscellaneous worldwide, a nice
little selection of US face, a couple mostly used Cuba collections on pages, even sheet music referring to, and a memento book of,
Cuba; the sheer volume of material makes this a must-see lot, Fine to Very Fine with better, set aside time to view. Shipping charges
apply - weight 113.4 lbs. (photo on web site).............................����������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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2409 )
Cuba, Massive Compilation of First Day Covers, ca. 1945-1980s. Presented in eight 2-inch binders, a 1-inch
binder, and six full to stuffed file drawers, almost all sleeved by issue with most identified and ready to sell; we picked a drawer
at random and counted 203 sleeves, giving a rough total number of covers around 1500 or so; singles, full sets (either on single or
multiple covers), gutter pairs, gutter blocks, however you collect ‘em, we’ve got ‘em, all apparently on cacheted envelopes (some
quite handsome, others whimsical); duplication, of course, but none so heavy as to be a burden; generally fresh and sound and a
once-in-a-lifetime opportunity for the collector or dealer, Very Fine overall, a must-see lot. Shipping charges apply - weight 90.6
lbs. (photo on web site)�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2410 HH/H/m
Cuba, Magnificent Revenues Stock. Many, many hundreds presented in a binder along with a drawer-and-a-half
of #102 cards, a stellar selection of mint and used items, covering a large range of fees and usages; includes Import and Export
duties, Law stamps, Trade Books (Libros de Comercio), Receipts and Accounts (Recibos y Cuentas), Police Fees, Rural and Urban
Document Cards, etc., with the binder offering mint never hinged large blocks of Manifests and Sellos, plus used blocks, multiples,
some Double Revenues, uses on document, Municipal Revenues, etc.; also included are three Republic proofs (as pairs plus blocks
of four), some Telegraph stamps, plus a mix of Spanish and Ohio (yes, the state) Revenues/Tax Paids, and more; some identified
by Edifil; an old-time holding with quantities, the likes of which would be near-impossible to duplicate today; any yellowing in
our images is due to the stockpage aging—the stamps are fresh and unaffected, Fine to Very Fine with much better throughout, a
fantastic find for the Revenuer. (photo on web site)...................����������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2411 H/m)
Cuba, “Havana Nice Trip. Wish You Were Here.” Picture Post Card Collection. Roughly 1000 or so (extrapolating from the count of one drawer) picture post cards of old Cuba, all sleeved and cleanly received in four long file drawers; nice mix
of mint and used, the older cards lightly duplicated, the more recent more heavily; broad range of subject matter including street
life scenes, views, country life, historic and tourist sites, interiors, portraits, art, etc., with some linen, real photo, hand-colored and
QSL cards noted, along with a neat little group of postcard folders; two drawers a hodgepodge, one other organized by locale, one
by printer; a fascinating trip back in time; most sound, though several used show the wear and tear you’d expect, Good to Very
Good, one to write home about; be sure to view. (photo on web site)��������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,200 - 1,600
2412 )
Cuba, Enticing and Varied Postal History Compilation. Over 90 covers or folded letter sheets in all, each individually sleeved with some annotated, offering a rich array of usages, cancels, etc.; solid percentage used domestically, but foreign
destinations of the US, Spain (including one to the Balearic Islands), Germany and Nova Scotia included as well, plus at least
one transit (Trinidad to New York via Havana); note Spanish Official stamps used in Cuba, Cuban bisects (fully tied), and some
gorgeously centered imperforate Isabellas; markings include company and forwarding agents’ handstamps, ship and route endorsements, Steamship markings, plus a lovely array of cancel colors and types including numerous grills (lines and crosses) and daters,
with various lovely corner card envelopes enlivening the bunch; condition varies as to be expected, but a most presentable group
for collector or dealer alike, Fine to Very Fine, see the entire offering online. (photo on web site)������������ Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
2413 HHa
Cuba, Sheetfile Volume of the Scarce and Esoteric. Pristine and sound Lighthouse binder sure to please the Cuba
enthusiast, with unlisted imperforates, multiples of early issues, #C3 sheet of 50, some American Bank Note Company archival
proofs, Matanzas Provisional sheets in various formats, #280-281 sheets of 100, various modern imperforate or proof sheets including #3571-3576, 3593-3597, 3613, 3617-3622, 3637-3638 and others, and more besides; generally fresh and sound, though
expect the occasional separation on the older issues, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine overall, see it all online. (photo on web site)
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2414 )
Cuba, Sensational Postal Stationery Collection, 1878-1907. Wonderfully presented in two binders, each page fully
annotated as to year and issue, identified by Edifil and Higgins & Gage numbers, covering Spanish, US and independent administrations; note many better such as (Edifil numbers) postal cards #1 var, 1ch (2) and unlisted items, 2, 2ch, 2ci (2), 2A, 2cc, 2cg,
2cl, 7, 7a, 8c, 8cd, 11ca, 12cf, 17ca, 18, 18cb, 19, 19ca, 21-22, 22ci, 24, 25-30A inclusive, 32cb, 34E; message-reply cards #5-6,
5c, 6c, 9c, 10, 10ca, 10cb, 10cc, 10cd, 13, 13c, 13Ecc, 14, 14c, 14ca, 16cb, 16cc, 35-38, 35c-38c, 35AE; envelope entires including
numerous “Size 8” Specimens, numerous wrappers, plus a colorful mix of mint and used “stamp cards”; generally clean though
some toning as to be expected, Fine to Very Fine or better, an uncommonly solid old-time collection; inspection invited. (photo on
web site)�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2415 H/m)
Cuba, Exceptional Stock of Mint and Used Postal Stationery. Spanning all three eras of Cuban philately, arranged
in two long boxes and two binders, all individually sleeved and identified by Edifil number; nice mix of postal cards, message-reply
cards, entires, wrappers and even aerogrammes, with mint, used and First Day Covers; usages include both domestic and foreign,
including destinations of the US, Germany, Belgium, and even a 1917 cover to St. Petersburg, Russia; entires used solo and uprated
with markings and special services sprinkled in; many hundreds in all, with useful duplication, Fine to Very Fine or better, a mustsee lot. Shipping charges apply - weight 39.8 lbs. (photo on web site)
������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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2416 H/m
Cuba, Terrific Stock of Telegraph Stamps. Several hundred in all, arranged on Lighthouse stockpages and identified by Edifil number; fresh and clean (any yellow in our images is due to the stockpages’ ageing); Spanish era mostly mint or
unused (including strips or blocks), while Republic items are mostly used; most duplicated in useful quantities, offering the chance
for shade and variety study, and totaling an eye-opening amount in Edifil, Fine to Very Fine, imaged in full online; a one-of-a-kind
holding. (photo on web site)������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2417 HH/H/)
Cuba, Specialized Collection of Anti-Tuberculosis Seals, 1928-57. Neatly presented in two slipcased Lighthouse
binders, with additional material loose, comprising a wonderfully clean collection of Seals for the period; mounted on fully annotated pages as singles (with types noted), tête-bêche pairs or blocks of four, booklet panes (1940 Series E with booklet covers!),
souvenir sheets, errors and varieties, First Day Covers and other on-cover uses, etc.; also included are several items of literature,
including the García Catalogue (2001 and 2009 editions); volume 2 adds a few 1950s duplicate seals and First Day Covers, along
with a group of letters from Dr. Ernesto Bello, Director of Cuba’s Propaganda Bureau of the National Council of Tuberculosis
sending seals and asking the recipient for their country’s items; a log sheet for the National Council’s Special Hospital Course,
several TB-related official covers and bulletins, etc.; remarkably fresh and sound, the additional material offering a chance to fill
in spaces or to sell or swap for what you’re missing, Fine to Very Fine or better, an uncommon holding; imaged completely online.
(photo on web site)���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2418 H/m
Cuba, Island Paradise Dealer Stock, 1855-2016. Considerable and well presented mint and used dealer’s stock of
singles and sets presented on hundreds of Scott numbered and priced counter panges from the earliest classics on to the present day;
Cuba 46, 114, 652a, 657a, 662a, C30, C31, E2 (5); lots of topically related sets for the collector so inclined; owner catalog value
approximately $8750; fresh material ready to move, Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 12.6 lbs. �� Estimate $600 - 800
2419 )
Cuba, Outstanding Selection of Stampless Covers, ca. 1833-1860s. By our count 116 in total, offering the postal
historian everything she could wish for; the majority originating in Cuba, but incoming covers are represented as well, with extensive domestic usages and foreign destinations including the US, Spain, Great Britain and France; the markings are the star, with
postmarks in red, blue, black and brown (several multicolored); various handstamped or manuscript ratings; “FRANCO”, Baeza
and straightline cancels; a couple boxed Great Britain accountancy marks, French “Colonies par/Nantes”, packets and US Steamship markings; a nice selection of British Post Office broken-ring “HAVANA” postmarks, forwarding agents’ handstamps, a light
violet military handstamp from the “Infanteria del Infante”, etc., etc.; several from a correspondence to a Mr. Spaulding in New
York City; all individually sleeved with more than a few annotated and priced; condition varies as expected of nearly 200-year-old
covers, but most are sound and clean, Fine to Very Fine or better, you’re unlikely to see another like this soon; imaged in full online.
(photo on web site)���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Denmark
2420 H/m
Denmark, Classic Scandinavian Dealer Stock, 1852-2004. Hundreds of counter pages beginning with a strong
selection of the early issues on through the modern all identified by Scott number and priced; includes 2 (13), 3 (7), 4 (14), 5 (3),
6 (3), 7 (26), 8, and so forth; strong Airmail, Postage Due, and Officials; nice selection of souvenir sheets and complete booklets
noted; owners catalog value $20,000; fresh material with minimal duplication, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight
8.2 lbs. ���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Diego-Suarez
2421 H/m
Diego Suarez, A Comprehensive Mint & Used Collection, 1890-1894. An exceptional intact advanced collection
of 60 mint & used singles & sets from this popular French Colony. Missing only 6 stamps for completion. Rarely offered with
all of the rare stamps included. highlights: Scott#1-5 used $425, 6-10 used $745, 11-12 mint $400, 13-17 used $197, 18 mint, 20
used, 23-24 mint $162, 25-37 mint $302, 38-50 mint $151, j1-J2 mint signed, J3-J7 used $335, J11 used $60. A great collection
well worth careful consideration. Perfect for online sales or to complete your collection. Condition is well above average but a few
faults may be present, overall F-VF Scott $3420. ���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,200
2422 H/m
Diego-Suarez, A High End MInt & Used Collection, 1890-1894. A superior collection of 52 different mint & used
singles and sets neatly mounted on European album pages. Carefully assembled decades ago by a quality conscious collector. The
stamps are fresh with strong colors and handpicked for outstanding cancellations. Missing only a few for the complete country.
Highlights include Scott #1-4 used Scott $372, 5 mint signed Scott $130, 13-20 & 23-24 mixed Scott $517, 26-37 mixed mainly
used Scott $249. Also we note 6-10 used signed Scott $745, 38-50 mixed Scott $109, J7 used, J8-J9 mint, J11 used. A great collection from this difficult colony. A few faults, mianly F-VF. ����������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $750 - 1,000
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2423 H/m
Diego Suarez, A Solid Mint & Used Colletion, 1890-1894. A very nice collection of several dozen mint & used
stamps neatly mounted on quadrille pages, intact, all from this difficult to find French colony. Highlihgts include: 1 & 5 used $152,
6-9 used plus 8-9 used duplicates Scott $950, 11-12 used $177, 14-15 mint $87, 15 used, 19-20 & 23 mint $148, 1-15 both mint
complete & used less 29 $535, 38-50 less 48 mint $131, J5 used, J9 mint. A very fresh collection in excellent quality assembled by
a serious collector who took care in his condition, F-VF, Scott $2242.
������������������������������������������������� Estimate $600 - 800

Egypt
2424 m
Egypt, A High Quality Almost Complete Used Collection, 1866-1958. An exceptional wonderful used quality
collection of several hundred stamps all neatly mounted on Marini album pages. Looks almost complete missing only a handful of stamps up to 1958. Regular issues are present except for Scott 167 and 224 until 1958. Airs & back of the book are also
strong. The very rare “Port Fouad” overprinted complete set is here with an Olivia certificate for the set. Four of the first issue of
1866 are signed Diena. Please check out the photos as the quality and cancels are all handpicked. Take advantage of this unusual high end offering. A few faults are possible although certainly not easy to find, so much scarcer than mint, Mainly all F-VF.
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Estonia
2425 H
Estonia, Full Sheets from a Dead Country, 1918-1938. Oversized photographic binder filled with full sheets; issues include 2, 3, 29-31, 138-142, 144-147; Airmails C9-C13 (triangles) are gorgeous; also note strong semi-postals B1, B2, B5,
B7, and B15-B19; a delightful lot, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 3.6 lbs. ������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Faroe Islands
2426 HH
Faroe Islands, Highly Specialized Collection, 1975-2019. Housed in six Lindner albums with blue albums and slip
cases, starting with first four albums containing the early mint singles, proceeding to complete sheets of selected earlier sheets, a
few early proofs and souvenir cards, proceeding to 2019, fifth album contains the interesting supplementary items, with a page of
revenue (Valuetagjald) stamps, containing black denominations with square dots after Kr., red denominations and black denominations with round dots after Kr., some Maximum cards, early 1953 Gledelig Jól post card with Barnahiålpin label, dated 22-12-1953,
first day cover, souvenir cards, some unissued essays and an album full of Christmas seals and Christmas cards, finally, the entire
collection duplicates itself with year sets from 1975-2018, o.g., never hinged, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight
77.6 lbs. (photo on web site)������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������ Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2427 HH/H/m
Faroe Islands, Frolicking Farago of Faroese Philately, 1919-. A whale of a haul, that will have your stock puffin
up in a heartbeat; just about everything you could ask for is here, starting with a mint hinged set of #2-6, with duplicate #2 (never
hinged!), 5 and 6 (2); the modern period is fully represented with solid duplication; you’ll find a couple used stamps included (removed from First Day Covers), but call this an all-mint holding from 1974 on, with singles, pairs, blocks, numeral blocks, many
full panes, booklets, yearbooks, commemorative folders, etc., etc.; apart from a jumps-out-at-you fluor variety #7, unchecked
for plate or other varieties; fresh throughout, with some material still in the original Post Office envelopes in which it was sent,
Very Fine, a goldmine for the bourse or online dealer. Shipping charges apply - weight 15.4 lbs. (photo on web site)
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2428 )
Faroe Islands, First Day Cover Collection, 1975-2019. Seven Lindner small cover albums filled with first day
covers, all artist signed first day covers from 1975-2002, normal after 2002, previous owner paid over $10,000 for the Artist signed
covers, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 21.4 lbs. (photo on web site)
������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Finland
2429 H/m
Finland, Wonderful Dealer’s Show Stock, 1856-2004. Hundreds of counter pages chocked full of beautiful Scandanavian stamps identified by Scott number and priced for sale; begins with an excellent range of roulettes, plus good Coat of
Arms types, and modern mint; includes 6, 7 (6), 7b (2), 8, 8b, 12a, 13a, 24 (2), 32, 69; strong Semi Postals noted; owner catalog
value $15,300; useful for the dealer with the right clients, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 8.6 lbs.
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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2430 m/)
France, A Great Classic Collection of Stamps, Multiples & Postal History, 1853-1873. A truly magnificent collection of French classic used stamps, multiples and interesting postal history. Hundred of high quality pieces all neatly mounted
on quadrille pages. Includes shades, rare concels, varieties, privvate perforations, two Balloon Montes, wonderful covers with
tri-colors, hihgh denominations, scarce cancels adn much more. Strengthin the 1853-1860 Empire issue with all values including
two 1 Franc covers adn a 20c with private perforations on cover, five 80c on cover to Chile, four 80c on cover to Mexico and
used blocks to the 80c. Later issues are similar in depth with values to the 5 Franc. These issues include an 1868 80c solo use to
Columbia and more that can be fully apprecaited by viewing the scans online of this unique collection formed by a serious quality
seeking European collector who built this over decades item by item. This advanced holding would certainly form the basis for a
medal winning collecton or it is also perfect for online auctions to dedicated philatelists seeking elusive stamps & covers for their
collections. Certainly one of the finest and most eye appealing classic collections of France that we have had the pleasure to offer.
We also note that eleven certficates accompany. The overall quality is far better than normally encountered with an abundance of
four margined adhesives. We do note a few faults for complete accuracy, mainly F-VF+. Definitely worth viewing!
������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $15,000 - 20,000
2431 H
France, Lovely Mainly Mint Collection Strong 20th Century, 1853-1959. Housed in two Lindner hingeless
albums. Hundreds of mainly mint stamps with much never hinged. Very little in early issues as value begins with the Peace &
Commerce issue of 1876, including mint (unless noted) Scott #64 $125, 66 $145, 75 $255, 77-78 $140, 82 $82, 84 $145, 89
$200, 91 & 91a $72, 92 $22, 98 $37, 99 $340, 100 $72, 108 $110, 109-132 plus grayish papers, some NH, $2000+, 138-154
some NH $438+, 156-184 most NH $200+, 198-201 NH $125, 185-196 NH $150, 220-225 NH $52, 226b $125, 247-248-253
some NH, $900+, 264-283 some NH $150+, 294 NH $95, 296-297 $80. From 299-396 looks complete most if not all NH,
about $1162. Missing few if any regular issues through 1958 and looks NH. Semi-Postals include: B3-B7 NH $680, B11 $125,
B16-B18 $64, B21 $10, B24-B26 $28, B27 NH $225, B28-B33 $206, B34-B37 $202, B38 $125, B42-B43 $129, B44-B107 looks
complete most NYH $1000+, balance of Semi-Postal from 1944 through 1959 look complete, maybe a few missing. Airmails
include C5-C7 NH $107, C15 $625, C18-C36 missing C31 NH $448. A superior high quality collection of only desirable singles
& sets. Perfect to breakdown for online sales or to upgrade your collection. Please view the scans to fully appreciate just how
nice this collection is. There may be a fault, but all of the stamps we examined were fault-free. Well worth an extra bid, F-VF.
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
2432 HH/H/m
France, Excellent Parallel Mint & Used Collection, 1840-2008. Fairly complete collection in nine Lindner “T”
hingeless albums with the used stamps mounted beneath the mint; the 19th century is mostly used, while the 20th is fairly complete
mint and is also relatively so used until the mid-1970s; highlights include (mint, F-VF unless noted) #48 (VF used), 49 (slight thin),
64, 101, 108, 137, 246, 329, B1-9, B23 (used),C1-2, C16-17, and much more, including lots of other $50 & up stamps, with NH
beginning in the mid-1960s plus a few earlier; back-of-the-book is scattered. Condition is pretty mixed on the 19th century issues,
but is generally F-VF otherwise. ������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������ Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
2433 H
France, Magnificent, Meticulous Postally Used, 1849-1976. Scott green Specialty album nearly complete with
used stamps; collector was remarkably picky about condition and cancellations (some modern appear cancel to order); strength
right out of the box, only early issues not present are Scott 4, 8, 17, 43, 49 and 71; 197 certificate attests to excellent mint example
with very light hinge; beautiful semi-postal, air post, postage due, and military frank stamps; an extraordinary collection with tremendous catalog value, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 5.2 lbs. ��������������� Estimate $2,500 - 3,000
2434 H/m/)
France, Postage Due & Military Stamp Advanced Collection, 1859-1964. A superior mint & used collection of
several dozens of stamps and covers neatly mounted on quadrille pages. begins iwth a lovely four margined copy of J1 $675 on a
fresh clean cover dated May 8, 1859. We note used cpies of J6-J8 Scott $610, and J6 on cover $110, J20-J22 used $292. the rare
J24 & J25 neatly canceled are present adn Scott values at $825 and $1600, respectively. J26 used $90, and J27 mint $190, plus
later issues including J80-J92 mint $107. Military includes M1-M4 mint $212 and more. A wonderful collection of these difficult
stamps. Condition is a bit mixed but overal mainly F-VF+. (photo on web site)
���������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2435 H/m
France, Vive la France, 1849-1975. 8 packed binders and stockbooks with strong pickings and good classics; mint
and used with light duplication including lovely 1941-1975 mostly mint collection; premium semi-postals, airmail and a sizebale
group of beautiful WWI military labels; wonderfully selected Napoleon and Ceres heads, postage due, Offices in China, Crete,
Egypt, Morocco, and the Turkish Empire; French Guina, French Oceana, French Sudan, Ivory Coast, and Inini; great breadth as
well as depth; examine, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 32.2 lbs. ���������������������������� Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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2436 H
France, Valuable All Mint Accumulation, 1930-2005. Dozen stockbooks plus album of very clean mint singles,
booklets and blocks; KA-BE album close to completion for this period (1982-1999) with definitives, commemoratives, pictorials,
semi-postals, airmails and officials, gorgeous topicals and thematics throughout with 1,100+ stamps; large premium stockbook
with pristine MNH singles and sets from the 1980-1990s plus semi-postals and airmails, also includes lovely Art issues; slender
binder packed with dozens of booklets and dozens more semi-postal booklets; stockbook with about 150 French Colonies; 19541969 virtually complete in immaculate Lighthouse hingeless album includes Scott 1024 issued on experimental luminescent
paper (catalog value $750); exception to all mint collection, 13 Napoleon & Ceres issues with large lozenge cancels from 18501870 all identified on stock card including forerunners for Algeria, Tunisia, and locations in the Ottoman Empire, Japan and China;
numerous extra clean stockbooks with exceptionally fresh material; magnifique, Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 42.4
lbs. ���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,200 - 1,600

Offices in China
2437 H/m
French Offices in China, A Superior High Quality Mainly Mint Collection, 1901-1941. An excellent advanced
mainly mint collection of several hundred stamps neatly mounted on quadrille pages. Carefully collected by a serious quality
oriented collector, loaded with key sets and singles, mainly mint and better used. Begins with Offices in China including J28 used
Scott $225, Canton 1//13 mint, 15//30 mixed mint & used, 31-47 missing 44 & 46 with 41 used balance mint, 48-64 mixed mint
& used 65-81 mint, Hoi Hao 1-5, 7-13 all mint, 16-31 mint, 32//45 mixed mint & used, 49//65 mainly mint, 67-81 mint, Kwangchowan 1-15 mint except 6 used, 18-31 mint, 36//53 mainly mint, 54-71 mint, B1-B5 mint, Mongtseu 1/15 16-29 mint except 24
used, 35-48 mainly mint, Pakhoi 1-10 & 13-16 mainly mint, 17-28 & 30 mainly mint, 34-49 mint, Tchong King 1-11 & 17 mint
plus Yvert listed 17 & 31 at 650 Euros, and additional YT listings over 250 Euros, 17-30 & 32 mint, 34-47 mint, 51-67 mint, Yunnan Fou 1-9, 12, 15 all mint, 17//32 mainly mint, 34-50 mint, 51-67 less 60 all mint, plus two nice postal history items. A solid
collection with Scott and Yvert over $10,000. Please check the scans to appreciate how complete this is. A few faults, but generally
F-VF.
������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $3,000 - 3,500

French Offices in Port Said
2438 H/m
French Offices in Egypt: Port Said, Advanced High Quality Mint & Used Collection, 1899-1930. Almost complete collection missing only a few. Mint & used ounted on European album pages. An oldtime European collection carefully put
together decades ago. Stamps are fresh and bright. Scarce and rare issues are included. Highlights are mint unless noted: Scott 1-15
mixed with 13-15 mint and 5 Franc signed Diena, 16-17 used Scott $192, 18-32 mixed mint & used, 33-44 mixed. High value 4548 mint signed Diena Scott $1050, 51-55 mint high values signed Diena Scott $780, 56-69 mixed 5 Franc mint, J5-J8 mint Scott
$232. A great lot with the value all in key stamps which are rarely offered. Condition is generally outstanding with a few minor
faults, F-VF. ����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $750 - 1,000

French Area
2439 H
France and Area, Three Packed Minkus Volumes, 1940s - 2000s. A wonderful collection of several thousand mint
& used stamps all mounted in three bulging Minkus albums. Intact as received and perfect to sell by sets or countries to maximize
online profits. France begins with issue of 1950 and looks pretty complete up to the 1990s and even includes Scott C29-C32 NH
$281. Mainly mint in complete sets with a total Scott $2884. Followed by French & Spanish Anderra Scott $448. A very solid
collection of Monaco $2736, as well as Cambodia, Laos & Viet Nam total $2034. The next volume includes Independent Africa
(former French Colonies), Afars & Issas $623, Algeria $376, Benin $1017, Cameroons $777, Central Africa Republic $2125, with
a plethora of delux proofs. The third volume contains Chad $1267, Comero $634, Congo Republic $1881, Dahomey $927, Djibenti
$529, French Polynesia is oustanding with the value in better singles and sets with a total of $2477, F.S.A.T $1150. Gabon $977
and Guinea $853. There are no 19th century “dogs” so the Scott value is solid with the majority in mint condition. A great opportunity to augment your stock or collection, condition is uniformly nice and F-VF, Scott $24,000+. ���������� Estimate $3,500 - 4,500
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France & Colonies
2440 H/m
France & Colonies, Dealer Counter Stock, 1852-2014. 8 packed binders with issues annotated with Scott numbers
and values; France 13, 20, 52, 82, 95; B2, B34, B54-59, C9-C13, M3, N1, N9; Alaouites 49, C19, C21; French China 9b; French
Colonies 1, 6, 39, 40; French India 1-7, B2-B5; Martinique 33-43, Madagascar 115-124; New Caledonia 3, 6a, Obock 48-51;
Reunion 14, 17-22; Tahiti 8, 10; French Morocco 15-18; Tangier local post 16-23; expect wide ranging condition; consigner
catalog $10,200+, Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 15.6 lbs. ���������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2441 H/m
France & Colonies, Excellent Mostly Mint Dealer’s Stock, 1880-1962. All neatly presented on Scott numbered
and priced counter pages are a few thousand stamps; virtually all the coverage lies in sizeable offerings of St Pierre & Miquelon
and New Caledonia and France proper; mostly modern mint and all MNH; a fine range of useful items from the early issues
through Back of Book issues; considerable aggregate catalog value, Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 6.4 lbs.
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

French Colonies
2442 H
French Colonies, Advanced High End, Mainly MInt Collection, 1880s-1960s. Housed in two French made beautiful albums. Several thousand mainly mint singles and sets containing key issues into the many hunderds of dollars.per single or
set each. this collection ranks as one of the finest that we have had the pleasure to offer. perfect to breakdown for single stamp sales.
Of the many stamps with Scott values over $200 each and sets from $50 to hundreds each to obtain high percentages of Scott or
Yvert and maximize the value here. The market for French Colonies is the strongest that it has been in many years so take advantage with this superior collection. The Colonies are almost all exceptional, so please view in person or online to appreciate exactly
how complete and comprehensive each one is. The rare stamps are often signed and this collection was assembled with great care
as is easily seen. Volume one begins with French Equatorial Africa and contains the mint very scarce “Libre” full set Scott 80-125,
$673. An added bonus is Scott 121 with unlisted double overprint, Semi-Postals include B10-B35 complete mint sets Scott $1480.
Airmails mint include C9-C16 Scott $603, plus CB6 mint Scott $400. next nice section of Alaquites all mint, Africa Occidentale all
mint, Anjouan 1-30 mixed mint & used. Cameroun starts with the scarce 1915 overprint issue including Scott 101-105, 107, 109,
113 all mint plus 115 used total Scott $1245. Also the scarce 1916 set mint minus 1 Franc total Scott $1425. Teh 1940 overprints
are complete as well as the scarce “Spitfire” overprints plus B1-B9 section catalogues $1200. The 1962 “Reunification” surcharge
mint set plus FDC Scott $1005. French congo 1891-1892 rare overprints Scott $1882, plus 18-34 mainly mint $402, also 14-17
mixed $660, 35-49 mint Scott $222, 52-53 loverly used copies Scott $320. Nice Middle Congo with key sets. Spectacular Somali
Coast including #1 mint & used $305, 2a rare variety “25” omitted mint Scott $1000, 6-20 mixed mint & used Scott $450, 26 used
Scott $400. Three Bisects on pieces not counted, plus much more including uncounted inverts. Very complete up to 1967. Ivory
Coast 1-20 mainly mint $700, 21-36 mint $312. Balance mainly mint through 1942 including J1-J16. Volume II is also packed with
key singles & sets starting with Dahomey 1-16 mainly mint Scott $570, 17-31 mints & used plus 32//41 Scott $517. Looks pretty
complete to 1939 including J1-J18 mainlymint. Diego Suarez Scott $653. Fezzan, Gabon 18-31 mainly used $304, 33-47 mixed
Scott $842, plus later issues. excellent Lebanon mainly mint great Airmail section Scott over $2400. Grand Camoro 1-29 mainly
mint $447. French Guinea 1-17 mainly used plys 18-32 used total Scott $838, 33-47 mint $218. Very complete to 1938 plusJ1-J35
mint. Great French Guiana #5 mint $175, 6(2) used $750, 7 mint, 8 used $140, 10-11 both mint Scott $555, 13, 15 & 17 mint
Scott $540, 18-30 less 23 mixed $1000, 32-50 mixed $390, then solid through 1947. Senegal & Niger very comprehensive. high
bolta mint. Inini with specialty pieces. Levant 1-7 mint $779, 33 mint $400, 39 used $325, 40-55 mint $152, Superb Madagascar
including 3-6 used & 7 mint $810, 8-10 used, 11 mint, 12 used plys extremely rare 13 mint multiple expert signed Scott $2400,
14-22 mixed $755, 32-56 mainly mint plys much more. Outstanding Obock with 1-2, 4-7, 9 mixed $754, 12-30 less 19 mixed Scott
$1255, 32-44 mixed, 44A-45, 46-63 mint $1825. J1-J13 mixed plys J17 mint total $677. If you collect or deal in French Colonies
this lot is for you. Value is tremendous. A fw faults or no gum primarily in early issues with most being F-VF or generally above
the norm. Shipping charges apply - weight 12.8 lbs. ������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $15,000 - 16,000
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2443 H/m
French Colonies, A High End Stock Loaded with NH, 1880s - 1980s. A wonderful unpicked stock of only better
mainly mint with key used sets & singles, with much better NH all mounted on about 600 black display cards. Collected by a quality conscious dealer who bought colonoes and overall quality with saleable material throughout. Certainly far above the normal
stock and perfect for online sales or to augment a show stock. The NH is a big premium as many earlier sets from the 30s and up
are noted. Housed in two boxes, starts with nice mainly AirMail sets of Alaouites with 2020 Scott value of $1145, Algeria with
imperfs retail & Scott $1355, Afars, Alexandretta, Annan, French Andorra. We note 23-63A mint, C1(2) NH & (2) LH, C2-C4 (2)
mint & (1) used, J9-J15 mint, J32-J41 mint, J42-J45 (3) LH & (1) NH. Scott total is $3226. Benin, Cambodia includes 1-17 (1)
NH & (1) LH, 18-37 mint LH, 38-52 mint (2) NH, 53-58 mint (4), C1-C9 (1) NH, C31 perf & imperf NH. Cameroun 343-351 &
C38-C40 mint NH, C38-C40 mint (3) NH, C94 overprint mint (5) NH, C111-C116 mint NH overprint, C111-C112 & C115-C116
overprint mint (6) NH sets. C126 mint NH. Chad Burkina-Faso, Central Africa, Comores, Dahomeg, 1//12 mint, 17-31 (2) mint
LH, C14-C15 (2) imperf pairs, C55 double plus inverted overprint mint NH. Major section of always popular Reunion starting
with a lovely mint #3. Followed by used 3-7 & 9-10, 17-28 mixed mint & used, 181-222 mint (4) NH plus (3) LH. 286-287
(2) sets of NH blocks, 299-300 mint, 299-309, mint (2) LH, 318-321 mint (6) NH, 324-335 mint (6) NH, C1 scarce used copy,
C35-C38 mint (4) NH, C39-C40 mint, C39-C41 mint (2) VLH, C42-C45 (1) mint NH, C46-C47 mint (9) NH. A great section of
only “key” Reunion sets & singles all F-VF or better with a Scott plus retail value of $7820.Offices in Canton 60-64 used, French
Colonies 1-6 used (2) sets, 8 used, 30-36 used, J1-J14 mint, Offices in Turkish Empire 1 unused, no gum. French Congo #53 used,
French Guiana 32-49 unused, 32//50 used. French India key “Libre” NH & LH singles & sets. French Morocco 6 & 6a used, 22
mint, 55-71 mint, B13-B20 mint NH, B38-B41 & CB31-CB34 NH mint blocks plus LH singles. B44-B47 & CB36-CB39 mint
NH blocks & (2) sets, C40 mint (2) NH blocks. A solid section of French Polynesia all NH and very fine. Scott & Retail value of
$3416. Togo, Viet Nam 20-16 mint NH blocks, 100-107 mint (2) sets NH blocks, 108-111 mint NHblocks, Wallis, Tunisia 312-314
mint (2) sets. B3-B11 mint, B12-B19 mint, B21-B24 mintblocks NH. C63-C67 mint NH. Box Two is also packed with a plethora
of better materialbeginning with French Sudan, Gabon includes #3 used signed, 11 mint signed, 16-32 mint, plus two mint sets
of 16-31, 33-48 mint, Guadeloupe 3-9 mint, 14//26 mixed, 27//44 mixed, Guinea 201-201 & C24-C26 mint (5) sets & blocks
all NH, 263-264 & C41-C43 mint (2) NH. Guinea Bissan, Guyana, Indo-China 3-21 used, 4//17 mint, 19-21 mint, 65-81 mint,
Laos 25-26 & C13 mint (1) NH & (4) LH, 27-29 & C20-C21 mint NH. Lebanon 181-196 mint NH, 203-209 mint, 234-242 mint
(4) NH, B1-B12 & CB1-CB4ming (6) NH, C101-C106 mint imperf pairs NH, C207-C110 mint NH, C200-C206 mint singles &
blocks NH, C211-C220 mint blocks NH, RA 1 mint NH, Mali, Moheli 1-16 mint, Martinique 33/52 used, Ivory Coast 1-17 mint,
10 mint, 18-20 mint, Q8a mints, Mauritania 1-16 mint, 17 used, New Caledonia 40-58 used, 182-207 mint (2) sets, 311-317 mint
(3) sets of blocks & (6) singles all NH. New Hebrides 236-243 mint NH, 258-270 mint blocks NH, Niger C14 mint imperf NH,
C148 mint (3) NH, St. Pierre & Miquelon 60-78 used, 208-211 mint, 217-220 mint, 224 mint NH, 228 mint, NH, 249-255 mint,
C21-C22 mint NH, C23 mint block NH, C35-C36 mint NH, C29 mint (2) blocks NH, C39 mint block NH, J8 used, J48-J56 mint.
Senegal #1 used, 4 mint, 9 used, 35-52 used, 53-56 mint, Somali Coast 183-193 mint (2) NH, 275-283 mint (6) NH, C15-C17 mint
(7) NH, C20 mint NH, Syria #2 mint, 166-169 mint, 200-206 mint (3) sets, 349-350 & C154-C155 mint (7) NH sets, 358-363 &
C158-C161 mint blocks NH, B1-B12 & CB11-CB4 mint blocks NH, C4-C6 used, MB1-MB2 mint (3) NH sets. NC1-NC4 mint
(3) NH sets, Mcb1-2 mint (3) sets, Madigascar 28//47 mixed, 63//77 mixed, 212-227 & 229-240 mint, C27-C36 mint, C54 mint
(8) NH, J1-2 & J4-J7 mint. Very few faults mainly F-VF or better, well worth viewing and a strong bid. Scott plus retail $53,400+
unlisted. Shipping charges apply - weight 11.6 lbs. ��������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $10,000 - 15,000
2444 HH/H/m
French Colonies, A Magnificent Estate Collection, 1859 - 1960s. Thousands of mainly mint and used sets &
singles from dozens of colonies, all neatly placed in protective mounts or hinged into two Schanbek albums with values into the
hundreds of dollars per set or singles.These well packed albums are a pleasure to view so please do so online or in person. A careful collector assembled this superior collection whihc is perfect for online sales or to augment an exisint collection. Volume One
begins with a French Colonies section which in 2020 Scott catalogues $6537, followed by French Offices, Alouites $614, Algeria
$1988, Anjouan $374, Hungary (French occupation) $615, Benin, Cameroun $656, Cilicie, Conton, Cochin, Comores $331, Congo $409, Dahomeg $651, Diego-Suarez $416, Djiboati $1087, Equatorial $1175, Fezzan $100, Gabon $472, Grand Comore $139,
Guadeloupe $706, Guinea $726, Guyana $861, Hatag $520, Senegal-Niger $352, Haute-Volta $280, Inde $423, Indo-Cina $501,
Inini $193. Volume Two begins with Ivory Coast $807, Kouang-Tcheon $152, Latakia Lebanon $944, Madagascar $1175, Morocco $1339, Martinique $544, Mauritanie $293, Mayotte $283, Middle-Congo $972, Moheli $325, Niger $204, Nossie-Be $152,
New Caldonia $818, New Hebrides $753, Obock, Occidontale $312, Oceanie $1585, Oubangui $380, Packhoi $224, Polynesia
$1197. A wide range of mainly better sets and singles; with some faults and much is fresh, lightly hinged, with some never hinged;
2020 Scott catalogue, Volume One $21,256, Volume Two $12,455, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 16 lbs. Scott
$33,711 (photo on web site)������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������ Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
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2445 H/m
French Colonies Advanced Collection of Mint & Used, 1890s-1930s. A very comprehensive collection of 11
countries with many hundreds of mint & used stamps neatly mounted on European album pages. From an oldtime collection put
away decades ago so the stamps are fresh with strong colors. Includes many key sets which form much value in this superior
collection. Countries and Offices include: Alexandria Scott 1-30 used plus more total Scott $567, Algeria Scott $265 plus unlisted, Upper Seneal & niger Scott 1-17 mixed high values 30c-5Franc mint, 18-34 minxed, J1-J15, mostly mint Scott total $440,
Upper Volta 1920-1931 look complete mainly mint total Scott $277, Grand Comoro 1-19 mainly used 4 high values signed Diena
20-29 mint, complete country total Scott $420, Mauritania 1-64 mixed mint & used, we note 11-12 are mint, J1-J18 mixed mint
& used total Scott $420, Niger total Scott $97, Ste-Marie De Madagascar 1-13 mixed mint & used comlete country total Scott
$341, Senegambia & Niger 1-13 mainly used complete country total Scott $288, French Sudan looks complete 3-105 through
1931 plus J1-J20 mainly mint, total Scott $584, Chad 1-63, J1-J22 mainly mint with few used, complete country total Scott $387,
Wallist Futuna Islands 1-88, J1-J23 mint total Scott $252. we note multiple complete countries and all are from the classic pre-war
period. Many scarce sets present. Well worth a review of the scans to fully appreciate. A few faults but mainly F-VF.
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2446 H/m
French Colonies, Outstanding Starter Collection, 1880s-1990s. Several thousand mint and used stamps, the main
collection in two 3-ring Scott Specialty albums, with a Lindner “T” hingeless album of French Andorra virtually complete NH
1961-2005, and a packed Minkus French Colonies album, apparently intact as bought from another source; no rarities here but
plenty of nice $50-and-up stamps; highlights include (mint unless noted) Offices in China 10 (used), 43 (used), 44, Canton 80
(used), very nice Cilicia including #85 (used), French India 189-190, French Polynesia C33 nhp, several better Martinique between
5//31 (mint & used), St. Pierre & Miquelon 244, 256-259, B9-10, Somali Coast 1 (used), 30-32, 33A, Guadeloupe 4-5, 23, etc., etc.
A marvelous lot, generally clean and F-VF throughout. (photo on web site)���������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2447 m
French Colonies, High Quality Almost Complete Used Collection, 1859-1904. A spectacular collection of carefully handpicked stamps. Imperfs are almost all four margined copies with neat cancels. Perforated are also sound and nice. Many
of the better stamps are signed. A European quality advanced collection. We note only one stamp, Scott 59 with $1 issue and not
counted. Well worth serious consideration. Missing only Scott 17 and J14 to be complete. Condition is well above the norm, with
few faults, if any, F-VF+. Scott $3311. ����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $750 - 1,000

French Africa
2448 H/m
French Africa, An Advanced High Quality Collection, 1880s-1950s. Hundreds of mainly mint with some used
singles & sets all neatly mounted in a Scott “French Africa” specialized album. Begins with an all mint section of Libia “Fezzan-Ghadames” issues in complete sets. next is an excellent showing of Madagascar with the early issue mint & used and after
1903 mainly mint with nice mint semi-postals. Mauritania is all mint. Mayotte is mixed mint & used. Middle Congo is mostly all
mint. Moheli, Niger from 1921-1942 is all mint, Nossi-Be has a number of scarce stamps mainly mint. Obock is mixed. A strong
section of Reunion with nice earlier issues. St. Marie De Madagascar is present. Senegal mainly mint. Senegambia and Niger, Somali Coast has good value almost all mint. Togo is all mint. Tunisia is a bit mixed mint & used. Ubangi is all mint. Upper Senegal
amd Niger is almost all mint as is Upper Volta. A very nice quality collection with few if any faults. We also note that all stamps are
in mounts and spot checking there looks to be a good amount of never hinged. Many nearly complete countries. A perfect collection
to breakdown into sets or countries for resale. 2012 Scott was $ 9439 and French Colonies have risen so a Scott value of $11,00 or
more is reasonable today. There are no 19th century “dogs” in this clean collection. Mainly F-VF. ���������� Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

French Congo
2449 H/m
French Congo, Superior Oldtime Mint & Used Collection, 1891-1933. Includes Middle Congo. An exceptional
collection of about 200+ different singles & sets both mint and used all neatly mounted on European album pages. Includes Middle
Congo from 1907-1933. French Congo includes numerous highlights beginning with Scott #2 used signed Diena Scott $110, 7-8
used Scott $167, 9 used signed Diena Scott $400, 13 used signed Diena, 14 mint signed Diena Scott $200, 15-17 used signed Diena
Scott $460, 18-34 mixed mint & used Scott $369, 35-49 mixed high values mint Scott $200, 52-53 used signed Diena Scott $320.
Middle Congo 23-64 mainly mint, 65-88 mixed Scott $170, J1-J22 mint. Parcel Post 215 Euros. A few with faults, most are nice
quality F-VF. A great lot. ��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $750 - 1,000
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French Guiana
2450 H/m
French Guiana, A Comprehensive Oldtime Mint & Used Collection, 1886-1933. About 160 different singles &
sets all neatly mounted on European album pages. Value is built up in classic issues with a number of rare stamps uncommon in
any collection lot format. Highlight include Scott #1c mint Scott $950, 6 mint signed Diena Scott $375, 7 used, 8 mint signed Diena
Scott $155, 11 mint signed Diena Scott $400, 15-17 mint signed Diena Scott $565, 18-26 used Scott $348, 31 mint Scott $70, 32-50
mixed mint & used Scott $335, balance with much mint. A few faults but many early issues are o.g. and expertized. Very fresh as
it was put away for decades. Well worth a look at the scans to fully appreciate. Most F-VF. ��������������������������� Estimate $750 - 750

French Southern & Antarctic Territories
2451 H
French Southern & Antarctic Territories, Excellent Mint Collection, 1955-2007. Fairly complete collection in
two Lindner “T” hingeless albums; starts with most of the 1955-66 issues, generally LH, but with NH #23-24, C7 & C14; then
— all NH — 1967-72 and 1989-94 issues are scattered, while 1973-88 and 1994-2007 are just about complete (among the more
notable missing items are the 1999/2005 “Voyage” souvenir sheets) and condition is uniformly Very Fine. Scott value - counting
hinged in the never hinged period at 50% - is $2,500. Scott $2,500������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $600 - 800

Gabon
2452 H/m
Gabon, Extraordinary Mint & Used Collection, 1886-1933. The finest collection of Gabon that we have had the
pleasure to offer. 182 mint and used singles adn sets mounted on Scott papges and missing one stamp for completion to 1933.
contains a plethora of rarities beginning with Scott #1 mint $575, 2 mint $550, both are signed, 3 ming $100, 4 used $2100, 5 used
signed Schligel $2300, 6 used signed Block $1500, 7 used signed Block $1200, 8 used $325, 9 used signed Diena, 10 used APS
certificate $2100, 11 mint $325, 13 mint $150, 14 used $1200, 15 used signed $950. Followed by 16-32 mint $450, 33-48 mint
$1169, 49-71 mainly mint, 72-84 mainly mint, 85-111 mint except 95 used, 112-119 mint, 120-147 mainly mint, B1-B3 mint, J1J33 mainly mint. A perfect collection to breakdown for individual stamp & set sales at a high percentage of Scott or Yvert, rarely
offered in a collection format. If you collect French Colonies certainly a way to complete Gabon with one purchase. The early
issues are extremely rare and sought after. condition is well above the norm with a few minor faults but generally F-VF, Scott
$17,493. �������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
2453 H/m
Gabon, An Advanced Oldtime Mint & Used Collection, 1886-1932. About 170 different singles & sets mint &
used all mounted on European album pages. A superior collection including several rare stamps and scarce full sets of pre-war
issues. Highlights include: #2 mint Scott $550 signed Diena, 3 mint Scott $100, 11 mint signed Diena Scott $325, 13 used Scott
$120, 16-32 mixed Scott $438. A lovely set of 33-48 mixed with 3 high-values mint 5 Franc signed diena Scott $1167, 49-147 looks
complete mixed but much mint, B1-B3 mint, J1-J33 mint except J10-J11 used. A few faults but mainly quite nice. Many hard to
find stamps. Well worth a careful viewing of the scans, generally F-VF.
������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,200

German Area
2454 )
German Area, Monumental Postal History Accumulation. Thousands upon thousands of covers from every era
and area of German philately: States, Empire, Reich, Bund, Berlin, DDR, Plebiscites, Colonies, Occupations (German and Allied),
you name it, it’s here; many First Day Covers and other philatelic items, but just as much (if not more) commercial and individual
mails, with a strong selection of Bavaria covers, several Shield covers, solid Generalgouvernement items, post-war Occupations
with mixed frankings (note Berlin plus Soviet Zone on the same cover), Berlin Airlift covers, French Zone items, Reich propaganda postcards, Saar First Day Covers, commemorative cancels, meters, postal stationery, an Allenstein 11.7.20 Plebiscite card,
and much, much more; haphazardly organized, so expect some non-German items to have crept in; generally sound with useful
duplication, Fine to Very Fine, inspection a must. (photo on web site)������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
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2455 H
German Area, Tremendous German States and Plebiscites Collection, 1851-1950. Lifetime effort to document
the far reach of the German Empire and descendants in a 1952 Schwaneberger German album (this well loved volume has been reinforced with tape); 3500++ stamps with considerable attention to centering and condition; mostly complete Baden, the same with
Bayern (with good duplication), Bergedorf, Braunschweig, Bremen, Hamburg, Hannover, Helgoland, Oldenburg, Preussen, Thurn
& Taxis, and Wurttemberg; German Empire, Inflation, Third Reich, Berlin, Allied Occupation, Belgian Occupation (including
Specimens), Offices in China, German South Africa, Danzig, Memel, SAAR, and many more; considerable catalog; a substantial
base from which to plug those last few holes, Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 9.6 lbs. ������������������� Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
2456 H/m
Germany & States, A High Quality Mint & Used Collection, 1849-1938. Several undred stamps mounted on
Scott pages both mint & used. an interesting collection with a number of better stamps in very nice quaility. The German States are
exceptionally nice and many are full four margin copies which demand a hefty premium. Excellent section of Bavaria. Oldenburg
is trong with many VRF stamps and has a Scott value of over $8800. Hanover is also well represented and Scott iis over $2500.
The States easily are in excess of $15,000 - in Scott. Germany from 1872 is mint & used with strong depth in the early issues
including the rare used Scott 65 $2100. we also note a used 309 at $675, mint & used semi-postals followed by airmails which
include all of the Zeppelinsmint except for C35 which is used. A nice showing of Officials and offices in China, plus some 19201932 period issues of Saar. Well worth viewing the photos to ascertain the overall quality. A few faults but mainly F-VF.
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
2457 H/m
German Area, Extensive Germany & Area Old Time Holding, 1855-1950. Substantial mint and used selection
that includes many, many hundreds, neatly organized in 6 stock books in total; book one contains a tremendous range of States,
well duplicated with a wealth of premium in Bavaria, Baden, Wurttemburg, Prussia, Saxony, Lubeck, Thurn & Taxis, Hamburg,
Braunschweig and others; we also note decent Empire; 3 volumes of post war Bund, one volume of Berlin, good Plebiscites and
more; loads of nice pickings; come for the Danzig and stay for the Baden, Bayern, Brunswick, Hannover, and Freimarke;
examine, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 21.8 lbs.
������������������������������������������� Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
2458 H/m
German Area, City States to the German Democratic Republic, 1860-1960. The rise and fall of Germany in 18
volumes; Germany Empire, Wurthemberg, Berlin Allied Zones, SAAR, Former City States, Berlin, Post Offices Abroad, Bohemia
& Morovia Luxembourg Poland, German Federal Republic, Third Empire Nazi State, German Republic, Republic Inflation Period,
Allied Forces Control, and German Democratic Republic (5 volumes); meticulous collector lovingly mounted his collection on
quadrille pages framed with a rapidograph pen; particular attention paid to centering, cancels, and condition with volumes uniformly clean; includes better items like B58 and B68; particularly attractive City States, Wurthemberg and Belin; a wonderfully
curated assembladge you will be proud to own, generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 105 lbs.
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
2459 HH/H/m
German Area, Outstanding Vintage-Era Holding. In five binders holding manila or Vario-style stockpages, plus
additional pages loose, ranging from the Reich to the post-war years; the kind of compilation you just don’t find anymore, with
strong Deutsches Reich with extensive multiples (much, if not most, never hinged); German and Allied Occupation issues; a phenomenal swath of mint and used “carpet” and “band” Posthorn overprints, strong Buildings issues, complete Posthorn set used
(60—yes, 60!—of them), a nice showing of items with commemorative cancel interest, plus post-war Locals and some amazing
ephemera and collateral pieces rarely encountered; generally fresh and sound, Fine to Very Fine with better throughout, a stock
to please the most demanding client; see it all online. Shipping charges apply - weight 14.8 lbs. (photo on web site)
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2460 H/m
German Area, Dealer Counter Binders, 1852-2008. 10 binders of Germany in its many forms; Germany 2, 3, 6,
7, 8, 12, 13, 14, 19, 21, 24, 27, 79b, 93b, 299, 346, 404, 586b, O34, C3-C7, C57-C58; Brunswick 6, 7, 8, 9, 12, 23; Hamburg 9;
Hanover 5, 12, 13, 14, 20, 22a, 23; Prussia 4, 25; Saxony 6, 7, 8, 11, 11a, 13, 20, 20b; Thurn & Taxis 7, 17, 42, 46, 60; Wurttemberg 4, 56; Baden 2, 4, 8, 22, 24, LJ3; Bavaria 4, 6, 9, 25, 28b, 153-155, 247-250, O47;Berlin 9N27, 9N38, 9N39, 9N40; DDR
83, 117, 237a, B17-B20, 12NB1-12NB3; condition varies as you would expect; all set to restock your holdings; consigner catalog
$15,500+, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 17.6 lbs.
������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,800 - 2,200
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2461 H/m
German Area, Substantially Complete Collection. Presented in a Minkus album, a magnificent labor of love,
with nearly every space filled for Empire, Reich, Allied Occupations, Bund, Berlin, DDR, Plebiscites, States, Occupations and
Colonies; no souvenir sheets (not the big ones, at least), but a “how did he find all this?” collection of singles, with mint and used
Shields complete, mint and used Pfennige/Pfennig issues complete; largely complete Symbols of Empire; mint First Issue Airmails
plus mint large Pigeons, solid Inflations (most mint, a few used), solid Allied Occupations with near-complete Buildings, strong
band and carpet posthorn overprints, plus largely mint French Zone issues; Bund to 1992 with all the early issues present including
Posthorns complete and Semi-Postals; equally solid Berlin including 1948-49 overprints in all three colors (mint and used), all
three Liberty Bell sets, along with Soviet Occupation overprints mint; with the remaining areas much of a sameness in terms of
completion; the occasional fault, but a magnificent collection to rehouse and build on, or to price, display and sell, Fine to Very
Fine with better, see a flip-through online. (photo on web site)������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2462 HH/H/m
German Area, Enticing Stock Selection, 1875-1923. Presented on Vario and manila stockpages, with some additional in glassines, covering the gamut of German philately; begins with the Numeral and Coat-of-Arms issues (both “pfennige”
and “pfennig” examples present; nice Symbols of the Reich and Germania issues follow, the Symbols including part-or full panes:
#93 (2 full panes plus block of ten, one pane and the block double-perforated at bottom), #94 full pane, #95 two full panes; Germanias a mix of never hinged, mint and used, several with “Saargebiet” overprints; a glassine full of used perfined Germanias; têtebêche and se-tenant pairs and gutter pairs, some with H-number inscriptions; Belgian Occupation and Occupation of Poland issues,
Togo with both French and English overprints mint (duplicated), varieties and plate flaws noted, even two used Courier Private
Local Post stamps; generally fresh and sound, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, Fine to Very Fine, with better throughout, a
tasty stock; savor it all online. (photo on web site).....................����������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
2463 BKHH
German Area, Useful Selection of Booklets. From Germanias to Bund, over 200 unexploded booklets (our quick
count tallied 213) offered as received; unchecked for varieties, but several premium stood out, including Michel #41 (2), 42.1, 43
(2), 44 (3) and 45 (2); sound and remarkably fresh, a few with light cover creases though not strong enough to impact their appeal;
duplication offers the opportunity for reward to the patient buyer, Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 1.6 lbs. (photo on
web site)�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
2464 H/m
German Area, Randomly an den Rändern Accumulation. Aka ‘Round the Edges of the Reich, with German
States, Plebiscites, strong Danzig and Memel, plus a touch of DDR and Bund, arranged on a mix of quadrille pages, mart books,
homemade pages, etc.; nice mix of mint and used with singles and blocks, used on piece, marginal markings, shades, and more to
be found; much identified and ready for display; generally bright, fresh and sound, Fine to Very Fine, inspection invited. Shipping
charges apply - weight 2.6 lbs. (photo on web site)������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2465 HH/H/m
German Area, Diverse Dividends of Deutschland. A mixed lot of pages, glassines and stockpages, including Saar
with #38-39 (affixed to page) plus other mint and on-piece usages; Danzig and Belgian Occupations; some used Reich; early Bund
and Berlin dominate, with sets and blocks identified in glassines, in useful quantities; note (never hinged unless stated) #804 (35
mint, 15 used), B304-B305, B306-B308, B310-B313, 9N35-9N41, 9N68, 9N69, 9N99-9N100, etc., along with numerous other
bits and bobs; fresh and sound, easily salable with solid cumulative catalogue value, Very Fine overall. (photo on web site)
�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $800 - 1,200

German Colonies & Offices Abroad
2466 H/m
German Colonies & Offices Abroad, Enticing Collection with Duplication. Neatly presented on a mix of Vario
and manila stockpages, a fresh and delightful stock of Germany abroad, with all locales represented; note Offices in China 56°
overprints mint and used, all three Offices with overprinted Mark-value stamps mint; Forerunners from Cameroon (on piece) and
East Africa; an exploded but apparently complete Cameroon booklet; several Samoa “G.R.I.” overprints used or on piece, etc., etc.;
mint all appear to be hinged, used are cleanly cancelled with numerous socked-on-the-nose or on-piece usages, Fine to Very Fine
with better, a lovely holding; see it all online. (photo on web site) ���������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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German World War II Occupation Issues
2467 H/m
Germany, World War II Occupation Issues, Massive and Valuable Collection, 1939-45. Super, mostly all-mint
collection of many hundreds, beautifully assembled and presented in mounts on Lighthouse pages; includes (Michel numbers
throughout) solid Sudetenland, Bohemia & Moravia #1-19; complete Poland General Government; good Luxembourg, Netherlands, Kurland, Ukraine, Channel Islands and Albania issues; Belgium Legion Post #I-VIII, IX-XIV, XV-XIX; Pernau, France,
Dunkirk #3I (signed), St. Nazaire #1; Feldpost #BL1 Legion sheet, plus II-X; Kotor #1-6, 7-10; Laibach #1-32, 33-38, 39-44,
45-60; Telschi, Rossingen, Rakishki City Types, Telschi #10 (BPP certificate); Montenegro #1-9 (mint or used), 20-28, 29-35;
Macedonia #1-8; Pleskau #4-9; extensive Serbia including #1-15, 16-25, BL1-BL4; Azad Hind I-VII B, BII b; extensive Croatia;
Sarney #1, Lubomil #8-9, extensive early Soviet Zone, and tons more; a wonderful holding, Fine to Very Fine or better, will keep
you busy for some time; inspection invited. Shipping charges apply - weight 8 lbs. (photo on web site)�� Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Germany
German States
2468 H/m
German States, Powerful Collection, 1850-1920. A clean and substantial mint and used collection neatly arranged
on Scott pages; this lot was assembled decades ago, and has not seen the light of day since, with the result being a very limited
array of theproblems which typically affect this arena; some of the many highlights inlcude Baden #6 (used strip of four), 6-9, 1014, 19-25; nice Bergdorf; Bremen #1, 1A, 3, 4b, 8b, 12, 13; Hannover #8, 9, 9a, 12-14, 16-17, 26, 28-29, plus mint blocks of #20
and 23; Brunswick #5-7, 7a, 8-10, 12, 12a (2), 16; Prussia #1-5, 1-5 reprints, 6-8, 18a cover, and 21-22; Saxony #6, 13, 13a, 13b,
14; Mecklenburg Strelitz #1-6, 2a; Mecklinburg Schwerin #1, 3, 5, 6a, 7a, 8, and lots more besides; a fair range of items “signed”,
some certificates included; bulk fresh, Fine to Very Fine, a lovely lot; see it all online. Shipping charges apply - weight 1.4 lbs.
(photo on web site)���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
2469 HH/H/m
German States & WWI Occupations, Lovely Lighthouse Album Collection. An excellent holding built up over
many years, beginning with a complete Baden offering with First Issues and shades, continuing on to solid Bavaria with #4-8,
9-14, 14a, 15-22, 31-32, 33-37 (unused), 23a-27a, 38-47, 48-57, 73-76 (never hinged), 1912 25pf Airmail (Michel #F1), plus Officials and Dues; Brunswick #2-3, 4-12, 16, 21, 23-26 (never hinged); Bremen #1-4, 5 (mint), 6, 8; Hamburg complete; Hannover
#1-2, 2a, 3, 3a, 5-6, 8, 9, 9a, 11-14, 16 (mint), 16a, etc.; Helgoland complete mint less #21a and 22; lovely mint or unused Lübeck
#3-7, 8-12, 13-14, 15a; solid North German Confederation including French Occupation issues and Officials; filled Prussia less
#7a; attractive Saxony; plus strong mint and used Thurn & Taxis and Württemberg; also includes WWI Occupations of Belgium, Romania (complete), Poland, Upper Silesia, Marienwerder, Estonia, and others; generally fresh and sound, though condition
varies on States as always, Fine to Very Fine, an excellent lot well worth examination. Shipping charges apply - weight 5.2 lbs.
(photo on web site).......................................................................����������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,800 - 2,200

German States: Bavaria
2470 H/m/)
Bavaria, Highly Specialized Old-Time Collection of Thousands, 1849-1920. From the Schwarzer Einer to the
last of the Officials, a huge and incredibly detailed collection, presented in a jam-packed specialized Marquette Sectional Loose
Leaf Album (worth viewing for itself); mix of mint and used, with many issues amazingly offered in parallel; with duplication
throughout, the “main” collection is presented on the heavier Marquette pages, with additional examples (usually offering a good
range of shades and cancel types) and varieties on onionskin pages; the only blank space we see is for Scott #1a; including the
aforementioned #1 unused, highlights include (used, unless noted) #3, 7-8 (2 each), 12 (mint left margin pair with full o.g. and
four full margins!), 14 (3), 14a, 19b, 21 (3), 22, 31-32, 79a (two mint as block of four, 1 used), 79b (mint in a block of four), all
the Luitpolds and Ludwigs (the latter identified as to pre-War and Wartime printings), 97b & 100b (2 each), 241-241a vertical pair,
scads of overprinted issues including #237 (left margin gutter block of four), 237a (single and block of four mint, 1 tied on piece),
259a (mint corner block of four), 272a, B1a-B3a; imperforate singles, #CL1 (7—yes, seven: 1 mint, 1 uncanceled on card, plus 5
on card or cover and cancelled Munich), plus the uncommon such as position blocks, a cancelled 10pf Telephone Ticket, Telegraph and Railway Freight stamps mint, used Revenues, Returned Letter stamps from Augsburg and Speyer, Bread Ration stamps,
postal stationery, a few covers, Proofswe could go on; suffice it to say: this is your grandfather’s collection; they don’t make them
like this anymore, Fine to Very Fine with much better throughout, see a sampling online. Shipping charges apply - weight 4.6 lbs.
(photo on web site)���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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Empire & Reich
2471 HH/H/m
Germany, Vintage Era-Compiled Four-Volume Collection, 1872-1930s. A remarkable philatelic journey down
memory lane, comprising four ca. 1925 “Marquette” albums jam-packed with many thousands, mint and used, with multiples,
specialty pieces, etc., beginning with an excellent, comprehensive offering of Shield Issues; a taste of just the first volume shows
used #1-11, 12-13 and 14-26 in generally better than usual condition and 65e, plus mint #52-61, 62, 63 (2), 64a, 65, 65d, 65A
(mint and used), 68 imperforate, etc.; rather than creating a further wall of numbers, we can tell you that you will find emphasis
on shades, perforation hole varieties, gutter pairs and blocks, various multiples, lots of premium early never hinged often available due to marginal examples, coil strips, marginal markings, booklet panes, excellent Semi-Postals, Airmails, Officials, and
more; the Inflation Issues number countless hundreds of items, with mint and used examples, etc., generally Fine to Very Fine,
an amazing lot that needs to be viewed for proper appreciation. Shipping charges apply - weight 16.6 lbs. (photo on web site)
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $6,000 - 8,000
2472 HH/H/m
Germany, Valuable Stock of Sought-After Souvenir Sheets, 1930-36. Neatly presented on Vario stockpages,
a nice mint and used mix of these popular Reich items, beginning with the IPOSTA, Winter Aid 10th Anniversary and Ostropa
sheets, and continuing through the Berlin Olympics; holding comprises #B33 (3 mint, 2 used, one of which on cover with additional 10pf red violet Ebert), B58 (4 mint), B68 (2 mint, 4 used), B90 (19 mint, 17 used), B91 (17 never hinged, 2 mint, 10
used), B92 (18 never hinged, 10 used) and B105 (6 never hinged, 2 used); a few condition issues, the OSTROPA sheets particularly toned, Fine to Very Fine with much better, inspection invited. Shipping charges apply - weight 1.8 lbs. (photo on web site)
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
2473 H
Germany, Exceptional and Comprehensive All-Mint Third Reich Collection, 1933-45. A splendid, clean and
valuable collection keenly assembled in mounts on Lighthouse pages; begins with the 1933 Hindenburg issue (#401-414) and
continues on to include #B49-B57, B50a-B55a, B58a, B59-B67, B68, C43-C45, C46-C48, and apparently complete through
the Official issues; as a bonus, excellent Michel-listed Feldpost issues are present such as #5 Africa Corps, #13a U-boat, #810 and #12 Inselpost (all BPP-signed), etc.; a lovely, fresh holding that simply needs a new album, Fine to Very Fine or better,
view the entire lot—and see just how super it is—on our website. Shipping charges apply - weight 2 lbs. (photo on web site)
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $3,000 - 3,500
2474 HH/H/m
Germany, Remarkable Mostly Mint Stock of Semi-Postals, 1926-45. A superb holding with tremendous value,
neatly arranged in a binder of either Lighthouse or manila stockpages; vast majority is mint never hinged in multiples, either as sets
of singles, blocks or part-sheets; note various Wagner se-tenants (Zusammendrucke), Olympics, numerous Winter Relief issues,
Stormtroopers, some Coat-of-Arms issues, overprinted Bavaria sets, etc., and as an added bonus, tucked away in the back, are several pages of early Airmails (including Pigeons), Inflations, and even some cancelled souvenir sheets; remarkably fresh and sound,
here’s your opportunity to acquire a valuable, contemporaneously assembled stock with enormous catalogue value, Very Fine on
the whole, imaged in full online. (photo on web site).................����������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,500 - 3,000
2475 H/m
Germany, Excellent Empire & Reich Collection, 1872-1933. Extremely comprehensive and overall mostly mint,
neatly presented in mounts on Lighthouse pages; includes excellent coverage from the early Shields, to premium souvenir sheets
and Back-of-the-Book with Airmails, plus additional premium in Michel-listed varieties; too many highlights to list them all, but
we note used #8a, 11, 14, 15a, 19a, 25a, 36a, 49a, CL4 (Gelber Hund) and mint #21a, near-complete Inflations, 363-365, 366-384,
States’ Arms Semi-Postals, a remarkably fresh #B33, C20-C26, C27-C34, C35-C37, C38-C39, C40-C42, CL1-CL3, CL6 20pf
E.EL.P. (1972 German Inst. for International Philately certificate), OL16-OL21, plus much more besides; light duplication and
surprisingly few spaces blank make this the perfect collection on which to build, Fine to Very Fine with much better, well worth
inspection in-person, or viewing online. Shipping charges apply - weight 1.2 lbs. (photo on web site)����� Estimate $1,800 - 2,200
2476 HH/H/m
Germany, Exceptional Inflation Era Collection, ca. 1919-23. Inflations, hyper-Inflations, and more, in seven
“books” of various sizes, three of them homemade and gathered on posts; a truly remarkable compilation, with regular issues, Airs,
Officials, a few Semi-Postals, etc., fresh, clean and fully identified by Michel number (the earliest we spotted was #88); extensive
marginal markings (both basic print and surcharge) including lower margin pairs with H-number imprints; one volume of corner
margin singles; numerous plate and surcharge flaws/varieties identified, and so much more; most mint is marginal and hinged only
in the selvage (a few items with additional stamp tucked under); Germanias se-tenant and tête-bêche, and more and more; sensational stock or a once-in-a-lifetime study source, Very Fine overall, a rarely encountered specialist’s holding, nearly impossible to
duplicate; take a look online. (photo on web site).......................����������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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2477 HH/H/m
Germany, Attractive and Sound Airmail Stock Selection, 1912-38. On a mix of manila and Vario stockpages,
with stamps sound and in bold color; note mint #C36 (11), C36-C37 corner margin blocks of four, C38-C39, C40 (11), C43, C45
margin pair, C59-C60 (5 never hinged blocks), and used #C35 (22), C36 (111), C37 (11), C40 (11), C41, C42 and quantities
of C55-C56; also note mint #CL1-CL3, plus several etiquettes including “Via/Condor-Zeppelin”, along with numerous Zeppelin-Eckener-Spende items and other Zeppelin-themed cinderellas (some reference); a lovely lot for the Zepp enthusiast or dealer,
Fine to Very Fine or better, well worth a look. (photo on web site) ���������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2478 H/m
Germany, A Multitude of Military Stamps, 1942-44 (Scott MC1-MQ3 vars). Fresh and bright compilation comprising basic issues plus various overprints, all neatly arrayed on Vario or manila stockpages, all duplicated in useful quantities;
note various rouletted and perforated #MQ1 mint; #MQ1 with diagonal “INSELPOST” overprint, including a bottom margin
block of four with inscription referencing the “Zigzag Teardrop” plus 18 used on piece (many with legible postmarks); #MQ1 with
horizontal “INSELPOST” overprint; #MC1 mint in shades (including a top margin strip of 20) plus 25 used; #MQ2 with block
of 15 and top margin strip of 20; #MQ3 top margin strip of 20 plus several used; three 3pf Hitler Heads overprinted “Feldpost”
mint; numerous regular and Military issues overprinted “KURLAND”, even some Italian and Italian Libya stamps (mint or used)
picturing Hitler and Mussolini, Very Fine on the whole, an uncommon offering, especially in quantity. (photo on web site)
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2479 )
Germany, Third Reich Post and Postal Cards, 1934-1944. 130+ Nazi era cards four to a sleeve; about 35 were
postally used and several have commemorative cancels but were not mailed; 1936 Olympics, cultural scenes, and WW II predominate; the graphic artistry is tremendous and while some aspects may be disturbing, the overall impression in breathtaking; worth
examining, Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 3.6 lbs. ����������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $800 - 1,200
2480 )
Germany, Illustrated Postal Cards, 1933-1946. Presented in two Scott albums, a collection of over 200 commemorative postal cards, both mint & used, used with special cancels, includes 1933 Opening of the Reichstag, 1933 Get To Know
Germany, 1934 Hindenburg Medallion, 1936 Completion of the Autobahn, 1939 Hitler’s 50th Birthday, 1939 Strength Through
Joy, 1939 Nuremberg Congress, 1940 Iron Cross Card, each card annotated, a terrific collection, inspect, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 8 lbs. (photo on web site)����������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $750 - 1,000
2481 )
Germany, Rare Komando Zeppelin Station Collection, 1915-1918. 17 extraordinary items worthy of exhibit
written during the Great War; meticulous military and postal history accompanies each card; condition and selection of exceptional
postal markings make this lot a true jewel; Kommando LZ-97 on oversized cover to Mannheim; Kommando LZ-39 card from
Head-Rudderman to his girlfriend; Kommando LZ-90 by engineer at the station (card expertized by R Koerber); Kommando LZ113 by Airshipman to his mother a month before the first flight; Kiommando LZ-103 from Head-Rudderman to his wife; “Fuhrer
dr Marine Luftschiffe” scarce Kommando marking of Staff Officer Peter Wendt from Naval Airship Headquarters at
Ahlhorn; Kommando Z-XII written by one of the very first Zeppelin Captains, Gerog Hacker; Kommando L-41 from the Zeppelin
base at Ahlhorn in Oldenburg to the Zeppelin base at Norden in Ostfriesland written by Executive Officer Oblt Gruner (expertized
by Hermann Sieger); Kommando LZ-77 written by crew member R Miller to fellow airshipman assigned to LZ-88; Kommando
LZ-101 rare feldpost from German airship base in Jamboli Bulgaria, penned by Airshipman Albert Thasler; Kommando
LZ-86 sent by crewmember Lt Renner who did not survive the war after the ship later hit the ground hard at high speed killing all
on board; Kommando L-42 mailed by Zeppelin Commander Ehrlich to his wife; Kommando LZ-79 card dispatched during repairs
between attacks during the war; Kommando LZ-98 from Zeppelin Captain Gerog Hacker to his son Wolfgang in Potsdam; personal
envelope from Marine Engineer Peetz assigned to Peter Strasser addressed to Airshipman Max Macher in Tirol with rare “Fuhrer”
marking; Zeppelin Commander Erich Sommerfeldt envelope written home from the Zeppelin base at Tondern; Kommando LZ-81
card posted in Dusseldorf in Jun 1916 by a member of the Zeppelin crew; a tremendous holding that requires the right home, Very
Good to Excellent. ���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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2482 )
Germany, Better Graf Zeppelin and Hindenburg Collection, 1931-1938. 39 attractive envelopes transported by
LZ-127 and LZ-129 (with the exception of one from LZ-130); Sieger 280Ab from 10th South American Flight of 1934, On Board
cancel from Oct 14th and proper cachet for the flight, franking includes 1RM red Zeppelin issue, envelope is official stationary
of the Graf Zeppelin; Sieger 254A with high value 3M Ferdinand Zeppelin stamp (Scott C56) on Argentinienfahrt of 1934 with
On Board cancel; Sieger 169AL specially printed card with Zeppelin picture on reverse, German stamps postmarked Danzig,
includes on Board mark; street scene postcard transported from Vienna to Friedrichshafen by LZ-127; Sieger 100B airship flying
over a lake with German stamps canceled in Chemnitz addressed to Antwerp; on Board cancel of 4RM stamp (Scott C37) on 1934
South American flight to Recife; German definitives on envelope from Wuppertal-Ronsdorf to Buenos Aires in 1934; Sieger 430Z
postcard of the Hindenburg smoking room with On Board cancel from the 7th flight; Sieger 116B Austrian flight, 1M (Scott C35)
with On Board postmark on postcard of airship over hangers; 1st North American flight in 1936 (Sieger 406D) showing the Hindenburg in flight; photo postcard of airships in flight with On Board Graf Zeppelin cancel from the last day of the flight Mar 29
1936; Sieger 112Ba return from Swabia flight, photo postcard of LZ-127 on ground but prepared for flight, Scott C26 postmarked
Boblingen in 1931; portrait of the Count and his Zeppelin flown in 1929 to Holland (Sieger 41A); Saar flight (M 314Ab) from
Saarbrucken to Friedrichshafen in 1933; Sieger 195A from the 9th South American Flight of 1932 with 80pf franking and orange
cachet; postcard of Graf in flight (with some edge cracking), 2M (Scott C36) tied with 1931 On Board cancel and Rio receiving
mark; 1931 South American Flight (Sieger 124Cb), Scott C37 tied by On Board cancel addressed to Rio de Janeiro; Zeppelin
postcard showing mail being loaded into the Graf Zeppelin produced at Philatelic Exposition “Mophila” in Hamburg, On Board
cancel of Scott C35 dropped over Zurich; Scott C44 (Century of Progress overprint) and make up postage on this beautiful
Sieger 238Bc cover flown from Friedrichshafen to Chicago in 1933; DELAG postcard from the Italian Flight of 1933, flown
over Rome and posted On Board May 29 for the drop at Livorno; Sieger 223A 4th South American Flight of 1933, posted at Giessen and on to Friedrichshafen arriving in Paraguay, franked with C35 and Eagles; Sieger 202A with C35 and definitives tied with
On Board marks, destined for Brazil; very colorful stamps (count them, 7!) pay to move this 2nd South American Flight of 1933
(Sieger 214B) to Rio; On Board hand stamp ties C35 and definitives to this Sep 1933 flight (Sieger 232A) to Pernambuco; card
with printed via Zeppelin Friedrichshafen ettiquete addressed to Recife-Pernambuco, 1M Zeppelin and 40pf regular issue tied by
On Board cancel; 2M Lillenthal stamp cancelled at Pforzheim pays to Sao Paulo in Oct 1935, cover has been folded (but has a
100 Mark inflation note as a filler), envelope has a watermark of Zeppelin on the back flap (Sieger 324B); Jun 1932 flight to the
Netherlands (Sieger 164B), On Board cancel of Eagles and dropped over Groningen; On Board franking on 1932 flight to England;
wonderful commercial envelope addressed to a bank in Rio, airmail envelope shows partnership of Hamburg-America, Lufthansa
and Condor sent in 1932; Sieger 105A card to Recife with On Board strike over German stamps; card dropped at Koln on doomed
flight of the Hindenburg just before the transatlantic crossing to end at Lakehurst postmarked at Rhein Main and Koln; 1934 card
postmarked Berlin in May 1934 addressed to Zurich; Sieger 101A flight to Hungary; better 1st South American Flight of 1931 with
Scott C36 postmarked Berlin dropped at Praia in the Cape Verde Islands then back to Brauschweig Germany; Sieger 113 on
Iceland Flight dropped over Reykjavik and franked with 2M Zeppelin issue; C35 postmarked Friedrichshafen in 1931 addressed
to Copenhagen; Sieger 138A posted On Board (including a C35) and received the same day in Recife; sent from Berlin this Sieger
183B caught a connecting flight (cachet in red) and arrived in Asuncion Paraguay, 2M franking; On Board cancel of uprated postal
stationary card on Deutschland Flight of 1934 (Sieger 246Aa), and lastly Sieger 456 flown on the Graf Zeppelin II on its flight into
the Sudetenland and dropped at Reichenberg;an outstanding collection for the consumate Zeppelin collector, Fine to Very Fine.
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2483 )
Germany, Wonderful Selection of Mostly Graf Zeppelin, 1928-1939. 25 better examples of LZ-127 with a stray
ZR3 and LZ-130 thrown in; Sieger 41 commercial mail with Dutch cachet dropped in Amsterdam; Sieger 20 (Los Angeles)
on card what appears to be a poem on the reverse (in German); two pieces tied with On Board marks in Apr 1929, one with C36
addressed to Seville and the other a postcard with a 1M Eagle dropped in San Remo during the Mediterranean Flight; commercial
mail to the US from Germany on 1st North American flight franked with 4M Zeppelin stamp; postcard with 2M and letter
with 4M (and nice Tydol Flying label) on Sieger 21B; Sieger 67 posted in Friedrichshafen and dropped near Bregenz Austria; Sieger 69Aa originated at the Berlin-Staaken airfield, then to Friedrichshafen and on to Magdeburg; Sieger 23Id postcard of airship in
hanger with Apr 1929 On Board mark and dropped over Mannheim; Sieger 44B posted On Board on Spanish Flight of 1929 to Barcelona; Sieger 49B Frankfurf flight with On Board and private cachet postcard addressed to Sieger; 4M German Zeppelin stamp on
Sieger 26A Interrupted American Flight; Sieger 43 dropped over Breslau; Dortmund Flight posted On Board (Sieger 77B); Sieger
72D Rhineland Flight of 1930 dropped at Koblenz; Sieger 463 stray Graf Zeppelin II cover with 7 colorful Nazi airmail stamps;
Sieger 69Bb flight around Schlesien in Jun 1930 posted On Board and dropped at Gorlitz; Sieger 68Ab Deutschland Flight of 1930
posted On Board; Balkan Flight in 1929 (Sieger 42B) posted On Board and dropped over Bucharest; two cards (Sieger 84A) from
the Russia Flight of 1930 (one posted On Board); On Board card with attractive cachet addressed to Helsinki; Sieger 57I flown
from Germany and dropped over Seville Spain before redispatched by regular means back to Lakehurst; special Roessler card addressed to the American Counsul in Cairo (Sieger 63) frannked with 1M Eagle; a great assortment for the Zep lover, Fine to Very
Fine. �������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
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2484 )
Germany, Great War Naval Detachment Mail, 1914-1918. 55+ seldom seen correspondance from Zeppelin bases
during WWI; extensively documented better envelopes and cards from service personnel; Crewmember of LZ-39 writes from
Warsaw Dec 1915; feldpost card from Norden dated Nov 1914; Lt Schonborn mails envelope Dec 1917 from feldpost no. 81 to
Berlin; Apr 1915 East Prussian cover from Field-Flying Battalion no. 37 from an airman; Staff Officer of the Flying Troops dated
1915; KUK Field-Flyer and Pilots School from Technical Sergeant Feldwebel 1918; fine Royal Eagle marking on feldpost cover
from the 21st Army Corp to Wiesbaden; Staff Officer of the Flying Personnel 8 Army registered feldpost letter 1916; airshipman
writes from Marine Luftschiff Detachement at Fuhlsbuttel; posted twice sent in 1915 to glove factory in Kiel; Military Railroad
Directory to Airship Batallion No. 1 with vignette that reads “God Punish England”; trio of correspondance from Machinist
Mate Wilhelm Bruach to his father in 1914 from Wilhelmshaven and in 1915 from Dusseldorf (L-15) with the last dated Apr 1916
from an English POW camp, the airship had been hit by ground fire and an English destroyer picked up 17 survivors (including
Brubach) after the Zeppelin fell into the sea; scarce card postmarked from a unit stationed in Brussels; 1916 Zeppelin base feldpost usage but with 30pf franking paid for Registry; remote posting from Allenstein (between Warsaw and Konigsberg), Very
Good to Excellent. Shipping charges apply - weight 2.2 lbs. ���������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

German Post Offices Abroad
2485 H
German Post Offices Abroad, Fabulous Mint Collection, 1884-1919. A splendid and perfectly clean collection,
highly comprehensive and keenly assembled in mounts on Lighthouse pages; includes a fantastic array of premium sets and
singles such as China #1-6, 1c-6a, 24-35, 36b, 37-46, and 47-56; Morocco #1-6, 7-18, 19A, 20-32, 33-44, and 45-57; and Turkey #1-3, 5-6, 8-12, 12a, 13-23, 24B, 25-30, 31-42, 43-54, and 55-59; also included are numerous Forerunner usages from
China cancelled either Tientsin or Shanghai, plus a Boxer Rebellion Feldpost cancel, plus Turkey Michel #V20, V29 and V37e
(horizontal pair); beautiful and clean throughout, Fine to Very Fine+, be sure to enjoy the entire lot online. (photo on web site)
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,200

German Colonies
2486 H
German Colonies, Superb, Highly Comprehensive Collection, 1893-1919. A beautiful, perfectly assembled collection mounted on stunningly well-filled Lighthouse pages, mint with the exception of Forerunner usages; many areas complete,
such as German New Guinea, German East Africa, German Southwest Africa (including Forerunner #47), Cameroon (including
Forerunner #48d), Marshall Islands, Samoa, and Togo (with Forerunners #47d (pair), 48b and 50d); further highlights include Caroline Islands #1-6, 3a, 4a, 7-19 and 20-22; Kiautschou #1-3, 10-22 (#22 never hinged!), 23-30, and 33-42, along with Forerunners
#V2 II (2), V3 I, V4 I and V6 I; and Marianas #11-16, 13a, 14a, 17-27 and 28-31; a stupendous lot needing just a handful of items
to complete, and a dealer’s perfect temptation for his or her clients, generally Fine to Very Fine+, fresh and bright throughout; be
sure to review in-person or on our website—you will not be disappointed. Shipping charges apply - weight 1 lbs. (photo on web
site)���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,400 - 1,800

Plebiscite Areas: Danzig
2487 HH/H/m
Danzig, Clean and Extensive Stock Holding. On a mix of stockpages in a single binder, with regular issues,
Semi-Postals, Airs and Officials all represented; includes never hinged #31, 32, 48, 193-199, 241-254 (5 sets including pairs, plus
three used sets), strong mint and used 1937 souvenir sheets (all in useful quantities), Inflation issues, and more; many blocks marginal with a variety of inscriptions; wonderfully fresh, Fine to Very Fine with better throughout, a Danzig stock that won’t tap out
for some time; waltz on over to our website to see it all. (photo on web site) ������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,200 - 1,600

Plebiscite Areas: Danzig & Memel
2488 H
Danzig & Memel, Highly Comprehensive Collection, 1920-39. Including Polish Offices in Port Gdansk as well;
beautiful and exceptionally clean, all mint and mounted on Lighthouse pages; this stunning collection is complete less only Scott
#44 and 47-48, and includes #26a-30a, 25b-30b, 25c-30c, some syncopated perforation types, Polish Offices 1K1-1K24, etc.; Memel is beautiful and comprehensive, highlighted by complete Lithuanian Occupations #N1-N114, plus #1-17, 18-29, 30-33, 50-92,
C1-C7, C8-C19, etc.; a delightful lot with outstanding eye-appeal, Fine to Very Fine or better, inspection invited. Shipping charges
apply - weight 1.8 lbs. (photo on web site)�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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Plebiscite Areas: Saar
2489 HH/H/m
Saar, Simply Sensational Stellar Stock, 1920-59. An outstanding holding presented on a mix of manila and Lighthouse stockpages, the manila pages fully identified by Scott; most duplicated in quantities up to ten, with a nice array of never
hinged/mint and used; regular issues, Semi-Postals, Airs and Officials are all well-represented; some of the highlights are #CB1
(2 never hinged singles and corner block of four, plus 2 used), B64a never hinged and used, CB1a never hinged and used, B69-73
(two blocks of ten never hinged, some with coin daté), B77-B81 (blocks of ten never hinged), 289-308 singles, blocks of four and
larger (some with plate number), French Occupation blocks of four (including 84pf Ney), 1920s-30s issues identified by types, and
much, much more; wonderfully fresh and sound, though in need of some reorganizing, Fine to Very Fine with better throughout,
this Saar is a safe bet; judge for yourself online or in-person. (photo on web site)������������������������������������� Estimate $2,000 - 2,500
2490 HH
Saar, Large Sheet and Multiples Assembly. In three large binders plus a sheet file, an iron-clad compilation of
blocks, part-sheets and full sheets as rarely encountered; grouped by Scott catalogue number in plastic sheet protectors, making
stocking (and selling!) easy as pie; includes, among many others, #227 (3 sheets and block of four), 245 sheet, 247 (15 sheets),
249 (8 sheets plus block of four), 250-252 (6 sets of sheets), plus extensive Semi-Postals including #B91, N92-B94 and B96-B98;
many CTO sheets, but even more mint, overall Very Fine, nothing plebeian about this Plebiscite; see for yourself online. Shipping
charges apply - weight 11.8 lbs. (photo on web site)����������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,800 - 2,200
2491 H
Saar, Amazingly Comprehensive Collection, 1920-59. Beautifully presented in mounts on Lighthouse pages, a
splendid, clean and valuable all-mint holding; highlights include #1-17, 35-37, 38-39, 68-83, 85-98, 99-116, 120-135, 139-154,
B1-B4, B5-B8, B9-B15, B16-B22, B23-B29, B30-B36, B37-B43, B44-B46, B47-B53, B54-B60, C1-C8, O1-O15, O16-O26, etc.;
French Administration complete, including #B64a, B69-B73, C12, CB1a (never hinged!), and more; fresh and sound throughout,
this is one lovely lot of this popular area, Fine to Very Fine+, a must-see collection. Shipping charges apply - weight 1.6 lbs. (photo
on web site)��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,200
2492 H
Saar, German Territory, League of Nations, and Germany, 1920-1958. Two binders with premium black stock
pages containing MNH sets; 41-58, 65-67, 139-154, 155-171, 172-174, 175a-187a (signed twice), 188-196, 197-200, 201-202,
204-114, 215-220, 215-231, 232-245, 246-252, 253-261, 262-282, 289-308, 309-322, 816-822, C1-C12, B1-B4, B9-15, B16-22,
B23-B29, B37-B43, B44-B46, B47-B53, B54-B60, B69-B73, B61-B68, B69-B76, B77-B83, B84-B88, B89-B116, B117-B126,
CB1a and B64a present, O27-O38; MNH for the large sample we checked, significant catalog value here, just needs to be moved
to a nice album, Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 4.8 lbs. ������������������������������������������������������������ Estimate $800 - 1,200
2493 H
Saar, Exceptional Accumulation of Key Singles and Sets All Mint, 1920-1957. An incredible thick stockbook
with the value built in key items. For instance, 9 copies of Scott 38 all mint at $800 each. the scarce semi-postal set Scott B9-B15
is here with 24 mint sets at $436 each and two high-value B15 mint singles at $360 each plus a stock book loaded with more mint
singles & sets. These two mentioned items are teh keys to any Saar collection and therefore always realize a hefty percentage of
Scott. This is a unique opportunity. Some NH but also much lightly hinged. A couple of toned stamps but keys look nice and majority is f-VF with few faults. Generally F-VF. �������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $7,500 - 9,000

Germany Post-WWII
2494 HH/H
Germany, Superb Post-War Occupations Collection. An outstanding, all-mint collection in mounts in a Lighthouse album; supremely comprehensive with complete Berlin including #9N1-9N20, 9N21-9N34 (signed Schlegel BPP) and
on, with #9NB3a through 1990; US, British and Russian Zones complete; Bizone “Carpet” and “Band” overprint types complete (#585A-633), basic Buildings complete, plus some Michel-listed varieties; French Zone complete including all souvenir
sheets plus Michel varieties such as Baden #46 II, etc.; Post Office fresh throughout, Fine to Very Fine with better throughout, a
stellar holding of this popular material; get a taste online. Shipping charges apply - weight 6.2 lbs. (photo on web site)
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,000 - 2,500

Post-WWII Occupations: French Zone
2495 HH/H
French Zone, Wonderfully Fresh Two-Volume Stock. Presented on manila stockpages in two binders; overwhelmingly mint (a handful of used sets thrown in), with much never hinged; volume one comprises Baden and Rheinland-Pfalz, while
volume two is given completely to Württemberg; note premium souvenir sheets in quantity, multiples, and more; Baden includes
#5N14-5N27 (two sets of blocks of four, plus lots of extra sets of singles), 5N28-5N40 (seven never hinged sets), 5NB1-5NB4
(cover plus two used sets); Württemberg highly complete with singles, pairs, blocks of four or more, some blocks (as with Baden)
with printing date inscriptions; also includes a page of 1916 District, Official and regular issues; exceptionally bright and sound,
this will spice up any stock, Very Fine on the whole, see the complete holding online. Shipping charges apply - weight 4.8 lbs.
(photo on web site)���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,000 - 2,500
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Post-WWII Occupations: Berlin
2496 H/m
Berlin, Early Overprints Stock Compilation. Lovely mix of mint and used with overprints in green, black and red,
the mint all never hinged, all on manila stockpages; most everything present in full sets either in quantity or as multiples; includes
#9N1-9N20 (6 used sets), 9N21-9N34 (10 used sets), 9N33 (24 used), 9N34 (17 used), 9N64-9N67 (2 mint sets, 7 used), plus
additional loose values; all genuine cancels, including on-piece; fresh throughout and with massive catalogue value, Fine to Very
Fine or better, all imaged online. Scott approximately $32,500 (photo on web site)
���������������������������� Estimate $4,000 - 5,000
2497 H
Germany: Berlin, A Comprehensive All Mint Collection, 1948-1980. A very complete collection of hundreds of
mint, much is NH, sets and singles all neatly mounted in a Safe hingeless album. Beginning with Scott (9N1 all of the key sets
are present and Souvenir Sheets including a NH 9NB3a. The Bear Sheet, NH Scott $1200. Many of the early sets are NH but all
look fresh and sound, appears complete through 1980. A high quality collection perfect to breakdown for online resale as this is a
collection which appears to be faultless. Well worth a bid. F-VF. ��������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,200

Federal Republic
2498 HH/H
Germany: Federal Republic, Beautiful, Complete Collection, 1949-2018. An outstanding collection housed in
four Lighthouse hingeless albums (three pristine, volume 1 with springback broken); apparently complete to 2018, with all the
better such as the sought-after 1949-50 issues complete (Marienkirche Semi-Postals lightly cancelled, all others mint), a brassy
complete Posthorns set, 1954 (and later) Heuss issue, all of the early Europa issues, all three varieties of the 1pf Numeral, etc., etc.,
plus souvenir sheets, miniature sheets, some se-tenants and bookletsit’s all here; early issues hinged or lightly hinged, later stamps
never hinged, generally Very Fine, an overall solid collection, ready for continuation or sale. Shipping charges apply - weight 23.2
lbs. (photo on web site)�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2499 HH
Germany: Federal Republic, A Happy Hodgepodge of Heuss Issues, 1954-60 (Scott 702-721). A solid compilation on one Vario-style and three manila stockpages, plus additional in glassines or loose; eight complete sets possible, an
additional 12 sets to the 2DM value, plus many additional sets through the pfennig values or to the 1DM; many blocks marginal with accounting or plate numbers; fresh and sound throughout, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. (photo on web site)
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Federal Republic & Berlin
2500 HH
Federal Republic & Berlin, Substantial Collection of Multiples & Sheets, 1950-54. All Post Office fresh on a
variety of stockpages, in glassines, and loose; numerous singles or pairs present, but the majority of items range from blocks of
four (many marginal) to complete sheets of 50, with most material identified by Scott and ready for stocking; we note extensive
Liberty Bells including overprints, Artists and Famous Men issues, plus Bund #B338-B341 as blocks of 25 (some separations),
Berlin #9N81-9N83 (25 sets), 9N104 (45), 9NB8-9NB11 (sheets of 50), plus much more besides; the occasional used or CTO item
has crept in, but overwhelmingly mint never hinged; a bit of a jumble that will take a little time to organize, but everything here is
bright and clean, and offers the savvy buyer a wealth of salable material, Very Fine, get a taste online. (photo on web site)
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2501 HHa
Federal Republic & Berlin, Substantial and Valuable Stock of Mint Sheets. An old-time stock compilation, running from about 1953 to the mid-1960s, comprising full or partial panes of various regular issues, Semi-Postals, etc.; nice balance
of Bund and Berlin, with loads of Topical interest including Europas, Famous Germans sets, and more; stamps clean and sound
throughout, though expect some selvage separations; enough material to satisfy the busiest dealer; it will keep you busy sorting
for a while, but with long-term returns, generally Very Fine, inspection invited. Shipping charges apply - weight 9.4 lbs. (photo on
web site)�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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DDR
2502 H/ma
German Democratic Republic, Scintillating Selection of Sheets. Several hundred complete sheets, partial sheets
and blocks, most mint with some CTO or bearing commemorative cancel; includes numerous better, among which (never hinged
unless noted) #51-52 (50+ each total as half-sheets #51, full pane #52, plus additional blocks of four); #92-93 (21 12pf, 31 24pf
as blocks or pane); #137-140 and 143-145 (each block of 20 plus two full panes of 50); #141, 142 and 146 (full pane of 50 each);
148-150 (pane of 50 each); 216-223 (full panes); #478 (full panes mint plus expo-cancelled blocks); #B17-B21 and B22-B25 (top
and bottom margin blocks of 10 each); #B21 (48 in various blocks); mint and cancelled Officials in multiples or part-sheets, etc.,
etc.; some separations, mainly in selvage only, with stamps themselves bright and sound, Fine to Very Fine with better throughout,
an uncommon opportunity; inspection invited. (photo on web site)������������������������������������������������������������ Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2503 HH/H/m
German Democratic Republic, Sensational Early Issues Stock Selection. On stockpages and on glassines, a
wonderful old-time stock of East Germany, with nearly everything in quantity; particularly strong in souvenir sheets, with Goethe
(mint and used), Marx & Engels Year (perforated and imperforate, mint and used), Schiller Year (mint and used), International
Liberation Day (used), Martyrs Semi-Postal (mint and used), 1954 Stamp Expo (mint), Debria (mint and used), etc., plus multiple
sets of China/Mao, plus Oldenburg Red Cross souvenir sheets, Thüringen Reconstruction sheet plus cross-gutter block with each
of the four sheet singles, 1945 Christmas sheets and singles, National Theater sheets, and more besides; expect a few bent corners
on some souvenir sheets, but generally fresh and sound, with more than enough material ready for immediate sale to reward a little
time sorting, Very Fine on the whole, inspection invited. (photo on web site)�������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,200 - 1,600

Greece
2504 H/m/)
1861-82, Large Hermes Heads, a specialized assembly of these challenging and fascinating issues. On pages,
auction lotting cards, or stockcards, with all printings represented, including an excellent range of cancellations and more than 40
folded letters or covers, with 1861 Paris printing 20lep milky blue four margin example on 1861 (Oct. 14) folded letter from Patras
to Nision (signed Holcombe), as to be expected for such an excellent reference, the quality is somewhat mixed with a number of
three margin examples, Very Good to Fine appearance. ������������������������������������������������������������������������������ Estimate $1,200 - 1,500
2505 H/m/)
1886-1946, a specialized assembly of Small Hermes Heads, with some later issues as well. Replete with multiples, including Scott #69 with “Specimen” overprint, 70 x 3, 72 x 3, 87 x 2, 89 x 3, 111 x 6 and 112 x 4, all mint or unused, a few
small faults, still Fine to Very Fine. ������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $600 - 800
2506 H
Greece, Phenomenal Mount Athos Collection, 1872-1915. 100+ covers fill two large Safe binders; a super collection with extensive write ups and beautifully presented using photo corners on black paper set on quadrille pagres; this unusual destination is the home of 20 monasteries, some which trace back to 800AD; a considerable amount of these treasures are registered
envelopes with the 5 red wax seals required to transfer remittances; a truly special holding, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges
apply - weight 9.2 lbs. ���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $5,000 - 6,000

Greenland
2507 H
Greenland, An Advanced High End Mainly Mint Collection, 1938-2008. Several hundred mainly mint with a few
used singles & sets all neatly mounted in a specialized Stender hingeless album. A great collection intact wth all of the scarce and
rare sets & singles including 19-27 NH Scott $1350, 22a-27a NH Scott $2900. Balance of the regular issues through 2008 looks
complete with commoratives, booklets & souvenier sheets mainly NH with some used. The Parcel Post “Bears” are exceptional
including the rare perforamtion varieties and 1930 and later they are NH. Bear stamps include: Q1used, Q1a, Q2, Q3, Q3a, Q4,
Q4a, Q5 used, Q6, Q6a, Q7, Q7a, Q8, Q8z, Q9-Q11 total Scott value in excell of $3300 without premium for NH before Q10. A
great collection to augment an existing one or to breakdown for online sales of the many desirable higher priced items. Except for
a few faults on the early Bears, condition is exceptional with most of the mint NH and nicely canceled on the few used. Check out
the scans to fully appreciate. Generally F-VF. ............................����������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $3,000 - 3,500
2508 HH/H/m
Greenland, Parallel Mint & Used Collection, 1937-2011. Highly complete for the period in two Lindner “T”
hingeless albums with the used stamps mounted beneath the mint; highlights include Scott 10-18 used, 19-27 mint, LH, 23a & 25a
used, then very nearly complete mint from 1950 onward - never hinged beginning in 1963 - and fairly complete used until 1995
plus a good number after that. An excellent lot., generally Fine to Very Fine or better. ������������������������������� Estimate $750 - 1,000
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Iceland
2509 m/)
Iceland, An Advanced High End Mainly Used Collection, 1873-1989. A truly exceptional collection of hundreds
of mainly used stamps including almost every “key” adhesive plus postal history all neaty mounted on quadrille pages in a Christen album. Many certificates (14) and all are Nielsen unless noted. Scott #1 mint certificate $1050, 2 used certificate $900, 3 used
$1150, 4 used certificate $2200, 5 mint certificate $475, 6 used $2000, 7 used $625, 9 used certificate $900, 10 used $35, 13 used
$500, 14 used $225, 15-20 used $381, 21-30 used $1011, plus more shades of the numeral issue and varieties. All four of the very
scarce “prir” surcharges each with Nielsen certificate and all with neat cancels. Scott 31-33, 33A $2650, 34-44B used $388, 49
used Gronlund certificate $525, 51 used $57, 71-85 used plus varieties $675, 86-98 used $547, 99-107 used $185, 108-128 used
$223, 130-138 used $188, 140-141 used certificates both $1075, 142-143 used $607, 149 used $140, 150 used $35, 152-166 used
plus extras $1007, 170-175 used $52, 176-187 used $357, 209-211 used $48, 213-216 used $177, 232-235 used $597, 240-245
used $116, plus commemoratives and regular issues up to 1989. Semi-Postals include B1-B4 used $24, B5 & B5a-B5c used $465,
B6 used $30. Airmails C1-C3 used $207, C4-C8 used $470, C9-C11 used on Zepp cover stamp only $440, C15-C29 used $124,
CO1 used $140. Officials O1-O2 used $1100, O4-O9 used $298, O11-O12 used $205, O13-O19 used $56, O20-O24 used $36,
O26 used $175, O28-O29 used $170, O30 used $60, O31-O49 used $213, O50-O50a & O51 used $380, O53-O67 used very rare
set $2250. Incredible condition with all 14 certificates not mentioning any faults whatsoever. Of course most of these used sets are
more diffcult to acquire than mint. Tremendous catalogue value and broken up for online sales or auction will realize very strong
percentages. Please review the scans to fully see the depth and high quality of this superior collection. Seldom if ever will you be
able to buy an Iceland collection this compelte and in this superb quality, F-VF.
������������������������ Estimate $10,000 - 12,000
2510 H
Iceland & Faroe Islands, 1873-2004. Substantial, very healthy accumulation housed in a red Linder hingless album,
plus three binders, one of which is a second strong Iceland collection with the remaining two Faroe Islands, everything is fresh and
attractive; mixture of mint and used issues including 86-95, 99-107, 108-128, 130-135, and the souvenir sheets look like they just
arrived from the post office; lots of nice pickings with both Iceland collections quite strong; pleasing to the eye, Fine to Very Fine.
Shipping charges apply - weight 18.6 lbs. ���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2511 H/m
Iceland, Land of Fire and Ice, 1876-2005. Powerful, clean and valuable dealer’s stock of mint and used nicely
presented on hundreds of Scott numbered and priced counter pages; begins with strong classics with good runs of modern mint
sets and Back of Book; attractive Airmail and Officials; Iceland 12 (3), 15, 16 (2), 17 (7), 18 (4), 27, 28, 34-44 (2 sets), 40a, 83,
86-91, 94, 96, 97, 121, 157, 203-208a, 224b, 246-252, 284-286; owner catalog value approximately $13,750, Very Fine. Shipping
charges apply - weight 8.2 lbs. ��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Ireland
2512 H
Ireland, Virtually Complete Mint Collection, 1922-1988. Stellar collection of mint issues in clear mounts on Scott
Specially pages; with the exception of 36-38 expect to find everything from Sea Horses to Airmail and Postage Due; previously
hinged as is common but the centering is impecable; owner’s catalog $4,800+, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight
1.2 lbs. ������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $750 - 1,000

Israel
JNF Issues
2513 m
Israel, An Unusual Collection From 1948-1961 of Used Tabs. Dozens of used Tab singles all neatly mounted on
Marini album pages. Also contains a mint set of 1-9 Tabs stuck down on a page with short tabs on the 500m & 1000m as well as
toning. Followed by a used set of 1-9 again 500m - 1000m are short tabs canceled “Nazareth”. Followed by 10-14, 15, 17-25, 27,
28-30, 31-32, 33-34, 35-36, 37, 46-47, 48-50, 55. Looks complete up to 1961. Airmails: C1-C6, C7-C8, C9-C17, C18-C27, plus
O1-O4. Condition is mixed with some toning and also some short tabs, however many are in nice full tab condition and far scarcer
than mint tabs. A nice addition at a reasonable price for an advanced collection. Please review the photos to fully appreciate. As
noted mixed and F-VF. ������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������ Estimate $750 - 1,000
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2514 H/m/)
Israel, The B’rith of a Nation Stock, 1948-ca. 1982. A solid little holding, most of 1960s-1982 First Day and
commemorative covers (we estimate several hundred in total), many of which are still in their original Israel Post Office mailing
envelopes; also features two albums of stamps, a Scott Specialized (somewhat lightly filled), and a more complete White Ace album which includes several early used tabs, plus mint singles of the 1949 Jerusalem issue, 1949 Coin definitive and Postage Due
sets, 1950 First Airmail set, 1950 Festival and Negev issues, and essentially complete (most mint, many tabs) from there to 1964;
also features a nice array of mint and used plate blocks, Fine to Very Fine or better, have a nargila with your winning bid. Shipping
charges apply - weight 29 lbs. (photo on web site)�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Italian Area
2515 H/m
Italy and Area, An Interesting Collection of Mint & Used, 1852-1990. Many hundreds of mint and used mounted
on Minkus album pages. Begins with a fairly full page of Lombardy-Venetia with a number of scarce stamps present. Thousands of
potential scott value upon certification. The same can be said for the Italian States section with better Naples issues. Roman States
are impressive including #10 used Scott $1650. Sicily 13 mint $875 is also present. Offices in Crete include 3-13 mint $781. Early
19th century Italy contains many better stamps including 66 mint, o.g. certificate $500, and much more. A number of key sets mint
from the 1930s are noteworthy. From 1949 up mainly used with some mint in later years. Perfect to sell online. condidtion is a bit
mixed but much is F-VF. ������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������ Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Italy & Colonies
2516 H/m
Italy & Colonies, Show Dealers Counter Binders 1851-2008. 4 packed black binders with singles and sets annotated with Scott catalog numbers and values; Italy 19, 21, 22, 22a, 23a, 129, 133-135, 177a, 207, 409, 514, 1N11a, B1-B4, C127,
C128, J15, J17, J18, J22 Estero 8, China 12, 13, Tientsin 5, Scutari 9, Agean 31, Rhodes 55-63; Modena 3, Parma 3, Roman States
2a, 3, 5, 5g, 6a, 7, 7a, 8, 9, 15, 23a, Sardinia 11, 12, 14; expect wide range in condition; some very pretty States here; consignor
catalog $10,100+, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 6.8 lbs.
���������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Italian Colonies
2517 H/m
Italian Colonies, Retail Stock. Two counter books of premium sets and singles plus file box with 100s of “102”
cards with assorted sets, short sets and singles to about $40 cat value, among the many better are Castellorizo 2 mint (4), 4 mint (3),
5 mint, 75-79 NH (6 incl blocks of four) and used, 80-89 used, Cyrenaica B25-28 mint, C6-11 NH, C18-19 NH, Eritrea 3 mint,
28 mint, 39-41 NH, 44 NH, 47 mint, 47a mint, 58-64 mint and used, 64 NH single (2) and used block, 72 used block, B5-10 NH,
E1 NH, J5 NH and used, J5a NH, J6 mint, J7 NH and used, Ethiopia N1-7 mint, Italian Colonies 23-31 mint (all but #24 NH),
C26 block NH, Italian East Africa C2 mint, C18-19 mint, Libya 13 mint, 49a mint (2), 53 NH, 62-63 mint, B17-22 mint, B23-29
mint (2), C1-2 mint, Oltre Giuba 5 used block, 13 used, 14-17 NH, 18-19 mint, 20 NH, J7 mint and used, Somalia 1 mint, 15-16
blocks used, 70-77 mint, etc., a few minor faults (or a dubious cancel) here and there but overall quality much better than usually
seen, generally F-VF; substantial retail value. ��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Italy
2518 H
Italy, Fantastic Mint Italy Collection, 1852-1966. Extraordinary nearly all mint collection housed in 8 Marini
hingeless albums (two of which are empty to hold modern issues); highly complete representation with scores of premium sets
and singles, regular issues, commemoratives, and Back of Book; Neapolitan 19-25, 27; Italy 20, 26, 27, 34, 35, 37-42, 45-51, 5257, 58-66, 67-72, 73, largely complete after that; beautiful Airmail including C27, C48-49; remarkably fresh and well centered
feast for the eyes; owners catalog value approximately $100,000, Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 39.2 lbs.
��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
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2519 H/m
Meaty Italy and Related Areas Retail Stock, 1863/2005. Better sets and singles of Italy plus AMG and Trieste-A
on sales pages in seven counter books, loaded with $100+ catalog value items including Italy 26 unused, 47 mint, 58-63 mint (2)
and used, 67-72 used, 97-110 NH and used, 111 mint, 117-18 mint (2) and used, 119-22 NH, 170 mint, 248-56 mint (2), 258-64
NH, 290-305 mint, 302-05 NH, 324-28 NH, useful assortment of 1920s/30s used sets (includes charity issues and airmails) with
some dubious cancels as always, 338-41 NH, 345-48 mint (3), 349-54 NH, 367-76 NH (2), 477 NH (2), 495-506 NH, 510-13 NH
(2), 518 NH and used (8 incl block of six), 572-76 NH, 579-80 NH (2), 626-33 NH, 661-62 NH, B30-33 mint (4), C3-9 NH, C2326 mint (2 incl one NH), C35-39 NH, C42-47 (2 incl one NH), C62-65 mint, C79-88 NH, C127-28 NH, D1-14 mint, E19-25 NH,
EY8-9 NH, J3-24 used, J25 mint, J27 unused, Q1-6 used, Q2 mint, Q7-19 mint, Venezia Giulia 1LN10-19 mint, Italian Social
Republic 5A mint, J1-13 mint, Q1-12 (3 incl one NH), Offices Abroad 10 used (2), 11 used, Aegean Islands 31-35 mint, C1-3
NH, C20-31 mint, 1932 Garibaldi sets of 8 different islands mint, Rhodes 15-23 mint, 45-54 mint, Scarpanto 10 mint, Trieste-A
C1-6 mint (5 incl set of blocks), Q13-26 mint, Q24 NH (2), etc., far better condition than typically seen with minor faults few and
far between and generally in the 19th century issues, some dubious cancels as always but an overall F-VF and substantial stock
with a Scott value of well over $50,000. Shipping charges apply - weight 6 lbs. ��������������������������������������� Estimate $6,000 - 8,000
2520 H/m
Italy, Exceptional Balance of Mint & Used Collection, 1862-1982. A two volume collection of hundreds of mint &
used stamps all neatly mounted and described on quadrille pages in two binders. The 19th and early 20th centuiry has a few better
items but the real value is in the 1920s and forward with an abundance of complete sets mostly lightly hinged and fresh, replete
with better airmails. The back of the book is also strong and the collection is mainly mint. The post war period from 1945 up to
1969 looks very complete and even includes Scott 834a mint - the scarce color error whihc catalogues $1250. Check out the scans
and you will appreciate the depth of this collection. Owner states that Scott was in excess of $10,000 which looks conservative.
This is a value proposition without the usual 19th century problem stamps. Can easily be broken down for online auctions due to
the many better complete sets valued over $50 each. Condition looks very nice although there may be a few faults. Every stamp
that we examined was sound and F-VF. ......................................����������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,000 - 2,500
2521 H/m
Italy, Immaculate Stockbook Pair, 1867-1997. Two large like new stockbooks with beautiful Italy; each stamp
has the Scott number on a small card above the issue; begins with early used starting with Scott 25 through the mid 1950s; almost
excusively mint thereafter with very minimal duplication of used and none of mint; several hundred stamps in all and in post office
fresh condition; beautifully presented, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 9.6 lbs.
���� Estimate $500 - 750

Ivory Coast
2522 H/m
Ivory Coast, Exceptional Oldtime Collection of Mint & Used, 1892-1934. A high level collection of about 143
different singles & sets neatly mounted on European album pages begins with Scott 1-17 mixed mint & used, #6 is mint and signed
Diena Scott $506, 18-20 mixed Scott $131, 21-36 all mint except 23 Scott $312, 37-41 mint, 42-77 mixed mint & used, plus
more to 1934. Also J1-J8 mint Scott $108, Q1-Q2 mint Scott $85, Q8 used, Q21 mint Scott $140, Q24-Q25 mint Scott $260, Q26
used, Q27 mint, Q28-Q29 mint Scott $85, Q31 mint Scott $240. A superior collection. A few faults, majority are F-VF.
�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $750 - 1,000

Japan
2523 H
Japan, Land of the Rising Sun, 1940-1992. Stemming from an instant infatuation with Scott 704 (International
Letter Writing Campaign), the consignor began collecting Japan; the beginnings of an exhibit (presentation folder, reproduction
woodblock, first day covers, and a sheet of stamps) are included; MNH on White Ace pages mostly complete between 1940 and
1992; 4 volumes collection with loads of premium sets and singles plus souvenir sheets including 306a, 311a 318a, 323a, 378a
(2nd printing) with cert x 2, occasional toning noted, Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 13 lbs. ����� Estimate $2,000 - 2,500

Korea
2524 H/m
Korea, Extensive Korean Dealer’s Stock, 1948-2012. Thousands of mint and used issues presented on hundreds
of counter cards with Scott numbers and priced; begins with an excellent range of classics; hundreds of later mint sets, with good
miniature sheets, Airmails, etc; over 80% coverage lies in South Korea; owner catalog values approximately $15,500; a super lot
in five boxes. Shipping charges apply - weight 14.6 lbs. ����������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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Latvia
2525 H
Latvia, Comprehensive Riga Postal History Collection, 1753-1917. Phenomenally complete holding packed in
two Lighthouse albums; 220+ covers from predominently 1800-1917 showing virtually every postal marking available including
incoming/outgoing, transits, foreign mail, registered, censored and more; condition is remarkably good for this old commercial
mail; while all of Latvia is represented, most of one volume focuses on Riga (as you might expect); a world class collection you
should examine, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 9.6 lbs. ������������������������������������������� Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
2526 H
Latvia, Dealers Stockbook Tastefully Arranged, 1919-2001. Light to moderate (generally about 4-6) sets in vibrant color in a single Scott stockbook; includes Scott 64-67, 158-163, 180-183, 184-192, and 193-197; strong semi-postals
including B29-B33, B34-B39, and B96 S/S (10); 47 Airmail triangles in sets including C3-C5 (3), C9-C13 (catalogs $520), CB3CB5 (5), CB3a-CB5a (3), and CB18-CB20; hundreds of modern mint including booklets, souvenir sheets, and Stamp Fair booklets; considerable catalog value on this very fresh material, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 3.2 lbs.
�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $750 - 1,000

Liechtenstein
2527 H/m
Liechtenstein, Powerful Dealer’s Stock, 1912-2000. Better mint sets and singles in sales sheets in five counter
books, loaded with premium highlighted by 1-3 mint (2 sets, one set with 10h, 25h regum) and used, 1a-3a used, 3ab used (2), 5469 mint (most regummed), 57a NH, 58a mint and used (short perf), 59a NH, 60a NH, 64 NH, 74-80 mint (2 incl one set NH except
the 10rp) and used, 80 mint and used, 82-89 mint, 87 NH (2), 96a used, 102 NH, 103 NH, 104a NH and used, 105 used, 105b NH
and used, 106 NH, 107 used, 108-10 mint, 111-13 mint and used, 114 mint and used, 116-29 NH, 130-31 mint, 136-50 used, 238
NH, 243-45 used (2), 247-58 NH, 259-60 NH and used, 260a NH (2), 264 NH and used (2), 266-92 NH, B4-10 NH, C1-6 used,
C7-8 regummed, C7-8 tied by Zeppelin flight cancel on piece, C9-13 NH and used, C9a-13a NH and used, C15-16 used, O2-3 NH,
O8 mint (2 incl one regummed), O8a mint, O9-10 mint and used, O11-20 mint and used, O42a used, etc., any faults few and far
between, an overall fresh and F-VF stock, a substantial and ready-to-sell stock with a total Scott value in excess of $23,000.
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
2528 H
Liechtenstein, Beautiful, Highly Comprehensive Collection, 1912-1976. Two Lighthouse hingeless volumes encompass this remarkable collection; a small sampling of pages were selected for imaging but frankly, these are amongst the world’s
most attractive issues and all worthy to be shown; virtually complete with attention paid to better centering; condition varies with
most before WWII hinged and most after the war MNH; including Scott 115 Vaduz souvenir sheet (mild crease and faint hinged),
151 (hinged) 259, 259a, 260, 260a, 264, 287-288, Airmail through 1948 including C15-C16 zeppelins; includes three small stock
books and a few stock pages that reflect the care shown by this remarkable collector; requires examination, while there is much
value here Scott 88 is a space filler and 89 has a large thin; a jewel for the eye, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight
14.2 lbs. �������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2529 H
Lichtenstein, An Extraordinary Holding of Mint Key Sets & Singles, 1912-1960s. A truly exceptional stockbook
loaded with multiples of the key sets adn singles. Begins with the 1912 issue with four different shades plus two certificates, and
continues on unabated with multiples of most scarce sets and high values. Rather than enumerate each item here, please check out
the scans for an understanding of just how many items into the hundreds of dollars each are present. Check out the Airmails and
see the depth of key items. We note a fair number of NH as well as lightly hinged. A few stamps are stuck and a few have toning,
but virtually all of the better items are fresh and F-VF+. ����������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

Luxembourg
2530 H/m
Luxembourg, A Superior High End Mint & Used Collection, 1852-1981. Hundreds of mint & used singles & sets
all neatly mounted in 2 Lindner albums. One of the finest collections of Luxembourg that we have offered. The early issues are
exceptional many with full o.g. Highlights include both mint and used Scott #1 $2155, 3 mint $1350, 4-5 mint $225, 8 mint & used
$435, 9 used $275, 10 mint $290, 11-13 used $680, 15 mint $600, 23-26 used $480, 27 mint $110, 30 mint $125, 37 used $450,
42-44 mint $670, 44b mint $210, 46 mint $290, 55 mint looks NH $175, 60-69 mint $82, 62a mint $160, 82a used souvenir sheet
$1200, 151 NH but slight gum toning $3000. all semi-postals with much NH includes B65A-B65Q, Officials are very comprehensive including varieties. We note O4 both mint & used $1075, O6 used $140, O9-O10 mint $310, O11-O19 mint $625, plus much
more in the better Officials. Postage dues are here. A very comprehensive collection far above the norm. In the second volume
issues from 1967-1981 are both mint & used. A significant catalogue value with a large number of premium quality stamps. A few
faults but the majority by far are F-VF with a good amount of NH present. ����������������������������������������������� Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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2531 H/m
Luxembourg, Clean and Classy, 1852-1996. Useful dealer’s selection on counter pages annotated with Scott
catalog numbers and values; a few hundred pages extending from the earliest classics on through the modern day with attactive semi-postals, Airmail, and Officials; Luxembourg 1 (2), 2 (3), 5, 7 (3), 14 (7), 16, 18a, 24, 25, 29, 32, B73-78, B86-91 (2),
O1, O11-12, O51, O52-63; owners catalog value $8,500; elegant, Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 6.4 lbs.
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $700 - 800

Madagascar
2532 H/m
Madagascar, Advanced Old-Time Classic Mint & Used Collection, 1889-1935. Contains about 200 mint & used
stamps mounted on European album pages. Very comprehensive for this classic pre-war period. We note a plethora of scarce singles and sets, all collected decades ago by an advanced philatelist. Highlights include #2 on pieces used, 4 mint Scott $235, 7 used
pair Scott $250, 8-10 used Scott $120, 11 mint, 14-22 used except 19 mint Scott $480, 28-47 mixed mint & used Scott $149, 48-55
mixed, 58 mint signed Diena Scott $165, 63-77 mixed with 75-77 mint Scott $333, balance mixed, C1//C24 mint, J1-J7 mint Scott
$222. A great collection, check out the scans. A few faults but key stamps are generally quite nice, F-VF. �� Estimate $750 - 1,000

Martinique
2533 H/m
Martinique, Advanced Mint & Used Collection, 1887-1933. A superlative collection of several hundred mint &
used stamps all neatly mounted on european album pages very complete for the classic pre-war period missing only a handful of
stamps. Carefully collected decades ago by a knowledgeable European philatilist. Well worth a close examination. Colors are fresh
and bright and the quality is well above average. Please check out the scans to fully appreciate just how complete and desirable this
collection is. A few with faults, most are F-VF. ���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $750 - 1,000

Mongolia
2534 H/m
Mongolia, Comprehensive Mainly Mint Collection, 1924-2001. A truly wonderful collection of several thousan
98% mint stamps with only a few early issues used very neatly mounted in two well filled thick Scott albums. The vast majority are
VF, never hinged. Begins with these highlights mint, Scott #1-7, 16-20, 16a, 17a, both 16b & 18b are the red overprint listed but
unpriced in Scott, 32, 36, 39, 40, 44a, 62-74, 83, 90, 102-103, 114-115, 121-126, less 125, 127-135, 137, 140-143, 146-148, 174178. From 1959 through 2000 looks almost complete as a very few may be needed upon caeful checking. The few used highlights
include: 16a, 18a-21a, 17b, 19b-20b listed in Scott but unpriced, 21, 32-35, 41, 42-44, 47-52, 59, 60a adn 61. Rarely offered this
complete adn needs only a small number of earlier issues for completion. quality is exceptional F-VF or better, o.g. or mainly NH.
Well worth consideration. Shipping charges apply - weight 14.6 lbs. (photo on web site)������������������������� Estimate $3,000 - 3,500
2535 HH/H/m
Mongolia, Fantastic Very Different Collection, 1943-2010. A truly unique and excellent collection in two parts,
the first being an amazingly comprehensive all-mint never hinged collection, 1960-2010, perfectly assembled on album pages in
eight nice binders; 1960-95 doesn’t have an empty space—believe it or not, this is not an easy accomplishment when you add the
scarce miniature sheets into the equation; from 1995-2005 the stray, odd set may be missing, but all is there; the second part of this
holding is a black stockbook which contains a wealth of premium items such as used #75-78 (2), 87-89 (2), 90, 91-96, 100-101,
110-115, 136-139, plus mint #83 (3), 90 (2), 102 (5), 103 (2), 114-115, 121-126 (less #125, three of these), 137 tête-bêche pair, 141
(11 blocks of four), 144-148 (blocks plus singles), and lots more, largely Very Fine, a super lot. Shipping charges apply - weight
28.8 lbs. (photo on web site).......................................................����������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
2536 H/m
Mongolia, Valuable Premium Selection to 1956. Exceptional specialist’s assemblage housed in a single standard-size counterbook, mint and used, and chock-full of premium such as mint #16-21, 16a-21a, 62-74 plus duplicates, duplicated
#74A with multiples, #74D (6), 74F (6), 74G (4), 74H (6), 74J (6), 83 (22 examples), 102-103 & 114-115 in blocks, #134 block of
20 plus two blocks of four, plus used #32-44, etc., etc., with even a bit of Touva included as well, bulk largely Fine to Very Fine,
imaged in full online. Shipping charges apply - weight 3 lbs. ��������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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Mozambique Company
2537 H/m
Mozambique Company, Pristine and Complete, 1892-1941. A single binder with a mostly mint collection of the
stamps from the Mozambique Company; some are previously hinged and centering varies but the overall condition is quite good;
in addition to the regular issues from 1892-1941, the collection includes the 1917 Semi-Postals, the 1935 Air-Post, Postage Due,
Newspaper, and Postal Tax stamps; in addition to the collection in black mounts are several Vario black pages and light but useful
duplication; a excellent lot for the discerning collector, Fine to Very Fine.
������������������������������������������������� Estimate $500 - 750

Netherlands
2538 H/m
Netherlands Retail Stock, 1852/1989. Mint and used sets and singles in sales pages in two counter books plus a
folder of S/S, mostly premium and including 2 strip of three used, 3 used, 4-6 used (2), 7-12 used, 17-22 used, 23-33 used, 142-60
mint (some NH), 159a NH, 164-93 mint and used, 164a-193a mint singles and used blocks of four, 164b-192b NH, 168b-191a mint
(2 incl one NH) and used, 226-43 mint (2), 319-22 mint, 325-27 mint (2), 448-50 sheets of 10 NH, B144a NH, B145a (2 incl one
NH), C1-3 NH, C13-14 NH, etc., generally fresh and F-VF. ����������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

New Caledonia
2539 H/m
New Caldonia, An Advanced High Quality, Oldtime Mint & Used Collection, 1881-1931. An outstanding collection of about 200 quality mint & used stamps all neatly mounted on European album pages. A wonderful collection from the
classic period as received with rarities intact, put together decades ago by a discerning philatelist it retains a freshness that is rarely
seen today. Highlights include: Scott #2 mint Scott $425, 3 used, 6 mint, 7 mint with inverted surcharge, 8 used, 9 mint, 16 used
signed Diena Scott $400, 17 mint, 19 used Scott $300, 23-30 & 33 mixed mint & used, 35-39 mixed, 40-58 mixed 59-63 mint,
66-80 mainly mint Scott $437. “T” surcharges caralogue 500 Euros+, J1-J7 most are mint Scott $424, J5 is mint signed Diena. A
great collection from the classic period. Quality is well above average with but a few faults, F-VF+. ������ Estimate $1,200 - 1,500

Norway
2540 H
Norway, One Man’s Norway Journey, 1855-2015. Wonderful and exceptionally extensive; generally clean and
nice quality, mostly mint with moderate duplication; assembled over the better part of a lifetime, housed in 7 stockbooks or albums;
a review shows no less than three number 1’s, numerous numbers 2-5, 6-10, 11-15, many hundreds of mint or used Post Horn
issues, strong 1920s on with increasing quantities of mint and a fair amount of manageable duplication; includes Back of Book as
well; a superb holding for further breakdown or study, your call, inspection invited. Shipping charges apply - weight 41.4 lbs.
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

Nossi-Bé
2541 H/m
Nossi-Bé Advanced Quality Collection Mint & Used, 1890-1894. An outstanding collection replete with a multitude of scarce and rare stamps both mint & used in total 48 adhesives mounted on Scott pages. Simply the most complete collection
of Nossi-Be that we have had the pleasure to offer. Highlights include: Scott #10 used $300, 11 used signed Brun $300, 12 used
signed Diena $675, 13 mint signed $425, 13 used signed Bloch $300, 15 used signed Kohler $675, 16 used on piece signed Bloch
$300, 17 used $300, 18 used signed Brun $615, 23-31 mixed mint & used $773, 32-45 mixed mint & used $171, J1 used surcharge
on back signed Bloch $1050, J2 used $300, J3 used $105, J4 used $325, J5 used $325, with APS, J6 used $240, J7 mint $225, J8
used signed Bloch $275, J9 used, J11a mint inverted surcharge signed Kohler $425, J10 mint signed $225, J12 mint $200, J13 used
$210, J14 mint $32, J15 used on piece $180, J16 mint $200, J17 used signed Bloch $575. Plus J1 on large piece signed Brun $300.
Almost every stamp would make an auction lot by itself. Well worth that extra bid. Quality is above the norm with nice mint and
neat cancels. A few possible faults but certainly looks F-VF througout, Scott $10,119. ����������������������������� Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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Obock
2542 H/m
Obock, A Quality Classic Mint & Used Oldtime Collection, 1892-1894. An exceptional high quality collection of
67 mint & used stamps neatly mounted on European album pages many decades ago. Simply one of the finest Obock collections
that we have had the pleasure to offer, replete with rare stamps and sets from the classic period in outstanding quality. Fresh and
bright colors. Highlights include: Scott 1-2 mint, 3 mint signed Diena Scott $450, 4 used, 7 used, 8 mint signed Diena Scott $450,
12-18 mint, 19 mint signed Scott $325, 20 used, 21-30 mint Scott $608, 31 mint signed Diena Scott $775, 32-44 mixed mint &
used Scott $215, 44A & 45 mint Scott $205, 46-58 mixed mint & used Scott $123, 60 used Scott $120, 61 mint Scott $95, 62
used Scott $160, J1//J14 mint & J15 used Scott $410. Rarely offered except as individual singles or set. F-VF+, very few faults.
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,200 - 1,500

Réunion
2543 H/m
Reunion, Advanced High Quality Mint & Used Collection, 1859-1933. A wonderful collection of about 175
different stamps both mint & used, carefully mounted on European album pages. Of very high caliber formed by a knowledgeable
European collector decades ago so the stamps are bright and fresh. Almost complete for the period, except for a very few missing.
The value is in the early rarities and highlights inlcude: Scott numbers #3 mint signed Diena Scott$450, 4 mint, 5 used, 6-7 mint,
8 mint, 10 mint, 12-14 mint, 15 mint 4 margins signed Diena Scott $475, 16 mint, 11-26 mixed mint & used, 34-52 mixed mint
& used, 60-98 mixed, 109a mint, B1 mint signed Diena, J1-J5 used. As superior collection of the most difficult to find singles &
sets. Quality is outstanding as there are not obvious faults, with extra nice 19th century stamps, F-VF+ Scott $3397.
�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $750 - 1,000

Russia
2544 H
Russian Empire, Sumptuous Imperial Collection, 1848-1917. Elegantly presented Imperial Russia in two gold
edged Elbe volumes with cases; begins with beautifully documented stampless folded letters, postal entires, money letters and
concluding with an Express letter; beginning with the First Issues the stamps are inset with black mounts; includes St Petersburg
City Post, State newspaper mail, private mail, and Postage Due; Prisoner of War and Patriotics noted all the way up to the Twenty
Fourth Issue in 1917; as a bonus there is a file folder with 46 sheets (minimal duplication) in surprisingly good condition, usually
these sheets are comprised of four panes of stamps; tremendous collection for the discerning philatelist, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping
charges apply - weight 11.4 lbs. ������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
2545 H
U.S.S.R., Virtually Complete on Stock Pages, 1958-1996. Hundreds of post office fresh stamps on black stock pages in protective sleeves; remarkably accomplished binder with almost all issues including souvenir sheets from the period in need
of a good album for display; sets from the period include Animals (1959), Production Plan (1960), Capitals (1961), Great Decisions
(1963), History of the Post (1965), October Revolution (1967), Paintings (1968), Aviation (1969), Flowers (1971), Russian autos
(1973), Olympics (1976), Research ships (1979), Rare birds (1982), Hermitage (1985), Cartoons (1988), Folk holidays (1991),
Monuments (1992), Songbirds (1995) and Cats (1996); ready for the right forever home, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply
- weight 7.6 lbs. �������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2546 H/m
Russia, A High Quality Mint & Used collection, 1858-1938. Hundreds of mint & used stamps all neatly mounted
in an oldtime Scott “Ne Plus Ultra” album on quadrille pages carefully described years ago. Begins with a mint section which
includ3es 88-104 plus extras Scott $300+, 485-488 mint Scott $420, 540-545 mint $350, 551-554 mint $407, 597-604 mint $122,
plus 603a mint. Nesxt is a mainly used collection beginning in 1858 with some duplication. Also noted is amint set C53-C57 with
a Scott value of $517. offices include Turkish Empire 1863 Scott 1 used $3000, but it needs a certificate and has slight faults. A
large section of the “Trident” overprints on the stamps of Russia both mint & used completes this worthwhile collection. Quality
overall is exceptional with only a few faults, mainly F-VF. .......����������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,000 - 2,500
2547 H/m
Russia, with Republics and Offices, Old-Time Dealer’s Pickings. An excellent, wide-ranging group of maybe
850 items plucked out of scores of collections over the years and assembled rather neatly on 25 6 x 9-inch stockcards; coverage is
heavily skewed to the classics, with very little post-1940 material noted; included are a fine range of better items, lots of well-struck
or unusual cancels, special purpose stamps, strong Airmails and a strong range of Republics issues, etc.; a diverse and valuable
holding with loads of uncommon items, generally Fine to Very Fine, most better, be sure to inspect the lot in its entirety online.
Shipping charges apply - weight 1.2 lbs. (photo on web site)���������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,000 - 2,500
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2548 )
Russian Empire, Better Cover Collection, 1854-1930. 130+ exhibit quality envelopes in Lighthouse black pages;
starting with a stampless letter addressed to a member of the Academy of Sciences in St Petersburg; seven insured mail with the
characteristic 5 red wax seals to discourage theft, Registered Mail primarily from Odessa, Moscow, and St Petersburg, numerous
turn of the century postal cards, Imperial Russia Consular mail addressed to Geneva, WW I envelope addressed to Nice with Russian censor tape, much commercial mail prior to the Revolution, unused postal entires, postcard with stunning roller cancel and US
Postage Due, and Soviet advertising/propaganda envelopes postally used; a feast for the eyes, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges
apply - weight 5 lbs. ������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2549 H/m
Russia, Stupefyingly Complete Collection, 1866-1991. Our reconnoiter spotted a whopping 54 empty spaces in this
Minkus album; we’re sure we missed some, but that gives a sense of just how well-filled this collection is, from the Coat-of-Arms
issues through the end of the Soviet Union; overwhelmingly used, the mint mostly hinged to the page, but most everything you
look for in Russia is here, including Semi-Postals, Airmails, Offices, Civil War issues, Batum, Georgia, Transcaucasian Federated
Republics, Karelia (including a 2M Bear mint), North Ingermanland, Ukraine with German Occupation, Western Ukraine, even a
few Wenden and Livonia issues; the absolute star of this collection, however is the #C68 tucked in amongst the rest, appearing for
all the world to be never hinged! the album is missing its front and back covers, and the stamps truly deserve to be rehoused, but
this is one of the fullest such collections we’ve seen in some time, Fine to Very Fine with better throughout, an absolute must-see.
(photo on web site)���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2550 H
Russia, Imperforate Issues, Sheets, and Proofs, 1918-1995. Several hundred Soviet stamps, partial and full sheets,
and proofs in wonderful condition; sample of multiples including sheets are Scott 177, 181-183, 186, 187, 191, 202, 236 and 251;
this holding not only has the earliest material but goes all the way to the modern; very difficult to duplicate; valuable for the dealer
in contact with advanced collectors, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 4.4 lbs. ������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2551 H
U.S.S.R., Post Office Fresh Mini Sheets, 1978-1992. 180+ mini-sheets in beautiful condition; they appear all
different, commemorating different aspects of Soviet life; several are part of sets including space travel, 1984 Olympics, arctic
operations, World Wildlife Federation set, 1988 Olympics, 1992 Olympics, Lenin, mushrooms, Soviet art as well as considerable semi-postal sheets; a delight for the Russian collector, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 2.8 lbs.
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Salvador
2552 )
Salvador, Seebeck Issues, Exceptional Postal History Collection, 1890-98. A superb, beautifully assembled and
presented annotated collection comprising 30 choice selected-for-interest and -rarity covers and used items of postal stationery
from the storied Seebeck era; to adequately describe this lot would fill pages, so suffice it to say we strongly suggest web viewing of
the lot in its entirety; we do note exceptional frankings, cancels and town cancels, usages including A.R. and Registry, great postal
stationery usages, four- and seven-times rate usages, routings and destinations, plus much, much more; specialist’s delight, Fine
to Very Fine or better, simply put, a superb assemblage of these genuinely scarce to rare items from the Seebeck era of Salvadoran
philately. Shipping charges apply - weight 2.8 lbs. �������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
2553 )
Salvador, Seebeck Issues, Select, Premium Selection of 9 Covers, 1894-98. An outstanding group, including a
rare 1894 cover franked by #92, 94-95 and 1c on 11c Provisional (#104) on Registered A.R. cover to Berlin (signed Bloch); several
choice 1897 issue covers, including a 2c entire with 1c, 12c and 15c stamps to Switzerland; plus cover with 3c (pair) and 10c to
Paris; a lovely Registered A.R. covering bearing six 5c stamps to Santa Ana; a 2c, 5c and 20c Registered A.R. cover to the US;
1898 issues #177 to Germany; #177 (2) and 180 (2) on 1c entire (H&G 68) to US, etc., Fine to Very Fine, a wonderful selection of
scarce postal history; see everything on offer online. .................�������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $750 - 1,000

Senegal
2554 H/m
Sénégal, A Superlative Advanced Nearly Complete Collection of Mint & Used, 1887-1942. A truly wonderful
collection of several hundred stamps mint and used, almost complete for the period mounted on Scott album pages. The first page
features an incredible array of the 1887 surcharges with 30 different mint & used with a Scott value of $10,665. We note a mint
pair of 13 and 17, PF certs for 3 & 15 used. Scott numbers include: #1 mint & used signed Bloch, 2 mint, 4 mint, 5 used, 6 mint,
7 mint, 9 used, 10 mint, 11 mint, 12 used, 14 mint, 19 mint, 21 mint, 22 obth mint & used, 23 mint, 24 used, 25 both mint & used,
26 used, 27 used, 28-29 mint, 31 used. a truly outstanding group of scarce and rare stamps almost always offered as individual
lots, followed by 35-52 mainly mint, 53-56 mint, 57-72mixed mint & used with 5Franc mint. Looks quite complete up to 1942
with only a few used. J1-J3 the scarce Postage due issue is mint, J4-J31 all mint except J7 is used. Please review the scans to fully
appreciate this exceptional collection. quality is well above the norm, but a few faults may be present, outherwise F-VF.
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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Somali Coast
2555 H/m
Somali Coast, Advanced High-End Mint & Used Collection, 1894-1931. An exceptional collection of about 150
mint & used singles and sets all neatly mounted on European album pages. A beautiful high quality carefully assembled collection
containing many scarce adn popular stamps all handpicked by a serious oldtime collector. Very complete for the period missing
only a very few. Highlights includeScott #1 mint Scott $165, 2 used Scott $225, 3 used on piece Scott $250, 6-22 mainly mint
including 25 Franc & 50 Franc mint signed Diena Set in Scott $2120, 23 used, 24-25 mint Scott $150, 26 used Scott $400, 27 used
Scott $400, 28-29 used, 30 used, 31 mint, 32 used, 33 mint, 33E-33F mint Scott $142, 34-48 mixed with 75c-5Franc mint Scott
$222, 49-63 mixed Scott $144, 64-79 mainly mint Scott $225, 80??118 mixed Sc0tt $90, plus balance through to 1931. A superior
collection containing many rare and scarce adhesives. Well worth careful viewing and consideration. A few faults mainly on lesser
stamps, majority are F-VF. ..........................................................����������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2556 H/m
Somali Coast, An Exceptional Collection of the Varieties, Inverted Centers, Regular Issues of 1902-1903. A
potentially wonderful addition to any collection or stock of Somali Coast issues. A holding of several dozen mint stamps, inverted centers, essays, plate proofs, color trials, imperforates, varieties without denomination all neatly mounted on quadrille pages.
Please view the scans to see the depth of this collection. Quality is uniformly nice and F-VF.
���������������� Estimate $750 - 1,000

Spain
2557 H/m
Spain, Fabulous Sunny Spain Dealer Stock, 1850-1996. Very extensive mint and used dealer’s show stock assembled on hundreds of counter pages with Scott catalog numbers and catalog prices; includes a solid range of classics through modern
mint and Back of Book with a sprinkling of Colonies for good measure; Spain 1 (3), 42, 73a, 74, 75 (2), 79, 80, 80a, 166a, 179,
180 (3), 187, 195, 197-198, C1-5, C6-10, C50-57 (2), C90-97, C123-124, B18, Spanish Morocco CB1 (2), 14-16 (blocks); owners
catalog value $18,750; a delightful lot, Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 5.6 lbs. �������������������� Estimate $1,200 - 1,600

St. Pierre & Miquelon
2558 H/m
St. Pierre & Miquelon, High Quality Oldtime Mint & Used Advanced Collection, 1885-1932. A superlative
collection of about 185 different, mainly mint stamps. All mounted on European album pages and of the best quality stamps with
numerous rarieties all from the “classic” period pre-war. Highlights include: Scott #1 used, 5 mint Scott $375, 2-4 & 6 mint, 10
mint signed Diena Scott $550, 11 & 15 used, 16a mint. Inverted surcharge signed Diena Scott $875, 18 mint Scott $125, 19-35
less 31 mint Scott $1321, 36-45 mixed mint & used Scott $366, 136-159 mint, J1 used plus J2-J7 mint, J8 mint signed Diena, J9
mint signed Diena. A simply outstanding collection put away for decades. The stamps are bright and fresh. We note only a few low
values that are not in excellent quality. The value is mainly in the scarce and rare better values. Well worth the extra bid as broken
into individual lots this will achieve high percentages of catalgue. As noted, F-VF+, Scott $6834. ����������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Switzerland
Cantons
2559 H/m
Switzerland, Massive Swiss Soldier Stamps Collection, 1939-1945. Fabulous and mightily extensive group of
well organized and presented collections in albums and stockbooks with 9 volumes and a folder in all; collectively thousands
of items; all were former auction lots from substantial countries and are assembled by Battalions, Commando, Artillery, Bakers,
Fieldpost, Air Force, Ant-Aircraft, Signals, Borderguards, Infantry, Calvary, Motorcycles, Medical, Telegraphs, plus much more
including sheetlets; truly a superb holding with tremendous military thematic appeal; generally VF, choice lot for the choice collector, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 33 lbs. �������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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2560 m
Switzerland Premium Used Postage Dues Assortment, 1878/97. Used singles on sales pages in a counter book,
premium include J1-9, J1a-9a, J3b-9b, J11a, J13, J14a (3), J17-18 (4 each), J19 (2), J19a (2), J20 (6), J20a, J21-28, J26a (6), J27a
(4), J28 (29), J28a (8), most with a clear town cancel, a few minor faults but an overall F-VF selection of these underappreciated
issues, Scott well over $17,500. ������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2561 H/m
Switzerland, Dealer Counter Stock, 1850-2012. 8 binders packed with very collectable Swiss; 8, 10, 12, 16, 22,
26, 29, 31 (2 with faults), 39, 39b, 40b, 42, 47, 50, 58, 59, 70a, 82-88, 82a-88a, 89, 96, 113-118; Semi-Postal B1-B3, B4-B6, B20,
B21-B24; Back of Book C3-C12, C14, C15, J1-J9, J14, J21-J28; consignor catalog value of $45,600+ requires careful consideration as condition and correct identification significantly affect value; condition ranges considerably with most F; careful examination suggested, Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 13.2 lbs. ����������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Syria
2562 H/m
Syria, Acomprehensive Oldtime Advanced Mint & Used Collection, - 1919-1940. All mounted on quadrille
pages, several hundred mint & used stamps. A very compelte collection for the period including scarce and rare singles & sets
whihc includes Scott 1 & 2 mint signed Diena Scott $850, 20 mint signed Diena Scott $340, 30 mint Scott $300, 52A & 53 mint
Scott $297, 133-136 mint, 166-169 mint. Strong airmail section loaded with rare stamps and including: C2 mint Scott $300, C5
mint Scott $450, C6 mint Scott $450, c14a-C16a mint overprinted “Liabn” Scott $1200 with multiple sigs. including Sanabria.
A fantastic collection with many stamps normally offered individually. Certainly a lot not to be missed by the online seller or a
collector wishing to fill in many difficult to find issues at less than 75% of Scott. Condition is F-VF with a few faults.
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,000 - 2,500

Ukraine
2563 (H)a
Ukraine, Collection of Stamps Printed on Back of Map, 1920, complete sheets of 100. 18 complete imperforate
sheets from unissued 1920 issue, each printed on the back of various European maps, usually we notice most stamps printed on
the back of domestic maps, but we noticed one Polish map and expect to find other countries, many multiple impressions (some
inverted) and printed on both from and back and some even printed multiple times on each side, unused without gum, generally
Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 4.4 lbs. ������������������������������������������������������������������������ Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2564 H
Ukraine, Retired Dealers Stock Mostly Signed, 1919-1945. Large stockbook expertly divided and annotated by
catalog number with many signed UPV by the Ukraine Philatelic Society in Germany; sections include Yekaterinoslav, Kharkov
I, Kharkov II, Kharkov III, Kherson, Kiev I, Kiev II, Kiev III, Odessa I, Odessa II, Odessa III, Odessa IV, Odessa Va, Odessa Vb,
Odessa Vc, Odessa Vd, Odessa VIa, Odessa VIb, Poltava, Podolia Ia, Podolia Ib, Podolia II, Podolia III, Western Ukraine, and
Ukraine overprint on Hitler heads; mild duplication and better condition that the specialist appreciates, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping
charges apply - weight 5.2 lbs. ��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2565 H/m
Ukraine, Exhibit quality Full and Partial Sheets, 1920-1922. 35 full and partial sheets in an oversized SAFE binder; overprints of Russian issues in wonderful condition; most sheets are mint but the used are even more interesting; Kyiv I, II, and
III well represented; would make a stellar philatelic exhibit, Fine to Very Fine, ex Kohler stock. Shipping charges apply - weight
8.2 lbs. ���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Vatican City
2566 H/m)
Vatican, Exemplary Postal Card Collection, 1930-2008. A specialized holding in five filled-to-bursting three-ring
binders, running from the 1930 Second Issue (the first with indicia) to nearly the present; solidly annotated and identified, the cards
come mint, postally used, First Day-cancelled, etc.; includes both single and message-reply cards; many issues present in their
original Post Office folders, with numerous official announcements included; in addition to the basic listing, a myriad of color,
printing and paper variety sub-listings are here as well; vast majority mint, but used include uprated items, slogan cancels, etc.,
Very Fine, if you like postal stationery, you’ll want to move fast to bid on this lot. Shipping charges apply - weight 28.6 lbs. (photo
on web site)��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 2,000
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2567 H
Vatican City, A complete Collection Up to 1953, 1929-1953. An all mint collection of 200 plus stamps neatly
mounted in a White Ace specialized album. Looks complete except for B1-B4 up to 1953 with some NH later issues on stock
sheets. Condition is F-VF lightly hinged in the main collection. All of the early sets are present including the scarce Scott #35-40
and the good airmail sets C16-C21. An excellent collection for online sales or for acquiring all of the better sets at a decent price.
Well worth a bid, F-VF. ����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $750 - 1,000

Area Collections
Asia
2568 HH/H/m
Asia, Massive Continent-Wide Collection. Expansive mint and used holding with additional or duplicated material housed in 17 albums or stockbooks; we note solid Japan, Southeast Asia with Cambodia, Laos, Vietnam and Thailand, all on
Minkus pages, lovely Malaya & States with better values noted, nice India & States in a Minkus album, strong Hong Kong with a
couple binders of mostly duplicated souvenir sheets, plus a nice Scott Album collection, plus useful Korea, Philippines, Indonesia;
strong Labuan, Sarawak, some modern PRC with First Day Covers, etc.; additionally includes three volumes of Middle East, Fine
to Very Fine, a chunky, useful holding from this popular collecting area; well worth a careful and thorough inspection. Shipping
charges apply - weight 96.8 lbs. (photo on web site)����������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $4,000 - 5,000
2569 H/m
Asia, Wonderful, Mysterious Southeast Asia, 1925-2010. Extensive, lightly duplicated Laos in 8 binders or stockbooks; binder with Laos 1951-1975 virtually complete including Airmail, Semi-Postals, Postage Due, and souvenir sheets; Laos
1987-2000 looks complete; Laos 1976-1986 complete; binder with dozens of sets annotated with Scott numbers ans prices; binder
packed with several hundred Japan; stockbook packed with fresh sets from Viet Nam; strong early Thailand; binder packed with
hundreds of Korea; another binder packed with modern Koreas; wonderful mint Burma on Scott Specialty pages set in an Elbe
binder; stockbook packed with fresh, classic Burma; clean Cambodia including fresh souvenir sheets; strong Nepal with premium mint sets; well worth a look, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 60.4 lbs. ����������������� Estimate $2,000 - 2,500
2570 H/m
Asia, Dealers Counter Books, 1882-2006. 8 binders of singles and sets on counter pages with Scott catalog numbers
and values; Cambodia 67a, 70a, 90a, 93a, 96a; Hong Kong 9, 19, 37, 39, 41, 47, 88, 91, 95, 119b, 215b, J6-J12; Indo China
24-35, 41-53, 65-80, 115-130, C1-C17, J5-J11, J59-J73; South Viet Nam J1-J6; Dem Rep Viet Nam 23-27, 1464-1478, O8-O9;
Japan 34, 36, C9-C11, Taiwan 3, 15; Korea 2, 3, 4, 6, 9, 9d, 36, 95, 451a, C4, C5a; popular areas for your customers; condition
all over the map with most F-VF; consignor catalog $9,400+, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 11.8 lbs.
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,800 - 2,200
2571 H/m/)
Extensive Southeast Asia Dealer’s Stock, 1924-1996. Clean and substantial mint and used dealer’s show stock all
beautifully presented on hundreds of Scott numbered and priced counter pages; consists of North and South Viet Nam, Cambodia,
plus a wonderful selection of Thailand, which is the strongest section; numerous attractive mints sets; owner’s catalog approximately $10,500; fresh material for your Asian collectors, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 7.2 lbs.
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Middle East
2572 H/m
Middle East, Substantial Dealer’s Show Stock, 1868-1982. Extensive Persia, plus strong Lebanon and a much
lessor offering of Iraq; includes coverage from the classics through modern mint sets and Back of Book; hundreds on counter cards
with Scott catalog numbers in three boxes; owners catalog value exceeds $12,000, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply weight 7.6 lbs. ���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,200

Europe
2573 H/m
Europe, Considerable Dealer Counter Books, 1851-2013. 11 volumes of European issues identified by Scott number and priced; Austria 2, 12, 13, 46, C3, J1-J8, N64-N74, Austria Lombardy 4f, 5, 5b, 5c, 6c, 11, Austria Turkey 1a, 6, 6a, 10,
13; Albania 129, 133, 134, 171-177, 178-185, B1-B3, C1-C7; Belgium 6a, 16, 32-37, 120, 122, B30, B170-B177, Q15; Greece 9,
26a, 39, 41, 56b, 125, C1-C4, RA35; Latvia 113-125, B5-B8, C6-C8; Lithuania 97-112, 116-119b, 223-225, 290, C1-C7; Liechtenstein 1-3, 47a-49a, 57a, 90-93, 266-269, B4-B6; Luxembourg 75, 78, 79, N1-N16, N17-N32, O66-O69; San Marino 1, 69,
266-271, B15-B17, J78-J80; Yugoslavia 269-272, 290-293, 295-298, 300-304, 407-409; minimal duplication and clean; condition
ranges from ho hum to ah ha with most F-VF; consignor catalog $8,800+, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 18
lbs. ���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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Western Europe
2574 H
Europe (Western), Excellent 5 Volume Assemblage, 1851-1960. Individual country albums;Belgium & Colonies,
Netherlands & Colonies, and Luxemburg in Scott Specialty album; Dutch Indies, Curacao, Netherlands including semi-postal,
Air Post, Postage Due, and Officials, Luxemburg including Official perfins, semi-postals, Postage Due, Airmail, German East
Africa, Congo, Belgian East Africa, Belgian Parcel Post, Belgium mostly complete; Austria in Schaubek album from 1850-1947;
nice mix of mint and used with hundreds in sets, no high values noted; Italy in a Minkus album with additional Scott pages added;
consignor reports tremendous catalog but condition varies widely and correct identification on a number of items will require certification, attractive Modena, Naples, Papal States, Parma, Sardinia, Sicily, and Tuscany (beautiful 18a with APS cert noted), Italy
mostly complete through 1911, Allied Military Government, Fiume; Germany (1949-1987) on Scott Specialty pages in a 3 ring
binder; perhaps 100 mostly used with little of note; France (1849-1958) in Paul Combes French album; $46,400 catalog needs to
be tempered by condition and accurate identification, Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 27.8 lbs. ���� Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
2575 H/m/)
Europe (Western), Pleasing Platoon of Legion Stamps, 1941-45. Neatly arrayed on Vario pages, encompassing
French, Flemish and Wallonian issues; France with the sought-after Polar Bear (Michel #BL1) never hinged (light vertical crease
in selvage) and Feldpost-cancelled, plus Planes and smaller-format issues mint; Flemish Legion Post with Michel #I-IV sheet of
four used, #XV-XIX (2 sets—€500) plus a set of souvenir sheets, #XX (€250) plus two LANDEMARK sheetlets; Walloon Legion Post with Michel #I-IV; also included are several nice philatelic covers, one censored; remarkably clean and ready for album
mounting or bourse selling; our spot checks turned up only never hinged, Very Fine, double-time it to our website to see them all.
(photo on web site)���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2576 H/m/)
Europe (Western), Mostly German Assortment of Unusual Miscellanies. The perfect lot for the lover of the
eclectic, with German States stampless covers, German 18th century (?) documents, one with stamped Revenue; a neat little assortment of 1919-21 vouchers from various cities in values from 1pf to 1M; stamps ranging from Empire to Bund, including mint and
used Wagners, Stormtroopers perforated and imperforate, a solid offering of postwar Occupations and Locals (often blocks), Bund
with two mint sets of all three Liberty Bell issues, mint and used UPU 75th Anniversary sets, etc.; a small stack of bank notes, nice
Zeppelin-related material (German, US, Russian), two sets of British WWI War Propaganda labels (“Remember Lusitania” and
“The Zeppelin Triumph”), four souvenir SS Bremen candy dishes/ashtrays, and more and more; also features a mix of Italy issues
(including post-war Occupation); France with a full pane of #C5, plus various blocks or part-sheets of French Zone issues; a few
CTO Japan panes, etc.; condition varies as always in a caboose such as this, but plenty of sound material to pique your (and your
customers’) interest, Fine to Very Fine with better throughout, well worth inspecting. Shipping charges apply - weight 24.6 lbs.
(photo on web site).......................................................................����������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2577 H
Europe (Western), AMG and Germany Related, 1943-1952. Several hundred issues beautifully arranged on black
pages in 4 binders; mostly complete Allied Military Government in MNH sets; Germany Scott 3N10 variety, imperforate left margin (with cert), AMG Germany Brunswick printing, AMG Austria Washington printing as well as overprint Postage Due series,
France I and II, AMG Sicily, AMG Naples overprints, AMG Venezia Giulia, AMG-FTT definitives and commemoratives; Trizone; Bizone; Bundersrepublik; Berlin; Baden; Rheinland-Pfalz; Wurttemberg; Danzig; Stadt Berlin; Thuringen; Provinz Sachsen;
Ukraine Hitler heads; Ostland Hitler heads; collector concentrated on centering and condition, Very Fine. Shipping charges apply
- weight 14.6 lbs. ������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������ Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
2578 H/m
Europe (Western), Extensive Western Europe One Mans Accumulation 1855-2010. Lovely and extensive, mint
or used selection of many thousands from the classics to the modern consisting of France and Colonies (3 volumes), Austria (2
volumes), Belgium (2 volumes), Luxembourg, Spain, Portugal and Colonies (2 volumes), Greece, Italy and Lombardy Venetia (2
volumes), Netherlands and Switzerland (2 volumes); considerable catalog value; nice condition with great pickings to be had, Fine
to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 50.8 lbs. ������������������������������������������������������������������������������ Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Scandinavia
2579 H/m
Scandinavia, One Man’s Long Time Accumulation, 1852-1985. Wonderful and substantial long-time accumulation of many thousands arranged by country; much is in duplication with the lot comprised of 4 volumes of Iceland, 2 for Sweden, 1
for Faroe Island, and 2 Greenland volumes, with the Sweden and Iceland offering the vast percentage of coverage and value; sheer
quantity of material bodes well for either breakdown or further study by the specialist; examine and enjoy, Fine. Shipping charges
apply - weight 30.4 lbs. �������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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2580 H/m
Scandinavia, Nordic Dealers Counter Binders, 1851-2012. 6 packed desktop binders with pages annotated with
Scott numbers and prices; Norway 4, 8, 14, 15 (2), 136-34, 278, 310-315; Sweden 10, 20, 59, 60, 70, 165, 177, B22-B31, J3, J4,
J6, J9, O8, O9, O18, O21, O23; Denmark 2, 2b, 33, 143, 164-175, 186, 210-219; 688a, 783, 794b, 823, O2, P11-P15; Iceland 15,
18, 21, 23, 24, 54, 55, 74, 76-79, 86-89, C1, C2, C3, O4, O11; Finland 25, 39, B8, B39-B42, Q10, Q11; always a popular area to
collect; condition on spectrum with predominant F; consignor catalog $11,000+, Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 11.8 lbs.
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Eastern Europe
2581 HH/H/m
Europe (Eastern), Lyrical Quartet of Collections. Mint and used collections in four Minkus albums, including a
highly complete Hungary to about 1990; a substantially complete Romania to the early 1980s; a solid Yugoslavia and former states;
and a volume of good modern Slovenia, Croatia, Latvia, etc.; albums show the effects of much love and use, but each collection
is sound and well-presented; no great rarities, but robust collections ready to sell, or on which to build, Fine to Very Fine, worth a
look-see. (photo on web site)����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Latin America
2582 P		
Latin America, Magnificent Selection of American Bank Note Company Archival Proofs. A beautiful, rare
and choice group of 102 American Bank Note Company proofs, ca. 1911-47, comprising Colombia (about 20), Honduras (55),
Salvador (34), plus single examples from Haiti, Nicaragua and Venezuela; all are affixed on index file cards and all are different,
including complete proofs, undenominated ones, etc.; lots of production and other notes included; a unique and elegant group, Fine
to Very Fine or better, be sure to fully enjoy this holding in its entirety online. (photo on web site)���������� Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
2583 P		
Latin America, Incomparable American Bank Note Company Die Proof and Essay Collection, ca. 1930-early
1940s. A breathtaking two-volume collection, keenly presented in an exquisite pair of Frank Godden Ltd., London, Moroccan
leather albums, with all quadrille pages in both volumes imprinted vertically at far left margin “Made Expressly for Weill of New
Orleans”; the collection consists of 134 choice items in total, all but a dozen from Latin American nations, with a breakdown by
country showing Argentina (1 item), Bolivia (12), Brazil (7), Chile (1), Colombia (5), Ecuador (5), Salvador (8), Haiti (16), Honduras (14), Nicaragua (15), Panama (9), Paraguay (2), Peru (7), Uruguay (5), Venezuela (14), plus Luxembourg (1), Antilles (4), Suriname (3), and Liberia (4); the designs are amazing and consist of large die proofs, trial colors, unfinished designs, non-denominated
designs, etc.; a superb, elegant collection, historical on a number of levels, Fine to Very Fine, most better, a unique opportunity, be
sure to view the collection either live, or in its entirety online. (photo on web site)����������������������������������� Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
2584 H/m
Latin America, Substantial Dealer’s Stock, 1892-2014. Thousands of mint and used neatly presented on hundreds
of Scott numbered and priced counter pagers; coverage consists of Columbia, Chile, Panama, Nicaragua and Salvador; Columbia
29, C121-133; Salvador O139-140, El Salvador 538-42 & C36-40 pin perf, Chile 1 (2), 2 (2), 3 (3), 7, 9b (3) 11-14, 13, 16, 18, 19,
33; Nicaragua 3-7, 5 (3), 10 (3); Chile and Nicaragua are the best by far; coverage ranges from the classics through modern mint
including the Back of Book; owner’s catalog value $12,000; clean and ready for resale, Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight
9.6 lbs. ���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

WORLDWIDE
General Collections
2585 H
Worldwide, 70 Volume WW Mint Postal Stationery Collection, 1855-2005. A lovely, keenly assembled collection
of perhaps 6,250-6,500 items alphabetically assembled and annotated from Aden through Zanzibar; housed in 70 uniform G&K
binders, the coverage runs mostly from the 19th century through the WWII years; includes strong postal cards, plus lettercards,
entires, wrappers, pneumatic postcards, feldpost cards, etc; features extensive French, Portuguese and British Colonies, wonderful
Germany & Area, with Colonies & States; strong Latin America, lovely Scandinavia, with extensive Denmark, Sweden, and Finland, attractive Belgium & Congo, Switzerland, Netherlands & Colonies, Austria, Egypt and many others; also includes a complete
set of Higgins & Gage catalogs; this ia a fairly monumental collection in its own right, yet well suited to move to the next level;
F-VF with most better, inspection invited at our office or you can see videos on the web, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply
- weight 305 lbs. ������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $6,000 - 8,000
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2586 )
Worldwide, Landmark Holding of Postal Stationery, 1872-2000. Ultra clean reference collection of 2100+ exemplars of mint worldwide postal stationery; individually sleeved and stored in six convenient clear tubs, each is annotated with the
Higgins and Gage catalog number for easy reference; almost to a card, they represent the freshest, most attractive examples of the
printing art you could ever hope to own; a great lot for the advanced collector or dealer who seeks to add a new dimension to their
show and online offerings, Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 28 lbs.
������������������������������� Estimate $800 - 1,200
2587 H
Worldwide, 1920-60, Aviation Poster and Cinderella stamps. 250+ stamps in stockbook covering the gamut of
topics including air shows, air races, advertising, nearly complete Tydol set with album, an interesting lot with thematic appeal,
Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 3.8 lbs. (photo on web site)���������������������������������������������� Estimate $400 - 600
2588 H/m
Worldwide, Incredibly Massive, Truly Worldwide Collection. Housed in 13 bulging (no exaggeration here!)
expanded Supreme Globals, plus three additional binders; this collection features tens of thousands of stamps, mint or used, and
defies what the most experienced buyers associate as the typical type of collection that inhabits these albums; for example, the
French Equatorial Africa is complete and a fair number of countries also offer a very high level of completion—in fact, far too
many to list; there are a few countries, notably Russia, China, and Germany which are not present here, but do appear as individual
lots in this sale; overall, a remarkable lot by any standard, and certainly among the very best of its kind we have had the pleasure
to offer, Fine to Very Fine with better throughout, enjoy the images online or, better yet, come view in-person for full appreciation.
(photo on web site)������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������ Estimate $18,000 - 22,000
2589 H/m
Worldwide Estate, United States & Foreign in 15 Scott Albums 1850s -1980s. The United States is housed in two
Scott National albums. The first contains many better singles & sets including some mint early issues but the value is primarily
int he used with many stamps Scott valued in the $100s each. This one volume had a catalogue value of over $24,000. The second
USA volume is comprised of Airmails and back of the book and has a Scott value in excessof $10,000. Condition is mixed, especially on the 19th century, but there are a plethora of useful F-VF stamps to break out or offer this as a comprehensive collection.
The collector favored a number of countries with strong sections of better higher valued mint & used. The collection is intact as
received with these stronger countries untouched. For instance, Austria includes Scott numbers and used unless otherwise noted,
1-31, 40, 51-65, 66-127, 145-163, 168-379 looks complete, some mint, mostly used, 405-431 Styria mint, 556 mint, 1952-1978
almost complete mint with much NH. Semi-postals include B2-B70 mint with some NH, B81-B105 mint much NH, B118-B224
mint plus 1948-1976 semi’s mainly mint mostly NH. Airposts between C1//C31 mainly mint, C32-C46 mint, C47-C60 mint.
Postage Dues J1-J63 used, J64-J101 mint, J203-231 mint. Newspapers P1 and P5-P7, Occupation issues N10, N15-N16, N19,
N33-N45 mint, N47 mint. NE1-NE3 mint, NJ1-NJ7 mint, NJ15-NJ16. Offices in Turkish Empire: 6 mint, 7, 46-54, Lombardy 3-6,
8-13, 17-19, PR2, nice showing of Bosnia and Czechoslovakia. Another favorite album was Scandanavia, starts with Danish West
Indies 1-2 mint, 15, 21-22, 31-36, 46-48, J8. Denmark 2-5, 7-9, 11-14, 16-20, 25-35, 37, 38-52, 65-78, 144, 147-151, 164-177, 181187, 189-190, 192-219. Semi-postal B3-B5, Airpost C1-C3 mint, C5, C6-C10 mint, Postage Dues J1-J23, Officials 01-02, 07-09,
Newspapers P1-P10, Parcel Post Q3 mint. Finland 2 used cut to shape 4-5, 7-10, 17-23, 38-45, 56, 58, 111-118 mint, nice showing
of semi-postals. Iceland 2 mint, 34-43, 71-81, 83, 86//91, 92-94, 96, 97 mint, 99-107, 108-128 less 127, 144-148, 149-150, 162,
165, 166 mint, 170-186, 203-208B, 213-216 mint, 232-235 mint, Airmail C1-C3 mint, C4-C8, C)1 mint, Officials O6-O8, O20
- O24, O28-O29, O40-O49. Norway 1//34, 64, 66-69, 96-98, 104-128 mixed mint & used, 207-238 mint, Semi’s B1-B3 mint, B5B7, B9-B42 mint, Postage Dues J7-J12 mint. Sweden 2, 6-14, 19-27, 40-49, Semi’s B22-B36, Airmails C1-C3, Postage Dues J1J22, Officials O1-O3, O5-O55. As you will note from the above each favored country has a load of better singles and sets. France
is comprehensive from the 19th centurey which is mostly used to strong 20th century with much mint and strong semi-postals up to
1978. Germany is another favorite area again with mainly used 19th which changes to much mint in the 20th century. We see better
postwar including a mint Posthorn set Scott 670-685, plus many other better singles & sets including strong Berlin and key East
Germany. Benelux countries are well represented with decent Belgium, Luxemborg and Netherlands with much mint especially
from 1950-1980 period. Canada and Provinces contain a lot of value. Canada begins with 14 used and ends up with small & large
Queens used later, some nice mint coils and imperfs in the 1912-1935 era, mainly mint from 1948-1982. Excellent New Foundland
with many better mint sets, Nova Scotia includes 1-4. Altogether thousands of dollars in Scott for Canada. China is presetn with 3
Large Dragons including a 3 and (2) 5 Candarin values used plus a 1 Candarin small dragon, Scott 121-122, the $2 and $5 used,
and more. Better mint sets are often present in French Polynesia, F.S.A.T. includes Scott 28 at $280 mint, 30 at $110-31 at $62 and
C14 to 175. A page of Hawaii with 29 different is noted, South & Central America are well represented. A single Scott volume of
Russia contains several thousand mainly used singles & sets. The Australian pages have the 1920s to 40s commems mainly neatly
canceled. India includes the scarce Ghandi set Scott 203-206, Monaco mainly mint from 1964-1985. Some better Iran sets, Portugal 747-748 mint plus more. Japan mainly mint from the 1950s-late 1970s. Altogether a lot of value and a huge Scott catalogue
value as well. Perfect to breakdown into country sales units. Well worth viewing the scans and a bid. Many more countries too
numerous to fit in this description. Shipping charges apply - weight 97.6 lbs. ������������������������������������������ Estimate $8,000 - 12,000
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2590 H
Worldwide, Around the World in 99 Volumes, 1850-2016. That’s right, 99 volumes with nation states from A to
Z; alphabetically assembled with truly global representation with particularly nice People’s Republic of China (3 volumes), strong
German States and Empire, and 5 binders of Russia from Imperial to modern; Europe and British Empire are decent, good looking
Cuba and Latin America as well as Southeast Asia; do the math, there is tremendous value here; to get your juices flowing examine
in person or online, Fine to Very Fine. ��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
2591 HH/H/m
Worldwide, “And This Is Where It All Began” Collection. A vast and exceptionally well-presented, clean collection comprising approximately 75,000 different worldwide issues, meticulously assembled in seven pristine and perfectly serviceable H.E. Harris Statesman Deluxe albums and a small box; coverage is mint and used and spans to the 1980s with many,
many countries well-represented, with lovely Latin America which begins with formidable Argentina and Brazil; China and PRC;
Scandinavia; British Empire with nice Ireland; France, which is certainly a highlight of this collection; strong Baltics, Italy, Netherlands, Russia and others; a wonderful, old-time worldwide collection formed by a prominent person in our hobby, perhaps serving
as a harbinger of things to come, Fine to Very Fine, inspection invited. Shipping charges apply - weight 51 lbs. (photo on web site)
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $4,000 - 5,000
2592 HH/H/m
Worldwide, Massive Six-Volume Collection. A huge—and we mean huge—all-world mint or used collection
of tens of thousands, from a sprinkling of 19th century issues through the 1970s, housed in six obese Harris albums; there are
literally dozens of well-represented countries, and flipping through these volumes shows very little space for additions; no
great rarities, but an absolute treasure trove for the worldwide enthusiast; a collection to keep you enthralled for ages—we’re
talking quantities here, Fine to Very Fine, inspection invited. Shipping charges apply - weight 45.8 lbs. (photo on web site)
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $4,000 - 5,000
2593 HH/H/m
Worldwide, Spectacular Old-Time Airmail Collection. Neatly presented on homemade pages in four handsome
quarter-bound springback binders; issues run to the early 1930s for the most part, with many items present as singles and as
blocks of four; overwhelmingly mint with a solid proportion never hinged due to being hinged in the selvage only or to the “wraparound” mounting procedure used; an incredible holding that ranges from Alaouites to Venezuela, with innumerable highlights
which include Argentina #C1-C19; Bolivia #C1-C7, C18, C24-C26; Brazil #C1-C6, C7-C16; good Canada with Semi-Officials;
outstanding Ecuador with #C1-C5, a nice array of used SCADTAs with various opts, C8-C15 (#C9 with wide pre-printing fold,
#C8 as block of four), C30, C32-C34, CO6a (!); Honduras with Semi-Officials, #C20a and C20b (each as single in block of four);
Mexico Eagles in quantity including marginals with markings, plus two sets of #C5-C10, #C27 (4, 2 singles plus pair); Newfoundland #C2, C3, C3b, C6-C8 (3 each, unchecked for watermark), C12 plus private labels; Peru #C1 pair; Philippines Von Gronau
Flight blocks of four; Uruguay #C1 (2), C2, C10-C13 and a few early Pegasi; Estonia Triangles, some in pairs; France #C1-C2,
C5 (2), plus numerous Air Meet labels; Germany #C1-C2, Pigeons large and small Eagles, #CL1-2, CL3 (2), CL5-CL6, plus five
1912 50pf Forerunners (2 on piece); Iceland #C1 (9, including corner block with plate number), C2 (2 singles plus top block of
four), C3 & CO1 in multiples, C4-C8, C9-C11; solid Italy; Norway Polar Bears in blocks of four; nice Russia including used and
five Ural ODVF labels; Spain with overprints, Sweden #C1-C3 mint and used; Switzerland #C1-C2; China #C1-C5, C6-C10;
India First Issue singles plus #C1 block of four with “wing on fire” flaw at position 2); Japan #C1-C2, C3-C7 (2 sets of singles
plus set as blocks of four); strong Papua with blocks (and printing notes); extensive Persia including a few used blocks of four;
colorful Thai Garudas, and much, much more besides, Fine to Very Fine with much better throughout, they don’t make them like
this anymore; see for yourself online. (photo on web site)�������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
2594 H
Worldwide, Wonderful, Useful Balance Lot, 1852-1950. 1888 Scott brown International in fair condition with
very few stamps; 1889 Duke’s Postage Stamp Album with perhaps 100 stamps but their condition is good at best; two Scott Specialty albums, one mostly empty but in good condition and the other with few pages and deliciously full of better stamps; also a few
pages in manila envelopes and a stockbook with a nice selection of classic US; Cuba 63-66, 67-69, nice 188 overprinted surcharges in black, blue and red, 221-226 mint, 227-231 mint, J1-J2 used, J3-J4 mint, E1-E2 mint, about 150 stamps in all; Puerto Rico
4-6, 15-17, 133, 210-216, MR2, MR4-MR6, J1-J3 ($230); Guam 1-8, 10 ($150), 11 ($350), 12 (2 copies each $350), E1 ($150),
M1-M2 ($195); Danish West Indies 1, 6-11, 31-35, J1-J4, J5-J8; United States 9, 24, 40 with cert ($600), 69, 70 ($300), 71
($200), 115 ($240), 116 ($150), 117 ($150), 119 ($275), 149 ($100), 151 ($220), 154 ($300), 163 ($160), 166 ($300), 190 ($100),
217 ($130), 218 ($250), 229 ($160), 240 ($200), 260 ($160), 261A ($825), 275 ($275), 291 ($210), and 523 ($250); considerable
variation in condition; examination highly encouraged; really wonderful US and Possessions great for a collector or dealer, Fine to
Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 13.6 lbs. ���������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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2595 H
Worldwide, Lovely “Caboose” Lot from Solid Consignment, 1863-1994. Interesting and valuable holding brimming with lovely sections including nice Spain & Colonies, with good Fernando Po, Spanish Guinea, including mint 58-73, 115140, 158-170, 220-233, 234-245, B1-B12, and others; solid collections of mint Jugoslavia and Poland as well as Vatican City; there
are also hundreds of worldwide covers in three binders, or loose, with attractive Newfoundland and British Empire; a sizable stack
of 8 1/2 x 11” black stock sheets, strong in KEVI multiples, plus earlier issues; useful, diverse holding, very clean with most F-VF
or better; well worth a through review, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 83.8 lbs. ������� Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2596 HH/H/m
Worldwide, Extensive Souvenir Sheet Collection. Neatly arranged on black Vario pages, a plethora of panes from
the 1920s-1950s; most mint (our spot-checks turning up never hinged), some First Day or Exposition cancelled, many in light but
useful quantity; solid selections of Belgium, Czechoslovakia, Japan, Liechtenstein, Luxembourg, Poland, Spanish Civil War, Switzerland, along with offerings not often encountered such as Albania, Philippines, Romania, post-war Storkow Locals, and more;
among the many highlights are Belgium #171 with margin Exposition cancel, B106 (2 Exposition cancelled in margin), B169,
B179; France 1925 Exposition (cancelled in margin, plus block of four stamps with selvage used on piece!), margin-cancelled
Strasbourg (vertical crease not affecting stamps), PEXIP (2 hinged); Liechtenstein #159a cancelled; Netherlands Legion panes
plus singles on (First Day? cover); Russia 1937 Moscow (4 never hinged) and Pushkin (6, 1 hinged) Anniversaries; San Marino
1961 Europa; Switzerland NABA (2 never hinged), 1936 Pro Patria (4 never hinged), 1937 Pro Juventute (3 never hinged, 2 cancelled), 1938 Aarau (4 each never hinged and cancelled); Vatican Postal Centenary, and much more besides; some condition issues
but generally bright and fresh, Fine to Very Fine with better throughout, well worth the time to inspect; see it all online. Shipping
charges apply - weight 8.2 lbs. (photo on web site)������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,000 - 2,500
2597 H/m/)
Worldwide, Considerable One Man’s Balance Collection, 19th and 20th century. Thousands of used commemoratives with minimal duplication in a 4” Lighthouse binder with slipcase from France, Great Britain and Germany; hundreds
of issues from Liechtenstein (mostly MNH) on stock pages in 2” Lighthouse leatherbound appearing binder with case; Lighthouse binder with case packed with 100+ gorgeous FDC’s (most unaddressed) from Faroe Islands, Greenland, and Liechtenstein;
Lighthouse stockbook with exceptionally clean and well-organized stamps from Argentina to Venezuela, nice El Salvador cut
squares, strong Latin America; considerable Finland in Lighthouse stockbook with several “teeth”, Coat of Arms, several hundred
commemoratives, and hundreds of MNH including semi-postals; Scott International Junior album lightly populated (a few nice
Denmark); slim Scott American album (1947) with some nice items (65 mint, 68, 69, 117, 119, 166, Columbian to 30 cents, 523,
524, 547); skinny binder with a few hundred miscellaneous Asia (small Chinese dragons, early Japan); Portugal 2003 deluxe
casebook with the stamps in hingeless mounts; several hundred UN used in a stockbook; mostly complete UN mint (but hinged) on
White Ace pages (missing 1955 souvenir sheet) through 1987, has numerous 1981-1987 postal cards; 100+ mixed US postal cards
and stationery, mostly unused; tin box with a dozen revenues on bank drafts, 50 or so used one cent postcards (most Easter related),
dozens of Scott number 11, 26 and 65 on cover with better cancels, PAID, RR, mourning covers, plus 20+ stampless from
1830-1850; shoebox with dozens of clean Norway first day covers and stamps, first day covers and stamps from Greenland, and
dozens of better covers from Faroe Islands; small clear box packed with at least 100 modern plate blocks (3c-10c) and a thin metal
cigarette box with several more dollars of face postage; nice surprises here, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 57
lbs. ���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2598 HH/H/m
Worldwide, Excellent Group of Individual Country Collections. Lovely gathering of five albums, taking you
from A to Y; includes a very solid Minkus album Turkey collection and a very extensive, mostly mint Yemen collection; an attractive and very substantial collection of Argentina to the 1990s; an extensive volume comprising mostly modern worldwide issues;
and last be a Scott International with a very solid Barbados collection, strong Bahrain, Bahamas, Bavaria, and Azores (just to mix
it up a bit); condition varies, but generally clean and sound, the mint appearing mostly hinged but with never hinged sprinkled
through, Fine to Very Fine, worth review. (photo on web site)�������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2599 H
Worldwide, Beautiful Balance Collections, 1852-2007. Packed Scott International loaded with French Colonies
including Egypt (including Postage Dues), Fiume, France proper (including Semi-Postals and souvenir sheets), France in China,
Morocco, Levant and Egypt), Guiana, Sudan, and the binder is also strong in Germany and Area, Finland and Fiji; several album
pages loaded with Serbia 1941-1945 including a beautifully cancelled 1943 souvenir sheet; outstanding Therkel Christensen album
of Iceland, extensively populated with used in very early but quickly exclusively mint; binder with Republic of China stamps from
1988, singles and souvenir sheets on Directorate General of Posts pages; extra looseleaf stockbook, dozens of album pages with
stamps and hundreds of glassines with more stamps, many thousands in all; consignor places catalog value in excess of $16,000;
some great material here, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 21 lbs. ������������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2600 H/m
Worldwide, Eight International and a Junior, 1850-1972. Great Britain 111-22, 125-26, 127-40, 139 (perfin)
173-74 (2 pair); France well represented; New Caledonia; China dragons and junks; Cape of Good Hope 6; Cape Verde; Bulgaria
(including semi-postals); Romania 33,34, 36a, 40-45, 47; Malta 8-10; the story repeats throughout these nine volumes, bursting
with stamps of the lower values and begging to be rescued from these worn out albums; the Junior album alone has 7880 stamps
(the consignor counted); it is estimated this collection has conservatively 35,000 stamps from classic nations and dead countries; a
rainy day project to be savored, Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 76.2 lbs.
���������������������������� Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
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2601 H
Worldwide, Philatelic Hodgepodge 1860-2000. A great collection for the mint collector, with many short sets,
mint unless noted Canada 51-53, 57, British Columbia used 7, Germany C57-C58, Austria in the Turkish Empire used 1-7, Russia
C58-C64, an album of mint British Commonwealth with Antigua 116-128, Saint Helena 118-126, Tristan da Cunha 1-9, worldwide
postal history, box of mint & used foreign, every nook & cranny holds another surprise, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply
- weight 32 lbs. (photo on web site)������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,200 - 1,500
2602 HH/H/m
Worldwide, Revenues, Seals & Labels Assortment. The kind of old-time holding we all love, filled with a myriad
of oddball items; roughly split between Canadian Revenue stamps and worldwide seals, labels and other miscellanea; Canadian
material includes a range of Federal Tax Stamps (Weights, Gas, Law, etc.) and Provincial issues from Ontario, Quebec, Saskatchewan, etc.; worldwide labels include early Danish and Norwegian Christmas Seals, numerous Airmail etiquettes, stamps and souvenir sheets produced for various exhibitions (not all of them philatelic in nature), plus numerous pieces that skirt the philatelic world
such as a certificate (10 shares) in a Canadian nickel mining company, a 1941 USIR Special Tax Stamp (form) for “Practitioner
Dispensing Opium, Coca Leaves, etc.”, and more besides; a real Coogle special, Fine to Very Fine with much better throughout,
get your quirk on and view. (photo on web site).........................����������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2603 H
Worldwide, Nice Worldwide Classic Accumulations, 1840-1920. GB #1 Plate 4 on Jun 6 1840 cover; several
hundred GB Penny Reds imperforate; a pair of Cape of Good Hope triangles; early Netherlands; classic Norway beginning with
7 number 1’s, duplicate Oscar Heads, Coat of Arms issue; strong Denmark plus attractive early France and Switzerland; condition ranges as to be expected; powerful for such a skinny stockbook, Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 3 lbs.
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2604 H/m
Worldwide, A Spectrum of Material in Several Volumes, 1868-1998. 1936 Silver Jubilee on Thorpe & Martin
pages (in non-descript binder), mint (and often used as well) complete from Antigua to the Virgin Islands on 62 pages; US modern
coils and booklets (1954-98) in White Ace album ($150+ face); Canadian booklet panes and coils on 8 quadrille pages (catalog
$250); Canada on White Ace pages (1868-1983), a few hundred mixed mint and used, broken sets, stock pages including Weights
& Measures revenues (1897-1930) with catalog about $100, Scott 34-39 small queens (41 used copies), Scott 43-47 (17 mint and
used copies), Scott 66-83 (41 stamps), Scott 100 (one mint, one used); 1000 different common Canada used mounted in binder;
Canada on White Ace pages in generic binder (1975-1985) mostly blank; Ryukyu Islands 1a-7a, 19-26, and numerous others
on several album pages (1948-1959); Cilicia, French Occupation (1919-1921) 60+ varieties on 5 pages; several hundred British
Commonwealth in Scott Specialty binder (catalog $2500+), about 100 penny Reds plated, postal wrappers and stationery, early
revenues, KEVII 138 (4), 139, 139a, 140, 140a, Guernsey, Isle of Man, Jersey, Levant; Canal Zone on White Ace pages, fantastic
French Canal stock certificate (with coupons), nice mixture of mint and used Canal Zone; a very enjoyable lot, Fine. Shipping
charges apply - weight 26.8 lbs. ������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2605 H
Worldwide, Excellent Group of Thematic Collections, 1962-2018. Substantial holdings housed in 26 albums
including strong Disney (3 volumes), WW II, Priness Diana, US Civil War, Birds, Trains and Ships, Presidents, Elvis Presley,
Marilyn Monroe, the Pope, WW I, Fish, Prince William, Animals, and many more; all are mint and extensively populated albums;
strong showing of souvenir sheets observed; feel free to swing by and examine, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight
109 lbs. ��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2606 HH/H/m
Worldwide, Crazy, Diverse Caboose Lot. Wide-ranging and useful accumulation including a solid section of British Omnibus issues, some sets duplicated, including 1937 and 1953 Coronations, 1946 Peace, etc.; we also note various stockbooks
and album pages, including an interesting collection of the 1917 Greece overprinted issues, lots of useful British Empire, Middle
East, etc., etc.; nice mix, bulk Fine to Very Fine, worth a quick inspection. (photo on web site) ���������������� Estimate $750 - 1,000

Accumulations
2607 H
Worldwide, Simply Magnificent All Mint in 54 Volumes, 1934-2014. Wonderfully diverse, true worldwide selection of tens of thousands of sets and singles; minimal duplication noted; keenly assembled in 54 pristine and highly serviceable 2 inch
stockbooks; all are mint with strength in post WW II to the very recent, with scores of newer issues from nations that you just don’t
see in the market; the Great Britain and Empire issues are remarkable, with GB proper and Canada offering huge aggregate face
value; look for strength in the Channel Islands, Australia, New Zealand, Samoa, Papua New Guinea, Nauru, Hong Kong, Malta, and
many others; wonderful Omnibus issues, including 1937 Coronation, 1965 Cooperation, Red Cross, Victory, and World Cup; other
impactful nations include Russia, Poland, Peoples Republic of China, US and Trust Territories, Liechtenstein, Germany, Austria, Berlin, Romania, France and Colonies, Sweden, Persia, Netherlands and Colonies, Brazil, and general Latin America including a superb
and extensive selection of archival specimens, and more; routinely VF MNH, be sure to allot ample time for inspection; folks, don’t
miss this lot, because it is incredible; inspect it all on the web, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 259.2 lbs.
������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $10,000 - 15,000
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2608 H
Worldwide, Magnificent, 35 Stockbook Volumes Mint Issues, 1948-2016. Mostly pristine assemblage of literally
thousands of worldwide sets, singles, and more; minimally duplicated in some cases, keenly assembled and housed in 35 super
quality stockbooks; coverage is mostly all post WW II and offers true, worldwide coverage including material that is uncommon
in the marketplace; the British is outstanding, with GB offering loads of high face value modern material, plus strong Colonies
highlighted by Canada (loads of face), Ireland, New Zealand, Australia, Papua New Guinea, Fiji, Cook Islands, and Tonga; fantastic irregulars and Omnibus galore; includes solid sections of Peoples Republic of China, Korea, Thailand, Brazil, Mexico,
Liechtenstein, Monaco, Switzerland, Luxembourg, Japan, Bhutan (including the always popular record set), Israel, Turkey,
Persia, US Trust Territories, Sweden, and much, much more (as you might expect for 35 volumes); also includes remarkable topical
appeal; a superb lot, generally VF, be sure to view in its entirety on the web, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight
163 lbs. ������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
2609 H
Worldwide, Outstanding and Valuable All Mint Selection, 1934-2016. Beautiful, clean and valuable holding of
many, many thousands, nearly all VF MNH and neatly presented in 25 mostly 2 inch stockbooks in excellent condition; featured
are many substantial countries or area; excellent Great Britain and Empire, the GB proper with a substantial aggregate face value,
plus nicer groups of Channel Islands, Christmas Island, Ireland, Australia, Fiji, New Zealand, Tonga and many others; nicer Russia,
Israel with tabs, lovely Canada, Sweden, Iceland and Norway; good Latin America with archival specimen blocks, various omnibus and Europa issues, good Portuguese Colonies with common design sets, extensive Switzerland, attractive Spain, Germany and
Area, France and Colonies, Hong Kong, Cambodia, and many others; much of the material comes from the last 40 years or so; a
super lot, fresh and beautifully organized; generally VF, available for complete inspection on the web, Very Fine. Shipping charges
apply - weight 115 lbs. ��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $5,000 - 6,000
2610 H
Worldwide, Massive Postal History Horde, 1900-2000. Huge and diverse accumulation from an old time dealer’s postal history business; 10,000 or so items, packed without reason, in 11 good-sized cartons; mostly all 20th century from
the 1920’s on; considerable amount is mid-century commercial mail with a fair amount international; good selection of advertising covers and interesting corner cards; care was taken to minimize envelopes that are soiled or roughly opened; very well
mixed to encourage specialist collectors to keep digging; great variety of material with potential for the person who can organize
it for sale, a careful and through inspection is advised, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 214.2 lbs.
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
2611 H
Worldwide, Simply Amazing, All Mint Mixture Lot, 1920-2020. Just when you think you have seen it all! actually, it really cheapens it to call it a “mixture”, but this lot definitely challenges words; 17 shoe boxes (mostly size 9), packed (and
we mean PACKED), with tens of thousands of worldwide stamps spanning many decades and representation from truly around the
world; we did say all mint, and it is almost like the owner bought mint never hinged collections and took the stamps out; we note
premium as well and in fact we don’t see the usual suspect countries which often litter lots like this; we are done trying to describe
this holding and urge you to experience it on your own; largely VF MNH, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 76.6
lbs. ���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
2612 H
Worldwide, Tremendous, Useful Accumulation, 1853-2015. Large rolling cart full of useful material; Thailand,
Denmark and British Empire on pages, in folders, and on stocksheets; sizeable amount of Great Britian face; excellent, comprehensive Europa with all the premium values; large stockbook with worldwide booklets; couple of groups of Mongolia noted; various
stockbooks including one with solid mint Poland, Czech, and Russia; tons of odds and ends; three volume Scott International
albums with light population (some nice mint sets observed); examination recommended, Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight
277.2 lbs. ������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������ Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
2613 H
Worldwide, Outstanding, All Mint Assemblage, 1940-2020. Superb, exceptionally clean and keenly assembled
holding of many thousands, housed in 12 pristine and highly serviceable stockbooks; there is exceptional value here, with strength
in issues from the 1960s forward; strong Great Britain proper, very substantial face count British Empire, with nice New Zealand,
Gibraltar, Australia, Nauru, Caribbean countries, India, extensive Peoples Republic of China with souvenir sheets, plus Hong
Kong, Mongolia, Taiwan, and Middle East; Eastern Europe with considerable Czechoslovakian, including souvenir sheets, Russia,
Hungry, excellent modern Canada with huge face count; excellent Western Europe including Switzerland, France, Belgium and
others; super assembly of popular, saleable material beautifully displayed; generally VF, be sure to view the entire lot online, Very
Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 58.8 lbs. .........................����������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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2614 H
Worldwide, Powerful, Clean and Valuable, All Mint Selection, 1935-2015. Wonderful, clean group of minimally
duplicated, generally VF MNH issues from the world over, beautifully assembled in 16 stockbooks in excellent condition; comprised mostly of issues from the past 30-40 years or so; we note strong British Empire including nice offerings from Papua New
Guinea, Fiji, New Zealand, Tonga, Ireland, Kiriabati, Channel Island, Australia and others; nice Western Europe including Germany, Berlin, DDR, Belgium, and Switzerland; excellent Asia with highlights from a strong Peoples Republic of China, and Japan;
Middle East including Persia, Egypt, and Israel with tabs; Great Britain and Canada, each with better early issues and loads of later
face plus nice Eastern Europe; some United States and UN, Europa, and much, much more; generally VF, a super lot, available for
comprehensive viewing online, Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 77.6 lbs. ������������������������������� Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
2615 H
Worldwide, Superb, All Mint, Mostly NH Selection, 1936-2018. Wonderful and exceptional, high quality and
diverse holding comprised largely of issues of the last 40 years or so, though much of the material is spotted with coverage going
back to the 1920s; everything is neatly presented in 13 pristine stockbooks; includes solid Great Britain, with substantial face value
British Colonial issues, with strong British Pacific and Carribean; exceptional New Zealand, Papua New Guinea and Australia;
nice Latin America, Mexico and Argentina; strong Asia, highlighted by extensive Peoples Republic of China, Singapore, Macau,
Cambodia, and China; good Western Europe with attractive Austria, France, powerful Switzerland, Germany and Area, Iceland,
and Sweden; extensive Canada with premium earlier issues, plus lots of modern face, etc; unusual sections like German City Local
Posts, French postage meter postage, and much, much more; fabulous holding with vast majority MNH; generally VF, enjoy the
viewing on the website, Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 63.2 lbs. ������������������������������������������� Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
2616 H/m
Worldwide, Massive Souvenir Assortment and More, 1910-2014. Huge and diverse holding of perhaps 8000+
mostly mint souvenir sheets plus a lesser amount of coil strips; light duplication observed; French and British area proofs,
sheets, early Mexican regular and airmail issue gutter strips, 1923 Russian 1R buff, imperforate unissued Workers issue sheet,
US more recent in sheets, etc; bulk of coverage lies in souvenir sheets with extensive British Empire A to Z, French Colonies,
Russia, Latin America, Canada, Germany, Liberia and dozens more; considerable Disney and thematics; good Thailand, Korea,
etc; a wonderful, wide ranging holding; generally VF, inspection invited, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 87.6
lbs. ���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
2617 H/m
Worldwide, Wide Ranging Consignment Balance, 1855-2005. You will need help moving this lot consisting of 96
albums or stockbooks; includes extensive United States, Russia, Latin America and useful British Empire; Liberty album used
mostly complete between 1931-1981 including used 730, 731, 750; binder with covers including Eastern Airlines cover addressed
to Eddie Rickenbacker, Scott 2592 $5 issue, 7 different FDCs; binder with mint on album pages including plate blocks, Columbus
souvenir sheets; White Ace binder with clean Palau; tired binder with Canal Zone, Guam, Hawaii, hundreds of Philippines,
Puerto Rico, and Ryukyus; worldwide ettiquette and registration labels; clean Scott Specialty binder with National pages, used
1925-1980 (has 730 & 731 mint S/S); Scott Greece album with many stamps (condition varies); Uni-Safe stock book with several
hundred US BoB (mostly Documentary and Stock Transfer); 1927 Scott International Junior album with a little bit of everything;
binder with several hundred Guatemala; Harris Ambassador album (ready to junk) packed with several hundred worldwide stamps;
3 ring binder with large selection of modern Greece (1981-2004); great 3 ring binder with lots of early and modern Greece;
exhausted Ambassador album with good Columbia and other Latin America; destroyed binder with a few hundred (really attractive) Columbian blocks from imperfs through to 1950’s; Scott International album with Austria, Belgium, Brazil and a smatering of other places; clean stockbook of Ireland; binder packed with Middle East; makings of an exhibit on the postal engravings of
Czeslaw Slania on custom pages; very clean Switzerland used on custom made pages; much to discover here, Fine to Very Fine.
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
2618 H/m
Worldwide, Superb and Wide Ranging Souvenir Selection, 1935-2016. Housed in 85 pristine mint sheet files;
an extensive, mostly mint selection comprised of approximately 6000 or so souvenir sheets; expect strong Great Britain and
A to Z Empire, including Australia, Canada, New Zealand; plus extensive Russia, Korea, Macau, Argentina, French Colonies,
attractive 1937 Exposition sheets, Belgium UN with flag sheets, Peoples Republic of China, Netherlands and more; also includes
Omnibus and thematic issues as well; additionally we note gutter blocks, French Colony proofs and much more; generally VF;
excellent, eclectic holding well worth careful inspection, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 70.4 lbs.
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
2619 H
Worldwide, Huge Souvenir Sheet Selection and More, 1970-2015. Massive holding of perhaps 6,000-7,000 mostly mint souvenir sheets, smaller groups of complete sheets, etc; virtually no duplication housed in 80 pristine Uni-safe or G&K
mint sheet files; includes tremendous coverage in British Empire, including Omnibus material, and useful Asia including Peoples
Republic of China, Macau, Japan and Singapore; lots of UN and Canada, Western Europe with nice Netherlands and Luxembourg,
Portugal and Colonies, Latin America, Israel and more; super holding of popular material, largely VF; come take a peek, Fine to
Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 77.4 lbs. ���������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,500 - 3,000
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2620 H
Worldwide, Incomparable Clean Souvenir Sheet Holding, 1974-2016. Remarkable assembly comprised of perhaps 6,000-7,000 worldwide souvenir sheet, plus a smaller range of gutter blocks, full sheets, French deluxe sheets, etc; everything is perfectly housed and arranged in 80 absolutely pristine Uni-safe or G&K mint sheet files; includes strong Great Britain
and Commonwealth nations with Omnibus issues, Mongolia, Russia, Poland, Peoples Republic of China, Israel, United Nations,
Taiwan, Germany, DDR, Korea, Japan, French Colonies, Latin America, US and much more; excellent thematic appeal noted as
well; generally VF MNH, a super lot of popular material with premium throughout; examine to appreciate this wonderful lot.
Shipping charges apply - weight 79.6 lbs. ���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
2621 H
Worldwide, Superb and Eclectic Massive Souvenir Sheets, 1952-2018. Huge assemblage of approximately 6,0007,000 generally non-duplicated worldwide souvenir sheets, neatly presented in 80 pristine Uni-safe or G&K mint sheet holders;
aside from the great range of Omnibus and thematics, we note strong offerings from Great Britain proper and Empire A to Z with
especially nice New Zealand and Australia; good US Trust Territories, Russia, Poland and extensive Japan, which includes souvenir sheets, some full sized sheets, and loads of high face count booklet panes, good Libya, Monaco, UN blocks, Portugal and Colonies, Germany, Liberia, Belgium, Israel souvenir sheets and full sheets, some US material and more; wonderful holding largely
VF; well worth examination, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 77 lbs. ������������������������� Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
2622 HH/H/m
Worldwide, Extensive and Enticing Accumulation of Albums. Wide-ranging holding comprising 15 albums or
binders, a sheet file, and a presentation folder (along with a few additional pages loose), offering solid collections ready for breakdown and resale; note a wonderful mint and used Minkus album Greece collection, very well represented from the classics to 1990;
a strong, highly comprehensive Austria collection in two Scott albums, again highly complete mint and used to the early 1990s;
an excellent, extremely well-filled San Marino collection to the early 1990s; lovely Asia, including powerful Philippines, Indonesia, plus stockbooks of Vietnam and a nice single-volume Mongolia; post-Soviet Republics, US, and more besides; nice quality
throughout, Fine to Very Fine with better, we’ve imaged two volumes in full online to give you a sense of what’s here. (photo on
web site)�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,000 - 2,500
2623 H
Worldwide, Truckload of Albums and Face Value Postage, 1915-2018. 18 large worldwide Minkus albums minimally populated (perhaps a few hundred stamps) but in wonderful condition; coupled with this is a massive holding of US plate
blocks in Minkus albums (6 volumes) and singles (3 volumes); several shoe boxes with thousands of used foreign and US used
bulk; 2,500++ face including coils to Express Mail eagles; tremendous stock for someone with the customers, Fine. Shipping
charges apply - weight 313.6 lbs. ����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2624 HH/H/m
Worldwide, Wide-ranging Seven-Volume Selection. An Internationalist’s delight, each binder holding manila
stockpages chock-a-block with a bit of this, a bit of that, and a whole lot of interesting; we note excellent France, good Switzerland, strong Poland plus a full volume of General Gouvernement, Hungary and Romania, Serbia, Czechoslovakia, Croatia,
Liechtenstein, Netherlands, Latvia, German Locals, Azad Hind perforated and imperforate, pretty First Issue Laos, pre-1949
Republican China Revenues, and much more besides, often in multiples or quantity; much never hinged, Fine to Very Fine
with better, take a virtual flip-through of all the material online. Shipping charges apply - weight 18.2 lbs. (photo on web site)
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2625 H/m
Worldwide, Incomparable, Superior Grade Mix Masters Delight, 1855-2018. A simply superb and enormously
extensive, clean and super high grade mixture, not burdened with the typical lower grade material, comprised of over 200 pounds,
housed in a dozen, uniformed sized cartons; there is truly an exceptionally worldwide representation here, with dozens of countries
represented, with the bulk of items present spanning the last 50 years or so; a great lot for traders, as mixtures of this quality do not
come up often, inspection invited, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 223 lbs. ��������������� Estimate $2,000 - 2,500
2626 m
Worldwide, Mother of All Mixture Lots, 1882-2019. Ok, got your attention now; seriously, for those of you who
crave something way different, here it is; first off, the lot consists of many, many tens of thousands of issues; issues here spanning
decades worth of philately; still not convinced?; well, what if I told you that every single country, or in a few cases, areas, have been
diligently sorted into plastic bags; it’s almost as if the owner stripped collections by country and put them into sorting bags; highlights include extensive British Empire, Korea, Thailand, Sweden, Mongolia, Salvador, Italy, Japan, Columbia, China and Peoples
Republic of China, Germany, New Zealand, Costa Rica, Uruguay, Bulgaria, Canada, Chile, Spain, Australia, Romania, Greece,
Netherlands, India, Belgium, Russia, Poland, etc.; mostly all appear used;generally VF, should be examined to be appreciated; hey
folks, I did my best! Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 111.2 lbs. ����������������������������������� Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2627 H/m
Worldwide, Interesting Old-Time Accumulation. Highlighted by a scarce and vintage 1876 edition Alwin Zschiesche Illustrated Album, in serviceable condition, inscribed “Edwin F. Jillett/Geneva, March 11, 1877”; lots of mostly all used
classics here, led off by better selections of Switzerland, US, Denmark, and others; also includes a couple later Scott Internationals,
etc.; mixed condition as expected, mostly Fine, worth a careful inspection. (photo on web site) ������������� Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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2628 H
Worldwide, Better Dealer Accumulation Stock, 1875-1970. 1000+ better late 19th century and 20th century individually sleeved and priced covers; very clean with virtually no roughly opened or torn corners; predominantly commercial mail
from worldwide origins to a rubber company in Ohio; numerous first flights, censors, as well as some National Air Mail Week,
and the occasional FDC; very nice mix selected for superior frankings and cancels for the demanding customer. Shipping charges
apply - weight 23 lbs. ����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2629 H/m/)
Worldwide, Massive Mondial Mishmash of Miscellanies. Big jumble of this, that and the other, being the tail end
of an impressive consignment; all sorts of goodies present for the bourse seller or packet-maker, with loose mint and used from
all over, with stockbooks and pages, and glassines that never cease; includes a nice selection of covers with decent US 1920s-30s
First Day Covers, First Flight Covers and commemorative items, plus First Day Covers and commercial mail from abroad; strong
Germany component (no, or few, covers, which are offered elsewhere in this sale) with nice Bavaria singles and a complete sheet,
a stack of Inflation era sheets with full selvage offering H-blatt blocks, DDR blocks of four and up mint and CTO, a nicely filled
mostly mint 1914-24 Germany album, an impressive binder on the Inflation period with tables showing the collapse of the Mark
plus a virtually complete mint collection of Germanias through the Inflations, a cigarette card history book of Germany, and much
more besides, including an illustrated Swedish book on the 1948 Olympics; condition mixed, but lots of use, Fine to Very Fine,
take a gander. (photo on web site)...............................................����������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2630 H
Worldwide, Worldwide Cover Accumulation, 1890-1960. Dealer’s old worldwide and US cover accumulation
of over 1000 items; range from nineteeth century to the 1960’s or so; Registered, Censored, Airmail, Underpaid, Special Delivery, Paquebot and other unusual uses; mostly commercial uses with a sprinkling of topical and FDCs; priced between $10-50
with a few higher and a few lower; many smaller countries are included in this group; huge variety of countries and usages;
all are sleeved and priced with total retail in excess of $20,000, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 21 lbs.
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2631 H/m/)
Worldwide, Valuable and Extensive Tail End of a Mighty Consignment. A thrill for the passionate treasure hunter, with albums, pages, binders, shoe and cigar boxes, and enough glassines to put the glaziers out of business; a thorough jumble,
but that’s half the fun; we note four lightly filled but still serviceable Scott International Brown albums, a broad range of Canada
including good face value material; mint modern US (sell it or use it), numerous Fleetwood First Day Cover binders or folders, a
couple boxes of worldwide identified on cards, a Canada album, and much, much more; as with most holdings of this size, expect
the good, the bad and the ugly (though not much of the last), but with good value throughout, Fine to Very Fine, set aside time to
view. (photo on web site)����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2632 H/m
Worldwide, Monstrous Salmagundi of Stock. In 61 binders, stockbooks or albums, plus additional stockpages
gathered in glassines; massive mix of part- or full panes, souvenir sheets, miniature sheets, etc., from across the globe; some
older material, but this holding skews to the modern, and is simply jam-packed with Topical items sure to keep your clients
happy; smaller stockbooks tend to hold older (and sometimes dead country) material; in need of a good sort through, but worth
the effort to restock your bourse table or online listings, generally Very Fine, inspection invited. (photo on web site)
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2633 HH/H/m
Worldwide, Monster Mash of Mondial Miscellanies. Massive mix of 38 albums, binders and stockbooks, with
a broad array of mint and used material; the album collections (mostly used) are often hit-or-miss as usual, but contain strong
Europe and Colonies, with some better runs of less-often encountered countries, along with some early China (including a Small
Dragon), Japan with a Tourist Sheet, a few mint Korea souvenir sheets, etc.; the stockbooks (mostly mint) contain numerous
blocks, singles in quantity, etc., with a pretty 1937 Coronation Omnibus collection, extensive Austria and Switzerland (apparently
1970s), France 1960s-70s including Art Series items, part-sheets of Monaco (mint) and Poland (CTO), etc., etc.; no rarities, but
the range of items is appealing; many stockbooks lightly used with years left in them; a great opportunity for the packet-maker
or dealer, Fine to Very Fine or better, worth the time to review. Shipping charges apply - weight 125.8 lbs. (photo on web site)
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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2634 H
Worldwide, 11 Large Cartons Full, 1880-2020. Surprising accumulation combines monumental numbers of cancelled worldwide stamps (60,000+) with albums, binders, and approval sets originally in 11 large cartons; dozens of oversized
Royal Mail FDC sets each encased in plastic, at least 100 European sized FDC sets mostly from Switzerland, 100+ ArtCraft US
Airmail FDCs, hundreds of FDC sets from Liechtenstein, Nevis, Grenada, Poland and Romania, USPS Commemorative panels
and FDC souvenir pages; several cartons filled with aging paper envelopes with organized US and world issues; carton with hundreds of better sets on “102” type dealer cards, noticed nice Zeppelin sets including Paraguay C79-C83, Cyrenaica C12-C17,
Germany C35-C37, Greece C5-C7, and Aegean Island (Italy) C20-C25; hundreds of glassine approvals mainly from Viet Nam,
nice selection from Laos, Hong Kong, and PRC, stockbook with attractive used France; at least a dozen “starter” albums generally
well populated with common issues, deluxe Golden Age of Royalty album featuring 40-50 souvenir sheets from the Republic of
Chad; hundreds of Christmas Seals sheets from the early 1930’s and onward, binder with set of pristine sheets and a stockbook
with singles, also mint file with various sheets from Boys Town, Willkie for President, Nixon 1972, etc; several binders with full
sized pages set up as worldwide approval books; shoe box with dozens of pre WWII recipe booklets; binder of space shuttle related material including two Challenger covers flown in space; your chance to dig for treasure, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges
apply - weight 199.2 lbs. ������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������ Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
2635 H
Worldwide, Treasure Trove of Worldwide Mint, 1940-2000. Thousands and thousands of mint sets, singles,
blocks, sheets and souvenir sheets; wonderful mix of Swiss, Brazil, British Colonies, Netherlands, Syria, Norway, Japan, Poland,
French Coloniies, Austria, Canada, and Germany just to name a few; reward (and entertainment) go to the winning bidder as you
tease out all the nationalities; expect clean, fresh material, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 15.8 lbs.
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2636 H/m
Worldwide, One Person’s Accumulation, 1862-1993. German Republic (1919-49) Scott Specialty album with
mixture of stamps (Danzig, Germany Officials, Semi-Postals, and Third Reich issues) and envelopes; 1931 registered commercial
cover from Neumarkt to the US with 8 Eagles, 1949 Displaced Person mail, and WWII era commemorative postmarks on card
from Vienna, Manz, and Berlin; sheets of 10pf and 12pf Hitler; German Federal Republic (1949-1995) Scott Specialty album
packed with modern sets; tired Specialty album with broken sets of far flung British Colonies mixed mint and used; White Ace UN
(1951-1967) appears complete MNH in black mounts; album like pages stuffed with hundreds of modern Italy and surrounding
area and Vatican; fair condition XIV UPU Congress souvenir album with perhaps 2 dozen US blocks tipped in pages, autographed
Arthur Summerfield, Postmaster General; rapidograph pen on quadrille pages in spring book displays US Airmail singles and
blocks from 1926-1949; dealer’s stock pages in binder with dozens of mint Belgian sets, some broken or gum stained; Lloyd’s List
album with British Commonwealth stamps and covers; hundreds of stamps in a Minkus Worldwide album; large stock book with
US used from Banknotes through the late 1950s; two volumes of worldwide JFK; clean Scott National album unused except for
National Parks and vicinity; album of 1980s 22k US “gold” stamps encapsulated in covers; box of mint US from the late 19201940 and Airmail in glassines (a few hundred); a massive accumulation to be offered to collectors, Fine. Shipping charges apply
- weight 117.8 lbs. .......................................................................����������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2637 H/m/)
Worldwide, Massive Balance Lot, 1930-90. Entire cart brimming with postal goodies; hundreds of USPS sealed
FDC and unsued postal envelopes and postal cards; about 200 ArtCraft, Lowry, Crosby (especially 1942-47), with a few better
sets including Famous Americans; Postal Commemorative Society (in enormous binder) with a few hundred covers; American
Bicentenial Covers (1976-80) in 4 volumes; plate blocks on pages in 3 ring binders (1940-1980); 5 volumes of UPU including
beautiful 1949 British common design; Colorado Silk packed in 7 shoes boxes; French Colonies sets sent to collector on cover
from 1940-50; US large stockbook with modern used; $100 face of modern US with great selection of coils; commemorative FDC
panels (about 50) from 1985-87 time period; lots to explore here, generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight
173.6 lbs. (photo on web site)���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2638 H/m
Worldwide, Extensive, Mostly All-Mint Accumulation. Eight shoebox or larger sized boxes (as received by us)
filled with wonderfully fresh and sound singles, blocks, souvenir and miniature sheets, etc.; overwhelmingly mint and never
hinged, with the large majority of items in mint blocks of four (some Eastern Bloc CTO) on small-sized dealers’ counterpages; bulk of material looks to come from the 1960s-1990s; a solid worldwide mix with quantities of attractive sets and singles
sure to please; put it all in order and in stockbooks, and you’re ready to sell, generally Very Fine. (photo on web site)
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2639 H/m
Worldwide, One Gentleman’s Accumulation, 1855-1984. Includes author signed, 3 vol Brookman, “The US Postage Stamps of the 19th Century”; a pristine, unused 1847-1964 Lighthouse hingeless album in box; folders with stamps on album
pages by country or area including Lithuania, Senegal, Estonia, Algeria, Fiume, Dominican Republic, Ecuador, Egypt, Portuguese
Colonies, Latvia, Syria, French Colonies, and Latin America; a Schaubeks 19th century album with a few hundred stamps; a stockbook of US with some nice surprises in the classics, plus lots of used high value Express stamps; lastly three Scott International
albums bursting with pre 1940 material well worth exploring, Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web site)������ Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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2640 		
Worldwide, “Mint” Scott International & Literature. Cartons of extremely useful catalogs and reference works;
28 Scott International binders (26 slip cases) unused and ready to enjoy; hundreds of new manila pages; 2020 Scott Catalog consisting of 12 volumes plus Specialized; 2020 Unitrade Canada; thousands of used packets and sets by country in two shoeboxes;
stamps generally VF; Simplex album with “Little Trains of Great Britain” collection (cute!); American Revenuer from 1930s2019; New Zealand “1898 Pictorials Centenary Collection” with a few dozen minisheets hand tipped; Isle of Man “Lord of the
Rings” box set; 1999 Canada “Millennium Collection”; 1984 Hamburg packet from Philatelic Congress; includes a a few dozen
reference works (mostly Revenue) including State Revenue (Wristey), British Commonwealth Revenues, Essay & Proofs of US
Internal Revenue (Turner), Beer Stamps, and Cigarette Stamps; extremely useful lot for the right collector. Shipping charges apply
- weight 537 lbs. ������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2641 H
Worldwide, Large Balance of Worldwide, 1885-2016. 29 binders plus dozens of loose stock pages of worldwide
material; many thousands of stamps on stock pages and loose glassines from Laos, Latin America, Turkey, Abysinia, China (a few
large dragons on forward), Japan, Persia, Maldives, Egypt, extensive mint Israel (with tabs) and more; considerable material to
work with for the buyer willing to spend the time to organize it; examination recommended, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges
apply - weight 88.6 lbs. �������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
2642 H
Worldwide, Tail End of Consignment, 1892-2012. 11 volume Scott International albums with hundreds of mostly
used stamps; Harris Liberty album with mixed mint and used predominantly in the 1940-1960s; stock pages in 3 ring binders
of mostly used Hungary and mostly mint Greece; Canadian stamps (mostly used) in packets from early to 1990 (approximately
8,500); German Democratic Republic to 1963 on Linder pages (no binders), hundreds of used (perhaps half complete) in hingless
mounts; DDR 1963-69 similarly populated; Berlin pages ready for stamps; Faroe Islands to 2000 pages similarly empty; Philippines 637a seven full sheets; about 10,000 stamps, Afghanistan to Poland, in glassines; several thousand foreign in packets countries O-Z; 7,500 US used in glassines; 87 Norway on album pages; 143 Sweden on album pages; fresh Austrian (Scott cataloge
$325) on quadrille pages; the blank albums are here and so are the stamps, time to start licking hinges, Fine. Shipping charges
apply - weight 142.8 lbs. (photo on web site)������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $750 - 1,000
2643 )
Worldwide, Global Balance of Lifelong Collector, 1880-2005. Two large boxes stuffed with more than a thousand
covers from decades of collecting; great variety of origins and destinations; considerable Airmail and Registered envelopes; mix of
commercial and philatelic material; condition varies with a few dozen heartbreaking WW II era better pieces that had been waterlogged (although the franking remained); censors, auxillary markings, APO/FPOs; worthy of inspection in person or online, Fine
to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 31 lbs. ��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $500 - 750
2644 m/)
Worldwide, Large Carton of Covers and Stamps, 1890-1976. Well mixed dealer carton filled with hundreds of
older envelopes; a large percentage consists of commercial or soldier mail from WWII; Mrs Herbert Hoover autograph on piece
(corner card The White House) addressed to their son at Harvard Business School; catapult mail from the Bremen; Return to
Sender Service Suspended; DOX postcard to Rio deJaneiro from Boston; Graf Zeppelin covers to Switzerland; 2M and 4M
German Zeppelin stamps on LZ-127 flight to America; 2 cent Kansas overprint commercially used; postage due from Australia; thousands of stamps in glassines; winner who digs will find treasure, Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 21.6 lbs. (photo
on web site)��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $500 - 750
2645 H
Worldwide, Balance of Taiwan Commerical and Better Covers, 1818-1982. About 150 pieces of commercial
mail between Taipei, Kuala Lumpur, and Singapore mostly business-sized envelopes written in Chinese; German Torpedoboot
“19” postcard from sailor, French Indochina airmail from Hanoi and Saigon, first flight Bolama to New York, Macao to Honolulu
Clipper mail, German Empire postcard with Postage Due, 1873 folded letter from Guayaquil to Lima, Boer War soldier mail, pair
of 1872 uprated Swiss entires, 1818 letter from Salzburg, 1875 Paris Morning cover, and much more; nice little gems for someone
with a good eye, Fine to Very Fine. �������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $500 - 750
2646 H
Worldwide, Balance of US and Worldwide Issues, 1851-2012. A few hundred stamps in G&K stockbook and
looseleaf with black Vario pages; a few dozen 19th century ranging from spacefiller to Very Fine condition; 24, 76, 88, 94, 165;
several Banknotes, 597-603 sets with and without line pairs; worldwide stamps from Japan, Italy, Belgium, and France; view scans
on the website, Fine to Very Fine. ���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $300 - 400
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Assortments
2647 H/m/)
Worldwide, Interesting Assortment of Stamps & Covers. Better items on auction lot cards including German
South West Africa 3m and 5m yacht in mint NH condition. Sicily Scott 10 mint with certificate. Austria Styria overprints. Iran
935-940 & 1107-1125 plus more on lot cards. Covers include Germany B49-B57 all neatly tied on cover plus four Zepp and better
flights. A nice group of tristan used sets including 1-27 and many more. Also 71 sets of Turkey RH101-RH 108 with a Scott value
over $3800. Two shoe boxes are loaded with mint booklets & souvenier sheets from numerous countries totalling a significant
amount in face value alone. We note Japan sheets and souvenir sheets. Many hundreds of complete booklets from Great Britain,
Sweden, Switzerland, Falklands, Canada and others. A great lot to breakdown for online sales. Check this out closely as the value
mounts up quickly. Condition is almost all nice with the two shoe boxes put away for some time and all is fresh stock. F-VF.
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
2648 H/m
Worldwide Consignment Balance Mish Mash, 1850-1990. A multi-box lot includes everything but the kitchen
sink. We saw an 8 book world wide collection of mint & used including China & Japan, nothing agreat but useful country sales
units. A USA collection begins with a White Plains souvenir scheet. An FDC book with complete 1938 Presidential to the $5. A
stock book or two loaded with mint USA back to the 1920s. Canada collection which catalogued $1800 many years back. Three
albums of USA Zip blocks mint, Christmas seal book starts at 1908. Q.E. II coronation and Royal Tour collections. More FDCs and
stamped envelopes. So you can get the picture a lot of material for a modest price, generally F-VF. Shipping charges apply - weight
119 lbs. ������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������ Estimate $750 - 1,000

Dealers Stock
2649 H/m
Worldwide, Mostly Mint Premium Selection, 1853-2006. Valuable “better” sets and singles worldwide with
strength in British Empire all housed in hundreds of counter pages annotated with Scott numbers and prices; beautiful Falklands,
Ceylon, extensive Canada, Italy, Cayman Islands, Fiji, Cape of Good Hope, plus smaller offerings of the Neatherlands, Germany,
etc; chock full of goodies; Falklands 28, 128-142 (3); Cyprus 14; Ceylon 2, 6, 6a (2), 7 (2), 10, 11 (2) 50; Canada 5-7, 55, 58, 59,
66-73 (2), 74-80, 79-81, 89-94, 96-103, 104-122, 162-176; Hanover 17; Finland 2; Cape of Good Hope 1, 12 (4), 14, 15; Belgium
39; Austria M15; Italy 26, 35, 67, 67 pair; Germany 6, 9, 19, 22; Spain 16, 21, 24, 30, 77, 84, 617; Italy Offices Abroad 11; centering and condition is wonderful; owner’s catalog value is $85,000, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 2.2 lbs.
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $7,000 - 8,000
2650 H
Worldwide, Premium Dealer’s Stock, 1851-1976. Wonderful premium items on Scott identified and priced counter
page; some misidentified and a few fakes, owner original catalog value $133,000, more like closing on $100,000 with many solid
sets and singles; Belgium 82-91, China 63, Japan 9a, Liechtenstein 1a-3a, Switzerland 2L2, 2L6, Canada 1, 28, Tasmania 38b,
Bahamas 17, Two Sicilies 26, 12, 13, 15, 16, 17, 18, Great Britain 28 (pair), Rhodesia 100b, Roman States 11, Columbia C1, Nova
Scotia 9, 11, 12 (overprints), Italy Office Abroad 11, Oman 190c, Somalia Q45a-46, Q45a strip of 5, Q46 strip of 3, Finland 1,
Italy-Romagne 5, 9, Modena 12, Croatia B76a-c; condition varies considerably; high power material, Very Fine. Shipping charges
apply - weight 2.6 lbs. ���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $6,000 - 8,000
2651 H/m
Worldwide, Superior Dealer’s Holdings, 1854-2004. Powerful worldwide show stock of “better” items, mint and
used, assembled on hundreds of counter pages annotated with Scott numbers and prices; includes strong Great Britain, Austria,
Portugal, Port Colonies 1939 World’s Fair overprints, Germany and Area, Italy, India, Liechtenstein, Australian States and others;
owner catalog value at approximately $125,000 needs about a 25& reduction due to misidentification, reprints and forgeries; that
aside, there is a wealth of premium found throughout; a sampling includes, Corfu N30; China 10; Rhodesia 22; Ionian Island N15a,
NRA5; Germany 3N20; Luxembourg 6, 12, 13, 44, O3 (2); Mechlenburg 5; Phillipines 17; Great Britain 1, 20b, 22 (2), 96 (2), 102,
140, 173, 174, 181; Samoa 8a; SAAR B69-73; Monaco 8; Switzerland 66, 87b, 92; Italy 35, C23-26, C42-47; Canada 112, F2d;
Tasmania 2a; Netherlands 319-322; Newfoundland 15a, 23; Germany 4, 9, 25, C43; Liechtenstein 60a, 102a, 109a; Baden 17-19;
Roman States 18; Spain 74, 260, 281, 282; Belgium B169; British Guiana 18; Strait Settlements 69; Iceland 13; condition ranges
considerably; wonderful material you can offer the discerning specialist, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 2.8
lbs.
������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $6,000 - 8,000
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2652 HH
Worldwide, Massive Mondial Selection of Sheets and More. Many, many hundreds of souvenir sheets, miniature
sheets, full panes, and booklets, housed in 12 binders; nearly all mint (we do note some CTO scattered within), all identified by
Scott and priced—though the pricing was done years ago and is now well below current catalogue values; a truly worldwide selection, with many countries represented; only a full inspection will do this holding justice, but a few items of note include Belgium
#B662a, Brazil #C53, Bangladesh #68a, Bulgaria #1049a and 1049b, PRC #1862-1863 booklet, Portugal #667a and 674a, Romania #C71, Qatar #100CA and 118CA, Luxembourg #151, Ireland #855a with Columbian imprint, Korea #353-355 in English with
“POSTAG” error, Russia #5439a, Switzerland #B130 (2), and much more besides; generally fresh and sound, though expect a few
minor faults as is typical in a holding of this size, o.g., never hinged, Fine to Very Fine with better throughout, a stellar find for the
savvy bourse, eBay or Topical dealer. Shipping charges apply - weight 67.4 lbs. (photo on web site)������� Estimate $6,000 - 7,000
2653 H/m
Worldwide, Massive Dealer Stock on Counter Pages, 1850-2015. 20 boxes of counter pages and “102” cards
annotated with catalog numbers and prices; many thousands of singles, often in sets with minimal duplication; material is clean
and ready for a winner with a resale network; British Colonies, Dead Countries, classic material all popular at stamp shows and the
internet; take a peek at images on the web to whet your appetite; condition literally spans worst to best, thankfully most is F-VF;
consignor catalog $72,000+, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 54.6 lbs.
������������� Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
2654 H
Worldwide, “Better” Sets and Single Dealer Stock, 1851-1992. Global coverage on hundreds of Scott numbered
and priced counter pages ready for resale; a few misidentified or bad, but overall with loads of useful items from Great Britain, a
few better from the Peoples Republic of China, Belgium, France, Canada and Provences, and more; Italy 17, 20, 21,57 (2); Tuscany 5, 6, 8, 8a, 15, 20; Two Siciles 6, 10, 13, 15, 19a, 20, 21, 22g, 23, 25e, 27; Iceland 3, 9; New Zealand 12; China 39; France 2;
owners catalog well exceeds $100,000 but that must be steeply discounted;condition varies considerably as one would expect; still
many useful premium items; examine, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 3.4 lbs. ��������� Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
2655 H
Worldwide, Massive and Highly Diverse Booklet Selection, 1950-2020. Remarkable and extremely wide-ranging
holding of approximately 4,000 or so complete booklets, occasionally lightly duplicated, housed in 13 shoe boxes, plus 3 additional
smaller boxes; includes very substantial Great Britain proper, including a super range of the prestige type booklets from the earliest
Wedgewood on; excellent Scandinavia, with exceptional Denmark and Sweden; good Canada and British Empire with many countries represented; additionally, solid Western Europe, strong in France, plus Italy, Greece, China and dozens of others; a superb lot
for breakdown or even inclusion in a worldwide collection; largely VF, should be seen to be fully appreciated, Fine to Very Fine.
Shipping charges apply - weight 83 lbs. ......................................����������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
2656 H/m
Worldwide, Extensive Dealer’s Selection of “Better” Items, 1840-1955. Substantial assembly of hundreds neatly
presented on Scott numbered counter pages; while the owner has estimated the catalog value in excess of $100,000 this figure
must be deeply discounted due to misidentifications, reproductions and reference items; that aside, there remains a ton of value,
mostly in European nations, including strong Great Britain (including 12 Penny Blacks), France, Swiss classics, Scandinavia,
Germany & Area, several Egyptian items from the Royal Collection, good Canada like 549a and 550a and much more; beautiful
Carolina Island 9a bisect on piece; Cape of Good Hope 6, 7 & 9; beautiful Malagasy 8-11; 1943 Free Philippines Guerrilla Postal
Service block of 6; condition varies but great pickings to be had, examine, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 3
lbs. ���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $4,000 - 5,000
2657 H/m
Worldwide, High Catalog Value on Counter Pages, 1853-1948. 3 binders packed with dealer counter pages from
around the globe; Argentina, Austria, Lombardy, Belgium, Cape of Good Hope, Denmark, Fiume, France, German States, Germany, Peoples Republic of China, Czech, Greece, Heligoland, Iceland, Persia, Italy, Italian States, Kiauchau, Liechtenstein, Obock,
Russia, Somoa, Shanghai, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Tibet, and United States; consignor reports catalog exceeds $98,000; considerable variation in condition requires close inspection and misidentification and forgeries significantly impact value; well worth
a look for those with clients who collect Swiss, Heligoland, Greece, and the Italian States, Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight
5.8 lbs. ���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
2658 m
Worldwide, Massive, All Used, Organized Worldwide Stock, 1855-2012. Huge and well organized, all used stock
consisting of tens of thousands or more, well arranged mostly by country or a few times by area, housed mostly in approximately
80 large and serviceable 3 ring binders; many countries are well represented, with the large percentage of items spanning the last
30 years or so; includes US, 11 binders, with high values, Back of Book, and Revenues; strong Canada with Revenues, good Great
Britain and Channel Islands, Australia, South and Central America, extensive Germany and area (8 volumes), Iceland (5 volumes),
Japan (4 volumes), China, Western Europe and more; quantities vary from one to perhaps 50 or more, with some earlier premium
items spotted; a huge holding of generally F-VF, worth examining, Fine to Very Fine. ����������������������������� Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
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2659 H
Worldwide, Tremendous, Wide Ranging Souvenir Sheet Stock, 1972-2019. Fantastic, clean and valuable material; virtually all different and truly worldwide consisting of approximately 7,000 or so souvenir sheets, all neatly housed in over
90 pristine, large-size mint sheet files; aside from strong British Empire, we note solid Asia, with lots of Peoples Republic of China
like Scott 1540, 1573 and 1617 plus loads of later items; good Korea, Mongolia, Japan, Thailand, Macau, and dozens more; other
countries which are noteworthy include Canada, Germany, Netherlands, Belgium, Poland, Middle East, French Colonies, Israel,
US Trust Territories, some earlier Finland multiples; strong Disney and other thematics plus some regular sheets and more;
generally VF, a super lot for a dealer with established clientele, Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 88.2 lbs.
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $3,500 - 4,500
2660 H/m
Worldwide, Number 1’s Around the World, 1850-1952. Two binders with the first issue (or semipostal, airmail or
postage due); minimal duplication but we do note a few high value items repeated; Austria (also 1b), Bermuda, British Honduras,
Bulgaria, Cape of Good Hope, Cayman, Ceylon, Cyprus, Cyrenica, Danis West Indies, Eritrea, Fiume, French Colonies, Gambia,
Baden (also 1a), Hanover, Mecklenburg, Prussia, Wurttemberg, Germany, German Turkey, Gibraltar, Gold Coast, Greece (also 1a,
1b), Thule, Grenada, Guadeloupe, Heligoland, Hong Kong, Sirmour, Modena, Parma, Tuscany, Italy (Q1), Estero, British Virgin
Islands, Brunei, Saseno, Crete, Aegean, Jamaica, Japan, Lithuania, Luxembourg (also 1b), Malta, Montenegro, Montserrat, Mozambique, Natal, Netherlands (also 1a), Nevis, New Caledonia, Newfoundland, New Republic, Nicaragua, Northern Rhodesia,
Norway, Prince Edward Island (also 1a), Russia (C1), St Christopher, St Helena, St Lucia, Samoa, San Marino,Sierra Leone, Straits
Settlements, Tobago, Trinadid, Turks, and United States; a fun way to collect the classics; expect condition to span the spectrum
with most settling between F-VF; consignor catalog $33,300+, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 4.2 lbs.
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
2661 HH/H
Worldwide, Attractive and Valuable Holding of Better Mint. A dealer’s delight, with material ranging from
the classic to modern, with much in glassines fully identified and priced (long ago), the general worldwide running the alphabet,
plus additional prime holdings of Netherlands; extensive British Commonwealth including better selections of Malta (e.g., 10s
Self-Government overprint), Jamaica, Malay States, New Zealand, the Saints, and more; strong Switzerland including Semi-Postals; extensive Canada with much modern face (up to the 2000s); nice holding of 1980s Great Britain souvenir sheets, booklets and
presentation packs; part-sheets of French Art series; strong Liechtenstein in strips and blocks (some with plate numbers) along with
miniature sheets (including early Europas), and much, much more; generally fresh and sound, but expect a few occasional faults,
Fine to Very Fine with better throughout, a must-see. Shipping charges apply - weight 12.8 lbs. (photo on web site)
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
2662 H
Worldwide, Fresh Dealer Stock Ready for Market, 1930-2015. 4 large binders bursting with dealer sheets cataloged and priced; souvenir sheets and large issues from Guernsey and Alderney, hundreds with mild duplication and pristine condition (retail $7,000+); hundreds from Jersey (retail $4,000+); Isle of Man with several hundred (retail $4,400+);
souvenir sheets and large issues from nations Maldives to Zimbabwe (retail $1,600+); mint singles and sets, worldwide, cataloged and priced on 53 black stock card pages (retail $2,800+); stack of 90+dealer cards (retail $290); and 23 better sets (retail
$720); perfect for shows or the internet, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 30.8 lbs. (photo on web site)
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
2663 H/m
Worldwide, Select Country Dealer Holdings, 1914-2024. Amazing worldwide selection of thousands of issues, all
neatly presented on many hundreds of Scott numbered and priced counter pages; includes approximately 20 nations represented
in all; includes very lovely offerings from Italian Somililand, Cyrenaica, French and Spanish Andorra, Liechtenstein, Norway and
Afghanistan; loads of premium sets and singles with useful items throughout, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight
22.6 lbs. �������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2664 H/m
Worldwide, 18 Stockbooks of Useful Balance, 1861-2016. Very clean and organized in Lighthouse type stockbooks and binders; lots of better mint Korea in two volumes, Australian Antarctic mounted on custom pages 1957-1999, airmail
covers (including two LZ 127 franked with German 4RM Zep), Vatican on album pages 1929-1960, UPU album (hingless and
mostly empty), Australia used in stockbook, Austria, Israel, Portugal and Colonies, Norfolk Island, Cuba, German/Berlin, and
much more; much mint and visually engaging; condition varies but useful overall; consignor catalog $23,000+, Fine. Shipping
charges apply - weight 64.8 lbs. ������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2665 H/m
Worldwide, Excellent Dealer’s Show Stock, 1855-1958. Thousands, mint and used, presented on hundreds of Scott
numbered and priced counter pages; includes great strength in mint, with excellent British Empire including great offerings of
Canada, Falkland Islands, New Hebrides, Fiji, New Guinea, Norfolk, Ireland, etc; we also note good mint Persia, some wartime
and immediate postwar China, Netherlands and more; owner’s catalog value $16,000, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply
- weight 15.2 lbs. ������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������ Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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2666 H
Worldwide, Errors, Freaks, and Oddities, 1880-1994. Hundreds of worldwide EFOs on counter pages with
Scott numbers; Panama, French Indo-China, India, Japan, Italy, Austria, Ceylon, Mexico, New Zealand, Great Britain, Sweden,
Transvaal; overprints varieties, partial perforations, imperforates, etc, Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 6 lbs.
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2667 HH/H/m
Worldwide, Wide-Ranging Array of Better. A bit jumbled and presented every which way you’d expect, but loads
of better salable material to refill your stock offerings; we note over 160 French Cameroun deluxe sheets (some light duplication),
excellent and pristine French and Monaco Art series issues (full panes, folded), various old-time worldwide on dealer counter
book pages, a box of glassines with various mint sets and partial sets, strong in British Commonwealth, a 1926 Nobile label, pretty
Belgian Semi-Postals mounted, a couple better Japan, and more and more, Fine to Very Fine with much better, worth setting aside
time for a detailed inspection. (photo on web site)�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,200 - 1,600
2668 m
Worldwide, A Cast of Thousands for the Savvy Dealer, 1851-2014. A entire cart was required to hold about 38
boxes, plus additional material in glassines annotated with Scott catalog numbers; absolutely massive, lower end holding containing tens of thousands of stamps, is generally sorted by issuing country and most are postally used; includes a useful, used US stock
selection (which would look great in a dealer’s counter book), plus generally representative worldwide stamps; well worth a careful
inspection, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 119.6 lbs.
������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2669 HH/H/m
Worldwide, Dealer’s Counterbook Stock. Wide-ranging material in 17 counterbooks, all identified and priced
(each book with tape totaling the 1997 Scott values); some countries sparce, others fuller, with some of the better including Germany and States, Italy, Jamaica, Latin America, Malta, Norway, Jamaica, Japan, and Netherlands; some earlies, decent classics,
and solid moderns; condition varies, especially on the earlier issues, but much worthwhile material for the eBayer or packet-maker,
Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web site)������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������ Estimate $800 - 1,200
2670 H/m
Worldwide, Dealers Counter Binders of Selected Countries, 1856-2005. 11 binders of singles and sets annotated
with Scott numbers and catalog values; Hungary B1-B14, B35-B50, C1, C2; Vatican 14, 44, 49, 51, C16, C22; Russia 5a, 11, 18,
24, 26, 96, 182c, 477, 561, 718-720, 775, 792, 858, 1230-1233, 1589, 2021, B8, B47, C12, C15; Panama 190-193, 234-243,368370, 373-377, C10-C14; Turkey 145, 548, 584, J61; two volumes of worldwide Scouting great for a topicial collector; also a
bulging volume of fresh Europa singles and sets; expect varied condition with average F-VF; consignor catalog $9,350+, Fine to
Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 19 lbs. ....................�������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $800 - 1,200

Postal History Collections
2671 )
Worldwide, Extensive and Varied Postal History Assortment. Dealer’s delight, with approximately 400 or so
covers from every corner of the globe (including a few you don’t usually find); period ranges from the mid- to late 1800s through
about the mid-1960s, with a solid holding of classics; no great rarities spotted, but among the highlights are strong early Austria;
Germany including at least one Bavaria card; a baker’s dozen of Republican China with various Sun Yat-sen and a Junks cover;
Netherlands First Day Covers from the 1950s and ‘60s in limited quantities; a nice tranche of Swiss First Day Covers ranging
between about 1949 and the ‘60s, again in useful quantities; 51 different Collins hand-painted US First Day Covers; 11 1952
Papua New Guinea First Day Covers (!); a 1949 £1 King George VI First Day Cover; plus material from Japan, Algeria, Bosnia
& Herzegovina, and more besides; condition varies, but plenty clean, and much interesting, Fine to Very Fine, inspection invited.
Shipping charges apply - weight 5.8 lbs. (photo on web site)���������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,000 - 2,500
2672 )
Worldwide, Kaleidoscopic Cache of Covers. Many, many hundreds in total; strongest in Canada with stampless
covers, early flights (some with Semi-Officials and/or pilot-signed), First Day Covers, etc.; the remainder of the world with First
Day Covers, commercial usages, Official covers, stationery (mint, used, uprated), Guam #M6 on cover, and so much more; loads of
Topical interest; a perfect lot for the eBayer looking to expand their listings, Fine to Very Fine or better, inspection invited. (photo
on web site)��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,200 - 1,600
2673 m/)
Worldwide, Wide-ranging Selection of Zeppelin Covers and Cards, 1924-39. Over 60 in total, presented on
fully annotated album pages and in a small-format cover binder; much of interest, the covers from LZ-126 (ZR-3), LZ-129 (Hindenburg), and the LZ-130 (Graf Zeppelin II), with numerous flights and cachets represented; mixed in as well are several USS
Akron items, plus a few used Zeppelin-themed stamps, postcards and picture post cards (a few real photos), etc.; broad array of
frankings and origin-destination combinations; well worth a thorough review by the airship enthusiast, as some better items are
present; see the entire holding online, generally Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 4.2 lbs. (photo on web site)
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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2674 )
Worldwide, Attractive Compilation of Flown Graf Zeppelin Covers, 1928-35. Over 40 in total, all mounted on
exhibit pages with picture post cards and detailed annotation; carried on various flights of the Graf Zeppelin, with many with better
frankings including ten US covers with #C18 (three of which have multiple frankings), one cover with German 4m Polar Flight
and one with 2m Chicago Flight adhesive, a nice-looking Iceland flight cover, and more, generally Very Fine. Shipping charges
apply - weight 3.6 lbs. (photo on web site)�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2675 )
Worldwide, Worthwhile Mix of 28 Zeppelin Flight Covers and Cards, 1928-37. Neat array including U.S.,
Germany, Brazil, Paraguay, Spain and Liechtenstein (#C15-C16 First Day Cover); highlights including 1928 First Flight Airmail
cachet of Oct. 28, 1928; 1929 First Round-the-World Flight; three First 1929 America Flight; 1930 German postcard with Mailed
On-board cachet; several South America Flights; three Brazil Pan-America Flights; Century of Progress from Miami (three different, one First Day Cover); Zeppelin-Condor(-Lufthansa) cachets; a May 1, 1937 Hindenburg Germany Flight (canceled due to
weather, the mail dropped May 3 over Cologne on its outward fatal flight to North America), and more; generally clean and sound,
Very Fine, well worth the time to review. (photo on web site)...�������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $750 - 1,000

Topical Collections
2676 H/m/)
Worldwide, Massive Merry-Go-Round of Mostly Modern Miscellanies. The tail end of an old-time holding, with
lots of everything; note US and worldwide First Day Covers mainly from the mid-1960s to mid-1970s, with more recent First Day
and commemorative covers as well; several Germany collections spanning States to Reich, plus additional stockbooks of Bund in
quantity; nice selection of British Commonwealth islands sheets and blocks; masses of mint and used on- and off-piece, including
mini-country collections on album pages, plus cigar boxes (neatly partitioned) for specific US issues (Fourth Bureau, Dues and
Special Delivery, etc.); we also spotted a nice old-timey accumulation of poster stamps, US Revenues, a homemade page of philatelic terms illustrated with real stamps, along with groups of US Customs Service stamps on documents, US Revenues on documents including checks, a group of mid-19th century French children’s lettersheets, etc., etc.; no great rarities, but a fun treasure
hunt for the bourse or online dealer, generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 228.2 lbs. (photo on web site)
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2677 H/m/)
Worldwide, Vintage Wide-Ranging New England Old-Time Philatelic Journey. Substantial and diverse holding
stored away decades ago, nearly all in the original envelopes from various Boston-area dealers; the bulk of envelopes originate
from W.T. Pollitz, though Waverly, Kelleher, Simmy’s and others are noted; within in the envelopes you will find everything from
excellent early Newfoundland covers to good Airmails and Flights; strong in Canada, including Revenues, Semi-Official Airmails
(with #CL9 blocks of four and six never hinged), CL48 (2 pairs and a block of six, CL26e (reinforced sheet of eight)); Newfoundland postage stamp-franked bank checks; various new issues with Greece, Scandinavia and more; sit back and enjoy figuring this
one, Fine to Very Fine, inspection invited. (photo on web site)������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2678 )
Worldwide, Rock-Solid Bi-Polar Collection of Covers and Labels. Neatly arranged on stockpages in a binder,
starting with 19 cigarette cards portraying different explorers, followed by covers (US in origin and frankings) for the Amundsen
North Polar Expedition (3, each with different stamp collar), an unaddressed picture post card with a Spitsbergen Local (cancelled),
1925 Trans-Polar Flight postcards (3), a lovely selection of Nobile labels/Air Semi-Officials (including two blocks of four overprinted) plus 12 picture post cards of the expedition with their original envelope; 1931 Wilkins-Ellsworth Trans-Arctic Submarine
Expedition (7, several signed); R.E. Byrd Polar Expeditions including tiny cover signed, sent from USS Peary, addressed to Ellsworth, plus booklets and 16 additional covers (14 cancelled Little America, Antarctica, with various cachets, a few signed), plus
two US Antarctic Program souvenir booklets in original envelopes, plus a page of 1954 Antarctic Expedition labels; remarkably
fresh and sound for the distances traveled, Fine to Very Fine with better throughout, a cool lot; imaged in full online. (photo on
web site)�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
2679 H/m/)
Worldwide, Tremendous Space Stamp Collection, 1957-2018. Consignor spent thousands obtaining the 6,000+
singles, sets, mini sheets and souvenir sheets from all over the world including strength in Trucial States, Monoco, Poland, Russia, French Colonies, Belgium, British Commonwealth, and tons more as well as about 50 manila stock pages packed with stamps;
virtually all appear MNH and fresh; John F Kennedy related vintage 8x10 photographs (40+) often related to the space program
or the United Nations, MA-8 (Schirra) Six Orbits of Sigma 7 (2 copies), two dozen BEP space related engraved show cards, several sheets of Scott C-76 First Man on the Moon stamp, Fleetwood spaceflight oversized panels, several cloth mission patches
including GT-IV, AP-1 (3), SL-I, and SL-II, Fine to Very Fine. ������������������������������������������������������������������ Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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2680 H
Worldwide, Thematics for the Philatelist, 1940-2015. Two large cartons packed with stamps; 5 volumes of Railroads to assemble a wonderful topical or thematic exhibit; Walt Disney, Cats (who doesn’t love cats?), Animals (other than cats),
Flight, Ships, Presidents (mostly former ones), extensive material on Birds as singles, S/S, postal cards, envelopes, and sheets; this
material is very well organized and fresh in appearance; it will be a true pleasure for the right bidder, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping
charges apply - weight 47.8 lbs. ������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,200 - 1,600
2681 H/)
Worldwide Balloon Mail Topical Collection, 1910’s-1980’s. Approximately 250 Balloon topic or event covers
from the 1970’s and 1980’s, mostly from U.S. or European Balloon events, several of which were Balloon flown and signed by
Pilot and some have information about the Balloon and Flight (ie: Balloon Name, Departure, Arrival, Time Flown), 50+ Poland
Balloon event covers from 1950’s-1960’s, 33 Balloon stamps and labels on individual dealer inventory cards, some of which have
retail values up to $30 each, two vintage picture postcards from approximately 1910’s, France #B293 sunk large die deluxe proof,
generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 5.6 lbs. (photo on web site)������������������������ Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2682 H/m/)
Worldwide, Mostly Zeppelin Airmail Collection, 1928-1941. Small, tightly focused collection consisting of 32
covers, 5 unused postcards, and 25 stamps on a Safe hingless page; the postcards are period mint cards in excellent condition and
show the Zeppelin in flight; stamps consist of four unused and three sets of Scott 57-58, used copies of 59-60, and C44, as well as
the reprints of C40-C42, C38-C39 and C43-C45; five envelopes (two Registered) and two postcards flew from Germany to the US
during the Hindenburg’s 1936 season, Hindenburg on board card on Delag postcard, orange Express mail cover posted during local
flight, beautiful pair of 2RM C36 and US C10 on 1929 Graf Zeppelin trip to America, two lovely Registered covers from Liechtenstein to the US, 1937 flight from Germany to San Paulo, polar flight from Leningrad to Sieger in Germany, beautiful Registered
Rhein-Main to New York with numerous cancels, 1RM value on local Graf Zeppelin postcard, address label in Germany over address of envelope that flew from Stuttgart to New York, Registered cover from Friedrichshafen to Rio de Janeiro, FAM 9 extension
flight from Miami via Cristobal to Montevideo with block of six C4s, 2 first flight San Francisco to Manila, Lindbergh “horseshoe”
mail, Top Notch cachet on FAM 19 flight from San Francisco to Honolulu, C18 on Miami to Chicago Century of Progress flight,
C25-C31 un cacheted first day covers, Registered Mexico to Peoria with a beautiful 6 franking set of Airmail stamps, lastly a 1929
Graf Zeppelin round the world cover franked with three 571, two C6 and a C4; all beautiful examples in great condition, Fine to
Very Fine. ������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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Live Bidding - at Home From Your Computer!
Participate comfortably in Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions from your home or office - Live on the Internet.
You hear the auctioneer, you see the current lots, you can bid in real time; it is fast, easy and comfortable.

What do I need to do to be able to bid in this sale LIVE at StampAuctionNetwork?

For clients already registered with both Kelleher and SAN
Log into StampAuctionNetwork http://stampauctionnetwork.com/LoginNew.cfm

I am a Current SAN client but not registered with Kelleher
Update your registration page after logging in at: http://stampauctionnetwork.com/Edit ureg.cfm, select Kelleher from the choices 		
underlined and press the Update Registration button to submit. This will send your request to the Kelleher Team for approval.

I am Currently a Kelleher Client but am NOT registered with Stamp Auction Network
You will have received an invitation to join Kelleher at SAN with a temporary username and password.
Follow the instructions or contact Kelleher.

I am a new client to Kelleher and SAN
Go to: www.kelleherauctions.com and select
“AUCTIONS” from the main menu.

Under “MEMBERSHIP” select “REGISTER”
complete the form (red highlighted areas mandatory) agree to the terms of sale and submit registration. A Kelleher team member will review and
approve or ask for additional information.
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Address Information

Name ______________________________________________Email_____________________________________________
Address ______________________________________________________________________________________________
City __________________________________State_________________ZIP_________________Country________________
Phone (Day) _______________________(Evening)___________________________Fax______________________________

q  Please check box if this is a new address and indicate old ZIP (postal) code ________________________

References
FIRM ______________________________________________TELEPHONE___________________________________________________
FIRM ______________________________________________TELEPHONE___________________________________________________

Bid Information

Please purchase on my behalf, the following lots in your auction sale, August 6-7, 2021 in Danbury, CT. I annex the
highest price I will pay for each lot, it being understood that you will buy for me as much below such limit as possible.
Please note that a premium of 20%* will be added to the hammer price as part of the total purchase price.
Your signature below indicates acceptance of all terms and conditions of this sale listed in this catalogue.

* Prompt Payment Discount - Successful bidders whose payment is received within 15 calendar days from the date of the auction,
shall be entitled to a 2% prompt payment discount of the hammer price of each lot, regardless of the method of payment.

SIGNATURE _____________________________________________DATE______________________________________________
The amount of your bids does not include a 20% premium to be added to the hammer price
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Please limit my total purchases to:
$_________________
(not including Buyer’s Premium)
NOTE: Limits of less than $200 are respectfully declined.
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CONDITIONS OF SALE - Public Auction
THE PLACING OF A BID SHALL CONSTITUTE ACCEPTANCE OF THESE CONDITIONS OF SALE BETWEEN BIDDER AND DANIEL F. KELLEHER AUCTIONS, LLC (“KELLEHER”)
BIDDING
EXHIBITION AND INSPECTION OF LOTS; QUALITY AND AUTHENTICITY
1. Unless announced otherwise by the auctioneer, all bids are per lot, as numbered in the printed
7. (a) See viewing schedule for on-premises viewing and please note that we are a certified State of
Catalogue. Kelleher, as agent for the consignor or vendor, shall regulate the bidding and shall deterCT, COVID-19 compliant business. As the guidance and rules change, please refer to the CT.GOV
mine the manner in which the bidding shall be conducted. Kelleher reserves the right to withdraw
or CDC.GOV websites. Ample opportunity is given for on premises inspection prior to the aucany lot prior to sale (without liability to any potential purchaser or agent), to re-offer any withdrawn
tion date, by appointment only, and upon written request and at Kellehers’ discretion. Live video
lot, to divide a lot or to group two or more lots belonging to the same consignor or vendor, and to
viewing is also available, please contact our offices to arrange same, at least one week prior to the
refuse any bid believed not made in good faith. Estimates of sales prices contained in the printed
sale date.
Catalogue reflect the best judgment of Kelleher and are not minimum or upset prices.
(b) Each lot is sold as genuine and correctly described, based on individual description as modified
2. (a) Bids shall be made in the steps set forth on the bidding page for increments. (b) The highest
by any specific notations in this Catalogue or as announced at the time of sale.
bid acknowledged by the auctioneer shall prevail. Should a dispute arise between bidders (including
(c) Quality. Any lot which a purchaser considers to be incorrectly described and was not examined
a dispute between a floor or internet bidder and the auctioneer acting on behalf of a mail bidder,
by the bidder or his agent prior to the sale, may be returned to Kelleher within two weeks of its
consignor or vendor, the auctioneer alone shall determine who the successful bidder is and whether
receipt by such purchaser (“Returning Purchaser”), provided, however, that the same is received by
to reoffer the lot in dispute. Should a dispute arise after the sale, the auctioneer’s sale records shall
Kelleher within four weeks of the date of the auction and in its original packaging; however, Kellebe conclusive. On all lots sold, a commission of 20% * on the hammer price is payable by the buyer
her may, in its discretion, refuse acceptance of such returned lot. If an opinion of a mutually acto the auctioneer together with any sales and use tax or customs duties. (c) Lots may be re-opened
ceptable authority is desired (Extension), the period of time within which a lot must be received by
as necessary to accommodate connectivity issues or incorrect bids.
Kelleher will be extended in accordance with Condition of Sale 7(g). In the event that a dispute can3. (a) The auctioneer reserves the right to bid on behalf of clients (and consignors or vendors) but
not be resolved by reference to a mutually acceptable authority, and Kelleher thereupon undertakes
shall not be liable for errors and omissions in executing instructions to bid, however received, and
to re-offer the lot with a description identical to the description disputed, the Returning Purchaser
whether such errors or omissions be those of the bidder or agent or those of the auctioneer.
shall be liable for the deficiency, if any, between the proceeds of the sale to the Returning Purchaser
(b) Lots are offered subject to a reserve price. The auctioneer will implement such reserve price by
and the proceeds of a sale to a subsequent purchaser, as well as for all costs and expenses of the
bidding on behalf of the consignor/ vendor. (c) It may also be assumed that all consignors have been
re-sale, including commission, and all incidental damages. Any lot, the description of which is
advanced monies against the sale of their consigned material and Kelleher therefore has a security
disputed, must be returned intact and in the original packaging and in the condition received (uninterest in the consigned material over and above the normal auction commission.
altered) by the purchaser. The following lots are not returnable except at the discretion of Kelleher:
(d) Purchases made by a consignor or vendor or his agent on his own lots shall be considered as a
(i) lots from purchasers who attended the exhibition of the lots; (ii) lots examined by postal viewers;
sale subject to commissions and sales tax as applicable.
(iii) lots on account of their appearance, if they are illustrated in this Catalogue or online; (iv) lots
(e) Agents are responsible for the payment of the purchase price for all purchases made on behalf of
described as having repairs, defects or faults for any reason. (v) lots containing more than ten (10)
their clients, unless other arrangements with the auctioneer have been confirmed in writing prior
items. (d) Authenticity. Any lot which is declared other than genuine by a mutually recognized
to the auction.
authority is returnable, provided such lot is received by Kelleher within four weeks of the date of the
PAYMENT FOR PURCHASES
auction. Proof that a mutually acceptable authority declines to express an opinion is not grounds
4. (a) Payment for lots, including those on which opinions are desired (Extensions), shall be as
for the return of a lot. (e) Expenses incurred by a purchaser in the submission and the return of a
follows:
lot under Conditions of Sale 7 is not subject to refund. (f) Numerical grading is subjective and is
(b) Floor Bidders. Payment of the purchase price, or such part there of as Kelleher shall require,
based upon the condition of each issue. Lots may not be returned if a third party grades a stamp
shall be made by the purchaser in cash, bank or certified check, credit card, PayPal or in such other
at lower than our grade. (g) Lots with existing certificates from the Philatelic Foundation (PF) or
manner as Kelleher may determine. The name and address of the purchaser of each lot shall be
Professional Stamp Experts (PSE), British Philatelic Association (BPA), Royal Philatelic Society
given to the auctioneer immediately following the sale of such lot.
(London) (RPSL) and Australia (RPSA), Vincent Graves Greene Foundation (VGG) or any other
(c) Mail/Internet/FAX/Website Bidders. A successful mail bidder will be notified of lots purchased.
expertizing authority as recognized by the International Association of Philatelic Experts (AIEP),
Before Kelleher will send such lots, payment in full must be received by Kelleher within three (3)
for items within their specialty and dated within the last seven (7) years from the date of sale, will be
business days of receipt of the aforesaid notification by the mail bidder. However, a purchaser
offered and sold on an “as-is” basis and as so stated on the certificate. Such lots may not be returned
known to Kelleher at its option may have purchases delivered or forwarded for immediate payment
for any reason, including but not limited to a contrary verbal or written opinion or certificate.
(by a dollar draft, ACH or wire transfer from a U.S. bank in the case of overseas purchasers). Mailed
SALES TAX/CUSTOMS DUTIES
delivery will be to the address on the bid sheet and proof by Kelleher of receipt of a sending at the
8. Unless presentation of satisfactory proof that it is exempted by law, a purchaser shall pay to
advised address shall constitute delivery. This includes disputes for payments made via PayPal and/
Kelleher the compensating Sales and/or use taxes of any State claiming jurisdiction, which is being
or credit card. Buyer acknowledges that he/she waives their right to file a dispute in such cases with
collected, reported and remitted to said State, based upon the Supreme Court Wayfair legislation
PayPal or their Credit Card Company. All charges for handling, delivery and insurance obtained
enacted June, 2018. Buyers outside the U.S. are responsible for all customs duties. A purchaser shall
by Kelleher on behalf of the purchaser shall be added to the purchase price; a minimum charge of
indemnify Kelleher and hold it harmless of and from any claims of any jurisdiction for sales taxes
$20.00 will be made for same.
relating to the purchase of articles at the auction, whenever the same may arise.
(d) Prompt Payment Discount - Successful bidders whose payment is received within 15 calendar
APPLICABLE LAW, JURISDICTION, ETC.
days from the date of the auction, shall be entitled to a 2% prompt payment discount of the hammer
9. All matters arising out of this auction shall be governed by the laws of the State of Connecticut
price of each lot, regardless of the method of payment.
without giving effect to the choice of law principles thereof.
5. Title shall not pass to the purchaser until full payment has been received by Kelleher as agents
ARBITRATION
for the consignor or vendor.
10. Any controversy or claim arising out of or relating to this auction shall be settled by arbitration
6. (a) Purchasers agree to pay for lots as specified in Condition of Sale 4 (or as the same may
in the City of New York, State of New York in accordance with the Rules of the American Arbitrabe modified by Condition of Sale 8), and no credit is extended; a late payment charge of 2% per
tion Association and judgment upon the award rendered by the Arbitrator or Arbitrators may be
month or fraction thereof shall be added if payment is not made in accordance with the aforesaid
entered in any Court having jurisdiction.
conditions.
JURISDICTION AND VENUE OF ACTIONS
(b) In the event that a bidder shall fail to comply with these Conditions of Sale (“Non-Complying
11. The purchaser at this auction (a) consents and submits to the jurisdiction of the Courts of the
Bidder”), then, as to any lot with respect to which such failure to comply occurs, Kelleher, may, in
State of Connecticut and of the Courts of the United States for a judicial district within the territoriits sole discretion, re-offer such lot during the same auction or at an auction at a later time, or by
al limits of the State of Connecticut for all matters arising out of this auction sale, including, without
private treaty sale at such time as Kelleher Auctions, in its sole discretion, deems appropriate and
limitation, any action or proceeding instituted for the enforcement of any right, remedy, obligation
the Non-Complying Bidder shall be liable for the deficiency, if any, between the hammer price and
and liability arising under or by reason thereof; and (b) consents and submits to the venue of such
the net proceeds of a sale to a subsequent purchaser, whether at auction or by private treaty, as well
action or proceeding in the City of Danbury, County of Fairfield, State of Connecticut (or such juas for all costs and expenses of both sales, including all other charges due thereunder, including
dicial district of a Court of the United States as shall include the same, and (c) further consents that
commissions with respect to both sales, whether payable to Kelleher or to a third party and all
service of process in any action relating thereto may be effected by registered mail, return receipt
incidental damages. It shall be in Kellehers’ sole discretion to determine whether to re-offer the lot
requested address to the purchase at the address given to the auctioneer at the time of the sale.
theretofore hammered-down to a Non-Complying Bidder at the same auction, or by private treaty
BIDDING STEPS
in due course, or at a subsequent auction conducted by Kelleher. In no event shall any surplus aris12. Bidding Steps (Increments) are as published; bids made out of increment will be reduced to
ing from the sale of a re-offered lot be payable to a Non-Complying Bidder.
the next increment. Example: $603 bid will be reduced to $600, etc. “Split” or “Slice” bids are not
(c) A defaulting purchaser shall be deemed to have granted Kelleher a security interest in property
accepted.
in Kellehers’ possession owned by such purchaser. Kelleher shall have all of the rights afforded a
BIDS BY TELEPHONE
purchase money secured party under the Connecticut Uniform Commercial Code (UCC) with
(a) Must be confirmed in writing unless waived by the auctioneer. (b) Any errors are the responrespect to such property and may apply against such obligations all monies held or received by it
sibility of the bidder. (c) No bids accepted less than 1 hour before the commencement of the sale.
for the account of, or due from Kelleher to such purchaser. Kelleher is authorized to file a Financing
BIDS BY FAX OR EMAIL
Statement in order to perfect its rights as a secured party.
Bids must be received at least 1 hour before sale commences — be sure to use
(d) If Kelleher takes any legal steps to secure payment of a delinquent account, the defaulting purFAX: (203) 297-6059 or EMAIL: bids@kelleherauctions.com
chaser shall be liable for all legal and other expenses incurred by Kelleher to secure such payment,
PHONE BIDDING DURING THE SALE
including but not limited to a reasonable allowance for attorneys’ fees. For purposes of this paraPhone bidding space is limited and available on a first-come, first served basis. The importance of
graph, the term legal steps shall be deemed to include any and all consultation by Kelleher with its
reserving early cannot be overstated!
attorneys with respect to all matters arising out of a delinquent account.
Please call us at (203) 830-2500 to reserve your phone bidding space
(e) Unless otherwise acceptable to Kelleher, payment is to be made only in the form of cash, bank
STAMP AUCTION NETWORK (SAN)
check or certified check, personal check (which must clear prior to delivery of lots), credit card
Live internet bidding. To bid, you must be registered and be approved by both
(AMEX, Visa, MasterCard and Discover), PayPal or a bank ACH or wire transfer. Payments made
Stamp Auction Network and Kelleher. Please contact us for further instructions or go to
by credit card are accepted as a courtesy without surcharge.
www.stampauctionnetwork.com and find the Kelleher link.
WIRING INSTRUCTIONS:
Please contact us for our wiring instructions.
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